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An Improved Geometric Test 

for Optical Surfaces

Abstract

As the quality of large optics are required to be more accurate, even to the 

diffraction limit, more accurate testing methods are needed. For example, large 

telescope optics consist of aspheric concave and convex mirrors with significant aspheric 

departures. Testing these optics using classical methods usually requires the use of a 

null lens or mirror. However, the null corrector itself can be wrong and thus lead to 

incorrect test results. One example is the primary mirror of Hubble Space Telescope. In 

order to avoid such a mistake, at least two independent test methods should be applied.

A new test method - a quantitative knife-edge test (AQuaKET) - has been 

developed by revolutionizing one of the oldest testing method, the Foucault test. One of 

the advantages of the Foucault test is that it does not need any additional optical 

components which can introduce errors, whereas a disadvantage is that it does not give a 

quantitative result. Whilst maintaining the merits of the Foucault test, AQuaKET 

embodies novel ideas for acquiring quantitative results.

The thesis describes the application of opto-electronic, data acquisition, and data 

processing techniques including refined simplex method to the Foucault test. Test 

results of three mirrors are presented which validate the reliability of the method for 

testing optics with high accuracy, including aspheric mirrors. Several potential 

improvements are discussed and future work is suggested. Finally, the overall 

methodology developed is compared with other approaches currently available.
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Ch 1

Chapter 1

Introduction

With advances in Astronomy, larger telescopes on the ground are demanded as 

well as space telescopes. Modem large telescopes require more accurate optical systems 

reaching up to diffraction limit. Those large telescopes would provide astronomers with 

deeper view of the universe and brighter and clearer images of faint celestial objects, 

particularly with the combination of active and adaptive optics. Larger mirror size 

means smaller diffraction limit and possibly better image quality, which is particularly 

beneficial in observing the images of distant celestial objects, such as Cepheids in distant 

galaxies as an excellent distance indicator, gravitational lenses. Active Galactic Nuclei, 

and Quasars.

In order to achieve better image quality, more accurate and reliable optical testing 

methods are required, so that such an unfortunate initial failure as the Hubble Space 

Telescope may be prevented. A new test method, a quantitative knife-edge test 

(AQuaKET), has been developed by revolutionizing one of the oldest testing method, the 

Foucault test.
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Ch 1

In this chapter, developments of telescope optics are reviewed. The optical 

accuracy required for the large telescopes is also considered. The Foucault test is also 

reviewed and AQuaKET is introduced.

1.1 Optical telescopes

There are mainly two types of optical telescopes, refractor and reflector. 

Refractor contains an objective lens, and is mostly used for small telescopes. Reflector 

replaces the objective lens of refractor with mirrors, most of which make the length of 

the telescope shorter. All the large telescopes are reflectors.

Reflectors have been developed from Newtonian type to Ritchey-Chrétien (RC), 

and most of the large telescopes in the 8m class adopt RC type reflector. Hubble Space 

Telescope (HST) is also a RC type reflector. Unfortunately, the primary mirror of HST 

was made incorrectly simply because of the fault of a null testing optics. In order to 

avoid such a mistake, two independent testing methods should be used. The accuracy of 

the large telescopes is surveyed, and the required accuracy of test method has been 

estimated from the optical specification of large telescopes.

1.1.1 History of optical telescopes

The first refracting telescope was invented by a Dutch lens grinder, Hans 

Lippershey in 1608 (Isaacs et a l 1994). The first astronomical telescope appeared on the
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following year by Galileo Galilei, who designed a telescope of a converging long-focus 

objective lens. The first reflecting telescope was produced by Sir Isaac Newton in 1668.

Since then, many types of reflectors have been developed, such as Cassegrain, 

Gregorian, and Ritchey-Chrétien. Reflecting telescopes have been made for large 

aperture telescopes. Refractor with larger lens is extremely expensive, mainly because 

of the low success rate in producing optical quality glass (Leverington 1996). Very large 

lenses are impractical because they can be supported only around the edge and so distort 

under their own weight (Barlow 1975). However, reflectors can be supported from the 

rear and made with glass of no special transmissive quality. The mirror can be supported 

across their whole diameter to reduce distortion. Mirrors are achromatic and can work in 

the UV, and can be made of much shorter focal length so that the observatories can be 

built smaller. Figure 1.1 shows the reflecting telescopes.

Flat

-T7
....I I

Parabola 

(a) Newtonian

Ellipse

Parabola

Hyperbola

(b) Gregorian

Hyperbola

&
A

Parabola Hyperbola

(c) Cassegrain (d) Ritchey-Chrétien

Figure 1.1 Reflecting telescopes, (a) Newtonian (b) Gregorian (c) Cassegrain 

(d) Ritchey-Chrétien.
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The Ritchey-Chrétien reflector was proposed by Chrétien in 1910 following 

Ritchey’s suggestion (Osterbrock 1993), and has been applied to many large telescopes 

including the Hubble Space Telescope (Gascoigne 1968, Schroeder 1987). Ritchey- 

Chrétien has hyperbolic figure for both primary and secondary mirrors, and corrects 

spherical aberration and coma (Walker 1987). Thanks to Ritchey-Chrétien reflector, fast 

focal ratio became possible.

1.1.2 Large telescopes and their optics

Starting from the 200inch Mt. Palomar telescope in 1949, 4m class telescopes 

have been operating for the past 50 years. Table 1.1 lists the major telescopes from the 

time Mt. Palomar telescope was made.

After making 4m class telescopes, the next generation telescopes of 8m class are 

being built. They are Gemini two 8m telescopes, European Southern Observatory 

(ESO)’s four 8m Very Large Telescope (VLT), Subaru 8.2m telescope, 8.4m Large 

Binocular Telescope (LET), and Keck 10m telescopes. Table 1.2 gives the 

characteristics of new 8m class telescopes and Hubble Space Telescope (HST).

The Gemini telescopes (Hansen 1994, Gillett and Mountain 1996, Kurz and 

Mountain 1996, Mountain et a l 1996) are twin telescopes, which will be located on 

Hawaii and in Chile. Both north and south hemispheres are covered by the almost 

identical telescopes. The telescopes are being made by an international partnership of 

the U.S.A., U.K., Canada, Chile, Argentina, and Brazil. They are RC type and 8m in 

diameter. The design focal ratios are f/16 for all wavebands and f/6 for wide-field multi

object spectroscopy (proposed future upgrade). The primary mirror is f/1.8 meniscus 

mirror with a central hole of 1.2m in diameter. The image size is pursued to be 0.1 

arcsec in diameter which has 50% of encircled energy (6 5 0 ) at 2.2 |im, and surface 

roughness to be 20Â or better. The accuracy is intended to be achieved by using 

adaptive optics. Figure 1.2 (Mountain 1996) shows the expected image quality of the

20
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Table 1.1 Major telescopes made after the Mt. Palomar telescope (Wilson 1996).

Telescope Completion

year

Diameter

(m)

Primary 

mirror form

Primary 

f/ no

Palomar (USA) 1949 5.0 Parabola 3.3

Lick (USA) 1959 3.0 Parabola 5.0

INT (Herstmonceux) 

(La Palma)

1967

1983

2.5 Parabola 3.0

Kitt Peak (USA) 1973 4.0 Hyperbola 2.8

AAT (Australia) 1974 3.9 Hyperbola 3.3

Cerro Tololo (Chile) 1976 4.0 Hyperbola 2.8

Zelenchuk/Caucasus (USSR) 1976 6.0 Parabola 4.0

ESO La Silla (Chile) 1976 3.6 Hyperbola 3.0

CFHT (Hawaii) 1979 3.6 Parabola 3.8

UKIRT (Hawaii) 1979 3.8 Parabola 2.5

MPIA (Calar Alto) 1985 3.5 Hyperbola 3.5

WHT (La Palma) 1988 4.2 Parabola 2.5

Gemini telescopes in several cases, no compensation, tip/tilt correction, and adaptive 

optics. They are compared to the optical quality of HST and diffraction limit.

ESO’s VLT^ is an array of four 8m telescopes at Chile. They are RC type and 

f/13.4 at Cassegrain focus. The primary mirrors are f/1.8 and 177mm in thickness. The 

thin mirrors are controlled by active optics. The optical image quality is constantly 

checked by using a reference star and controls the form of the thin primary mirror to 

acquire the best image. The geometric image sizes will be 0.038 arcsec rms in the field 

radius of 1.5 arcmin and 0.214 arcsec rms for 7.5 arcmin field radius. The optical

 ̂http://www.eso.org/research/vlt-proj/unit-tel/des/ml/ml-lands.htm
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Table 1.2 Characteristics of large telescopes and HST.

Gemini VLT Subaru LET Keck HST

Telescopes 2 4 1 1 2 1

Diameter 8 m 8 m 8.3 m 2 X 8.4 m 10 m 2.4 m

Type RC RC RC Cassegrain RC RC

f/# Primary 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.14 1.75 2.35

Conic const -1.003756 -1.004616 -1.0 -1.0139

Image size 0.1 (8 5 0 ) 0.038 / 0 . 1 7 (8 5 0 ) 0.23 0.4 0.1

[arcsec] at 2.2pm 1.5 arcmin at 0.5pm FWHM (8go) (8 7 0 )

Remarks Adaptive Active Active Two Segmented Space

optics optics optics mirrors primary telescope

0"7

D — Sm
0” 6

Strehl
0” 5

Seeing
0"4

Angle
0"3

Hubble Space Telescope

No compensation

0"2 Tip Tilt Correction
Gemini 8m Telescope 
with Adaptive Optics
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Figure 1.2 Expected image quality of the Gemini telescopes. Several cases, no 

compensation, tip/tilt correction, and adaptive optics are compared to the 

optical quality of HST and diffraction limit (Mountain 1996).
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surfaces of the first two primary mirrors had rms wavefront errors of 43nm and 38nm, 

respectively, in active mode, which are 0.06-0.07À at the wavelength of 632.8nm.

Subaru (Kaifu 1993, 1996) is a 8.3m Japanese telescope, which is built at Mauna 

Kea, Hawaii by 1998. It is designed to cover the wavelength from 0.3 to 30p.m. The 

focal ratios are f/1.8 for prime focus and f/12.2 for Cassegrain focus. The primary mirror 

is supported by active supporting structures. The expected image size is 0.17 arcsec at 

0.5pm and 0.13 arcsec at 1.0pm in the 50% encircled energy (Ô5 0 ) without air 

turbulence. The image quality of the primary mirror is hoped to be 0.1 arcsec at the 

wavelength of 0.5pm. Figure 1.3 gives the detailed image size prediction for Subaru 

telescope.

LBT^(Hill 1996) consists of two 8.4m mirrors on a common telescope mount and 

will be built on Mount Graham, Arizona, USA. It is a collaboration between the 

University of Arizona, the Italian astronomical community, and the Research 

Corporation in Tucson. As the telescope combines the two mirrors, the light-gathering 

power will be equivalent to 11.8m single mirror telescope. The primary mirrors have a 

fast focal ratio f/1.14, and two sets of secondary mirrors will be mounted, f/4 for optical 

Cassegrain and f/15 for infrared Gregorian. Implied image size from the telescope is 

0.23 arcsec FWHM (Full Width Half Maximum) at a wavelength of 0.5 microns, and the 

expected image size for combined telescope, atmosphere, and instrument would be 0.34 

arcsec FWHM (Hill 1994).

Keck^ I and II (Mast and Nelson 1985, Gillingham 1996, Smith 1996) are two 

10m telescopes on Mauna Kea, Hawaii. The primary mirrors of Keck are f/1.75 

hyperbolic mirrors, each consisting of 36 hexagonal segments, each of which is 1.8m in 

diameter. Keck I was completed in 1992, and Keck II achieved the first light in 1996. 

Both telescopes have the rms surface error of 40nm and image diameter of 0.4 arcsec in 

the 80% encircled energy (Ogo)- They are the median of the values measured on every

 ̂http://medusa.as.arizona.edu/lbtwww/overview.html 

 ̂http://www2.keck.hawaii.edu:3636/realpublic/gen_info/telescop.html
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segment. The two telescopes will be combined for optical interferometry. The aim is to 

keep the image size as small as 0.02 arcsec by using adaptive optics.

Meanwhile, Hubble Space Telescope (Walker 1987) was launched in space. 

HST is a 2.4m in diameter and f/24 RC system, with f/2.35 primary mirror. The mirror 

was made to give a diffraction-limited performance in the visible area, having the 

theoretical rms surface deviation of 1.3 x lO'^m, which is equivalent to 0.022. at the 

wavelength of 632.8nm.

Several large telescopes and HST were reviewed in the aspect of the accuracy in 

optics. However, the units of accuracy were different from each other. Therefore, the 

required or estimated image sizes of the telescopes are listed together with the units in 

Table 1.2.

Besides, the Hobby-Eberly telescope (HET) with 9m segmented primary (Sebring 

1996), 6.5m single mirror conversion of Multiple Mirror Telescope (MMT) (West et al. 

1996), and Magellan 6.5m (Johns 1996) are being built. About ten of 8-10m telescopes 

will be built by the end of this century. Moreover, the next level large telescopes are 

being designed in concept at the size of about 25m in diameter (Ardeberg et al. 1996, 

Bash et al. 1996, Owner-Petersen 1996).

1.1.3 A problem in Hubble Space Telescope: primary mirror

HST was launched in April 1990 (Leverington 1996), and soon it was found that 

the primary mirror was figured incorrectly. The telescope has spherical aberration due to 

incorrect conic constant from the designed value of -1.0023 to the presumed actual value 

of -1.0139 ±0.0003 (la ), producing a flatter than intended mirror by -2.2|im at the edge 

(Bottema 1993, Breckinridge and Wood 1993, Davila et al. 1993, Meinel et al. 1993).

The mistake came from the testing of the primary mirror. The test was 

undertaken in 1980-81 by a COaxial Reference Interferometer (CORI) with a Reflective 

Null Corrector (RNC) which consisted of a field lens and two spherical mirrors. The
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RNC was made to have the same spherical aberration as the primary mirror in opposite 

sign, so that the spherical aberration on the mirror was eliminated when the mirror was 

tested at its centre of curvature. The resultant image should have zero spherical 

aberration. However, the null corrector itself was not assembled correctly (Furey et a l 

1993). As a result, the primary mirror was made to incorrect form.

HST was repaired by inserting a corrective optics system. Corrective Optics 

Space Telescope Axial Replacement (COSTAR), from the space shuttle Endeavor in 

December 1993. COSTAR consists of five sets of two-mirror correctors for the five 

instruments (Bottema 1993, Davila et a l 1993, Saïsse et a l 1995). Some of the mirrors 

were tested by two independent interferometers, a computer-generated hologram (CGH) 

interferometer and a partial null interferometer, during the fabrication. The wavefront 

error of A/8 in p-v on each Zemike term and A/lOO in rms at 632.8nm were achieved 

(Feinberg and Wilson 1993).

This historic event teaches us the importance of the optical testing. If the mirror 

had been properly tested and double checked by at least two independent testing methods 

(Walker 1990), such a disaster would not have been happened.

1.1.4 Accuracy requirements: the Gemini telescopes as an 

example

Modem large telescopes require more accurate optical systems. Large-aperture 

telescopes give two most essential features, light gathering power and, particularly when 

combined with active and adaptive techniques, image quality. Higher light gathering 

power will benefit the observations of faint objects and the visibility towards the limit of 

the universe. Better image quality enhances the spatial detail and the contrast of ‘point’ 

sources against the sky background.
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Large telescopes are required to have better image quality. Though the 

degradation of the image by atmospheric disturbance and inaccurate telescope mounting 

can partly be compensated by adaptive and active optics, the optical system requires 

much better than the degraded image quality for the future use.

The Gemini telescopes are selected as a suitable case-study in assessing the 

tolerance of testing method for large telescope mirror. The Gemini telescopes are going 

to be made very accurate, approaching the diffraction limit. The median natural seeing 

at the Gemini sites is 0.4 arcsec FWHM, and in the best condition the image quality is 

better than 0.25 arcsec in near IR wavelength (Puxley 1996). However, the image 

quality was specified to be better than 0.1 arcsec at near IR wavelengths and near 

diffraction limit at shorter wavelengths with adaptive optics (Osmer 1992). At 2.2|xm, 

50% of the encircled energy will be concentrated within a diameter of 0.1 arcsec, 

including diffraction (Gillett and Mountain 1996). In optical region, 80% of encircled 

energy is to be within 0.1 arcsec in maximum angular diameter at a wavelength of 

550nm (Hansen 1994).

Three entities are considered to assess the tolerances of testing methods for large 

telescope mirrors. They are slope error, rms (root-mean-square) surface error, and p-v 

(peak-to-valley) surface error. The tolerance of slope error is calculated from the image 

size specified for the Gemini telescopes. If the secondary mirror is perfectly formed, the 

primary mirror would have the tolerance of slope error ±2.4 x 10'  ̂ when the image size 

is 0.1 arcsec. Therefore, the actual tolerance would be order of 10' .̂

The rms wavefront error can be converted from Strehl ratio. Strehl ratio is the 

proportion of the measured peak intensity to the Fresnel diffracted peak intensity for a 

perfect mirror. The approximate relationship between the rms error and Strehl ratio is 

shown as (Bom and Wolf 1975):

Strehl ratio ~ 1 - 4 ( rms i X f ,  (1.1)
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Table 1.3 Relationship between Strehl ratio and rms wavefront error.

Strehl ratio RMS wavefront error [1] Difference [1]

1.0 0

0.9 0.050 0.050

0.8 0.071 0.021

0.7 0.087 0.016

where X is wavelength and rms is rms wavefront error. Precise optics normally require 

the Strehl ratio to be about 0.8 (Bom and Wolf 1975). The Gemini primary mirrors also 

require the Strehl ratio of the telescope to be 0.8 at the wavelength of 1.6|xm (Oschmann 

and Simons 1996). When the Strehl ratio is 0.8, the rms would be 0.07A,. The relations 

between Strehl ratio and rms wavefront error are shown in Table 1.3. The last column, 

‘Difference’, means the difference of the rms at every 0.1 change of the Strehl ratio, 

which is the subtraction of the rms value in the upper row from that on that row. The 

minimum difference was about 0.02X in the interval of 0.1 in Strehl ratio. The height 

error on a mirror surface is half the wavefront error. Therefore, if a testing method has 

the accuracy of about O.Oll in rms height error, the Strehl ratio of the tested optics 

would have the accuracy of 0.1.

Concerning to the accuracy of peak-to-valley (p-v), the required p-v of the 

primary mirrors could not be found from the specifications of the large telescopes. One 

available value came from COSTAR in HST, whose mirrors achieved X/8 in p-v 

wavefront error on each Zemike term, where X is the wavelength of 632.8nm (Feinberg 

and Wilson 1993). Therefore, the tolerance of p-v surface error is simply estimated to be 

X/20 (0.05X), smaller than the half of the p-v of COSTAR. Most workers assume that 

rms is one fourth or one fifth of p-v (Smith 1990). Determining the measuring accuracy 

of p-v by 0.051 seems adequate when rms is measured to an accuracy of 0.011.
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1.1.5 Probable height error estimation from slope error

The maximum height error can be derived theoretically when slope error on a 

mirror surface is known. The probable height error can also be estimated by using a 

statistical method. The height can be numerically calculated by summing up the slopes 

at every section from the centre to the edge of a mirror. Though there are several 

methods of numerical integration, the basic idea is the same, height = slope x length. 

Some numerical integration methods are explained later, in section 4.4.

When the integration is processed, maximum height error is also summed up 

from the maximum slope error and is ended up at the edge giving the greatest height 

error. It is illustrated in Figure 1.4, where the solid curve is the ideal error-free mirror 

form and the dotted curves on both sides of the solid curve represent the mirror forms 

with maximum positive and negative height errors.

+960nm/

Maximum slope error = 2.4x10' -
-960nm

Radius of mirror

Centre L = (4/N) m 4 m Edge

Figure 1.4 Height error distribution in the case of the Gemini primary mirrors.
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In the case of the Gemini primary mirrors, the semi-diameter of the mirror is 4m, 

and the maximum slope error is assumed to be 2.4x10'^ which was calculated in the 

previous section. The maximum height error at the edge will thus be 960nm, according 

to the basic numerical integration. In this calculation, the calculation errors which could 

occur in the numerical integration are not considered.

Even though the height error can be any value within the maximum and the 

minimum, the probability that the height error goes near the maximum or minimum 

would be very rare in a real measurement. In order to make the problem simple, several 

assumptions are introduced. One of them is that the same slope error occurs at every 

section, so that the statistical theory of “random walk” (Reif 1985) can be applied. In 

this case, the probability of the height error at the edge of the mirror has a truncated 

gaussian distribution between the maximum and the minimum. The height errors over 

the maximum and under the minimum do not occur in any case. The truncated gaussian 

curve is shown on the right side of the height curve in Figure 1.4. The shape of the 

gaussian curve depends on the distribution of the slope errors along the radius.

The result of the random walk can be represented by the dispersion of the 

distribution (a), formulated as:

c  = ^^N &h, ( 1,2)

where N is the number of sections, and Ah is the height error on each section. The 

section is divided into equal lengths (L) between the centre and the edge of the mirror, in 

general, and this is not an exceptional case. The height error on each section is the 

multiplication of the slope error and the section length in a simple calculation, and the 

section length is related to the number of sections. Consequently, the dispersion is 

dependent on the number of sections and slope errors.
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Table 1.4 Height error derived by statistics. 1 wave = 632.8nm.

N L [mm] Ah [nm] a  [nm] height error [wave]

10 400 30.4 96 ±0.30

25 160 7.7 38 ±0.12

50 80 2.7 19 ±0.06

100 40 1.0 9.6 ±0.03

Statistically, the slope error would be distributed within the maximum and the 

minimum, ±2.4x10'^. It is supposed that slope errors have a gaussian distribution for the 

whole sections and the average slope error is supposed to be the standard deviation of the 

slope distribution. The standard deviation equals to 2.4x10'^/V^V , by the random walk. 

The height error on each section would be:

Ah =
2.4 X 10

VF

-7

(1.3)

The equation (1.2) becomes:

a  = 2.4 X 10 '' L (1.4)

Table 1.4 shows the calculations of the dispersion according to the number of 

sections. The height error is derived from 2a, whose confidence level is 95.45% 

(Spiegel 1980). Therefore, if the mirror is equally divided into 100 sections from its 

centre to the edge, the slope error at every section is 2.4xl0'^/Vl00 = 2.4x10'^ or 

-2.4x10'^ and the expected height error is between ±0.03waves with the confidence level
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of 95%. When the number of section (N) is 50, the expected height error is ±0.06waves 

in the same confidence level.

However, one thing to note is that the calculations contain many assumptions, 

such as no calculation error, simple height calculation from slope, and the same slope 

error for all the sections, which can degrade the accuracy of the calculation.

1.2 Optical testing

There are numerous optical testing methods, which are selectively used according 

to the various conditions of optics, environment, and other restrictions. Testing aspheric 

optics is a major concern in the field of manufacturing large optical telescopes, as 

conventional testing methods can not easily accomplish the task. Though several 

attempts have been made, still there are restrictions in using the developed test methods. 

Testing large convex mirror is another issue.

1.2.1 General categorization of test methods

There are several ways of categorizing the test methods. The methods can be 

divided into two areas, geometric testing and interferometric testing methods. Geometric 

testing methods contain Foucault test, wire test, Hartmann test, etc. Interferometric 

testing methods can be divided into two groups, common-path and multiple path 

interferometers.
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While Foucault test, Hartmann test, and the wavefront shearing interferometry 

measure slope error or wavefront gradients (Bingham, R., Private communication), many 

interferometers sense wavefront height error. Profilometer also detects surface height 

error. Roddier’s test method (Roddier 1988, Roddier et al. 1991, Roddier and Roddier 

1993, Xin and Xueye 1994) is a wavefront sensor, which detects the images at intra and 

extra focal plane. It is mainly applied to adaptive optics.

In 1978, Malacara (1978) divided the optical testing methods into 15 categories. 

Among them, 8 categories were interferometric testing methods, and the Foucault test 

was categorized together with wire and phase modulation test.

Later, Malacara (1990) divided the optical testing methods into 18 groups and 

compiled statistics of published papers for optical testing. According to the statistics 

surveyed from 1300 papers for the last 120 years, it was found that phase shift 

interferometer was dealt with most frequently. Commonpath interferometry, which will 

be mentioned in section 6.1.2, was the fourth on the number of papers. The group of 

Foucault, wire, and phase modulation tests was the seventh among the 18 categories. 

The number of papers per decade grew on common path interferometers, but kept steady 

on Foucault, wire, and phase modulation tests from 1930 to 1980.

1.2.2 Test methods for large aspheric optics

Large telescope optics are designed to Ritchey- Chrétien system with fast focal 

ratio, which means that the optical components are formed highly aspheric. Highly 

aspheric optics have a feature that the edge goes up or down steeply compared with a 

sphere which osculates on the vertex of the asphere. Therefore, the height difference 

between the aspherics and the sphere goes larger on the edge than inner part of the 

optics.

In case of using interferometry for measuring aspheric optics, fringes are 

generated on the place where every one wavelength in optical path difference occurs. As 

the edge of aspherics gives large height difference, the fringes in the edge would be
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generated close to each other. This would make it difficult or impossible to identify the 

fringes individually by eye or imaging device (Willstrop 1993).

A sample calculation of the height difference was undertaken for the Gemini 

telescopes. The primary mirrors of the Gemini telescopes are 8m in diameter, f/1.8 in 

focal ratio, and -1.003756 in conic constant. If the image of the mirror was captured by 

an imaging device which has 512x512 pixels and filled into the pixels in full, 1 pixel 

size is equivalent to 15.625mm on the diameter of the mirror. The height difference of 

the mirror from a spherical surface was calculated for 1 pixel distance along the radius. 

The number of fringes for one pixel was counted from the height difference. One 

wavelength was assumed to be 632.8nm, the wavelength of a He-Ne laser.

The results are listed in Table 1.5. In the centre of the mirror, the number of 

fringes was small enough to detect the individual fringes. However, at the edge of the 

mirror, 67 fringes should be accommodated by one pixel. The fringes could not be 

detected individually.

To overcome the difficulties of measuring aspheric optics by using 

interferometry, several attempts have been made. They are use of combinations of null 

optics, increased number of pixels on CCD camera or other detector arrays, longer 

wavelengths, two-wavelength techniques, etc.

Using a null corrector in testing aspheric optics is a frequently employed method. 

Null corrector is designed to compensate the asphericity of aspheric optics under test, so 

that the optical system pretends to be spherical and usual test methods can be applied. In 

testing the primary mirror of HST, a null corrector was used (Furey et al. 1993). 

However, null optics is often very difficult and expensive to produce (Wyant and 

Bennett 1972) and the null optics itself must be verified.

Computer Generated Hologram (CGH) together with Phase Shifting 

Interferometer has been used for aspheric optics (Wyant and Bennett 1972, Mercier et a l 

1980, Tiziani 1980). The CGH uses a spherical meniscus lens as a reference and 

analyzes the hologram produced between the reference and the convex mirror under test.
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Table 1.5 Number of fringes on each pixel when the Gemini primary mirror is tested by 

an interferometer and imaged on a 512x512 pixelled imaging device. 1 wave 

= 632.8nm.

(a) Edge part of the mirror.

Pixel

number

Radius

[mm]

Height

[mm]

Height [mm] 

(Sph. Mirror)

Difference

[waves]

Fringes 

[# / pixel]

512 4000.000 277.7727 279.1304 2145.5 67

511 3984.375 275.6069 276.9434 2112.1 66

510 3968.750 273.4496 274.7651 2079.0 65

509 3953.125 271.3007 272.5956 2046.3 65

508 3937.500 269.1603 270.4347 2014.0

(b) Central part of the mirror

Pixel

number

Radius

[mm]

Height

[mm]

Height [mm] 

(Sph. Mirror)

Difference

[waves]

Fringes 

[# / pixel]

294 593.750 6.120467 6.121120 1.03 1/6

288 500.000 4.340277 4.340605 0.52 1/32

257 15.625 0.004239 0.004239 0.00

256 0.000 0.000000 0.000000 0.00 zero point

255 -15.625 0.004239 0.004239 0.00

Burge (1996) recently developed the CGH test method for testing large convex aspheres. 

The CGH was claimed to measure aspheric convex mirrors up to the diameter of 1.15m 

with the accuracy of 4nm in rms surface measurement. This method was used in testing 

the secondary mirrors of Multi-Mirror Telescope (MMT) and COSTAR for HST 

(Feinberg and Wilson 1993).
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Large number of pixels on a CCD chip would increase the amount of data to 

acquire and process, leading to a long processing time. It will also cost very much. 

Greivenkamp (1987) tried a different approach. He modified phase-shifting 

interferometry, which is called Sub-Nyquist interferometry (SNI). SNI used sparse-array 

sensors and improved the measurements over 2 orders of magnitude. There were several 

assumptions underlying the measurements.

Kwon et a l (1980) used longer wavelength Twyman-Green interferometer in the 

process of abrasive grinding process for an aspheric mirror. A CO2  laser of lO.bfxm was 

employed for the test. The mirror was an off-axis parabolic collimator mirror with 

radius of curvature (ROC) of 12.8m and effective aperture of 1.22m, whose height 

difference from the best fit sphere was 260.6p.m. A X/4 peak-to-valley surface error 

appeared.

Cheng and Wyant (1984) and Creath et a l (1985) applied two-wavelength phase- 

shifting interferometry for aspheric optics. The surface accuracy was assumed to be 

Xeq/100 in rms from the phase-shifting techniques, where A«q = >.2 / 1̂ 1-^2 !. As the two

wavelengths of 0.6328pm by He-Ne laser and 0.4880pm or 0.5145pm by argon-ion laser 

were used, the surface accuracy was expected to be 0.021pm or 0.028pm in rms.

Melozzi et a l (1993) developed Multiple Annular Interferograms (MAI) 

technique, which divides aspheric surfaces into several annular sections, tests each 

section individually, and sews up the sections. An aspheric mirror of 288mm in ROC, 

114mm in diameter, and 12.7 X (lA.=0.6328pm) in the height difference from the best fit 

sphere was tested by MAI. Five different sources of error were considered:

• uncertainty in the measurement of the curvature radii R

• software and hardware dislocation of the aspheric surface

• measurement of the interferometer enlargement factor

• translator misalignment

• ring-to-ring sewing error.

The uncertainty in the measurement of R was attributed to the p-v defocus error. 1pm 

difference in measuring the distance of the ROC contributes to the p-v wavefront error
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on each ring less than À/100. Dislocation of the aspheric was regarded as a significant 

contributor to aberrations, but the accuracy was not given in the paper. The 

interferometer enlargement factor was the main error source, giving an uncertainty of 1% 

in the scale factor contributed to a p-v wavefront error of about A74. The error coming 

from translator misalignment was regarded as negligible. The sewing error, which 

occurred when regional data were combined to make a full mirror data, was measured to 

the order of X/25. Overall accuracy was estimated to À/4 in p-v wavefront error.

Profilometry has also been used for measuring the profile of aspheric optics. 

Profilometer is basically a mechanical tool which directly measures the height point by 

point. Oil et a l (1980) developed a profilometer with the precision of ±5nm by using 

contacting probes and an optical differential technique. Burge (1996) made a swing arm 

profilometer for testing large convex aspheres. The profilometer achieved 50nm of rms 

measurement accuracy over 1.8m mirrors.

Though the above techniques have increased the available measuring range, there 

are still restrictions in actual application. They are high cost of the instrument, long lead 

times in the design of the test, difficulty of calibration, and decrease in the precision of 

the test (Greivenkamp 1987). As for large optics, size of available space is another 

restriction for testing methods. Considering the restrictions, the Foucault test is one of 

the best testing methods for large aspheric optics as it is simple and easy to test and to 

diagnose the result, and it costs little.

1.2.3 Test methods for large convex mirror

Convex mirror diverges rays when they came from a point source and reflected 

on the mirror surface. In order to make the diverging light to converge, extra optics or 

other device should be employed to test methods. Hindle type tests (Malacara 1978) use 

spherical mirror (and collimator) as a null optics. Xiang et a l  (1993) developed a
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biréfringent common-path interferometer and tested a convex spherical surface of 

200mm in diameter. Burge (1996) developed a CGH test method and a swing arm 

profilometer for testing large convex aspheres.

Another way of converging the rays is using a meniscus lens as a modified 

Hindle test (Malacara 1978). Figure 1.5 illustrates the use of a meniscus lens for a 

convex mirror testing. The meniscus lens is placed where the CoC of the inner surface is 

on the same position as the focus of the mirror under test, so that the rays coming from 

the image focus (Fi) of the mirror make a right angle on the inner surface of the lens. 

Some of the rays coming from a light source on the object focus (Fq) go through the 

meniscus lens and divert on the mirror surface. When the diverted rays arrive at the 

inner surface of the meniscus lens, some of them reflect back to the mirror and converge 

to the light source by tracing back the tracks. As a consequence, a testing method can be 

applied to this set-up.

Meniscus
lens

Mirror
under
test

Light
source

Figure 1.5 Schematic representation of a convex mirror test by using a meniscus lens.

Some of the rays coming from the light source go through the meniscus lens, 

reflect on the mirror surface, reflect back on the inner surface of the 

meniscus lens. They trace back the tracks and converge to the light source.
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Large telescopes need large convex mirrors as a secondary, as they are Ritchey- 

Chrétien or Cassegrain type. If the convex mirrors are to be tested by using a meniscus 

lens, the lens should be larger than the mirror under test in diameter. The f/6 secondary 

mirrors of the Gemini telescopes are designed to be 2.4m in diameter. However, there is 

no such a meniscus lens larger than 2.4m in the world. At present, the largest meniscus 

lens in the world is 1.5m in diameter at UCL (Walker, D. D., Private communication). 

Producing larger meniscus lens would cost much, probably more than the cost of the 

secondary mirror itself. One solution was suggested to employ a small aperture 

meniscus lens and to overlap the patches, which is called modified sub-aperture Hindle 

test (Walker et al. 1992).

1.3 Foucault test

Foucault test is the first scientific test method for telescope mirrors with high 

sensitivity (Wilson 1996) introduced by Léon Foucault in 1858 (Malacara 1978, 

Vandenberg et a l 1993). This test method is also called the knife-edge test, from its 

characteristics of using a knife-edge. This test is simple to set up and easy to diagnose 

the test result and thus it has been one of the most frequently used test methods for 

telescopes. The 69inch Perkins Observatory at Delaware, Ohio was tested by the 

Foucault method (Stetson 1933). Calar Alto 3.5m telescope was also tested by this 

method (Hopp and Graser 1990).

The Foucault test has also been applied for testing other than telescope optics. 

Bruner, Jr. (1972) tested a concave diffraction grating, and Bilger and Habib (1985) 

figured out an elliptical Gaussian beam. Two 24inch x 32inch squared mirrors for a 

scanning lidar were also tested by the Foucault method (Winker 1994).
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1.3.1 Principle of the Foucault test

The Foucault test is a geometric test method. When light shines on a mirror from 

its centre of curvature (CoC) of a mirror, the light reflects on the mirror surface and 

converges back to the spot where the light was launched. If the edge of a knife is placed 

on the converging spot, a shadow pattern of the mirror will be shown. The shadow 

pattern indicates the form of the mirror surface directly. If the mirror is not perfectly 

spherical, the reflected rays will be deviated from the converging spot. Figure 1.6 shows 

the schematic diagram of the Foucault test.

The shadow patterns and the corresponding mirror forms are shown in Figure 

1.7. A perfect spherical mirror will show uniformly darkened image, when the knife 

occults the image on the converging spot (Figure 1.7a).

In general, small mirrors have rotational symmetry. If one part of the mirror is 

not correct to a spherical form, the ring area on the radius gives different shadow pattern 

from the perfect mirror surface. When the knife is on the converging spot, one half of 

the incorrectly formed ring become dark and the other half remain bright.

Figure 1.7(b) shows the case, where the dotted line on the mirror surface 

represents a spherical form. If the knife is regarded to come from the left-hand side of 

the converging spot, left-hand side of the edge (A) is dark and the corresponding right- 

hand side (A’) remains bright, as the mirror has a turned-down edge. Area B and B’ are 

grey dark, which imply that the corresponding areas have spherical surface form. Area C 

is dark and C’ is bright, therefore there is a mountain in the centre of the mirror. 

However, the height of the mountain cannot be obtained from this image pattern only, as 

the surface profile can be either the solid line or the higher broken line. Therefore, it is 

hard to tell the height or the slope of the area from the shadow pattern only.
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Figure 1.6 Schematic diagram of the Foucault test. When there is an area which is 

different from the spherical form, the rays reflected from the area do not pass 

the same focus that the other reflected rays from the spherical surface 

converge to.
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Figure 1.7 Shadow patterns and the corresponding forms on the mirror surface, (a) An 

ideal spherical mirror (b) A mirror with zonal deformations. The mirror has 

a turned-down edge and a peak in the centre.
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1,3.2 Advantages and disadvantages of the Foucault test

There are several advantages of the Foucault test.

First, there are few elements to prepare for the test. A light source, a slit, and a 

knife are sufficient to perform the test.

Second, it is simple to set up the equipment. Just placing a slit and a knife side 

by side at the centre of curvature and a light source behind the slit is ready to test.

Third, it is easy to diagnose the test result, as each part of the shadow pattern is 

directly related to the part of the mirror surface. Therefore, it is easy to know which part 

is over corrected or under corrected.

Fourth, there is no other optical component needed, such as beam splitter, null 

lens, or reference mirror, in case of testing spherical optics. It gives a strong advantage 

to the Foucault test, as there is nothing to worry about whether the optical component is 

defective or located inaccurately. Hubble Space Telescope is a good example. As extra 

optical components are not employed, possible errors which could come from bad 

configuration and wrong setting of the components are eliminated. By the above 

advantages, the Foucault test has been a popular testing method at optics shops.

However, the Foucault test has disadvantages as well. Though the test result is 

shown distinctively, the amount of over correct or under correct cannot be measured 

quantitatively. As was explained in the previous section, the shadow pattern can indicate 

the presence of peak and dip on the mirror surface but slopes or heights of the peak and 

dip are not assessed quantitatively. Besides, in case of testing other than spherical 

mirror, additional null optics are required, which can lead to incorrect test results from 

the inaccurate configuration or set-up.
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1.3.3 Accuracy of the Foucault test: survey of papers

The accuracy of testing method is important as it defines the precision in optics 

production. The accuracy of the Foucault test has been argued by many users. As 

Platzeck and Gaviola (1939) mentioned, ''some people consider the Foucault test is only 

qualitative; others that its precision cannot surpass 1/8 À; others again believe that they 

can obtain with it the surface error not larger than a few hundredths o f a wavelength!' 

The term ‘surface error’ and the figure 1/8 1 were not defined whether they were rms or 

p-v, but from the context, they seem to be p-v values. The same conjecture is applied to 

the figures described below in this section, unless stated as rms.

Ritchey (1904) calculated that the accuracy of detecting the surface height was 

1/500,000 inch (O.OSpm) and the zonal irregularities of surface was half of the amount 

(0.025|Lim) with a spherical mirror of 2 feet (61cm) in aperture and 50 feet (15m) in 

radius of curvature.

Linfoot (1955) established a formula of the theoretical sensitivity on the Foucault 

test. He calculated two simplest cases, the determination of the focus for an aberration- 

free pencil and the detection of primary spherical aberration. A focusing error of 1/40 X 

could be tested easily and 1/40 X of primary spherical aberration could be detected 

without difficulty. These calculations were based on the assumption that the knife was 

not laterally displaced. In practice, the lateral displacement induces errors. It will be 

dealt with later, in section 2.4.

Texereau (1957) pointed out that the detection of surface errors is limited by the 

least contrast of shadow. He assumed that a lateral knife movement of 0.5|Lim could 

detect the brightness change with ease. For the mirror of 100 inches in radius of 

curvature, the corresponding slope error was 2x10'^. According to this figure, the 

Gemini primary mirrors can be measured by the Foucault test as it has the tolerance of 

slope error in the order of 10' .̂

Platzeck and Simon (1974) referred the theoretical limit of the Foucault test as 

0.007^, however, again, it is not mentioned whether the figure is p-v or rms and how the
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number was drawn. In summary, though there are some sceptics, the Foucault test has 

generally been regarded as an accurate testing method.

1.4 A Quantitative Knife-Edge Test (AQuaKET)

The Foucault test has excellent potential, however there is a severe disadvantage. 

It is basically a qualitative test method. Even though the deformation of the mirror 

surface under test can be noticed by the Foucault test, the amount of the deformation 

cannot directly be measured. The subject of this thesis is the development of a 

quantitative knife-edge test (AQuaKET) by reforming the old test method, the Foucault 

test. Keeping the strong merits of the Foucault test, simplicity and no additional optical 

component, AQuaKET adopts novel ideas for acquiring quantitative result.

In this subsection, previous works on attempting to have quantitative results are 

reviewed. Three goals are established as a guideline in developing the test method. The 

principle of AQuaKET is explained, and the merits are listed.

1.4.1 Previous works

There have been several attempts to make a quantitative result of the Foucault 

test, though most of them were for deriving one or two optical parameters. Radius of 

curvature (Kocher 1983), conic constant (Burch 1938), and the longitudinal spherical 

aberration (Barakat and van Ligten 1965) were calibrated by the Foucault test. Gaviola 

(1936) tested a parabolic mirror with a knife moving through the centre of curvature in
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just one lateral direction and assumed that the mirror had rotation symmetry about the 

centre of the mirror. Vandenberg et a l (1993) made a testing method which can 

diagnose a whole mirror surface in terms of Zemike polynomials. They used a V-shaped 

knife-edge to measure two lateral directions at the same time. However, the set-up 

allowed a possible error which could come from a half reflecting plate, called pellicle. It 

will be discussed later, in section 2.4.

1.4.2 Goals of AQuaKET

Three goals were established for developing AQuaKET. The goals were pursued 

throughout the development of the test method.

Goal 1 : The first goal is to achieve high accuracy. As large telescopes are going to be 

made more accurate than before, even approaching to diffraction limit, test methods 

should meet the requirement. The goal of the accuracy for AQuaKET is set to meet the 

accuracy required for large telescopes, which was described in section 1.1.4. The slope 

should be in the order of 10'  ̂or less, and rms and p-v of the surface height errors should 

be within X/100 and X/20, respectively, in the visible wavelength.

Goal 2 : AQuaKET will preserve the strong point of the Foucault test, simplicity. It will 

avoid employing any extra optical components, which could result in errors.

Goal 3 : The last goal is automation and user-friendly operation. The measurement and 

its analysis are to be processed automatically and performed user-friendly, so that the test 

can be used by anyone who does not know this test method deeply. It will enhance the 

efficiency of AQuaKET as it will save time for being acquainted to the operation. It will 

also help the test method being applied to other areas than astronomical optics.
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1.4.3 Principle of AQuaKET

Though AQuaKET uses knife-edges, the principle of AQuaKET is very much 

different from that of the Foucault test. The most distinct difference is that the Foucault 

test cut the image on the focusing point, whereas AQuaKET uses the knife-edge at intra 

and extra focal planes, i.e. before and after the CoC. As a result, AQuaKET was 

developed in a much different way from the Foucault test.

The basic idea of AQuaKET is measuring slope on each sub-area of the mirror. 

In order to measure the slope, the knife was moved before and after the centre of 

curvature, which is shown in Figure 1.8. When the knife moves to a lateral direction, the 

knife occults the image of the mirror point by point. As the occulting positions of the 

knife at defocus planes can be measured for each corresponding point on the mirror, the 

slope on the point can be calculated. In Figure 1.8, the slope of the point M on the 

mirror can be calculated by measuring the positions of Ai and Bi.

The height distribution on the mirror surface can be achieved by the integration 

of the slope data. Both tangential and sagittal directional slope data are combined to 

give a 3-dimensional height distribution. The height error is the subtraction of the 

reference height from the measured height. The height errors can be converted to the 

coefficients of Zemike polynomials when required, which represent optical deformations 

in terms of aberrations.

AQuaKET looks similar to Roddier’s method (Roddier 1988, Roddier et al. 

1991, Roddier and Roddier 1993, Xin and Xueye 1994) in sensing images at intra and 

extra focal planes, but there is a fundamental difference between the two methods. 

Whereas Roddier’s method measures curvature of a wavefront, AQuaKET detects slope.

AQuaKET is similar to Hartmann test (Malacara 1978) in sensing the slope of 

the wavefront or mirror surface. Both of them also do not require auxiliary optical 

component. However, there are disadvantages in the Hartmann test, which do not occur 

in AQuaKET. The Hartmann test can not measure aspheric wavefront which is far from 

the spherical form because the spots on the image plane can be mixed up and cannot be
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identified to match the holes on the mask respectively. The larger the aspheric 

wavefront departure, the finer is the sampling required, yet the further apart are the holes 

of the Hartmann test. This is why the Hartmann test is usually used with a null corrector, 

which is avoided in AQuaKET. AQuaKET, in contrast, is independent of the aspheric 

departure since there is no confusion of samples.

Hartmann test also contains the assumption that the wavefront is smooth and no 

abrupt changes between the sample spots. Otherwise, the calculation error becomes 

larger. Fewer holes with longer distance between the holes would also give larger 

calculation error. AQuaKET, on the other hand, measures the slopes for the whole 

wavefront or mirror surface so that it can test abrupt change of wavefront or mirror 

surface as well as aspherics.

AQuaKET consists of two processes, data acquisition and data processing. Data 

acquisition is the process of measurement, acquiring the intensity of each sub-areas on 

the images of the mirror when the knife occults the image before and after the centre of 

curvature.
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Figure 1.8 Knife positions and the slope. From the positions of A and B, the slope on 

the point M can be calculated. The occulted images on the points are also 

drawn.
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One measurement in a lateral direction is completed by performing three 

sequential stages. In the first stage, the image size is detected on the frame of the 

imaging device. The positions of the four edges and the centre of the image are 

measured. In the second stage, two entities are measured. They are the deviation 

between the optical axis and the axial direction of the knife movement and the centre of 

curvature position on the coordinates of the knife movements. They enable the knife to 

move along the optical axis and lateral directions with minimal positioning error. In the 

last stage of measurement, the images of the mirror are recorded as the knife moves 

along a lateral direction step by step. The captured images of the mirror are manipulated 

by a series of data processing procedures.

Data processing can be divided into two groups, calculation of slope from the 

measured images, and calculation of height errors and Zemike coefficients from the 

slopes. In the first group, the knife occulting positions are derived from the intensity 

curves of sub-areas, which are followed by the calculation of local focus positions. The 

slopes are acquired from the local focus positions. In the second group of the data 

processing, the slope data on both tangential and sagittal directions are combined and 

integrated to give 3-dimensional height data for a whole mirror. The height errors were 

converted to the Zemike coefficients, where the data fitting was undertaken by a 

numerical method, the simplex method. Data processing procedures are described in 

chapter 4.

Though the basic theory of AQuaKET is simple, the real measurement and 

calculation were complicated in order to pursue the goals of high accuracy and 

automation. Knife movement in the axial direction should be aligned to the optical axis. 

Therefore, the alignment was checked at the second stage of measurement (section 3.2), 

and the misalignment was corrected for the movement of the knife when the image 

capturing was performed (section 3.3).

The intensity on a sub-area of the mirror drops gradually as the knife occults the 

area. Finding the occulting position of the knife for the area needs sophisticated
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procedures. Intensity normalization, intensity subtraction, and curve fitting were 

developed (section 4.1).

As the equipment is not accurate enough to measure the slope in the precision of 

10' ,̂ measurement and calculation have been carried out by indirect method rather than 

by direct calculation of the slope (section 2.1,4.2 and 4.3).

As one lateral directional movement (tangential or sagittal) of the knife gives the 

slope of the mirror to the direction only, both tangential and sagittal directional 

measurements should be undertaken. The complete height distribution of a mirror can 

be achieved by combining the two directional slope data (section 4.3).

Apart from the complexities described above, there are many other features to 

consider carefully. Pixels on an imaging device do not represent equal areas on the 

mirror under test (section 4.3). Each area in tangential measurement must be exactly the 

same in the corresponding sagittal measurement (section 3.3 and 4.4).

1.5 Description of following chapters

In chapter 2, the equipment for AQuaKET is described. The setting of the 

equipment and the errors coming from the set-up are also described.

Data acquisition procedures are described in chapter 3. They are divided into 

three steps. The first two steps are preparation for the last step. The first step is 

measuring the image size of the mirror on the scale of a frame grabber. The second step 

is measuring two values. One is the alignment between the optical axis and the axial 

direction of the knife movement. The other is the centre of curvature position on the 

coordinates of the micropositioners. In the last step, the images of the mirror are 

captured as the knife moves along tangential or sagittal direction.
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The data reduction processes are explained in chapter 4. The knife occulting 

position is found from the image data by using intensity subtraction method. The direct 

slope calculation is shown to be inaccurate, and the indirect slope calculation method is 

described. Local focus is derived from the knife position and applied for the calculation 

of slope. From the slope data, height error is derived, and the coefficients of Zemike 

polynomials are to be derived.

In chapter 5, one of data fitting methods, the simplex method, is introduced. The 

test calculation was undertaken for surface fitting to Zemike polynomials and curve 

fitting to exponential functions. The principle of the method is examined. The initial 

condition is checked and the algorithm of the simplex method was refined.

The results and discussion of AQuaKET are described in chapter 6. The result of 

AQuaKET for a nominally spherical mirror of 760mm in diameter was compared to that 

of another testing method, scatter-plate interferometry. A nominally spherical mirror of 

235mm in diameter was also tested, and astigmatism was generated to demonstrate the 

capability of AQuaKET for testing aspheric mirror. A metal mirror of 270mm in 

diameter was also tested by AQuaKET, and the high rise at one edge of the mirror was 

detected, which could not be measured by the scatter-plate interferometer. Several 

features are discussed. Test limit on asphericity is assessed, environmental effects are 

investigated. The AQuaKET software is reviewed in the aspect of automation and user- 

friendly operation. The measuring time is also discussed.

In chapter 7, implications are discussed, future works are suggested, and the 

whole work is summarized. The achievements are reviewed and the processes and 

results of AQuaKET are compared to other test based on knife-edge. Advantages and 

disadvantages are also summarised. Further tests on real aspheric mirror and large 

mirror are suggested together with improvements on the equipment.

In appendix, two related papers are attached and the source code of AQuaKET 

software is listed.
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Chapter 2

Equipment

In addition to basic tools for the Foucault test which are light source and knife, 

several other devices were introduced to meet the goals of AQuaKET, high accuracy and 

automation. Micropositioners and stages were employed to move the knife 

automatically on them with precision. An imaging device was adopted to grab and 

process image data quantitatively. However, the other goal of AQuaKET, keeping the 

simplicity on the test set-up in optical part, was still preserved and no other optical 

component was introduced. The equipment consists of three groups, light source, knife 

and its controller, and imaging device. Schematic diagram of the set-up is shown in 

Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1 Schematic diagram of the whole set-up. This set-up is drawn for sagittal 

measurement.
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Light source provides illumination to the mirror under test so that the image of 

the mirror can be achieved. A halogen lamp was used at first as a light source, but it was 

replaced with He-Ne laser to acquire more stable light intensity. The light sources were 

examined according to the stability of light intensity. Pinhole and slit, optical fibre, and 

diffuser are in the group of light source.

The second group consists of knives, stages, and micropositioners. Three stages 

were assembled so that the knife, which was sitting on the stages, could move 3- 

dimensional space for both measurements in tangential and sagittal directions. Three 

micropositioners, which were attached at the stages for each, enabled the knife to move 

automatically by receiving controls from a PC. Micropositioner is the key part for the 

precise movement of the knife.

A CCD camera and a frame grabber were used as an imaging device. The images 

of the mirror were grabbed by a CCD camera, and stored in the hard disk of a PC via a 

frame grabber interface card. The image acquisition was performed automatically by 

using computer programs which handle the frame grabber. As the images are acquired 

as the knife move step by step, the imaging device should be controlled together with the 

micropositioners at the same time. The frame grabber card was thus clipped into the 

same PC that the micropositioners were connected to. The programs control both the 

micropositioners and the frame grabber at the same time.

The equipment and the mirror under test were situated on an optical table. The 

optical table was floated on nitrogen gas in the legs, so that it reduced the vibrations 

coming from the ground, caused by cars, trains, and other sources.

The light source and the image cannot be situated on the same position of centre 

of curvature. They are normally positioned side by side, which is called parallax. It 

generates aberrations. Previous works for the parallax are reviewed and a solution is 

suggested.
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2.1 Light source and accessories

As AQuaKET measures the intensity of the light reflected from the mirror 

surface, it would be better if the intensity is more stable. Intensity values of the images 

of the mirror were measured at the second and the third stages of the data acquisition. At 

the third stage, intensity values were measured for sub-areas and they were subtracted 

between adjacent sub-areas. Subsequently the intensity variation did not affect the test 

accuracy significantly(section 4.1). However, in the second stage, intensity was directly 

related to the deriving values, therefore the intensity variation affected the result 

considerably (section 3.2).

Halogen lamp was replaced by a He-Ne laser, which gives less intensity 

variation, and the accessories have been changed subsequently. Optical fibre was 

introduced in order to handle the equipment more easily. A pinhole was used instead of 

slits, as a pinhole can be used for both tangential and sagittal measurements.

2.1.1 Accuracy estimation on intensity variation

The effect of the intensity variation on the slope error was calculated theoretically 

in the ideal case of an image which is diffraction-free. When knife occults a sub-area on 

the mirror under test in a lateral direction, the light intensity coming from the sub-area 

will be lowered gradually, down to background intensity. The relative length of the 

knife movement which corresponds to the intensity drop of the area from the full to the 

background intensity is related to several entities. They are the focal ratio of the mirror 

under test, the image size on the plane of imaging device, the pixel size of the imaging
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device, and the distance of the knife position from the centre of curvature. The slope 

error can be calculated from the uncertainty of the knife position for the case of direct 

slope measurement.

The relationship is illustrated in Figure 2.2 with sample figures. The simplified 

intensity profile is drawn in Figure 2.2(a) for a sub-area which is correspondent to a pixel 

on the imaging device. When the light is blocked by the knife, the light intensity on a 

pixel of imaging device will drop down from full to background level. The 

corresponding distance (AB in Figure 2.2a) of the knife movement from the full intensity 

to the background intensity for the pixel is calculated as follows. It is determined by the 

division of the beam size (CD in Figure 2.2b) into the number of pixels (EF in Figure 

2.2c) of the image on the imaging device. It is a simplified calculation and did not 

consider diffraction effect and the pinhole size. The beam size is decided by the axial 

distance from the CoC to the knife. For greater focal ratio, the beam size becomes 

smaller. Figure 2.2(b) illustrates how the beam size at a distance from the CoC can be 

calculated. The beam size depends on the focal ratio of the mirror as well as the 

distance. Figure 2.2(c) shows the image size on the imaging device.

Simplified practical calculations were performed to give sample figures for the 

intensity variation. The results of the calculations are shown in Table 2.1. Two extreme 

focal ratios, f/1 and f/20, were applied because almost all present telescope mirrors have 

focal ratios within these two values. If the mirror under test is f/1 and the maximum 

knife position from the CoC is 25mm, the beam size is 12.5mm. If the image covers 500 

pixels on the 512 pixelled imaging device, each pixel size corresponds to 25|im in the 

knife occulting distance on the axial knife position. Assuming there is a linear relation 

between the intensity and the knife movement for a pixel, the variation of 10% in 

intensity gives 10% uncertainty on the knife position, which is 2.5|Ltm. If the position 

uncertainty of 2.5|xm occurs at both 25mm before and after CoC, the slope error would 

be ±5|im / 50mm = ±10'\ which is much greater than the target accuracy of AQuaKET 

in slope, 10^.
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Table 2.1 Sample calculations of position uncertainty.

F Beam size at Image size Intensity Position Slope error

25mm /pixel variation uncertainty

1 12.5 [mm] 25 [|L im ] 10 [%] 2500 [nm] ±10“*

0.01 2.5 ±10'’

20 0.625 1.25 10 125 ±5x10'’

0.2 2.5 ±10^

(a)

Full

Background
0

Knife movement

(b)

CoC
12.5mm 500 512

pixels
25mm

512 pixels
(c)

Figure 2.2 Relationship between intensity variation and position uncertainty. The 

figures came from the sample calculation in the case of f/1. (a) A simplified 

intensity profile for a pixel when the knife blocked the light gradually, (b) 

Beam size at the distance of 25mm from the CoC. (c) Image of the mirror on 

the imaging device. Not to scale.
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In case of f/20, the slope error was 20 times smaller. If the accuracy of slope 

error is to be achieve to 10' ,̂ the intensity variation should be 0.01% ~ 0.2% depending 

on the focal ratio, which is almost impossible to acquire.

As a result, the intensity-sensitive direct slope measurement was avoided, and an 

indirect method, the local focus sensing method, was developed. In addition, more 

stable light source was sought to prevent AQuaKET from possible error which could 

occur considerably from the intensity variation.

2.1.2 Halogen lamp

Halogen lamp was used at first as a light source, together with a slit and a 

diffuser. Figure 2.3 is the schematic diagram of the light source and set-up.

T -

Halogen

lamp

Mirror <—

diffuser

Flat mirror

A - " " '

><(I CCD camera

Knife

Figure 2.3 Schematic diagram of light source and accessories. A halogen lamp, a slit, 

and a diffuser were used.
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The light source should be bright enough, so that the light intensity can be 

detected distinctively against the background intensity on the imaging device. Diffuser 

makes the beam uniform. A piece of tracing paper was used as a diffuser.

Slit makes the outgoing light narrow in width, and thus the image of the mirror 

becomes sharp. The slit should be as narrow as possible. However, when the slit is 

extremely narrow, the light intensity of the image becomes significantly low and cannot 

be detected with sufficient intensity value. Consequently, for a narrower slit, brighter 

light source should be selected.

The knife-edge generates linear diffraction pattern on the image, which affects 

the intensity of the image. However, the diffraction effect was neglected as it did not 

influence the deriving values because of the data processing method. The details will be 

explained in section 4.1.

When the light intensity was measured through the whole set-up, it varied 14% 

on the image (35/256 on the intensity scale of the frame grabber). The main electric 

power was supplied by a stabilized power supply, therefore the variation does not seem 

to occur from irregular electric power.

2.1.3 He-Ne laser

As the halogen lamp was not stable in intensity, it was replaced by a He-Ne laser. 

The wavelength of the laser was 632.8nm and the power was 15mW. When the intensity 

of the laser light was measured by using a photocell and an oscilloscope (Yang, H. S., 

Private communication), the average voltage of the light intensity was 3.5V and the 

variation of the voltage was shown to be about ±15mV. The intensity variation of the 

laser light was less than 0.9%.

As the light source was replaced by the laser, the auxiliaries were also changed 

accordingly. The schematic diagram of the laser light source and the set-up is shown in
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Figure 2.4. The light com ing out o f the laser passed a rotating diffuser first, and then 

passed through an optical fibre and a pinhole.

The light source and the image cannot be positioned on the same point o f the 

centre o f curvature in the actual test. Normally, they are positioned side by side, which  

is called parallax. The gap between them gives an error to the test. The detail o f the 

parallax w ill be discussed in section 2.4. In order to avoid parallax, knife, pinhole and 

the light source were readjusted up and down, left and right, when the tests were 

switched from tangential measurement to sagittal measurement, and vice versa. Optical 

fibre was used to transport the light from the diffuser to the pinhole. The optical fibre 

made it easy to readjust the light emitting position when it needs to be repositioned  

according to the directions o f the measurements. W ithout the flexib le optical fibre in 

positioning, the set-up could not be readjusted with ease.

The role o f the pinhole is the same as the slit, which makes the diameter o f the 

light passing through the pinhole small. If the diameter is small, the occulting line 

produced by the edge o f the knife shows sharper. The diameter o f the pinhole used in 

this test was measured to about 27pm , which was the sm allest size among those 

produced.

Rotating diffuser

Mirror <—

He-Ne laser Motor

Optical

fibrePinhole

camera

Knife

CCD

Figure 2.4 Schem atic diagram o f the laser light source and accessories.
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When the laser beam was illuminated to the mirror via the optical fibre, the 

resultant reflected image showed a speckle image. Figure 2.5 shows a speckle image. A  

rotating diffuser, made by a tracing paper and rotated by a dc motor, was applied to 

elim inate the speckle image.

However, the diffuser added up the intensity variation more. W hen the diffuser 

plane was not situated exactly perpendicular to the direction o f the laser light, flickering  

occurred. In addition, when the paper was not spread evenly and tightly, flickering could  

not be avoided.

The intensity variations were measured for three cases in the set-up. W hile the 

first measurement was undertaken with the full set-up, the second one was performed 

without rotating the diffuser. In the second case, the speckle image was shown. The last 

case was the measurement o f dark intensity which was generated by electronic noise only  

without any illumination on the imaging device.

Twenty different pixels on the image o f the mirror were selected and their 

intensities were measured 200 times consecutively. The intensity difference, the gap 

between the maximum and the minimum intensity values among the 200 measurements, 

were found for each pixel. Furthermore, the statistical calculations o f average, standard 

deviation, and the maximum value were derived from the intensity differences on the 20  

pixels. The mirror used for the measurements was a nominally spherical mirror o f  

760m m  in diameter and 5400m m  in ROC.

Figure 2.5 Speckle image produced by the laser and the optical fibre.
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Table 2.2 Intensity variations caused by the laser and the set-up.

Mode Average [%] Std [%] Maximum [%]

He-Ne Laser 0.9 0.9

No diffuser on the set-up 1.6 0.6 3.0

The whole set-up 3.4 0.5 4.3

Dark intensity 0.9 0.5 1.2

The intensity variation including the flickering was 3.4% on average, whereas the 

intensity variation without flickering was 1.6% on average. The variation of dark 

intensity on the 20 pixels was 0.9% on average. Comparing to the intensity variations of 

14% when halogen lamp was used, the intensity variation of 3.4% by using the laser and 

the set-up is very small.

More details are listed in Table 2.2 according to the cases. Average is the 

average value of the intensity differences on the 20 pixels, std is the standard deviation, 

and maximum is the maximum difference among the 20 pixels. Among the sources of 

variations, the diffuser seems to be the major contributor. Besides, it looks that there are 

some other sources apart from the laser instability and electronic noise. Probably, 

environment is another contributor.

In order to find out better way for smaller intensity variation, further investigation 

was made. Instead of acquiring the pixel value from one frame grabbing, several frames 

were acquired and averaged to have an intensity value, ranging from one to 20 frames 

grabbing. The multi-frames grabbing process was performed by the library function of 

the frame grabber, which automatically gives the averaged intensity values on the pixels. 

The grabbing was again performed 200 times consecutively.
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Table 2.3 Intensity variations according to the multi-frames grabbing.

Number of frames 1 5 10 15 20

Average Intensity variation [%] 3.4 1.2 0.7 2.0 3.1

Standard deviation [%] 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.2 1.1

Maximum [%] 4.3 1.4 0.8 2.3 5.4

Duration [second] 32 160 320 480 640

Table 2.3 shows the results, which used the same mirror as Table 2.2 with the 

whole set-up. Five different numbers of frames per grabbing were tried. Each figure in 

the table is the average of the differences over the twenty pixels. The duration is the 

time elapsed for the 200 iterations of the multi-frames grabbing.

Until the grabbing was performed up to ten frames, the intensity variation 

dropped down. However, over ten frames per grabbing, the intensity variation was 

increased. Therefore, if the intensity variation is a key concern, it would be much better 

to have 10 frames for a grabbing. The duration of the measurement was increased 

proportional to the number of frames per grabbing. Consequently, the measuring time is 

prolonged when less intensity variation is going to be achieved by grabbing many 

frames.

When the measurements were undertaken more than 10 frames for a grabbing, 

the intensity variations became larger and so are the standard deviation and the 

maximum value. It might come from the longer measuring time, during which the 

circumstance could be changed. It might come from the instability of the equipment or 

the atmospheric effect. The testing equipment might not be clamped tightly. The air 

turbulence could make the optical path distorted and the intensity changed.
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2.2 Two knife-edges and supports

Two knife-edges, vertical and horizontal edges, were used for the measurements 

of two lateral directions. At tangential measurement, vertical edge was used, and at 

sagittal measurement, horizontal edge was used. The knives were attached on the 

assembly of three stages, each of which travels each direction in the three dimensional 

space, and the stages were moved by motorized micropositioners. The knife could thus 

move the three dimensional space along the three perpendicular directions, axial, 

tangential and sagittal directions. The set-up of stages and motorized micropositioners 

together with the knife-edges are shown in Figure 2.6.

The three directions are also defined in the figure. Axial direction is the direction 

parallel to the optical axis of the mirror. Tangential and sagittal directions are on the 

same plane which is perpendicular to the axial direction, and they are also perpendicular 

to each other.

2.2.1 Set-up errors of the stages

Some errors can occur from the stages and their assembly. Misalignment 

between the axial knife movement and the actual optical axis, knife-edge inclination, 

orthogonality of the knife movements between axial and lateral directions, and 

straightness of the knife motion can affect the accuracy of the test. Misalignment was 

detected and compensated at the image capture, which are explained in section 3.2 and 

3.3.
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Sagittal directional 

micropositioner

Sagittal

Tangential

Axial

Axi.iKdirectional

Tangential directional 

micropositioner The knife-edge 

for sagittal 

^m easu rem en ts  

for tangential 

measurements

-  ©I

Figure 2.6 D efinition o f the three directions, and set-up o f knife-edges, stages and 

micropositioners.
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The knife-edge inclination can also contribute to the testing error. The knife- 

edge should be aligned to the pixel arrangement o f imaging device. W hen the knife- 

edge occults the image o f the mirror at a lateral direction, say horizontal direction, the 

pixels arranged on the same vertical line should be darkened at the same time. The 

inclination was defined as ‘blade angle’, and derived by a data processing, which will be 

explained in section 4.1. The result was that the error caused by the blade angle was 

considerably smaller than the target accuracy o f AQuaKET.

The tolerance o f orthogonality between axial and lateral knife m ovem ents can be 

calculated for the similarly sim plified case as the assessm ent o f the intensity variation, 

described in section 2.1.1. If the angle between the axial and lateral m ovem ents had an 

error o f 0 from 90 degrees, as is shown in Figure 2.7, the detected beam size (di) would  

be roughly the ideal beam size(do) /  cos 0. Hence, the beam size error (Ad) is d| - do = do 

(sec 0 - 1 ) ,  and the relevant slope error would be ±Ad / 50mm.

The sample calculations are listed in Table 2.4. The beam size at the distance o f  

25m m  from the CoC is 6.25m m  when the mirror has the focal ratio o f f/1, according to 

the Table 2.1. The tolerance o f the angle (0) was about 0.05 degree for f/1 mirror and 

about 0.2 degree for f/20 mirror. 0.05 degree is about one over a thousand (10'^) in 

slope, which is not im possible to be adjusted.

Lateral movement

CoC

50mm

Axial m ovem ent0

Figure 2.7 Orthogonality between axial and lateral m ovem ents o f the knife.
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Table 2.4 Slope error caused by the tolerance of the orthogonality.

F Beam size (do) 

[mm]

Error on angle (0) 

[degree]

Beam size difference 

(Ad)

Slope error

1 12.5 1 1.9 [tm ±3.8 X lO'S

0.05 4.8 nm ±1.0 X 10 7

20 0.625 1 95.2 nm ±1.9 X 10*

0.2 3.8 nm ±0.8 X lO"’

The straightness on the knife movement is another item to check on set-up. 

Wobbling of the moving parts of each stage can generate an error. The straightness was 

tried to detect on the axial movement, by using a dial gauge on the side of the tangential 

stage when the axial micropositioner travelled the full length. The measuring accuracy 

of the dial gauge was ±l|im . Six measurements were made on various areas on the side 

of the stage. The measurements were undertaken at the interval of 5mm along the axial 

direction.

The results are shown in Figure 2.8 and the standard deviations of the data from 

the least-squared line are listed in Table 2.5. The slope of each curve would mainly be 

caused by the unparalleled wall of the tangential stage to the direction of the axial 

movement, and thus it is not important. The deviation of the points from least-squared 

line would be related to the straightness. However, as the wall of the tangential stage 

was measured, the figures also contain other errors, such as surface roughness and 

straightness of the wall itself.

It can be seen that the six curves do not have the same pattern. Especially, the 

fifth measurement shows great difference from the others. It shows a distinctive down- 

up-down trend, while the others give small deviations from their own least-squared lines.
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Table 2.5 Standard deviation of the measurements for straightness.

M easurement Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 Average

Standard deviation [pm] 1.1 0.6 2.2 2.1 3.5 1.0 1.7

The standard deviations are different from each other as w ell. It is not easy to tell 

what portion o f the standard deviation is dedicated for the straightness o f the knife, but 

the amount o f the portion would be less than the w hole deviation value. If the average 

standard deviation, 1.7pm (a ), is taken in full, the straightness o f the knife has the 

accuracy o f ± 3 .4pm  (2a) on the axial direction with the confidence level o f 95%. The 

accuracy is similar to that o f micropositioner with backlash, 6pm , which will be 

described later in the follow ing section.

45

40

35

T 30 Tan
25

[urn] 20

15

10

5

0
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

Axis [mm]

Figure 2.8 Results o f the straightness measurements on axial direction. All the six lines 

do not have the same pattern. Especially, line 5 draws a distinctive down-up- 

down curve.
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Table 2.6 Specifications of the micropositioners (Ealing 1993).

Catalogue Number 37-1062 37-1070

Applied direction Tangential & Sagittal Axial

Travel length 25 mm 50 mm

Maximum speed 12 m m / min 12 mm / min

Slowest speed 3.0 mm / min 3.0 mm / min

Resolution 0.02 |im 0.02 |xm

Backlash 6 [im 6 |Xm

Repeatability - unidirectional 0.1 )Lim 0.1 )Lim

Weight 130 g 150 g

2.2.2 Micropositioner

Micropositioners were used to move the knives automatically with precision. 

Micropositioner had an encoder inside so that the knife position could be known. The 

stage and the micropositioner that moved along axial direction have a travel length of 

50mm, and the other stages and micropositioners that moved along tangential and 

sagittal directions can travel 25mm. Table 2.6 lists the specifications of the 

micropositioners. Though the resolution of the micropositioners is 0.02|im, backlash is 

6)L im  and unidirectional repeatability is O.ljLtm. Therefore, the accuracy of the 

micropositioners can be regarded as 6 |L im  when they move to both forward and backward 

directions.

The required accuracy of the knife movements alone can be calculated from the 

travel length of the micropositioners for the method of direct slope measurement. As the 

travel length of the axial micropositioner is 50mm, the required resolution of the knife 

movement on lateral directions is the axial travel length x slope error = 50imn x 10'  ̂

= 0.005|Lim, which is smaller than the resolution of the micropositioners.
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Again, the direct slope measurement cannot achieve the required accuracy in 

positioning. The limitation was overcome by local focus sensing method, which will be 

described in section 4.3.

The micropositioners were controlled by a PC via an interface card. Controls 

were performed by customized C programs with the imported library functions. The 

micropositioners, stages, the interface card, and the control library functions were 

supplied by a company, Ealing Electro-Optics.

2.3 CCD camera and frame grabber

The images of the mirror were captured by an imaging device, so that the images 

could be automatically transferred and quantitatively processed in a PC. A CCD camera 

and a frame grabber were used in capturing the images. The CCD camera receives the 

intensity of the image on the CCD chip, converts the intensity into analog signal, and 

sends the signal to a frame grabber interface card. The frame grabber interface card, 

which connects the CCD camera to a PC, converts the analog signal into digital data so 

that the PC can manipulate the image data. The frame image was displayed on a graphic 

monitor. The image was easily manipulated by using the software package and library 

functions, which were provided together with the frame grabber.

The product name of the CCD camera was EEV P46380. The camera, the mirror 

under test, and the light source are not moved during a measurement. It means that each 

pixel on the CCD chip is fixed to each corresponding sub-area of the mirror through the 

measurement. Therefore, flat-field correction of the CCD pixels is not necessary. Table 

2.7 describes the specifications of the CCD camera.
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Table 2.7 Specifications of the CCD camera P46380 (EEV 1989).

Pixels per frame (interlaced):

horizontal 385

vertical 576

Pixels per field (non-interlaced):

horizontal 385

vertical 288

Pixel size 22 X 22 [Lm

Imaging area 8.5 X 6.3 mm

Maximum trigger rate 25 Hz

Spectral response 450 - 1000 nm

Operating temperature -15 to +50 °C

The camera lens was made by Asahi Precision Co. Ltd., whose focal length is 25 

mm and focal ratio is 1 : 1.8. The specifications of the lens are listed in Table 2.8.

The lens transmitted the light from the wavelength of 360nm to IR region, and 

the peak transmission was 90% at 522nm. At 633nm, the wavelength of the He-Ne laser 

which was used in this experiment, the transmission was 86% (Asahi 1981).

The frame grabber was DT-2851, made by Data Translation. The geometric 

resolution of the frame grabber was 512 lines x 512 columns x 1 byte intensity, which 

made one frame size 250 Kbytes.

The image data on the frame grabber were easily handled by using the software 

package, named IRIS TUTOR, and library functions, DT-IRIS, which can be imported 

into user’s own programs. Both the software package and library functions enable the 

image frames arithmetic calculations, regional image operations, frame grabbing, file 

manipulations, etc.
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Table 2.8 Specifications of the camera lens (Pentax 1997).

Catalogue number B2518(C22516) C-mount

Focal length 25 mm

Maximum aperture ratio 1 : 1.8

Iris range F 1.8 -  Close

Operation method Manual

1 /3 ” 13° 39’

Angle of View 1 /2 ” 18° 10’

(Diagonal) 2 / 3 ” 24° 48’

Minimum object distance 0.6 m

Back focal length 15.8 mm

Effective Front lens 0  13.4 mm

diameter Rear lens 0  9.3 mm

Dimensions 0  42 X 40 mm

Weight 87 g

2.4 Parallax

As the light source and the image cannot be positioned on the same position of 

the centre of curvature, they used to be positioned laterally, side by side. This setting, 

which is called parallax, generates aberration like astigmatism. (DeVany 1981, 

Malacara-Hemandez and Servin 1996).

One possible way of avoiding parallax is using a half reflecting plate so that both 

the light source and the image can be positioned on-axis. It is shown in Figure 2.9.
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Some of the photons coming from the light source pass through the half reflecting plate, 

reflect on the mirror, and reach the CCD camera after being reflected at the half 

reflecting plate.

However, errors and problems can be introduced from this set-up. As there are 

losses of light at the half reflecting plate, only about a quarter of the light will reach the 

CCD camera. Therefore, the light source should be bright enough. Moreover, the plate 

can introduce an error to the path of the rays, as the rays are not parallel rays but 

diverging and converging rays (Bingham, R., Private communication). The plate would 

have tolerances on both surfaces, which can deviate the rays. The positioning error can 

also be produced.

CCD camera

Light source

Half reflecting plate

Figure 2.9 Schematic aiagram oi a test method which applies a half reflecting plate. 

The plate could introduce an error on ray direction.
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Though Gaviola (1936) used this method, he warned that if the half reflecting 

plate was thick, the astigmatism became apparent due to the different paths of the rays by 

the thickness of the plate. Vandenberg et a l (1993) used a V-shaped knife, shown in 

Figure 2.10, to measure the two perpendicular directions at the same time. However, a 

half reflecting plate, named pellicle, was used for the measurements, which could 

generate errors in the reflected beam if the frame of the pellicle is deformed.

X

Optical caustic

Detector+x cut -y cut

Relay optics

Knife

Test

sphere Pellicle Light source

(b)

Figure 2.10 Set-up of the test performed by Vandenberg et a l (1993). (a) V-shaped 

knife, (b) Set-up of the test.
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My solution of avoiding parallax is that the light source and the image positions 

are arranged vertically or horizontally according to the direction of the measurement. In 

tangential measurement, the vertical knife-edge is used, and the light source and the 

image are aligned vertically. As the knife moves horizontal (tangential) direction, there 

is no difference between horizontal positions of the light source and the image. In 

sagittal measurement, the light source and the image are aligned horizontally. They are 

shown in Figure 2.11.

(a)

Knife

(b)
D •  Image 

O Light source (c)

Pinhole

ÎÙ

Light source 

& image 

Knife

O

Figure 2.11 Relative positions of light source and image in AQuaKET. Their relative 

positions are changed according to the direction of knife movement, (a) 

Schematic diagram of the test, (b) Horizontal knife movement for tangential 

measurement, (c) Vertical knife movement for sagittal measurement.
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Schulz (1946) dealt with the parallax in testing off-axis parabolic mirrors. Two 

set-ups were suggested by using a flat, and the best arrangement was like Figure 2.12, 

which has similar way of set-up to the present work.

S ,I

u

Test mirrorFlat mirror

Figure 2.12 A set-up for testing off-axis parabolic mirror with a flat (Schulz 1946). S is 

light source and I is image, (a) Side view, (b) Top view, (c) Left end view.
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Chapter 3

Data Acquisition

There are three sequential stages in data acquisition. In the first stage, the size of 

the image of the mirror is determined on the scale of the frame grabber. In the second 

stage, two values are measured. They are the centre of curvature position on the 

coordinate of the micropositioners and the misalignment between the optical axis and the 

direction of the axial micropositioner. Two ways of the measurements were developed 

for the second stage. The first two stages provide necessary information for the last 

stage, which is the main data acquisition process for the calculation of slope and height 

error. In the last stage, the images of the mirror are captured as the knife occults the 

image step by step along a lateral direction. The images are reduced in size by binning 

and stored in the hard disc of a personal computer. The last stage is repeated at several 

axial positions of the knife.

The entire data acquisition process should be repeated in two lateral directions, 

tangential and sagittal directions. The two lateral directional data are needed to calculate 

a height distribution of the whole surface of the mirror under test. Figure 3.1 illustrates 

the flow chart of the data acquisition.
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Start ^

Determine the size of the image of the mirror 1st

stage
No

Is the size correct?

Adjust the size manually
Yes

2nd

Measure the CoC position and the axis angle stage

Situate the knife on the first axial position

Situate the knife on the first lateral position 3rd
stage

Move the knife to 

the next axial position

Grab the image of the mirror

Move the knife one step 

to the lateral directionDo binning and save the data

No
s the image the last one in the lateral direction

Yes

No
Is the axial direction the last one!

Yes

Figure 3.1 Flow chart of the data acquisition. The measurements should be performed 

twice, for tangential and sagittal directions.
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The data acquisition process was performed by computer programs, written by 

Microsoft C-language. As C-language is one of the fastest executing languages, it is 

appropriate to apply it to time-consuming processes such as image grabbing and 

processing. The programs imported library functions which manipulate the frame 

grabber and the micropositioners. The examples and figures given in this chapter are 

mainly based on a nominally spherical mirror of 5400mm in radius of curvature and 

760mm in diameter.

3.1 Mirror image size

The first stage of the data acquisition was determining the size of the image of 

the mirror on the scale of the frame grabber. A full image of the mirror was acquired 

when the knife did not occult the image at all. The edge of the image of the mirror was 

determined where the light intensity increased from the dark background of the outside 

region of the image of the mirror to the bright image of the mirror.

The intensity level was digitized in 256 (0 - 255) levels, as the light intensity was 

analyzed by 8 bit data in the frame grabber. The background intensity outside the image 

of the mirror was less than 40 in the level of 256, and the pixels on the image of the 

mirror had the intensity values higher than 65. Therefore, the threshold level was 

arbitrarily decided as 50, which was adequate to make the boundary of the image of the 

mirror.

The computer program automatically detected the four edges of the image, top, 

bottom, left, and right edges. They were marked crossed on the image which was 

displayed on the graphic monitor. The centre point, which is the middle between the 

edges, was also marked. It is shown in Figure 3.2. The top left comer of the frame was
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regarded as the zero point. When the edge positions were marked at wrong places, 

corrections were undertaken manually. The image size for tangential measurement must 

be the same for sagittal measurement, so that the two directional slope data can be 

combined to give a 3-dimensional height distribution for the mirror.

The image size depends on the focal ratio of the CCD camera lens and the 

distance from the CoC to the camera lens as well as the focal ratio of the mirror under 

test. The image size of f/3.6 mirror was about 320x220 pixels in the frame of 512x512 

pixels.

row

(0,511)column(0,0)

idle

Bottom (row3 ,col2 )

(511,0) (511,511)

Figure 3.2 Coordinates on the frame grabber. Four edges and the centre point of an 

image are coordinated accordingly. The subscripts 1 and 3 indicate the edge 

positions and the subscript 2 represents the middle position between 1 and 3.
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A spatial error can occur from the mirror size. If each edge has an error of ±0.5 

pixel in deciding the position, the mirror size has the spatial error of ±1 pixel and the 

middle position has the error of ±0.5 pixel. They will contribute to the errors in the 

calculation of slope and height distributions. For example, if a mirror of 760mm in 

diameter is imaged to the full size of the frame, the diameter of the mirror is equivalent 

to 512 pixels on the frame grabber. One pixel covers 1.48mm x 1.48mm on the mirror 

and thus the diameter of the mirror has the uncertainty of ± 1.5mm. Normally the mirror 

is imaged to less than the full size of the frame grabber. When the mirror is projected to 

320x220 pixels on the frame grabber, one pixel covers 2.38x3.45mm on the mirror. 

Consequently, the mirror has the diameter of 760 ±3.5mm, which is ±0.45% of 

uncertainty.

3.2 Alignment

In the second stage, measurement was undertaken for two values. One is the axis 

angle which is defined as the angle between the optical axis and the axial direction of the 

micropositioner. The other is the CoC position on the coordinates of the 

micropositioners. The knife can be positioned correctly and moved along the axial and 

lateral directions by compensating the axis angle from the CoC position. They will be 

applied in the next stage (see section 3.3.1).

The axis angle was derived from the knife occulting positions of the central area 

of the mirror on two or more axial positions. The connecting line or the least-squared 

line of the positions is regarded as the optical axis. The CoC position was derived from 

the knife occulting positions of two or more sub-areas on two or more axial positions.
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The positions for each area provide a connecting line or the least-squared line, which 

represents the ray coming from the area on the mirror surface. The intersection of the 

lines is regarded as the CoC position.

Two methods, multi-axes measurement and multi-areas measurement methods, 

were tried. In the multi-axes measurement method, the lateral occulting positions of the 

knife-edge were measured in three sub-areas of the test aperture on several axial 

positions. In the multi-areas measurement method, the knife occulting positions were 

measured in several sub-areas on two axial positions.

3.2.1 Multi-axes measurement

In this method, three areas were selected on the mirror and the knife occulting 

positions of the areas were measured on several axial positions. The axis angle and the 

CoC position are shown in Figure 3.3, together with the three areas and the knife 

movements. One (L2 ) of the three areas was positioned in the centre of the mirror which 

is used for the evaluation of the axis angle. The other two areas (Li and L 3 ) were 

positioned at half way apart from the centre of the mirror to the edges.

Figure 3.4 shows the three areas for tangential and sagittal measurements. In 

tangential measurement, the three areas were arranged side by side horizontally, and in 

sagittal measurement, they are arranged vertically.

Each area has the size of 1x10 or 2x10 pixels, depending on the centre position 

of the mirror on the frame of the imaging device. If the centre of the image of the mirror 

is on a pixel, the width of the area is 1 pixel. If the centre lies between two pixels, the 

width is 2 pixels.
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Optical axis

CoC

<= Mirror Lz Lz CCD camera =>

Axis angle Axial direction of 
the micropositioner

Figure 3.3 Measuring axis angle and CoC position by using the multi-axes method.

Axis angle is the deviation between optical axis and the axial direction of the 

micropositioner. CoC position is measured on the coordinates of 

micropositioners.

Left Centre Righi

(a) Tangential measurement

Toi

Centre

10 pixels

Bottoi

(b) Sagittal measurement

Figure 3.4 Intensity detection areas on the images in the multi-axes method. In 

tangential measurement, the detecting areas are vertical rectangles arranged 

on left, centre, and right side on the image of the mirror. In sagittal 

measurement, the areas are horizontal rectangles on top, centre, and bottom 

side on the image of the mirror.
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The width of each area was determined by the size of the image of the mirror in 

pixels. In the case of tangential measurement, if the column size (colg-coli+l in Figure 

3.2) of the mirror is an odd number, each area has 1x10 pixels. As the centre position 

lies on a pixel in the centre of the image of the mirror, the width is decided to be 1 pixel. 

If the column size is an even number, the centre position will be situated in between two 

pixels and each area becomes 2x10 pixels. In sagittal measurement, the row size (rowg- 

rowi+1) of the mirror decided the size of each area in the same manner.

The knife occulting position of each area was measured by the lateral knife 

position when the half intensity (Ih) between dark intensity (Id) and full intensity (If) of 

the area was reached. The intensity profile is shown in Figure 3.5. In order to enhance 

the position accuracy, each position was measured seven to ten times and they were 

averaged.

Light
intensity Full intensity (If)

Half ------
intensity (L)

Dark intensity (Id)
AP

Position of Lateral direction
the area

Figure 3.5 Intensity profile of an area when knife moves along a lateral direction and 

occults the area gradually. The knife occulting position is sought, where the 

half intensity (L), the middle value between full intensity (If) and dark 

intensity (L), is detected for the area. Two different kinds of tolerances, a 

tolerance on intensity (AI) and a tolerance on position (AP), have been tried.
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Two kinds of tolerance have been tried. The first way is to set the tolerance on 

the knife position (AP). The measured intensity (Ix) at a knife position was converted to 

the distance between the measured knife position and the unknown lateral position of the 

half intensity. The distance is calculated by the equation:

Ix - Ih 1
Distance = A D ------------    (3.1)

If - Id N ,

where A is a constant, D is the width of one pixel at the axial position of 22mm from the 

CoC [)im/pixel], 1% is the measured intensity of an area when the knife is at a position, 

and N is the number of pixels in the area. The intensity was measured as the knife was 

moved forward and backward. When the distance became smaller than the tolerance, the 

knife position was regarded as the occulting position of the area.

The second way is to set the tolerance on the intensity (AI). When the measured 

intensity of the area reached within the tolerance, the knife position was considered as 

the occulting position of the area. The tolerance was tried at various values ranging from 

2 to 10 in the scale of 255.

The knife occulting positions were measured on several axial positions before 

and after the CoC. The axial positions start from both 0mm and 48mm on the axial 

micropositioner, and more axial positions were added toward the middle from both ends 

at intervals of 0.5mm or 1mm.

The axis angle and the CoC position were calculated by using the least-squares 

method. Axis angle was calculated from the lateral position data of the central area (L2 ), 

and the CoC position was calculated from the difference of the positions between the 

two side areas (L 3 -L 1). It is shown in Figure 3.6. Abscissa is the axial direction of the 

micropositioner and ordinate is the knife positions of the areas in lateral direction.
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Axis angle

CoC

CoC ta n

(sag )

46 47 48 mm 

Axial direction on the micropositioner

Figure 3.6 Least-squares fitting for the calculations of axis angle, centre of curvature, 

and their standard deviations in the multi-axes method, (a) Calculation of 

the axis angle from the middle area positions, (b) Axial position of the CoC 

was derived from the differences of the side area positions, (c) Lateral 

position of the CoC comes from the point where the CoCaxis meets the least- 

squared line of a side data.
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In Figure 3.6(a), the positions of the central area (L2 ) were plotted. The solid line 

is the least-squared line, whose slope represents the axis angle. The standard deviation 

of the points (0 2 ) was calculated from the least-squared line. The standard deviation of 

the axis angle (Oangie) was calculated from the standard deviation of the points (G2 ), 

assuming that position error took place in the middle of the group of points at each side, 

which is on 1mm and 47mm in the scale of the axial micropositioner. Therefore, iGangie 

was given by ±2Ô2/46mm, and shown as broken lines in the figure.

The axial positions can also introduce positioning error. The distance between 

the two middle points is 46mm and the accuracy of the axial position is 6|im due to the 

backlash of the micropositioner. The effect of the accuracy on axial direction is {1/46 - 

1/(46+2x0.006)} X (Tangle = ±5.7x10'^ X (Tangle to the axis angle, which is small enough to 

be ignored.

The differences between the lateral positions of the side areas (L3 -L 1) were 

plotted against their axial positions in Figure 3.6(b). The solid line is the least-squared 

line and the point where the difference is zero gives the axial position of the CoC 

(CoCaxis). The standard deviation of the CoCaxis (ctaxis) is calculated from the deviation 

of the points ( ( T 3 .1 )  divided by the slope of the least-squared line. The deviation of the 

differences ( 0 3 - 1 )  is shown as the broken line and (Taxis is shown on the CoC.

The method of finding the lateral position of the CoC is shown in Figure 3.6(c). 

When the positions of a side area (Li or L 3 ) are plotted, the point where the CoCaxis 

meets the least-squared line gives the lateral position of the CoC (CoCtan or CoCsag). The 

standard deviation of the lateral position on the CoC (Ôtan and ôsag) is directly related to 

the deviation of the points (<Ti).

Table 3.1 lists results of the measurements when the tolerance was set on the 

knife position (AP). The measured axis angle, centre of curvature, and their standard 

deviations are shown.
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Table 3.1 Axis angle, centre of curvature position, and their standard deviations when 

tolerance was set to the knife position.

(a) Tangential measurement

Label Axis angle CoC axis CoC tan N Tolerance
[  X  1 0 - ^ ] [mm] [pm] axis (AP)

Value O'angle Value t^ a x is Value t ^ ta n [pm]
K ll 1.08 0.05 23.981 0 . 0 2 2 5110.6 1 . 6 1 0 0.70
K31 0.73 0.03 24.195 0.015 5029.7 1 . 1 1 0 0.70
K51A 0 . 6 6 0.04 24.368 0.009 4297.2 0 . 6 1 0 0.70

0.64 0.03 24.324 0 . 0 1 0 4294.5 0.7
0.64 0.05 24.322 0.007 4293.1 0.5

K52A 0.62 0.08 24.420 0.045 4458.1 3.1 1 0 0.70
0 . 6 6 0.06 24.257 0.056 4461.0 3.9
0.63 0.04 24.181 0.014 4456.2 1 . 0

K51B 1.27 0.05 24.060 0.017 5034.4 1 . 2 1 0 0.70
K54 -0.69 0.07 24.275 0.023 2590.0 1 . 6 1 0 0.70
K52B 0.58 0.04 24.206 0.014 3444.7 1 . 0 6 0.70
K52C -0.87 0.04 24.209 0.034 3206.1 2.4 6 0.70
K51C -0.61 0.04 24.118 0.033 3221.1 2.3 6 0.70
TH71 -0 . 6 6 0 . 0 2 23.949 0.013 2436.7 0.9 6 0.70
K52D -0.57 0.04 23.932 0.004 2430.4 0.3 6 0.70

(b) Sagittal measurement

Label Axis angle CoC axis CoC sag N Tolerance
[  X  1 0 ^ ] [mm] [pm] axis (AP)

Value (Wangle Value t̂ axis Value [pm]
K ll -0 . 1 0 0.05 24.018 0.032 3194.6 2 . 2 1 0 0.46
K31 0.32 0.05 23.982 0.052 3445.6 3.7 1 0 0.46
K51A -0.47 0.04 24.088 0.015 6895.5 1 . 0 1 0 0.46
K51B 0.38 0.04 2 4 . 0 0 6 0.041 3421.0 2.9 1 0 0.46
K51C -0.49 0.13 24.173 0.056 3745.2 4.0 6 0.46
K52A 0.34 0.03 24.176 0.009 3770.2 0.7 6 0.46
K52B 0.33 0.05 24.028 0.038 3780.4 2.7 6 0.46
K52C 0.63 0.03 23.882 0.023 3843.2 1.7 6 0.46
K52D 0.32 0.05 24.025 0.034 2188.0 2.4 6 0.46
K51D 0.62 0 . 0 1 23.981 0 . 0 2 2 2184.0 1.5 6 0.46
K81 0.50 0.03 23.920 0 . 0 2 0 2 2 0 2 . 0 1.4 6 0.46
K51E 0.85 0.06 23.974 0.036 2493.0 2.5 6 0.46
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Six and ten axial measurements (N axis) were tried. In the case of 6  axes, 

measurements were undertaken on three axial positions before the CoC (0, 1, and 2mm 

on the frame of the axial micropositioner) and on the other three axial positions after the 

CoC (46, 47, and 48mm). When the N axis was 10, measurements were undertaken at 

ten axial positions on 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 46, 46.5, 47, 47.5, and 48mm on the frame of the 

axial micropositioner.

The axis angle and the CoC position values may vary as the setup is adjusted. If 

the micropositioner and the optical axis were aligned perfectly, the axis angle would be 

zero. If the CoC is exactly in the middle position, CoCaxis would be exactly 24.0mm.

The standard deviation of the axial angle ranges from ±0.01x10^ to ±0.13x10’̂ , 

which means that the axial angle has the accuracy in the order of lO’"̂. The CoC position 

has the standard deviations of about ±50|im at axial position and ±4p,m at lateral 

position.

The standard deviations do not seem to be affected by different number of axis 

(N axis). In K51A and K52A in tangential measurement, the measurements were 

undertaken three times each. The three values of axial angle were close enough to be 

within their standard deviations, but the CoC values exceed the standard deviations. It 

can be caused by the inaccuracy of the measurement, such as the large light intensity 

variation or the inaccuracy of micropositioners. On the other hand, it can also come 

from the environmental effects such as air turbulence and temperature change of the air.

Table 3.2 shows results when the tolerance was set on the intensity (AI). All 

were measured on six axial positions, and the tolerance was varied from 2  to 1 0  in the 

scale of 255.

The standard deviations were similar to those in Table 3.1. In the sagittal 

measurement, the standard deviations were not lessened by reducing the tolerance from 

1 0  to 2  on intensity.

The measurement was performed five times consecutively in the measurements, 

labelled TH81 in the tangential measurement and TV43 and TV44 in the sagittal 

measurements. The five values of the axis angles and CoC positions on each label are
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not concentrated each other within their standard deviations. It is regarded to come 

either from the inaccuracy of the equipment or from the environmental effects.

Table 3.2 Axis angle, centre of curvature position, and their standard deviations when 

tolerance was set to intensity.

(a) Tangential measurement

Label Axis angle CoC axis CoC tan N Tolerance

[xlO -'] [mm] [|im] axis (AI)

Value ( ? a n g le Value ^ a x i s Value C^tan 1/255]

K52E -0.04 0.05 24.087 0 . 0 2 0 2409.5 1.4 6 3

K52F -0.07 0.05 24.068 0.015 3414.9 1 . 0 6 3

K52G -0.05 0.04 24.078 0.018 3412.9 1 . 2 6 3

K52H -0.05 0.04 24.062 0 . 0 2 1 3404.6 1.4 6 3

K51D -0.28 0.04 24.081 0.018 3393.8 1 . 2 6 3

K51E -0.30 0.05 24.095 0 . 0 1 2 3396.5 0 . 8 6 3

K21 -0.30 0.04 24.091 0 . 0 1 2 3406.2 0 . 8 6 3

TH81 -0.24 0.03 24.302 0.019 3661.2 1.3 6 3

-0 . 0 1 0.06 24.273 0.015 3652.3 1 . 1

-0.26 0.03 24.291 0 . 0 1 0 3642.5 0.7

-0.05 0.07 24.293 0 . 0 2 0 3630.9 1.4

-0 . 2 1 0.05 24.287 0.014 3623.7 1 . 0

TH82 -0.08 0.06 24.205 0.017 3598.4 1 . 2 6 3
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Table 3.2 (Continued).

(b) Sagittal measurement

Label Axis angle CoC axis CoC sag N Tolerance

[  X  1 0 - " ] [mm] [ H m ] axis (AI)

Value ^ a n g l e Value ( ? a x i s Value C^sag [ 7 255]

TV31 0.48 0.04 24.208 0.049 2280.8 3.4 6 1 0

TV32 0 . 0 1 0.04 24.196 0.036 2299.1 2.5 6 1 0

TV33 0.04 0.04 24.183 0.057 2308.6 4.1 6 1 0

TV34 -0.19 0.03 24.251 0.018 2318.9 1 . 2 6 1 0

TV41 -0.05 0.05 24.207 0.025 2317.2 1 . 8 6 1 0

TV42 -0 . 2 0 0.03 24.170 0.030 2325.7 2 . 1 6 5

TV43 -0.05
-0 . 2 0

-0 . 0 0

-0.24
0 . 0 1

0.04
0 . 0 2

0 . 0 2

0.05
0.04

24.113
24.148
24.148 
24.173 
24.138

0.026
0.015
0.019
0.023
0.047

2331.4
2341.1 
2346.3
2356.2
2363.2

1.9
1 . 1

1.4
1 . 6

3.3

6 5

TV44 -0.17
-0 . 0 2

-0.19
-0 . 0 1

-0.15

0.03
0 . 0 1

0 . 0 2

0 . 0 2

0 . 0 2

24.178
24.162
24.202
24.159
24.150

0.029
0.025
0.014
0.030
0.035

2371.3
2377.0
2386.4
2391.0
2398.1

2 . 0

1.7
1 . 0

2 . 1

2.5

6 3

TV47 0.16 0.03 24.133 0.030 2457.6 2 . 1 6 3

K52E 0 . 1 2 0 . 0 2 24.096 0.009 2 1 2 1 . 0 0.7 6 3

K52F 0.07 0 . 0 2 24.171 0.015 2126.8 1 . 0 6 3

K52G -0.04 0.05 24.245 0.049 2104.0 3.5 6 3

TV45 0 . 0 2 0.03 24.114 0 . 0 2 1 2404.4 1.5 6 2

TV46 0.04 0.04 24.236 0.031 2439.1 2 . 2 6 2
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3.2.2 Multi-areas measurement

The multi-axes measurement method in the previous section gave the accuracy of 

the measurement in the order of 10 "̂ in axis angle. As the accuracy is far from the goal 

of AQuaKET, 10'  ̂ in slope, other method, multi-areas measurement method, was 

developed to enhance the accuracy of the measurement.

In the multi-areas measurement method, seven areas (Li ~ L?) on the mirror were 

selected. One area ( L 4 )  was situated in the centre of the mirror which is for the 

evaluation of the axis angle. Additional two areas (L2  and Lg) were situated on the half 

way from the centre to the edges of the image of the mirror at both sides, which were 

used for finding the CoC position.

If any of the two areas was deformed on the mirror surface, the CoC value would 

be incorrect. In order to find the CoC position more accurately, additional four areas (Li, 

L 3 ,  L 5 ,  and L 7 )  were assigned at one tenth of the radius apart from the two areas. Three 

CoC positions were calculated from the three pairs of the areas (L% and L 7 ,  L 2  and Lg, 

and L 3  and L 5 )  and they were averaged. Figure 3.7 shows the rays coming from the areas 

and the knife movements.

Figure 3.8 shows the areas on the mirror surface for tangential measurement and 

sagittal measurement separately. In tangential measurement, the seven areas are 

arranged side by side horizontally, and in sagittal measurement, they are arranged 

vertically.

Each area has the size of 1x10 or 2x10 pixels. The width of each area was 

determined by the same way as in the multi-axes measurement method. The seven areas 

on a mirror were measured on two axial positions only, as it took much more time in 

measuring the seven areas than measuring three areas in the multi-axes measurement 

method. The two axial positions are 48mm apart each other and assumed that the CoC is 

in the middle between the two axial positions.
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Optical axis

1 - 3

CoC

<=Mirror CCD camera =>

1 - 3

Axis angle Axial direction of 

the micropositioner48

Figure 3.7 Measuring axis angle and CoC position by using the multi-areas measuring 

method. Seven areas on the mirror were measured on two axial positions. 

One area is for deriving axis angle, and the other three pairs are for finding 

CoC position.

Radius/2 Radius/10

1 - 3 ' 5 - 7

Left Centre Right

(a) Tangential measurement

Top1 - 3

Centre

Botto]

(b) Sagittal measurement

Figure 3.8 Intensity detection areas on the images in the multi-areas method. In 

tangential measurement, the detecting areas were positioned on left, centre, 

and right sides on the image of the mirror. In sagittal measurement, the areas 

were situated on top, centre, and bottom sides on the image of the mirror.
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The knife occulting positions were tried to be measured more accurately. The 

variation of the light intensity is a major contributor for the positioning error. In order to 

achieve more stable light intensity, the intensity was measured several times and they 

were averaged. In this measurement, the intensity was measured from ten frames and the 

averaged value was compared to the half intensity (Ih in Figure 3.5). When the measured 

intensity was close to the half intensity within a tolerance (AI), the lateral position on the 

micropositioner was regarded as the knife occulting position of the area. The position 

was measured ten times for each area and they were averaged.

The axis angle and the CoC position were calculated from the measured 

positions. Figure 3.9 illustrates the calculations. The axis angle was calculated from the 

centre positions data ( L 4 ) ,  and the CoC position was calculated from the positions of 

each pair.

The standard deviation of each position (Oi) at an axial position was calculated 

from the ten measured position data for each area. The standard deviations of the axis 

angle (Oangie) and the CoC position ( G a x i s  and G ta n  (sa g )  ) were calculated from that of each 

position. The standard deviations are also indicated in Figure 3.9. Gangie equals to 

( 0 4 0 + 0 4 1  )/48mm. O ta n  (sag ) is similar to O i ,  and O a x is  depends on the distance between the 

two lateral positions of a pair as well as the standard deviation of each position.

In Table 3.3, the results of actual measurements are listed. In each of the first 

five measurements, a set of the three CoC values is listed after the averaged value. The 

first of the three values came from the knife occulting positions of the pair of L i  and L 7 ,  

the second value from L 2  and L e ,  and the last one from L 3  and L 5 .

The differences among the three CoC values at each measurement are sometimes 

beyond the standard deviation of the values, but the same pattern can be seen from the 

five sets. In tangential measurements, the maximum CoCaxis occurred at the pair of L2  

and Lô, and the minimum CoCtan occurred at the pair of Li and L?. In sagittal 

measurements, CoCaxis decreased from the pair of L i  and L? to the pair of L 3  and L 5 ,  and 

CoCsag had the minimum at the pair of L i  and L 7 .  Consequently, it can be assumed that 

the mirror itself is not perfectly spherical on the areas of the surface.
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(a)
O  a n g le

Axis angle

0 48 mm

(b) Axial direction on the micropositioner

Figure 3.9 Calculations of axis angle, CoC position, and their standard deviations in the 

multi-areas method, (a) Axis angle was derived from the slope of the 

position data, which were measured on central area (L4 ) of the mirror, (b) 

The way of deriving CoC position from a pair of data. Three CoC positions 

derived from the three pairs of the areas were averaged. Each point had each 

standard deviation derived from ten measurements. Standard deviations of 

axis angle and CoC position were calculated from those of the points.
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Table 3.3 Axis angle, centre of curvature position, and their standard deviations derived 

by the multi-areas method.

(a) Tangential measurement

Label Axis angle 
[  X  10 " ]

CoC axis 
[mm]

CoC tan 
[|im]

Remarks

Value an g le Value ^ a x i s Value G ta n

K32A 1.54 0.04 24.108 0.029 4850.3 1 . 0 Average
24.099 0 . 0 2 2 4848.6 0.9 L i ,  L ?

24.191 0.029 4850.7 1 . 0 L 2 ,  L ô

24.034 0.036 4851.6 1 . 0 L 3 ,  L5

K32B 1.52 0.03 24.092 0.031 4843.5 1 . 1 Average
24.092 0.030 4843.0 1.3 L i , L v

24.173 0.028 4844.1 1 . 0 L 2 ,  L ô

24.013 0.035 4843.5 1 . 0 L 3 ,  L 5

1.47 0.03 24.121 0.019 4840.8 0 . 6 Average
1.50 0.03 24.104 0.018 4838.4 0 . 6 Average
1.45 0.03 24.125 0 . 0 2 2 4837.2 0.7 Average
1.52 0.04 24.099 0 . 0 2 1 4835.7 0.7 Average

K 32C 1.55 0.06 24.094 0.023 4832.1 0 . 8 Average
24.083 0 . 0 2 0 4831.5 0 . 8 L i ,  L 7

24.179 0.019 4832.5 0.7 L 2 ,  L ô

24.020 0.030 4832.4 0.9 L 3 ,  L 5

1.44 0.04 24.117 0 . 0 2 0 4831.7 0.7 Average
1.44 0.04 24.121 0 . 0 2 2 4832.0 0 . 8 Average
1.47 0.05 24.110 0 . 0 2 0 4833.6 0.7 Average
1.44 0.03 24.117 0.025 4833.7 0.9 Average

K32D 1.37 0.05 24.125 0.034 4834.4 1 . 2 Average
24.136 0.028 4833.3 1 . 2 L i ,  L 7

24.207 0.032 4834.7 1 . 1 L 2 ,  L ô

24.033 0.042 4835.1 1 . 2 L 3 ,  L 5

1.39 0.07 24.120 0.039 4831.8 1.3 Average
1.38 0.06 24.116 0.033 4831.7 1 . 1 Average
1.40 0.06 24.128 0.038 4832.5 1.3 Average
1.40 0.07 24.140 0.035 4832.1 1 . 2 Average

K32E 1.39 0.06 24.156 0.035 4829.8 1 . 2 Average
24.162 0 . 0 2 2 4829.1 0.9 L i ,  L /7
24.230 0.030 4829.9 1 . 1 L 2 ,  L ô

24.075 0.053 4830.2 1 . 6 L 3 ,  L 5

1.40 0.06 24.108 0.041 4829.8 1.5 Average
1.45 0.04 24.072 0 . 0 2 1 4824.5 0.7 Average
1.39 0.04 24.133 0.018 4822.7 0 . 6 Average
1.46 0.03 24.130 0.017 4821.0 0 . 6 Average
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Table 3.3 (Continued),

(b) Sagittal measurement

Label Axis angle
[  X  1 0 - " ]

CoC axis 
[mm]

CoC sag 
[lim]

Remarks

Value Of an g le Value O^axis Value <7 sag

K25A 0.63 0.08 24.025
24.076
24.001
23.999

0.059
0.045
0.060
0.072

2496.7
2495.5 
2498.2
2496.5

2 . 0

1.9
2 . 1

2 . 1

Average 
Li, L% 
Li, Lô 
L3 , L5

K25B 0.47 0.03 24.054
24.102
24.060
24.001

0 . 0 2 1

0.017
0.015
0.032

2252.5
2251.1
2253.9
2252.5

0.7
0.7
0.5
0.9

Average 
L l ,  L y  

L 2 ,  L ô  

L3 , L5

K21A 0.47 0.03 24.078
24.080
24.050
24.103

0.023
0.022
0.027
0.021

2105.3
2107.5
2105.0
2103.2

0.8
0.9
1.0
0.6

Average 
Ll, L7  

L 2 ,  L ô  

L3 , L5

K22A 0.25 0.06 24.368
24.440
24.340
24.323

0.043
0.037
0.041
0.050

1936.6
1936.2 
1937.4
1936.2

1.5
1.6
1.5
1.4

Average 
L l ,  L y  

L 2 ,  L ô

L3 , L5

K13A 0.36 0.04 24.280
24.309
24.235
24.297

0.035
0.030
0.034
0.040

1830.3
1829.8
1831.4
1829.6

1.2
1.3
1.2
1.1

Average 
Ll, L7  

L 2 ,  L ô  

L 3 , L s

K21B 0.29 0.03 24.110 0.027 1839.3 0.9 Average
K13B 0.41 0.02 24.117 0.022 1820.5 0.8 Average
K25C 0.05 0.06 24.204 0.040 1731.1 1.4 Average
K12 0.92 0.03 24.227 0.034 1619.9 1.3 Average

K llB 0.93 0.02 24.095 0.034 2437.7 1.2 Average
K32A 3.52 0.07 23.309 0.051 2912.2 1.7 Average

At K32B to K32E in tangential measurement, the measurements were performed 

five times. The five results show that the axis angle and the CoCaxis nearly go in the 

ranges of the standard deviations. However, CoCtan values are not concentrated to the 

range of the standard deviation. In K32B, the difference of the CoCtan between the 

maximum and the minimum was 7.8p.m, where the standard deviation was l.ljxm in 

maximum. In K32E, the difference was 8.8|xm at C o C t a n ,  which is much larger than the
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standard deviation. These discrepancies could come from the inaccuracy of the 

equipment or the environmental effects.

3.2.3 Accuracy and diffraction effect

As a summary, the ranges of the standard deviations were collected and listed 

together in Table 3.4. Axis angles had similar standard deviations up to 8x10'^, except 

the measurement of K51C in Table 3.1(b). CoCaxis had the standard deviations up to 

about 0.06mm. In multi-areas measurements, the maximum standard deviation in CoCtan 

and CoCsag was 2.0|im, which were smaller than those in multi-axes measurements.

The standard deviation of axis angle (Gangie) is still greater than the target 

accuracy of this test in slope, 10' .̂ It may come from the accuracy of the 

micropositioner, which is 6|Lim in backlash. The standard deviations of CoCtan and 

CoCsag (Gtan, Gsag) are Smaller than 6|im, therefore it can be regarded that the measuring 

methods improved the accuracy. Moreover, as the axis angle and the CoC position 

values are much greater than their standard deviations, it is still worth to measure and 

correct them.

The intensity is affected by the diffraction produced by the edge of the knife. 

When the knife starts to occult a sub-area of a mirror surface, the intensity of the sub- 

area increases due to the diffraction. Afterward, the intensity drops down as the knife 

proceeds. This phenomenon is illustrated in Figure 4.3 and 4.4 in next chapter. The 

amount of intensity brightening by the diffraction was about 4% when the intensity was 

measured for a f/3.6 spherical mirror. As a result, the occulting position of the sub-area 

will be shifted from the actual position to the forward direction of the knife. However, 

as the diffraction would affect the same for all the areas, the effect can be ignored.
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Table 3.4 Ranges of the standard deviations listed in Table 3.1 to Table 3.3.

Measurement Wangle âxis (̂ tan, O’sag Remarks
[ X 10 3] [mm] [|im]

Multi-axes 1 0 .02-0.13 0.004 -  0.056 0.3 -  4.0 Table 3.1

Multi-axes 2 0.01 -  0.07 0.009 -  0.057 0 .7 -4 .1 Table 3.2

Multi-areas 0.02 -  0.08 0.017 -  0.059 0.6 -  2.0 Table 3.3

Figure 3.10 shows the diffraction effect. When the knife-edge moves upward, 

the measured occulting positions are shifted to upward direction from the real positions. 

However, as the amount of the shifts would be the same for all the points, the relative 

positions are remained the same. Therefore, the axis angle and the axial position of the 

CoC are not changed by the diffraction.

Measured
CoC

Real
CoC

Measured
position.

.^ ^ a l
position

Figure 3.10 Real positions and detecting positions by the diffraction of the knife-edge.

The detecting positions are pushed forward from the real positions. 

However, axial angle and axial position of the CoC are remained the same.
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3.3 Mirror image capture

In the last stage of the data acquisition, the images of the mirror are captured as 

the knife moves to a lateral direction step by step. The image capturing is repeated on 

several axial directions sequentially. The process includes controlling the 

micropositioners to move the knife, capturing the images by the CCD camera and the 

frame grabber, and binning and saving the image data on the hard disc in a PC.

3.3.1 Knife movements

Knife was moved step by step with an optimal step size (section 3.3.3) along a 

lateral direction. The knife movements were repeated on several axial positions. When 

the measurements were performed on two axial positions, the axial distances were 

-24mm and +24mm from the centre of curvature, which are before and after the CoC, 

respectively. In case of six axial measurements, the axial distances were -24, -23, -22, 

+22, +23, and +24mm from the centre of curvature.

The axial knife movement was adjusted to be aligned on the optical axis by 

compensating the axis angle measured on the second stage. The knife positions were 

coordinated from the measured CoC position. Figure 3.11 illustrates how the knife 

movements were performed. The knife was moved in both axial and lateral directions of 

the micropositioners, so that the direction of the knife movement from Fq to F„ could 

make a right angle to the optical axis.
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More than ten measurements were performed both before the occultation started 

and after the occultation was completed. The first and the last ten images gave the 

reference light intensities of the sub-areas on the mirror surface, fully bright intensity and 

totally occulted dark intensity, respectively.

3.3.2 Binning and data size

Binning is a process which reduces every sub-area to a point by averaging the 

light intensities of the pixels in the area. This process makes the data size smaller and 

consequently reduces processing time.

Lateral direction of 
the micropositioner

-24mm 4-24mm

Knife movements

48 mm

Edge of 
the mirror

Optical
axis

Axial direction of 
the micropositioner

Figure 3.11 Knife movements. Knife positions were calculated from the CoC position 

and moved from Fo to Fn along the lateral direction by correcting the axis 

angle. Measurements were undertaken both before and after the CoC at the 

same distance.
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Binning size was made to be an odd number in pixels, so that the centre position 

of the sub-area was situated on a pixel, not in between two pixels. It helped the data 

processing easier by matching up the data points in tangential measurement with those in 

sagittal measurement on the same positions.

Figure 3.12 shows the basic idea of combining tangential data and sagittal data in 

the case of 7x5 pixels binning. The centre positions of the areas (binning points) are 

marked as black squares in Figure 3.12(a) which is the case of tangential measurement. 

They are marked as black triangles in Figure 3.12(b) in the case of sagittal measurement.

Binning areas were designed to overlap to one pixel width. Later, the intensities 

between the adjacent areas will be subtracted from each other (see section 4.1). The 

middle point between two adjacent areas will thus be situated on the overlapped pixel. It 

represents the two areas and is shown as dots in Figure 3.12. In tangential measurement, 

the dots are arranged on the overlapped pixel at horizontal direction. In sagittal 

measurement, the dots are situated in the middle of two vertically aligned triangles.

The dots must be on the same pixel positions for both tangential and sagittal 

measurements, so that the two directional slope data can be combined to calculate a 3- 

dimensional height distribution. Therefore, the positions of sub-areas should be decided 

with regard to the dot positions. The starting point of tangential measurement was 

appointed to the pixel of the upper left edge of the image of the mirror (rowi,coli). The 

starting point of sagittal measurement is different from that of tangential measurement. 

It was moved right to the size of the half of the one less binning column [+(binning 

colunm-l)/2] and moved up to the half of the one less binning row [-(binning row-l)/2] 

from the starting point of the tangential measurement. It matches the dot positions on 

the same pixels for both tangential and sagittal measurements.

In the case of 7x5 pixels binning, the starting point of sagittal measurement was 

shifted to (rowi-3,coli+2) when that of tangential measurement was positioned on 

(rowi,coli). The matching of the points between the two measurements is possible by 

overlapping the sub-areas to one pixel width.
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Starting pixel in tangential measurement (rowi,coli)

512

220

320 512

(a) Tangential measurement

Starting pixel in sagittal measurement (row |-3 ,co l|+ 2 )

A A A A

A A A A

#  -

: A A A

(b) Sagittal measurement

Figure 3.12 Binning and matching. 7x5 binning is shown as an exam ple, (a) Binning  

in tangential measurement, (b) Binning in sagittal measurement. Dots 

should be on the same p ixels for both tangential and sagittal measurements.
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3.3.3 Step size

Deciding the step size of the knife movement in a lateral direction is an

optimization between test accuracy and the elapsed time for the measurements. If the

step size becomes wide, the accuracy of the test result would be degraded, though the 

data size becomes small and the measuring time is shortened. If the step size becomes 

narrow, the number of images becomes large and, as a result, the amount of data 

becomes large and the measuring time takes long, even though the accuracy can be 

improved.

The step size was determined according to the binning size. If the binning size is 

large, i.e. the distance between the adjacent points on the image of the mirror is large, the 

step size can be long. If it is small, the step size can also be short. The step size was 

calculated to be one sixth to one tenth of the distance between the rays coming from the 

adjacent points when the rays are positioned 24mm apart from the CoC.

Table 3.5 shows sample values on horizontal measurements. A binning size

determines the following items:

• data size in one frame (1 frame),

• the number of the points at the four comers (Comer data), which will be explained in

the following section,

• one step size of the knife in a lateral direction (Step size),

• number of frames at one axial position (N frames),

• total data size on one axial measurement (Total data size), which is calculated by N

frames x (1 frame - Comer data) [point/frame] x 1 [byte/point],

• and measuring time for one lateral direction (Measuring time).

When the data size in a frame becomes greater, it can be seen that the step size becomes 

narrower. Accordingly, the number of frames at one axial position and the total data size 

are increased and the measuring time is prolonged.
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Table 3.5 Data size and processing time according to binning size.

Label K52D K32A K25A K21A K llB

Binning [pixel] 7 x 5 11x7 13x9 15x11 29x19

Image size [pixel] 323x218 324x219 327 X 222 326x221 324 X 219

1 frame [point] 54x55 33x37 28x28 24x23 12 X 13

Comer data [point] 438 166 92 58 16

Step size [|im] 4.7 7.1 9.3 11.7 21.2

N frames 780 530 410 320 200

Total data size 2.0 Mb 560 Kb 280 Kb 160 Kb 28 Kb

Measuring Time 36 min 30 min 23 min 13 min 8 min

3.3.4 Saving data and measuring time

After binning is completed for a frame of image, the intensities were saved in a 

personal computer by a binary format. Binary format reduces the data size by half 

comparing to ASCII format.

If the number of files in one directory becomes larger in a personal computer, it 

takes more time to generate new files. One solution is reducing the number of data files. 

For this purpose, ten frames data were saved in one file, which reduced the number of 

files to one tenth of the total image frames to be saved.

The data at the four comers on the image frame were excluded from saving and 

further data processing. They were situated outside the image of the mirror and thus did 

not contain meaningful data for round shaped mirror. The exclusion reduced the data 

size up to 20%.
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Table 3.6 Measuring time.

(a) Time code according to the sequence of the measurement.

Frame Time Image and file Knife
sequence code manipulation m ovem ent
Frame i A

B

Close the previous data file. 
Open an output data file, 
(once every ten frames)

Check the position

C
Image capture 

Binning M ove the knife

D Save data to the file
to the next position

i+1 B Check the position

C
Image capture 

Binning M ove the knife
D Save data i

(b) Elapsed time for one frame process according to data size, [unit : second]

Label Data size 1 frame 

(total)

A B C D

K 52D 5 4 x 5 5 I j ^ 0.05 0.21 1.52 0.08

K 32A 3 3 x 3 7 1.75 0.05 0.53 1.12 0.05

K 25A 2 8 x 2 8 1.61 0.05 0.47 1.04 0.05

K21A 2 4 x 2 3 1.36 0.06 0.20 1.06 0.04

K l l B 12 X 13 1.18 0.03 0.19 0.94 0.02

Table 3.6 shows the elapsed time on the sequence o f the measurement. The 

measurement can be divided into two separate sequences, one for the image handling and 

data file  manipulation and the other for the knife m ovem ent in a lateral direction. W hen 

a data file is opened, ten frames o f the images are captured, do binning, and are saved to 

the file. After the data file is closed , a new file is opened. As ten images are saved in
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one file, opening and closing of data files occur once every ten frames, which reduces the 

processing time.

In order to reduce the processing time, knife was moved at the same time image 

frame was processed. The knife started moving to the next position just after an image 

was captured and kept on moving during the binning. The next knife position was 

checked after the image data were saved in the personal computer.

Table 3.6(b) shows the elapsed time according to the data size. The figures are 

the averaged values for one frame processing. It shows that binning takes most of the 

elapsed time. When the data size is smaller, i.e. the binning size is larger, the binning 

time is shorter.
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Chapter 4

Data Processing

The data processing of the captured images was divided into two parts. The first 

part was about deriving the slope on each point of the mirror from the measured image 

data. In the second part, the surface height distributions were calculated from the 

combined slope data on both lateral directions. The Zemike coefficients were derived 

from the surface height error data. The system flow chart of the data processing is drawn 

in Figure 4.1. The first part should be completed in both lateral directions before the 

second part starts. The data processing was performed sequentially by using customized 

C/C++ programs.

The first process of the slope calculation was finding the knife occulting position 

for each sub-area of a mirror. As the intensity variation does not provide the target 

accuracy of AQuaKET (section 2.1), an intensity insensitive method, intensity 

subtraction method, was developed. The inclination of the knife-edge, called blade 

angle, was also checked from the knife occulting position data.
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Tangential measurement Sagittal measurement

Start Start

Slope calculation

Blade angle correction

Intensity subtraction

Local focus calculation

Finding peak step

Blade angle correction

Slope calculation

Local focus calculation

Intensity subtraction

Finding peak step

Zemike polynomials fitting

Height calculation

Height error calculation

Intensity difference 

area calculation

Intensity difference 

area calculation

Figure 4.1 Flow chart of the data processing.
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The slope was calculated by an indirect method, local focus sensing method, as 

the direct slope calculation did not fulfill the target accuracy of AQuaKET. The local 

focus on each point of the mirror was determined from the knife occulting positions and 

the intensity difference areas on several axial positions and it was converted to the slope.

In the second part of the data processing, both tangential and sagittal slopes were 

numerically integrated to give a 3-dimensional height distribution of a mirror surface. 

The surface height error on each point of a mirror was derived by the subtraction of the 

reference heights of the ideal mirror from the calculated surface heights. The surface 

height errors of the mirror can also be used for calculating the coefficients of Zemike 

polynomials by using a curve fitting method.

The examples and sample calculations in this chapter are based on a spherical 

mirror of 5400mm in ROC and 760mm in diameter. The unit of wavelength (k) is 

632.8nm, the wavelength of the He-Ne laser which has been used for the measurements.

4.1 Finding knife position

The knife occulting position, which corresponds to each area of the mirror, was 

sought as the first step of the data processing. As the variation on the light intensity did 

not meet the target accuracy of AQuaKET (see section 2.1.1), direct measurement of the 

knife position from the intensity curve of each sub-area was abolished. Instead, an 

indirect method, intensity subtraction method, was developed. Subtraction was 

undertaken between the intensity values measured on two adjacent sub-areas. As the two 

intensities may not be on the same intensity level, normalization was undertaken before 

the subtraction. The subtracted intensity curve (intensity difference curve) was fitted to 

two combined exponential functions to find out the peak position. The area of the peak
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or dip (intensity difference area) on the intensity difference curve was also measured. 

The peak steps were applied for the calculation of the blade angles, and in reverse, they 

were corrected by the averaged value of the blade angles. The peak step and the intensity 

difference area will be used for the calculation of local focus position.

4.1.1 Intensity subtraction method

In order to avoid the possible error which could come from the intensity 

variation, intensity subtraction method was developed. The intensities between two 

adjacent sub-areas were subtracted from each other. In tangential measurement, the 

subtraction was undertaken between the areas at horizontal direction, and in sagittal 

measurement, that was made at vertical direction. The resultant intensity difference 

curve was used for finding peak step and intensity difference area, which will be 

explained in the following sections.

Each sub-area has the binning size and the centre point (binning point)is regarded 

as the representative of the area. The binning points are marked as squares in tangential 

measurement and triangles in sagittal measurement in Figure 4.2(a). The dots are in the 

middle between two binning points and thus in the overlapped area between two adjacent 

sub-areas.

As the knife moves along a lateral direction step by step, the light intensity of the 

binning point would be lowered gradually from the non-occulted full intensity to the 

dark intensity. When two adjacent points are considered, the intensities of the two points 

would be lowered at different time. If the knife is positioned before the CoC, i.e. 

between the CoC and the mirror, the ray coming from A in Figure 4.2(b) will be occulted 

earlier than the ray from B. If the knife is positioned after the CoC, i.e. between the CoC 

and the imaging device, the ray from A will be occulted later than the ray from B.
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When the knife comes nearer to the CoC along the axial direction, the spatial gap 

between the two rays from A and B will be narrower. This normally happens because 

the rays coming from A and B on the mirror converge and meet near the CoC, and 

diverge afterwards. The gap between the two rays at the axial position ax% is shorter than 

that at axo. The gap can be represented by the intensity difference area produced by the 

two intensity curves which are illustrated in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4.

A  Sagittal 
\ measurement

Tangential
measurement

512

Image of the mirror

512 Image frame(a)

Mirror

Before
CoC

CoC
After
CoC

(b)

Figure 4.2 Intensity subtraction between adjacent sub-areas, (a) Way of intensity 

subtraction on the image of the mirror. In tangential measurement, 

subtraction was performed between horizontally adjacent areas, and in 

sagittal measurement, it was made between vertically adjacent areas, (b) 

Order of the occultation between the points A and B. When the knife moves 

laterally before the CoC, A is occulted earlier than B, and after the CoC, later 

than B.
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Figure 4.3 Intensity subtraction when the knife is situated before the centre of curvature.

(a) Measured intensity curves along the steps on a lateral direction, (b) 

Normalized intensity curves, (c) Intensity difference curve.
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Figure 4.4 Intensity subtraction when the knife is situated after the centre of curvature.

(a) Measured intensity curves along the steps on a lateral direction, (b) 

Normalized intensity curves, (c) Intensity difference curve. The differences 

during the occultation go below zero.
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Figure 4.3 shows a real example of intensity subtraction when the knife is 

situated before the CoC. The intensity curves of two adjacent binning points are drawn 

together in Figure 4.3(a). The points can have different intensity values from each other. 

There may be pixel-to-pixel variation on the CCD chip and there is a Fresnel diffraction 

pattern (Jenkins and White 1981).

In order to adjust the full and the dark intensities between the two curves to the 

same levels, a normalization process was introduced. The intensities of the first ten 

images were averaged to give the full intensity of the point (Ifuii), and those of the last ten 

images were averaged to give the dark intensity (Idark)- For this purpose, the first 10 

images on each lateral measurement were captured when the images were not occulted, 

and the last 10 images were captured after the images were fully occulted.

The normalized full intensity (Nfuu) was assigned to the middle value between the 

full intensities of the points (I fu u  a  and Ifun b ) ,  and the normalized dark intensity (Ndark) 

was assigned to the middle value between the dark intensities of the points (Idark a  and 

Idark b )-  The intensity value at each step was normalized between the normalized full 

intensity and the normalized dark intensity. It made the subtracted intensities before and 

after the peak or dip near zero. Figure 4.3(b) illustrates the normalized intensity curves, 

and the resultant intensity difference curve is shown in Figure 4.3(c).

The intensity subtraction removed the small scale intensity variations in the 

intensity curves. The intensity variations may occur from the set-up of the equipment, 

mainly from the rotating diffuser. They may also occur from the environmental effects, 

such as air turbulence and vibrations from the ground. As the intensity variations mostly 

take place at the same time on all the areas in the image, the intensity subtraction reduces 

the variations greatly, which is clearly shown in the figure. In Figure 4.3(a) and (b), the 

small scale intensity variations can be seen at the full intensities, but the intensity 

difference curve in Figure 4.3(c) shows that the variations were diminished significantly.
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In Figure 4.3(a) and (b), humps are seen just before the intensity values are 

lowered from the full intensity levels. This phenomenon was caused by the diffraction 

produced by the knife-edge. When the rays were cut by the knife-edge, they were 

diffracted and the light intensity became brighter than the full intensity. It resulted in a 

small dip in the intensity difference curve in Figure 4.3(c). There are many papers 

considering about the diffraction by the knife-edge (Texereau 1957, Barakat 1969). 

However, in this test, the diffraction effect was simply ignored because the concerns in 

the intensity difference curve were the peak step and the intensity difference area and 

they were not closely related to the diffraction effect.

If the measurement was performed before the CoC, the intensity difference curve 

would be shaped as a peak rise from flats at both ends, like a mountain on a plain. On 

the contrary, if the measured axes were after the CoC, the intensity difference curve 

would make a dip. It is because the point A was occulted after the point B. Therefore 

the intensity subtractions of B from A makes the intensity values below zero during the 

occultation. Figure 4.4 shows the intensity subtraction process after the CoC.

The peak step in the intensity difference curve is correspondent to the knife 

occulting position of the middle point between the two adjacent binning points, which is 

represented as the dot on the mirror in Figure 4.2(a). As the knife position on the axial 

direction comes nearer to the CoC, the two intensity curves A and B in Figure 4.3 and 

Figure 4.4 will be closer to each other. It can also be seen in Figure 4.2(b). As the rays 

from the points A and B come near the focus, where the two rays meet, the gap between 

them is narrowed, and after they pass the focus, the gap becomes wider. The gap is 

proportional to the distance between the focus and the knife position along the axial 

direction. Therefore, the gap between the intensity profiles A and B in Figure 4.3 and 

Figure 4.4 would be proportionally narrower as the knife position goes nearer to the 

focus. It will make the intensity difference area smaller to the same proportion.
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4.1.2 Finding peak step

The lateral position of the peak or dip, for which the peak step is coined, in the 

intensity difference curve was derived. The peak step represents the knife occulting 

position for the middle point between two adjacent sub-areas. It was derived by fitting 

exponential functions to the intensity difference curve. The fitting was undertaken by 

the simplex curve fitting method, which will be explained in chapter 5. The peak step 

will be used for slope calculation.

As was shown in Figure 4.3(c) and Figure 4.4(c), the slope on each side of the 

curve is different from each other. Therefore, two exponential functions with different 

slopes were applied for the curve fitting. They are:

y = ai exp ( -(x-a2 )̂  / 2ag  ̂) where x < a2  ,

= ai exp ( -(x-a2 )̂  / 2a4  ̂) x > a2  . ( 4.1)

In equation (4.1), the coefficient ai is the amplitude of the peak, a2  is the x value of the 

peak, and ag and a4  denote the shapes of the curve. The characteristics of the curve are 

shown in Figure 4.5. The first function in equation (4.1) represents the left-hand side of 

the curve from the peak and the second function represents the right-hand side.

Before the functions are applied for fitting the data, it needs to be checked 

whether the functions are mathematically smooth. In order for a function to satisfy the 

condition of smoothness, it should be continuous and has a derivative function (Wan 

1995). As exponential functions are smooth, the smoothness at x = a2 , which is the 

contact point between the two functions, is remained to be checked. Both functions in 

equation (4.1) have the same peak value of y = ai at x = a2 , therefore the equation is 

continuous at x = a2 .
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y’ = - ai (x-a2 ) / aĝ  exp ( -(x-ai)^/ 2 aĝ  ) where x < a2  ,

= - ai (x-a2 ) / a /  exp ( -(x-â2f  / 2 a4  ̂) X  >  a 2 . (4J0

As the two derivative functions (y’) have the same value of zero at x = a2 , the equation 

has a derivative value at x = a2 . Consequently, it is proved that equation (4.1) is smooth.

By using the simplex method, the functions were well fitted to the intensity 

difference values. Two examples are shown in Figure 4.6. Because the concern is the 

peak step, the coefficient a2 , the data near the peak are more important than the lower 

intensity data. The data were thus weighted on the intensity.

y = ai exp (-(x-a2 )^/2 aĝ ) x < a2

ai exp (-(x-a2 ) /̂2 a4 )̂ x > a2

Peaky t

X

Figure 4.5 Characteristics of the intensity difference curve. The two sides from the peak 

have different slopes from each other. Two exponential functions with 

different slope coefficients (ag and a4 ) were applied to fit the intensity 

difference curve, ai and a2 are the y and x values of the peak.
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Figure 4.6 Two examples of the curve fitting to the two exponential functions by using 

the simplex method. Abscissa is step number and ordinate is the subtracted 

intensity.
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4.1.3 Intensity difference area

The area of the peak or the dip (intensity difference area) was calculated from the 

intensity difference curve. It is used later in finding local focus, which will be explained 

in section 4.3.1. As the step size is always the same in a measurement, the intensity 

difference area can be replaced with the summation of the subtracted intensity values 

between the start step and the end step. The equation of the summation is:

Intensity difference area = S Ii i = start step ~ end step. (4.3)

where Ii is the subtracted intensity on each step between the start step and the end step on 

the intensity difference curve. The start step and the end step were decided, where the 

subtracted intensity went to zero or the opposite value to the peak intensity. The 

calculation of the area is illustrated in Figure 4.7.

Subtracted
intensity

differ

0

peak step end step Stepsstart step

Figure 4.7 Intensity difference area. The area was calculated by the summation of the 

subtracted intensities between the start step and the end step.
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4.1.4 Blade angle correction

In the measurement, the knife-edge can be slightly inclined with respect to the 

vertically or horizontally aligned pixels on the imaging device. It is drawn in Figure 4.8, 

and the term ‘blade angle’ is coined. If a large blade angle exists, the pixels on the same 

line would not sense the drops of light intensities at the same time.

The blade angle was calculated from the peak step data. At first, the blade angle 

was calculated from the peak steps on each vertically or horizontally aligned points. The 

least-squares method was applied for the calculation on each line. The blade angle 

values of the lines of points on an image were averaged.

Table 4.1 gives three examples of blade angles in tangential measurements (a) 

and sagittal measurements (b) for a mirror. The unit of the blade angles is [pm / mm], 

the inclined distance per mm from the vertical or horizontal line. Each value is the 

averaged blade angle of each image which was measured on each axial position.

Blade angle

Knife Image

(a) (b)

Figure 4.8 Blade angle in case of tangential measurement, (a) Blade angle is the 

inclination of the knife-edge from the flat vertical or horizontal line, (b) In 

case of tangential measurement, the points on each vertical line were used for 

a blade angle (a;). The blade angles from ai to a„ are averaged for an image.
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Table 4.1 Blade angle and its effect.

(A) Blade angle on each axial position in tangential measurements, [unit: pm/mm]

Label Before CoC After CoC

0  mm 1 mm 2  mm 46 mm 47 mm 48 mm

K52E 25.9 25.7 26.5 -32.5 -32.3 -32.4

K52F 25.9 25.8 25.8 -32.3 -32.6 -32.1

K52G 27.0 26.9 26.4 -33.6 -32.8 -32.1

(B) Blade angle on each axial position in sagittal measurements, [unit: pm/mm]

Label Before CoC After CoC

0  mm 1 mm 2  mm 46 mm 47 mm 48 mm

K52E -25.6 -25.2 -25.7 34.1 33.1 33.0

K52F -25.3 -25.1 -24.6 34.0 33.3 33.5

K52G -25.7 -25.7 -24.8 34.2 34.2 34.0

(C) Effects on rms and p-v of surface height errors by the blade angles, [unit: wave 

632.8nm]

Label Without correction With correction Difference

K52E rms 0.074 0.073 0 . 0 0 1

p-v 0.524 0.494 0.030

K52F rms 0.071 0.070 0 . 0 0 1

p-v 0.513 0.476 0.037

K52G rms 0.097 0.094 0.003

p-v 0.551 0.525 0.026

The CoC was positioned at 24mm on axial direction, and the axial positions of 

the measurements were divided into two groups. They were situated before and after the
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CoC at 22mm to 24mm apart from the CoC along the axial direction. Theoretically, the 

blade angles should be the same at all the axial positions in a test, with opposite signs for 

different groups. However, Table 4.1(a) and (b) show that the two groups give different 

values. It means that when the knife was moved from one group to the other in the axial 

directions, the inclination of the knife-edge was changed. It may come from the 

instability of the knife and the supporting stages.

However, the blade angle did not affect the measurement greatly, as is shown in 

Table 4.1(c). The resultant rms and p-v values were calculated in two cases to find out 

the effect of the blade angle correction. One case is for the data processing without the 

blade angle correction, and the other with the correction for the same measured data. 

The results of the former case are given on the third column and those of the latter case 

are listed on the fourth column. Both results show high p-v values compared to the rms 

values, which is caused by the high peaks and dips on the relatively small number of 

pixels at the edge of the mirror (see Figure 6.1 to 6.3). The differences of the results 

between the blade angle correction and no correction were not distinct, but merely 0 . 0 0 1  

-0.003 waves in rms and 0.03 -0.04 waves in p-v of surface height errors. It indicates 

that the knife-edge was aligned well to the pixel line of the imaging device.

4.2 Direct slope calculation method

The slope can be calculated directly from the peak step data. One method is 

using the peak steps at several axial positions. The slope of a point on the mirror surface 

can be calculated from the corresponding two or more peak positions. It is illustrated in 

Figure 4.9. When the two peak positions of Pi and ? 2  are known, the slope for the 

corresponding point Mi on the mirror can be calculated by dividing the lateral distance 

into the axial distance between the two points.
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However, the uncertainty of the slope is greater than the target accuracy of 

AQuaKET, 10' .̂ There are at least two contributors for the slope errors. One slope error 

came from the accuracy of micropositioner. The maximum travel length of the 

micropositioner was 50mm in axial direction. Lateral movement of the knife had an 

accuracy of 6 |xm due to the backlash. The backlash should be included for the accuracy 

of the knife position. When the knife was moved to the next step position, it was forced 

forward and backward until it went into a pre-defined range of the position. In addition, 

when a lateral measurement at an axial position was completed, the knife was drawn 

back to the un-occulted starting position in the lateral direction and then it was moved 

along the lateral direction at the next axial position. These knife movements were not 

unidirectional but bi-directional. Therefore, the backlash affected the position accuracy 

and thus the accuracy of the slope was ±1.2x10"'^ (±6|im/50mm). Because the 

uncertainty of ± 1 .2 x 1 0 '"̂ in the slope is much greater than the target accuracy of 

AQuaKET, this method cannot be used for accurate testing.

Slope

6\im

CoC

50mm Slope

Figure 4.9 A direct slope calculation method. When two peak positions Pi and ? 2  are 

measured, the slope on the point Mi on the mirror can be calculated. 

However, the accuracy of the slope is as large as ±1.2x10'" .̂ Not to scale.
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In addition, another slope error may come from the accuracy of basic mirror data, 

such as diameter, radius of curvature (ROC), and conic constant. Slopes are calculated 

from the peak positions only, independently from the basic mirror data. On the contrary, 

the height calculation uses the basic mirror data and slopes, and as a result, can contain 

an error coming from the tolerances of the mirror data. ROC and diameter are normally 

measured to the accuracy of 0.1%, and 0.01% at the lowest. The Gemini telescopes 

require the second test method to verify the paraxial ROC and conic constant of the 

primary mirrors within the ranges of ±10mm and ±0.0005, respectively (Hansen 1994). 

The accuracy of the ROC is equivalent to ±0.035%, as the ROC is 28800mm.

Sample calculations were undertaken to figure out the effect of the accuracy of 

the mirror data on the surface height error. Slope was calculated on the 54x54 points for 

a spherical mirror of 760mm in diameter and 5400mm in ROC. The surface heights 

were derived from the slopes with various mirror data. The trapezoid rule was used for 

the numerical integration, which will be explained in section 4.4.2. The height 

differences were calculated by the subtraction of the reference heights of the original 

mirror surface from the derived surface heights. Finally, the rms and p-v of the surface 

height differences were derived. The results are listed in Table 4.2. The columns of 

‘value’ show the various values of the mirror data and their results and the columns of 

‘d iff show the difference between the values on the varied figure of the mirror data and 

the original figure.

The height differences calculated from the slope values of the original mirror had 

the rms value of O.OlOwaves and the p-v of 0.036waves, which should be zero ideally. 

The discrepancies came from the calculation error in the numerical integration method 

(see section 4.4.2). If the ROC is measured 0.01% longer than the real value, 

5400.54mm instead of 5400mm, rms for the same slope becomes 0.622waves and p-v 

becomes 2.158waves. The 0.01% measurement error on the ROC results in 0.612waves 

difference in rms and 1.965waves difference in p-v, which are considerably greater than 

the targets of AQuaKET in accuracy, 0.01 waves in rms and 0.05waves in p-v.
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Table 4.2 Tolerance of basic mirror data required for the direct slope calculation 

method. 1 wave = 632.8nm.

Mirror

data

Value RMS [wave] P -V  [wave]

Value Diff [%] Value Diff Value Diff

ROC 5400 [mm] 

5400.005

5400.054

5400.54 

5405.4

0 . 0 0 0 1

0 . 0 0 1

0 . 0 1

0 . 1

0 . 0 1 0

0.016

0.072

0.622

6.126

0.006

0.062

0.612

6.116

0.036

0.057

0.248

2.158

21.238

0.019

0.196

1.965

19.633

Diameter 760 [mm]

759.9992

759.9924

759.924

759.24

-0 . 0 0 0 1

-0 . 0 0 1

-0 . 0 1

-0 . 1

0 . 0 1 0

0.016

0.072

0.622

6.126

0.006

0.062

0.612

6.116

0.036

0.057

0.248

2.158

21.238

0.019

0.196

1.965

19.633

Conic

constant

0

-0 . 0 0 0 1

-0 . 0 0 1

-0 . 0 1

0 . 0 1 0

0 . 0 1 1

0.018

0.088

0 . 0 0 1

0.008

0.078

0.036

0.038

0.062

0.298

0 . 0 0 2

0.026

0.262

If rms is required to be achieved to the accuracy of A7100 and p-v of 1/20 in the 

visible wavelength, ROC and diameter should be more accurate than 0.001% and conic 

constant should be accurate to the order of 10'̂ . This direct slope calculation method 

cannot achieve the target accuracy of AQuaKET from the tolerance of ±0.035% in ROC, 

specified for the Gemini primary mirrors. Because the required accuracy of ROC and 

diameter is beyond the practical limit, this method cannot be applied for this test.
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4.3 Local focus sensing method

As the direct slope calculation method gave the accuracy worse than the target 

accuracy of this test, an indirect method of slope calculation was developed. It is called 

local focus sensing method as it finds the local focus for each intensity subtracted point 

which is indicated as dot point in Figure 4.2(a). The intensity difference area goes from 

plus to minus values as the axial knife position moves from intra-focus to extra-focus. 

There is a point where the intensity difference area is zero, which is regarded as the local 

focus. The slope is calculated from the local focus position.

4.3.1 Local focus calculation

Local focus is the intersection of the two rays coming from the adjacent binning 

points on the mirror surface under test. In order to find local focus position, peak step 

and intensity difference area were used. In Figure 4.10(a), a local focus is shown for the 

binning points A and B. The local focus can be found if the gaps (di) and the peak steps 

are measured on several axial positions. The peak steps are situated between the two 

rays. The axial position where the gap goes zero is the position of the local focus in 

axial direction, and the peak step on that axial position is the lateral position of the local 

focus. As was explained in section 4.1.1, the gap is proportional to the intensity 

difference area. Therefore, the axial position of the local focus can be calculated from 

the intensity difference areas.

Figure 4.10(b) and (c) show the calculation of local focus by using the least- 

squares method. The local focus on the axial direction (FocuSaxis) is the axial position of 

the point where the intensity difference area goes to zero on its least-squared line. The
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local focus in the lateral direction (Focusiaterai) is the peak step value on its least-squared 

line when the axial position is FocuSaxis-

Peak step

Local focus

CoC

Intensity 
difference 
area +

Peak step

46 47 48 [mm] 
Axial direction

Figure 4.10 Local focus calculation, (a) The point where the two rays meet is the local 

focus. It can be derived from peak steps and intensity difference areas at 

several axial positions, (b) Local focus in axial direction. FocuSaxis comes 

from the point where the intensity difference area is zero, (c) Local focus in 

lateral direction. Focusiaterai is decided from the point where FocuSaxis meets 

the least-squared line of peak steps.
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4.3.2 Slope calculation

The slope at each point on the mirror surface was calculated from the local focus. 

The illustration of the slope calculation is shown in Figure 4.11. C is the centre of the 

mirror and the line OC is the optical axis. The position O is the centre of curvature and 

A is the local focus position for the point P on the mirror surface. When a ray is 

launched from the point O, reflected at the point P and made a focus on the point A, the 

normal line PM of the point P equally divides the angle ZOPA into two. As the 

reflected angle of a ray on a mirror surface is the same as the incident angle to the mirror, 

the normal line is in the middle between the incident ray and the outward ray. On the 

other hand, the angle of the slope on the point P is ZPiPRi, the angle between the 

tangent line PPi and the vertical line RRi which is perpendicular to the optical axis.

Ri Pi
slope

slppe|
C R O M B

Figure 4.11 Slope calculation. C is the centre of the mirror and the line OC is the 

optical axis. The position O is the centre of curvature and A is the local 

focus. The angle of the slope on the point P is ZPiPRi, and equals to 

ZPMR, where PM is the normal line on P.
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In order to calculate the slope, trigonometry was introduced. As the tangent line 

PPi and the normal line PM makes a right angle, the slope angle is the same as the angle 

ZRMP, the angle between the optical axis (RM) and the normal line MP. From the 

triangle 0PM  and MPB, where B is the point where the extended line of PA meets the 

optical axis, two relations can be derived:

ZROP = ZRMP + a  , (4.4)

ZRMP = ZRBP + a  . (4.5)

When the angle a  is eliminated from the two equations, the slope angle is derived as:

ZRMP = ( ZRBP + ZROP ) / 2 . ( 4.6)

If the line PQ is parallel to the optical axis and ZPQA is a right angle, ZRBP equals to 

ZBPQ. As the tangent of ZBPQ is QA/PQ and the tangent of ZROP is PR/RO, the 

slope, the tangent of the angle ZRMP, is:

Slope = tan [ { tan'(QA/PQ) + tan'(PR/RO) } / 2] . ( 4.7)

The local focus position (A) was calculated in the previous section and the centre 

of curvature position (O) was measured in the second stage of the data acquisition (see 

section 3.2). Therefore, once PR and RO are known, QA and PQ can be calculated and 

the slope can be derived.

The distance of RO equals to the radius of curvature (OC) minus CR, the height 

of the point P from the vertex. CR can be calculated as:

CR = r ^ c / [ I  + V { l-r^ (l+ c c )c ^ )]  , (4.8)
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Table 4,3 Relationship between conic constant and eccentricity.

Eccentricity Conic Constant Form

e = 0 cc = 0 Sphere

0  < e < 1 - 1  < cc < 0 Ellipsoid

e = 1 cc = - 1 Paraboloid

e > 1 cc < - 1 Hyperboloid

where r is the radial distance from the centre of the mirror to the point P (PR), c is 

1/ROC, and cc is conic constant. Conic constant represents the eccentricity (e) of the 

curve with the relation, cc=-e^. Table 4.3 shows the values of conic constant according 

to the eccentricities.

Calculation of the distance PR needs considerations. The calculation of the 

distance from the simple assumption that each pixel on the imaging device is equivalent 

to each distance on the radius of the mirror will contain an error. The CCD pixels are 

arranged on a flat plane, but the mirror surface is not flat normally. Therefore, the 

relative sizes on the mirror surface for the pixels are different from each other. It is 

shown in Figure 4.12. The arrows in the figure show the differences between the real 

distances and the equally spaced distances. The middle points between the centre and 

the edge of the mirror give the greatest differences. In case of a spherical mirror which 

has ROC 5400mm, diameter of the mirror 760mm, the maximum difference occurs at 

the distance of 0.6 radius from the centre to the amount of 0.36mm.

As the mirror surface has three dimensional form, actual calculation of the 

distance should be undertaken in three dimensions. Figure 4.13 illustrates the projection 

of equally spaced pixels on a concave mirror surface and the differences of the points. 

Consequently, this effect should be considered for the calculation of the distance PR in 

equation (4.7).
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Pixels

CoC

Centre of 
the mirror

Figure 4.12 Different lengths on the mirror surface for equally spaced pixels. The 

length of the arrow is the amount of the difference. The greatest difference 

occurs in the middle between the centre and the edge of the mirror.

Figure 4.13 Projected pixel lines on a concave mirror surface. The thick lines are the 

projection of the equally spaced broken lines onto a mirror surface.
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4.3.3 Accuracy estimation

When the slope was derived by the direct calculation method, the resultant rms 

and p-v values of height differences were significantly sensitive to the mirror data of 

ROC, diameter, and conic constant. It was shown in Table 4.2. ROC and diameter 

should be more accurate than 0 .0 0 1 % and conic constant to the order of 1 0 "̂ , if rms of 

surface height differences should be achieved to the accuracy of A/ 1 0 0  and p-v to A/ 2 0  in 

visible wavelength, which are the goals of AQuaKET in accuracy.

However, in the local focus sensing method, ROC and diameter do not affect the 

height differences significantly. Because the basic mirror data are involved to the slope 

calculation and the same values are applied for the height calculations, the height 

differences become much less than that of the direct slope calculation method. The rms 

and p-v of the surface height differences by using the local focus sensing method were 

calculated for the same mirror as applied in Table 4.2. The sample calculations were 

undertaken for the case of 1% as tolerances in measuring ROC and diameter of the 

mirror. The accuracy of 1 % is greater than the practically achievable value in precision 

measurements. For example, the primary mirrors of the Gemini telescopes are required 

to be measured to the accuracy of ±10mm (±0.035%) in ROC and ±0.0005 in conic 

constant by the second test method (Hansen 1994).

The results of the sample calculations are listed in Table 4.4. If ROC is measured 

within 1% of accuracy, the surface height error is O.OOOBwaves in rms and 0.001 waves in 

p-v, where one wavelength is 632.8nm. The accuracy of 1% in diameter gives rms 

surface height error of 0.0004waves and p-v of O.OOlwaves. However, the accuracy of 

conic constant affects similar amount as that in the direct slope calculation. When the 

accuracy of conic constant is 10' ,̂ the rms is O.OOSwaves and p-v is 0.026waves, which 

is slightly better than the goals of AQuaKET in accuracy. Though conic constant must 

be accurate to the order of 1 0 ' ,̂ the local focus sensing method allows more than 1 % in 

the tolerance of ROC and diameter. As a result, the local focus sensing method is not 

affected greatly from the accuracy values of ROC and diameter.
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Table 4.4 Tolerance of basic mirror data required for the local focus sensing method. 

1 wave = 632.8nm.

Item Value RMS [wave] P -V  [wave]

Value Diff [%] Value Diff Value Diff

ROC 5400 [mm]

5454

5346

1

- 1

0.0103

0 . 0 1 0 0

0.0106

-0.0003

0.0003

0.0359

0.0348

0.0370

-0 . 0 0 1 1

0 . 0 0 1 1

Diameter 760 [mm]

767.6

752.4

1

- 1

0.0103

0.0107

0.0099

0.0004

-0.0004

0.0359

0.0373

0.0345

0.0014

-0.0014

Conic

constant

0

-0 . 0 0 0 1

-0 . 0 0 1

-0 . 0 1

0.0103

0 . 0 1 1 1

0.0180

0.0880

0.0008

0.0077

0.0777

0.0359

0.0385

0.0617

0.2973

0.0026

0.0258

0.2614

4.4 Height calculation

The height distribution of a mirror was calculated by the integration of the slope 

data. Both tangential and sagittal slope data were used to reconstruct the 3-dimensional 

height distribution of a mirror surface. The surface height error was also calculated by 

the subtraction of the reference height from the calculated surface height.
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4.4.1 Height calculation method

The heights on the points of a mirror surface were calculated by integrating the 

slopes from the centre to the edge. Three steps were taken for the height calculation of 

the whole mirror. The process of the steps is shown in Figure 4.14. In the first step, the 

height of the nearest point (starting point) from the centre of the mirror was calculated, 

assuming that the slope and the height at the centre are zero. In the second step, the 

heights of the points along the horizontal and vertical lines passing through the starting 

point were calculated. For the points on the horizontal line, tangential slopes were used, 

and for those on the vertical line, sagittal slopes were used.

Centre

1 Starung point

Figure 4.14 Calculation of height distribution. First, the height of the nearest point 

(starting point) from the centre of the mirror was calculated. Next 

calculations were performed to the points on the horizontal and vertical lines 

passing through the starting point. The heights of the other points were 

calculated outward in both horizontal and vertical directions.
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In the last step, the heights of the rest points were calculated outward to the edge 

by using tangential and sagittal slopes. The heights of these points were calculated in 

two directions, horizontal and vertical directions, separately. The two height values for 

each point were averaged. The difference of the two height values was checked for each 

point. The difference was normally less than 0.01 waves (6 nm).

The position of each point in tangential measurement was designed to be exactly 

on the same position in sagittal measurement. Therefore, both directional slopes could 

be directly applied for calculating the heights on each point. The heights were derived 

by using a numerical method, weighted trapezoid rule, which will be explained in the 

following section.

4.4.2 Numerical integration methods

If a function of height is smooth, the derivative function gives slope value. In 

reverse, integration of slope gives height. Heights can be calculated by using a 

numerical integration method. There are several numerical integration rules, such as 

rectangle rule, midpoint rule, trapezoid rule, Simpson’s rule, and corrected trapezoid rule 

(Conte and de Boor 1981). The equations below show how the rules calculate height 

values.

Rectangle rule : hi = (n - ri.i) si.i

Midpoint rule : hi = (n - n.i) S(  ̂ + M )/2 )

Trapezoid rule : hi = (ri - q.i) (si + si.i) / 2

Simpson’s rule : h, = (n - q.i) (si + 4 S((i + j.i)/ 2 ) + si-i) /6

Corrected trapezoid rule : hi = (n - ri-i) (si + si.i) / 2 - (ri - ri.i)^ (s’; - s’l.i) /1 2  . (4.9)

The letter h denotes height, r is radius, s is slope, and s’ is the derivative of slope. The 

subscripts i and i-1 denote i* and i-lth points, respectively.
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Among them, the best fitting rule was chosen for the height calculation. As the 

slope in the middle of two adjacent points cannot be measured, midpoint rule and 

Simpson’s rule cannot be used for the height calculation. The middle point may be 

regarded as the middle one among three consecutive points along a horizontal or vertical 

line. However, the three points are not situated on a straight line but a curved line, as 

was shown in Figure 4.13. The fact that the distances between two adjacent points are 

not always same also gives another reason why the two rules cannot be used for this 

height calculation. Corrected trapezoid rule is also discarded because it needs the 

derivative values of slopes, which cannot be measured in AQuaKET.

slope slope

n-i ri radius

(a) Actual height

ri-i n radius

(b) Rectangle rule

slope slope

radius

(c) Trapezoid rule

ri.i ri radius

(d) Weighted trapezoid rule 

Figure 4.15 Actual height and numerical integration rules. The shaded areas represent 

height values, (a) Actual height, (b) Rectangle rule, (c) Trapezoid rule, (d) 

Weighted trapezoid rule.
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Table 4.5 Calculation errors of rectangle rule and trapezoid rule at the edge of a 

spherical mirror. 1 wave = 632.8nm.

Number of points Interval Rectangle rule Trapezoid rule

32 23.750 mm -1323.7 waves 0.103 waves

36 2 1 . 1 1 1 -1176.7 0.081

54 14.074 -784.5 0.036

80 9.500 -529.5 0.016

108 7.037 -392.2 0.009

160 4.750 -264.8 0.004

216 3.519 -196.1 0 . 0 0 2

318 2390 -133.2 0 . 0 0 1

512 1.484 -82.7 0 . 0 0 0

Consequently, the two rules, rectangle rule and trapezoid rule, were retained for 

consideration. Figure 4.15 shows the actual height value and the heights derived by the 

two rules. As ordinates are slope, heights are the shaded areas. The diagrams show that 

both rules include certain amount of calculation errors compared to the actual height.

The calculation errors induced by the two rules were calculated for a spherical 

mirror of 760mm in diameter and 5400mm in ROC. The results are listed in Table 4.5, 

which show the calculation errors for one directional calculation of the surface height 

according to the number of points on the diameter. The distance between two adjacent 

points is listed on the column ‘Interval’. To make the calculation simple, the points are 

assumed to be distributed at equal distance. The height calculations were undertaken 

from the centre to an edge along the radius. The calculation error is derived by the 

subtraction of the ideal height from the calculated surface height at the edge. It is shown 

on the last two columns in the table. The calculation error is accumulated from the 

centre to the edge and gives the highest value at the edge. The results show that 

rectangle rule has a large calculation error for any number of points, even to 512 points, 

which is the number of pixels at one direction of the frame grabber.
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On the other hand, the trapezoid rule is more accurate than rectangle rule. When 

the number of points exceeds 54 points, the trapezoid rule seems reliable as the 

calculation error is 0.036waves for the wavelength of 632,8nm. The calculation error in 

surface height is less than O.OSwaves, the target accuracy of p-v in AQuaKET. As a 

result, the trapezoid rule was selected for the height calculation.

However, trapezoid rule still contains the calculation error. Moreover, when the 

trapezoid rule is applied for the whole mirror surface in three dimensional space, the 

calculation error becomes larger than the figures in the table. One solution for reducing 

the calculation error is applying weights on the slopes, as shown in Figure 4.15(d). 

Appropriate weights would diminish the calculation error. Two weights were applied, 

one for the slopes in tangential direction, the other for those in sagittal direction.

Table 4.6 gives examples of the maximum calculation errors on surface height 

according to the weights, the mirror size on the frame grabber, and the data size. The 

same mirror that applied in Table 4.5 was used for the calculation, but the calculation 

was undertaken in 3-dimensions. When the weights were applied with the precision of 

1 0 ' ,̂ the maximum difference occurred about 0 .0 1 ^, which is smaller than the target 

accuracy of AQuaKET in p-v, 0.05À.

4.4.3 Height error calculation

Height error is the departure of the derived surface height on each point of the 

mirror from the reference height. It was derived by subtracting the reference height from 

the calculated surface height on each point of a mirror surface. The reference heights 

were calculated from the ideal values of ROC, diameter, and conic constant. The 

calculation of the reference height was undertaken by the Equation (4.8). The height 

errors of a mirror surface were used for both displaying the detailed surface profile point- 

by-point and fitting to Zemike polynomials.
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Table 4.6 Weights and maximum surface height errors according to data size and image 

size.

Data size Image size Weights Height error

[point] [pixel] Sagittal Tangential [wave]

55x54 324 X 219 1 . 0 1 . 0 0.036
0.99999 0.99999 0.176
0.999998 0.999998 0.007
0.9999983 0.9999983 0 . 0 0 1

0.99999830 0.99999834 0 . 0 0 0

3 3x36 324x219 1 . 0 1 . 0 0.098
0.99999 0.99999 0.131
0.999995 0.999996 0.006
0.9999953 0.9999963 0 . 0 0 1

0.99999527 0.99999627 0 . 0 0 0

28x27 327 X 222 1 . 0 1 . 0 0.141
0.99999 0.99999 0.074
0.999993 0.999993 0 . 0 1 1

0.9999933 0.9999935 0 . 0 0 1

0.99999331 0.99999355 0 . 0 0 0

24x22 326x221 1 . 0 1 . 0 0.214
0.99999 0.99999 0.019
0.999991 0.999990 0.004
0.9999908 0.9999898 0 . 0 0 1

0.99999084 0.99998983 0 . 0 0 0

12 X 12 324x219 1 . 0 1 . 0 0.768
0.99996 0.99997 0.132
0.999963 0.999966 0 . 0 1 1

0.9999629 0.9999664 0 . 0 0 1

0.99996291 0.99996645 0 . 0 0 1
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4.5 Zernike polynomials

Zemike polynomials are powerful in describing the wavefront in terms of 

aberrations. They have been broadly used not only in describing the optical systems 

(Hayslett and Swantner 1980, Wang and Silva 1980, Han 1995) but also in adaptive 

optics (Shannon and Wyant 1979) and atmospheric characterization (Noll 1976).

The Zemike polynomials fitting to the height errors of a mirror is useful. For 

example, the Zemike coefficients are convenient in understanding the overall form of the 

mirror surface in the sense of aberrations. Several test results can be compared to each 

other or to the results tested by other methods. The data fitting was undertaken by the 

simplex method, which will be explained in chapter 5.

4.5.1 Zernike polynomials in Cartesian coordinates

Zemike polynomials in polar coordinates have mainly been used for the fitting of 

optics data. Because they are orthogonal in a unit circle, they can be applied to the least- 

squares method (Malacara et a l 1990, Rayces 1992). However, in this test, the input 

data were formed to Cartesian coordinates, which are the height errors. Therefore, 

applying the data to Zemike polynomials in Cartesian coordinates would be simple and 

easy in calculations. The conversion of the input data into polar coordinates can be 

avoided. The simplex fitting method, which is easier than the least-squares method in 

usage, can be applied to the Cartesian coordinated input data. Zemike polynomials in 

Cartesian coordinates have also been used in many other papers (Rimmer and Wyant 

1975, Cubalchini 1979, Shannon and Wyant 1979, Genberg 1983). Table 4.7 lists up to
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the eighth order terms of Zemike polynomials in polar and Cartesian coordinates, and 

describes the meaning of each term.

4.5.2 Zernike polynomials fitting

The height error data were fitted to the first 4 terms, 9 terms, 16 terms, and 25 

terms Zemike polynomials in Cartesian coordinates. The fitting was performed by the 

simplex method. The fitting program was written by MS C language and mn on Unix at 

Alpha 2000 server.

Table 4.8 shows two examples of the Zemike coefficients derived from the 

surface height errors. The first example is a test result of a nominally spherical mirror of 

760mm in diameter and 5400mm in ROC. The second example is also a test result of a 

nominally spherical mirror of 235mm in diameter and 1637mm in ROC.

Rms, p-v, and fitness are also listed. Rms is the root-mean-square of the surface 

height errors calculated from the Zemike polynomials and p-v is the peak-to-valley 

value. Fitness is an indicator of the polynomials fitting to the height errors. Fitness is 

calculated by the root mean square of the differences between the measured height error 

and the calculated height error from the fitted Zemike polynomials at the measured 

points on the mirror. If fitness is small, the Zemike curve fits well to the measured data. 

Normally, the more Zemike terms are applied, the better fitting becomes. Because the 

fitting curve is more wavy, the fitness becomes smaller.

In the first example, labelled K52E, the fitness drops rapidly from the Zemike 9 

terms fitting to 16 terms fitting. The trefoil (Zg) is dominant among the 16 terms and 25 

terms Zemike coefficients except level (Zo) and second order tilt (Z% and Z2 ). Therefore, 

it is adequate to fit the measured data to sixth order or more of the Zemike polynomials 

for this mirror.
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Table 4.7 Zemike polynomials in polar coordinates and Cartesian coordinates.

Order No Polar coordinates Cartesian coordinates^ Aberration

0 1 1 Level or piston

Second 1 r cos (|) X Tiltx
2 r sin (j) y Tilt y
3 2 r^- 1 2 r^- 1 Focus

Fourth 4 r  ̂cos 2 (|) Astigmatism
5 r̂  sin 2 (|) 2  xy + Defocus
6 (3 r^ -2 ) r  cos (j) X  (3 - 2) Coma
7 (3 r^ -2 ) r  sin (() y (3 r" -2 ) + Tilt
8 6  r'̂  - 6  r̂  + 1 6 r* - 6 r ^+l Spherical aberration

Sixth 9 r̂  cos 3(|) x̂  - 3xy^ Trefoil
1 0 r̂  sin 3(|) 3x^y - /
1 1 (4r^-3) r  ̂cos 2(j) (4r"-3) ( X  V ) Astigmatism
1 2 (4r^-3) r  ̂sin 2* 2 (4r^-3) xy
13 (10r"^-12r^+3)rcos(j) (10r“-12r^+3) x Coma
14 (10r"^-12r^+3) r sin (j) (10r“-12r^+3) y
15 2 0 r̂  -30r^ + 1 2 r̂  - 1 20r* -30r" +12r^ -1 Spherical aberration

Eighth 16 cos 4(() x ”* +y‘' - 6 x y Tetrafoil
17 r̂  sin 4(|) 4xy (x^-y^)
18 (5r^-4) r̂  cos 3(|) (5rM) (x^-3x/) Trefoil
19 (5r^-4) r̂  sin 3(}) (5i^-4) (3x^y-/)
2 0 (15r^-20r^+6) r̂  cos 2(j) (15r‘‘-20r^+6) ( x V ) Astigmatism
2 1 (15r'^-20rV6) r̂  sin 2(|) 2 (15r"-20r^+6) xy
2 2 (35r^-60r"^+30r^-4) r cos (|) (35r*-60r“+30r^-4) x Coma
23 (35r^-60rV30r^-4) r sin (j) (35r^-60r'*+30r^-4) y
24 70r^-140r^+90r^-20r^+l 70r®-140r*+90r“-20rVl Spherical aberration

In Cartesian coordinates, r  ̂= x  ̂+ ŷ .
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Table 4.8 Two examples of deriving Zernike coefficients from measured surface height 

error data.

Label K52E SM51A

Order Second Fourth Sixth Eighth Second Fourth Sixth Eighth

rms 0 . 0 0 1 0.023 0.073 0.072 0.055 0.063 0.065 0.067

p-v 0.004 0.143 0.494 0.420 0.190 0.282 0.310 0.327

Fitness 0.072 0.068 0.028 0 . 0 2 2 0.043 0.037 0.028 0 . 0 2 1

ZO 0.063 0.063 0.078 0 . 0 1 1 -0 . 1 2 2 -0.123 43.228 -0.080
Z1 0.205 0 . 2 0 1 0.199 0 . 2 0 0 0.340 0.343 0345 0339
Z2 0.096 0 . 1 0 2 0.103 0.103 -0.031 -0.031 -0.030 -0.035
Z3 0 . 0 0 2 0 . 0 0 2 0.015 -0.056 -0.095 -0.098 -0.199 -0.051
Z4 -0.016 -0.006 -0 . 0 1 0 -0.042 -0.034 -0.045
Z5 0.035 0.033 0.032 -0.034 -0.035 -0.034
Z6 -0.033 -0.036 -0.034 0.025 0.028 0.015
Z7 0.035 0.037 0.035 -0.004 0.007 -0 . 0 1 0

Z8 -0.003 -0.007 -0.017 -0.025 -0.027 -0.017
Z9 0.184 0.169 -0.030 -0.026

ZIO -0.052 -0.057 0.047 0.045
Z ll a048 0.041 -0.005 -0.017
Z12 -0.008 -0.013 0.047 0.023
Z13 -0.015 -0 . 0 1 0 -0 . 0 1 1 -0.025
Z14 -0 . 0 2 1 -0.023 0.006 -0.014
Z15 0 . 0 0 1 -0.004 -0.009 0.003
Z16 -0.019 0.005
Z17 -0.004 -0.048
Z18 -0.054 0T%3
Z19 -0.015 0.006
Z20 -0.015 0 . 0 0 2

Z21 -0.009 -0 . 0 2 1

Z22 0.005 -0 . 0 1 1

Z23 0.004 -0.013
Z24 -0.030 0.041
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In the second example, labelled SM51A, the fitness was decreased as the fitting 

terms were increased. However, rms and p-v were increased. It means that the mirror 

surface is wavy and the fitting becomes better as the number of Zemike terms is 

increased. From the Zemike terms, it can be noticed that level (Zo), x tilt (Z%), and focus 

(Z3) terms are dominant.

4.5.3 Derivation of Seidel coefficients

The Seidel coefficients are obtained from the first eight terms of Zernike 

polynomials. The derivation of Seidel coefficients was undertaken simply by adopting a 

series of equations from the Phase II manual of Wyko corporation (1992).

Tilt:

X component Zi - 22^; 

y component Z2  - 2Z?; 

magnitude = + f y ,

angle = tan'^ (y/x) + c. (4.10)

Power :

magnitude = 2 Z3 . (4.11)

Focus :

magnitude = 2 Z3 - 6 Zg ±^J{Z4  ̂+ (4.12)

The sign is selected to minimize the absolute value of the magnitude. 

Astigmatism :

magnitude = ±2 ^ Z 4  ̂+ Zg )̂;

angle = 1/2 (tan'\Zg/Z4 ) 4- c). (4.13)

The sign is opposite the sign used in the focus calculation.
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Coma :

magnitude = 3 + Zfy ,

angle = tan"  ̂ (Zy/Zô) + c. (4.14)

Spherical aberration :

magnitude = 6Zg. (4.15)

The value of c is determined by the following rule: 

if denominator > 0, then c=0; 

if numerator>0 and denominator<0, then c=-180°; 

if numerator<0 and denominator<0, then c=+180°.
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Chapter 5

Refined Simplex Method

The simplex method is one of the best methods for data fitting. It was used for 

fitting the intensity difference curve to two exponential functions to find the peak step 

(section 4.1.2) and fitting 3-dimensional height error data into Zemike polynomials. 

However, it was found that the initial condition should be checked and one of the four 

mechanisms, shrinkage, is not necessary for continuous functions.

In this chapter, history and the principle of the simplex method are reviewed. 

The initial condition and the usage of shrinkage are examined.
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5.1 General features of the simplex method

Since the simplex method was developed by Nelder and Mead (1965), it has been 

modified and used for a time being. However, it has not been actively used, as it is 

guessed that the calculation time took long on old calculating machines. Nevertheless, 

the easiness in the usage of the method and the appearance of fast computers would 

make the method more attractive.

5.1.1 History

The simplex method arose from the problem of finding minimum value of a 

function, which is called ‘simplex method of linear programming’ (Spendley et ah 1962, 

James et al. 1993). O’Neill (1971) made a computer program in ANSI standard 

FORTRAN, and Akitt (1977) modified the simplex method to avoid apparent false 

minima, which was caused by the rounding errors of calculation.

The idea has been adopted to the curve fitting method, because a well-fitted basis 

function will give the minimum value of the deviation. Caceci and Cacheris (1984) 

made a PASCAL program for curve fitting and Kim (1997) applied the method to 

surface fitting.
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5.1.2 Basic idea of minimization

When a 3-dimensional data set (xi, yi, zi) i=l~n is fitted to a function z=f(x,y), the 

best fitted function would give the variance the minimum.

n

= X { Zi - f(xi ,yi ) }̂  = minimum. (5.1)
i=l

If a simple two dimensional example, say y = f(x) = ax + b, is considered, the variance is

n

= X ( yi - axi - b )̂  = minimum. (5.2)
i=l

A graph of versus a and b will be a hyperboloid shape, as is shown in Figure

5.1, which is called response surface (Neter and Wasserman 1974). Ellipses are contours 

of the values. The lowest point on the hyperboloid will give the minimum value of 

and the appropriate coefficients, ao and bo.

An example of the response diagram for the equation (5.2) is shown in Figure

5.2. Five sets of arbitrary input data were given to the equation. They were (1, 3.1), (2, 

3.9), (3, 5.2), (4, 6.1), and (5, 6.7) for the pairs of (Xi, yO. The minimum value of the 

variance was 0.124 when a and b were 0.94 and 2.18, respectively, which is indicated as 

a cross in the middle of the response diagram.

5.1.3 Principle of the simplex method

The simplex method is a geometrical figure, approaching to the minimum value 

of variance, i.e. the bottom of the paraboloid in Figure 5.1. When a basis function has m
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number of coefficients to be evaluated, the simplex method uses m+1 sets of data. Each

data set is called vertex and contains m coefficients and values.

For example, equation (5.2) has two coefficients to be evaluated, a and b, 

therefore it needs three vertices. The three vertices are shown in Figure 5.1 as a triangle. 

The point of the highest value on the triangle (the highest vertex) is denoted as h, and

that of the lowest value (the lowest vertex) as 1.

nun

a

Figure 5.1 Response surface of g  ̂versus a and b in equation (5.2). Ellipses represent 

contours of g .̂ The capital letters denote order of the process. The subscript 

h denotes the highest vertex, and 1 denotes the lowest vertex in the triangles. 

When vertices approach down to the minimum (Ĝ min), a  and b  achieve near 

the best values, ao and bo.
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RESPONSE DIAGRAM

Linear equation  
y = a  »  X + b

1996 11 12 Y-S Kin

1606.64

5.66e+002 
5.26e+002 
4.85e+002 
4.45e+002 
404e+002  
3.64e+002 
3.24e+802 
2.83e+002  
2.436+802 
2.02e+002 
1.62e+002 
1.21e+002 
8.106+801 
4.066+001

0 .1 2

12.220

2.180

-7.860
3.4500.940

middle point : 
a = 0.9400
b = 2.1800
s = 1.240e-001

x sca le  = 0.02000  
ys e a le  = 0.08000

-1 .570

Figure 5.2 An example of response diagram. The color contour represents the variance 

of the linear equation.
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The initial values of the vertices should be different from each other. The first 

vertex was calculated by using arbitrary values in the coefficients, and the other initial 

vertices were made to be different from the first vertex.

Vertices proceed toward the minimum point by four mechanisms, reflection, 

expansion, contraction, and shrinkage. They are shown in Figure 5.3. Reflection moves 

the highest (worst) vertex to the opposite to the centre of the other vertices. Expansion 

moves the highest vertex to the double distance opposite to the centre, which is used 

when reflected vertex becomes the lowest. Expansion is useful in the situation where all 

vertices are situated far from the minimum point and shifted at one side. Expansion 

accelerates vertices moving toward the minimum point. Contraction moves the highest 

vertex toward the centre of the other vertices. The moving distance is the half of the 

distance between the highest vertex and the centre of the other vertices. Contraction is 

activated when the reflected vertex is higher than the highest vertex. If the contracted 

vertex is also higher than the highest value, all the vertices except the lowest (best) 

vertex shrink toward the lowest vertex by half. It is called shrinkage.

The moving distances in the four mechanisms can be changed. For example, the 

expansion can move three times the distance and the contraction can be performed by 

one third of the distance. Appropriate distances can be selected to make the calculation 

faster.

Figure 5.1 also shows an example of the three vertices process. The capital 

letters denote the order of the process. The small letters with subscript h indicate the 

highest vertex points in the triangles. After the first set of vertices was calculated (A), 

reflection was made for the highest vertex ah. As the reflected vertex was still the lowest 

value among the first vertices, it expanded and became the lowest vertex (ah’ —> bi) 

among the vertices in the second set (B). The highest vertex in the second set (bh) was 

reflected, and again expanded (bh’). By the processes, vertices approach the bottom of 

the curve, the minimum point. The flowchart of the simplex process is drawn in Figure

5.4.
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M 1,2

H 1

ReflectionLl,2

Ml ,2

H 1

ExpansionLl ,2

M 1,2

H 1

Ll,2
Contraction

M lQ

( ) 2
Hi or

, 2
Shrinkage

Figure 5.3 Four mechanisms of the simplex method. L, H, and M denote the lowest 

vertex, the highest vertex, and the middle vertex, respectively. The vertices 

are moved from point 1 to point 2.
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START

Initialize a vertex, error limit, and step size

Calculate the other vertices

Find the highest and the lowest vertices

Calculate the mean value of each coefficient 
excluding the highest (worst) vertex value

Make reflection and calculate new vertex

lowest

Replace the highest vertex 
to the new vertex

New vertex <
The highest vertex

Make expansion and 
calculate new vertex

Make contraction and 
calculate new vertex

New vertex s
The lowest vertex

New vertex <
The highest verte

Make shrinkage

Replace the highest vertex 
to the new vertex

Calculate new vertices 
except the lowest one

Replace the highest vertex 
to the new vertex

Replace the highest vertex 
to the new vertex

Find the highest and the lowest values on each coefficient and <T

Highest value - lowest value 
< Error limit

Average the vertices
I

Pnnt out the values

Figure 5.4 Flow chart of the simplex method. The box in the broken line is the 

shrinkage mechanism which is not necessary for continuous functions.
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5.1.4 Advantages and disadvantages

There are several advantages of the simplex method for curve fitting compared to 

other methods. The least-squares method is one of the most frequently used methods for 

curve fitting (Malacara et a l 1990, Rayces 1992). The simplex method is mainly 

compared to the least-squares method.

The first advantage is that the simplex method can be applied to any type of 

function. The least-squares method is restricted to functions which are orthogonal and 

which have the derivative functions (Rimmer et a l 1972, Ralston and Rabinowitz 1978, 

Rayces 1992). Before the least-squares method is applied, orthogonalization process 

such as Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization (Ralston and Rabinowitz 1978, Malacara et a l 

1990, Malacara 1992, Swantner and Chow 1994) should be preceded. On the contrary, 

the simplex method does not need the basis function to be orthogonal nor the derivative 

function. For example, the least-squares method can not be applied to the Zemike 

polynomials in Cartesian coordinates as they are not orthogonal over a unit circle 

(Malacara et a l 1990). Whereas, the simplex method can be used for the fitting of the 

Zemike polynomials in Cartesian coordinates and for any shape, rectangular, triangle, 

diamond, etc., of the mirror as well as circular shape.

Second, simplex method can easily be ported to any basis function in the 

computer programs. When a new basis function is to be applied, simply replacing the 

function to the old one is sufficient. When the number of terms or coefficients of a basis 

function which is already written in a program is changed, the least-squares method 

needs many parts of the program to be mended. A new derivative function should be 

derived and calculating part of the program should be rewritten according to the changed 

number of terms or coefficients. On the contrary, in the simplex method just adding or 

deleting the terms from the original basis function is sufficient for a new calculation.

Third, by the basic characteristic of handling the variance of a basis function, i.e. 

the square value, the simplex method does not have local minima. Such a hazardous
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case as falling into a false local minimum never occurs in this case. It always goes to the 

minimum value of the variance.

Jefferys(1981) mentioned another advantage of the simplex method. The 

simplex method does work very well when data are very noisy, in which case the least- 

squares method will not yield a solution.

There is a disadvantage of the simplex method. It is slow in calculation (William 

et a l 1994). As the least-squares method is an analytic calculation method and the 

simplex method is an iterative method, the least-squares method may be faster than the 

simplex method for the calculations only. However, considering the development time 

of the computer program, the simplex method is easier to develop or apply. 

Consequently the simplex method can be quicker to get a result. Normally, calculation 

time depends on the amount of data, the number of coefficients to be fit, and the 

precision of the coefficients to be achieved. As the data processing in AQuaKET does 

not need to be performed in real-time, it is good to apply the simplex method in 

AQuaKET. Moreover, as faster computers are being developed, the simplex calculation 

would be faster.

5.1.5 Test run of the simplex method

The simplex method was tested whether it gives the correct solution for curve 

fitting. A simulation was performed for the simplex fitting of surface height error of a 

mirror. Zemike polynomials in Cartesian coordinates were used as a function for the test 

mn. The mirror was a nominally spherical one with diameter of 760mm and radius of 

curvature 5400mm. The mirror surface was divided into 51 by 51 grid lines, marking 

1959 number of points on the mirror surface.

The simulation software was written in C, which included the conversion of the 

Caceci and Cacheris’s(1984) PASCAL program of the simplex method. The first step of 

the simulation was the calculation of the height error on each point of the mirror surface
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by giving a set of arbitrary coefficients of Zemike polynomials. From the height error 

data, new coefficients of Zemike polynomials were derived by using the simplex 

method. The result of the simulation was judged by comparing the derived coefficients 

to the given coefficients.

During the simplex fitting, if the initial values and initial step sizes are set near 

the real values of the coefficients, it will take less time in finding the coefficients within 

an accuracy. As for the Zemike polynomials, the ideal mirror is aberration free, 

therefore all the initial values of coefficients were set to zero. The calculation was 

terminated when the difference between the maximum and the minimum coefficient 

values on each term was ICf̂  or less.

Table 5.1 shows the result of the simulation. Four sets of arbitrary coefficients 

were tried. The first two simulations were performed for Zemike 4 terms polynomials 

and the other two for Zemike 9 terms polynomials. Rows from Zq to Zg denote the 

coefficients of Zemike polynomials. The results show that the simulated values are the 

same as the given values within the accuracy.

5.2 Initial condition

When the algorithm of the simplex method was examined, it was found that the 

initial vertices should be checked. Without adequate initial values for the vertices, they 

do not approach the minimum point. Three functions were used to check the initial 

condition.
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Table 5.1 Four simulated examples of the simplex curve fitting method applied to 

Zemike polynomials.

Zemike 1 Zemike 2 Zemike 3 Zemike 4

Given Result Given Result Given Result Given Result

Zo -0.2137 -0.2137 -0.0739 -0.0739 0.0115 0.0115 0.2169 0.2169

Z i -0.0977 -0.0977 0.1999 0.1999 0.2340 0.2340 -0.0617 -0.0617

Z2 0.1357 0.1357 -0.1600 -0.1600 0.0262 0.0262 0.0146 0.0146

Zs -0.1117 -0.1117 -0.1229 -0.1229 -0.0186 -0.0186 -0.1362 -0.1362

Z4 0.0276 0.0276 -0.0187 -0.0187

Zs 0.1930 0.1930 0.0152 0.0151

Z6 0.0036 0.0036 -0.0151 -0.0150

z? -0.0378 -0.0378 0.0145 0.0145

Zg 0.0049 0.0049 -0.0822 -0.0822

5.2.1 Basic Idea

According to the principle of the simplex method, when n numbers of 

independent variables are to be evaluated, n+1 numbers of vertices are needed. The n+1 

number of initial vertices should be situated on n-dimensional space of independent 

variables. For example, if two coefficients are to be evaluated like the equation (5.2) and 

Figure 5.1, three vertices are needed. In addition, they should form a triangle, two 

dimensional form, not a line of 1 dimensional form. When the vertices happened to be 

placed less than n-dimensional space, the vertices proceed to a minimum point on their 

own space only. In most cases, the minimum point is not the same as the real minimum 

point of the n-dimensional space.

Once initial vertices are set adequately in the n-dimensional space of independent 

variables, the vertices remain in the n-dimensional space throughout the calculations.
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The four mechanisms of the simplex method make the vertices move on the same n- 

dimensional space.

5.2.2 Test results

The initial condition was tested on three functions which have been quoted in 

other papers (Nelder and Mead 1965, Phillips 1975). They are Rosenbrock’s parabolic 

valley (1960), Fletcher and Powell’s helical valley (1963), and Powell’s quadratic 

function (1962).

Several different sets of initial vertices were selected for each function, in the 

cases of the vertices both in n-dimensional space and less than n-dimensional space. 

The calculations were terminated when the accuracy condition of 'L{yt-yaverage? < 10’̂

was satisfied, where y, is the function value at each vertex, yaverage is the averaged value 

of y„ and N is the number of vertices on each function. The initial vertices and the final 

values of the tests are shown in Table 5.2 through Table 5.4. The final value was 

derived by averaging the final vertices. The number of dimensions of the initial vertices 

and the result of the calculations are indicated on the last column.

A. Rosenbrock’s parabolic valley

Rosenbrock’s parabolic valley (1960) is:

y = 100 (x2 -x iV  + (1-xi)^, minimum point (1, 1, 0). (5.3)

As the function has two independent variables, xi and x%, three vertices are needed. The 

vertices were prepared for three cases, R l, R2, and R3, which are listed in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.2 Three cases of the initial vertices and the resulting final values for the 

Rosenbrock’s parabolic valley.

Label Vari
ables

Initial vertices Final
value

Minimum
value

Remarks

Rl X l -1.2 -0.7 -1.2 1.0 1.0 2-dim
X 2 1.0 1.0 1.5 1.0 1.0
y 8e-9 0.0 Good

R2 X l -1.2 -0.7 1.0 -1.4 1.0 1-dim
X 2 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.0
y 5.8 0.0 Bad

R3 X l 1.0 2.0 3.0 1.4 1.0 1-dim
X 2 3.0 1.0 -1.0 2.1 1.0
y 0.2 0.0 Bad

Rl gives a good example of initial vertices, which are on 2 dimensional space for 

the independent variables. The resultant minimum point was (1.0, 1.0, 8x10'^), which is 

close to the real minimum point.

However, in R2, x% had the same value of 2.0 for all the initial vertices. 

Therefore the initial vertices were aligned on a line X2=2.0, and the X2 value was 

remained the same to the final value. As a result, the final point went to a false minimum 

of (-1.4, 2.0, 5.8), instead of the real minimum point. R3 looks like that the initial 

vertices are on 2 dimensional space as they have different figures each other, but they are 

on a straight line. The resultant y value was also a false minimum of 0.2.

Figure 5.5 shows the three cases. The curved lines represent the contours of y 

values, 1, 10, 100, and 1000. R l formed a triangle and approached the minimum value 

successfully, but R2 and R3 formed straight lines and approached the minimum value on 

the lines, i.e. false minima.

B. Fletcher and Powell’s helical valley

Fletcher and Powell’s helical valley (1963) is:
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y =100  [{X3 - 1O0(X1,X2)}  ̂+ {V(Xi  ̂+ X2 )̂ - 1 }̂ ] + X3̂  

where 27i0(xi,X2) = arctan (X2/X1), x% > 0

= arctan (X2/X1) + 71, xi < 0 

minimum point (1,0, 0,0). (5.4)

1000

R 2

100

R 3

100 1000

- 1 . 5 3 1.00
xl

3 . 5 3

x2

1.00

- 1 . 5 3  

3 . 5 3

Figure 5.5 Three cases in Rosenbrock’s parabolic valley. Curved lines represent 

contours of y values, 1, 10, 100, and 1000. The minimum point is marked X 

in the centre. In R l, initial vertices formed a triangle and approached to the 

minimum point successfully. However, in R2 and R3, initial vertices formed 

straight lines and fell into false minima.
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Table 5.3 Three cases of initial vertices and final values for the helical valley.

Label Vari
ables

Initial vertices Final
value

Minimum
value

Remarks

FI X l -1.0 -0.5 -1.0 -1.0 1.0 1.0 3-dim
X 2 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0
X g 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.0
y 2e-8 0.0 Good

F2 X l -1.0 -0.5 -0.5 -1.0 -1.0 1.0 2-dim
X 2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
X 3 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.5 5.0 0.0
y 24.8 0.0 Bad

F3 X l -1.0 0.0 1.0 2.0 -0.2 1.0 1-dim
X 2 0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 1.5 0.0
X g 0.0 -1.0 -2.0 -3.0 -0.8 0.0
y 1261 0.0 Bad

As the function has three independent variables, four vertices are needed in total. The 

first vertex was set to x%= -1, xz= 0, and xg = 0. The other three initial vertices were 

determined for various cases.

FI in Table 5.3 gives a good example for the simplex calculation. The four 

initial vertices were set on 3 dimensional space for the independent variables. Therefore 

the final value was within the accuracy of the minimum point. F2 and F3 were on 2 and 

1 dimensional spaces, respectively, and the results were false minima.

C. Powell’s quadratic function

Powell’s quadratic function (1962) is:

y = (xi + 1 0 x2 )̂  + 5 (xg - X4Ÿ  + (X2  - 2xg)"̂  + 10 (xi - X4 ) ,̂ 

minimum point (0, 0, 0, 0, 0). (5 j)
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Table 5.4 Three cases of initial vertices and final values for the quadratic function.

Label Vari
ables

Initial vertices Final
value

Minimum
value

Remarks

PI X l 3.0 3.5 3.0 3.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 4-dim
X 2 -1.0 -1.0 -0.5 -1.0 -1.0 0.0 0.0
X 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0
X 4 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.5 0.0 0.0
y 4e-8 0.0 Good

P2 X l 3.0 3.5 3.0 3.0 2.0 0.6 0.0 3-dim
X 2 -1.0 -1.0 -0.5 -1.0 -1.0 0.0 0.0
X 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 1.0 0.4 0.0
X 4 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0
y 2.3 0.0 Bad

P3 X l 3.0 3.5 4.0 1.0 -1.0 1.0 0.0 2-dim
X 2 -1.0 -1.0 -0.5 2.0 1.0 -0.1 0.0
X 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
X 4 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0
y 5.0 0.0 Bad

As the function has four variables, five vertices are needed. The first vertex was set 

to xi= 3, X2 = -1, X3 = 0, and X4 = 1. The other four vertices were determined for three 

cases.

PI in Table 5.4 gives a good example of initial vertices, which are on 4- 

dimensional space for the independent variables. The result shows an approximate 

value of the minimum. However, in P2 and P3, the initial vertices were on less than 

4-dimensional spaces for the independent variables, and both cases resulted in false 

minima.

The simplex method needs the initial condition. The initial vertices should 

be selected so that ending at false minimum can be avoided. It was examined by 

using three functions. It was proved that false minimum could occur when initial 

vertices were positioned less than n-dimensional space for a function with n 

independent variables. As a result, initial vertices should be checked whether the 

vertices are on n-dimensional space for the independent variables.
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5.3 Shrinkage

The original simplex method uses four mechanisms, reflection, expansion, 

contraction, and shrinkage. They were already explained in section 5.1.3. Shrinkage, the 

last mechanism, occurs when neither reflection nor contraction makes the highest vertex 

move toward the minimum value, i.e. when the highest vertex goes higher than itself. 

However, as the response surface is an n-dimensional paraboloid for a continuous 

function, either the reflected vertex or the contracted vertex must be lower than the 

highest vertex. It means that shrinkage would not occur in any occasion.

It has been checked whether shrinkage occurs in continuous functions. Two 

functions were used for the examination. One was the two combined exponential 

functions which were used for fitting the intensity difference curve in section 4.1. The 

other was the 3-dimensional Zemike polynomials of the first 4 terms and 9 terms in 

Cartesian coordinates.

The results are shown in Table 5.5, where the number of iterations for each 

mechanism is listed. Total iterations are the number of the whole iterations from the 

initial vertices to the final ones which are achieved within the accuracy condition. The 

other four columns are the numbers of iterations on the mechanisms.

The data labelled Exponential 1 and 2 came from the same data shown in Figure 

4.6(a) and (b), respectively. The data from Zemike 1 to Zemike 4 were acquired when 

the simplex method was tested in section 5.1.5. It clearly shows that shrinkage did not 

occur for the curve fitting of the functions. Accordingly, the box of the broken line in 

the flowchart in Figure 5.4 can be eliminated. This will make the simplex calculation 

faster.
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Table 5.5 Number of iterations on each mechanism in the simplex process.

Label Total

iteration

Reflection Expansion Contraction Shrinkage

Exponential 1 20 5 2 13 0

Exponential 2 56 22 6 28 0

Zemike 1 127 55 21 51 0

Zemike 2 108 46 16 46 0

Zemike 3 652 444 70 138 0

Zemike 4 1584 1077 219 288 0
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Chapter 6

Results and Discussion

AQuaKET tested three sample mirrors, which are called big mirror, small mirror, 

and metal mirror for convenience. The test results of the big mirror and the metal mirror 

were compared to the results of another test method, scatter-plate interferometry (SPI). 

The small mirror was tested to check the capability of AQuaKET for testing aspheric 

mirror. In order to test the artificially made asphericity, the setup and the measuring 

process of AQuaKET were modified. Together with the results, test limit of AQuaKET 

on asphericity, environmental effects, user-friendly software, and testing time are 

discussed. Again in this chapter, one wavelength (k) equals to 632.8nm.
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6.1 The big mirror test

A nominally spherical mirror of 760mm in diameter and 5400mm in radius of 

curvature (ROC) has been tested by AQuaKET. For the convenience of calling it, this 

mirror will be referred to as the big mirror, hereafter. The mirror was also measured by 

scatter-plate interferometry. The results from the two test methods were compared.

6.1.1 AQuaKET result

The big mirror was tested by AQuaKET many times. First of all, three test 

results are shown in Figure 6.1 to Figure 6.3, which were measured in the best 

environmental conditions. They are the measured surface height error diagrams on the 

mirror surface. The environmental effects will be discussed later in this section. In the 

figures, level (Zq) and second order tilts (Zi and Z 2 ) were removed from the height 

errors. The values were derived from the coefficients of the Zemike 16 terms 

polynomials which were fitted to the surface height errors.

The diagrams show that trefoil form is dominant. Trefoil form can be recognized 

at Z 9  and Zio among the Zemike coefficients. It means that the Zemike fitting to first 9 

terms or less does not provide a close match to the measured height errors. It can also be 

seen from the values of ‘Fitness’ in Table 6.1.
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DIFF.DAT 
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Figure 6.1 Surface height error diagram drawn from the measured data, labelled K52E.

Level and second order tilts were removed.
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Figure 6.2 Surface height error diagram drawn from the measured data, labelled K52F.

Level and second order tilts were removed.
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Figure 6.3 Surface height error diagram drawn from the measured data, labelled K52G.

Level and second order tilts were removed.
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Table 6.1 Rms and p-v from the Zemike polynomials, and fitness of surface height 

errors in the three tests. 1 wave = 632.8nm.

Label RMS [wave] P -V  [wave] Fitness [wave] Zemike terms

K52E 0.001 0.004 0.072 4
0.023 0.143 0.068 9
0.073 0.494 0.028 16
0.072 0.420 0.022 25

K52F 0.003 0.012 0.069 4
0.028 0.152 0.064 9
0.070 0.476 0.028 16
0.068 0.349 0.022 25

K52G 0.065 0.128 0.084 4
0.073 0.360 0.064 9
0.094 0.525 0.029 16
0.092 0.468 0.022 25

As was explained in section 4.5.2, fitness is the root mean square of the 

differences between the measured height errors and the calculated height errors from the 

fitted Zemike polynomials on the data points of a mirror. Fitness indicates how the 

Zemike coefficients are well derived from the height error data. Smaller value of the 

fitness implies better fitting of the Zemike polynomials. Each measured data were fitted 

to the four different numbers of terms in Zemike polynomials, 4 terms, 9 terms, 16 

terms, and 25 terms.

In the Table 6.1, it can be seen that the fitness values were decreased greatly from 

the Zemike 9 terms fitting to 16 terms fitting. The fitness of 25 terms fitting is similar to 

those of 16 terms fitting. Therefore, the Zemike polynomials should be fitted on 16 

terms or more for this mirror. It can also be verified from the surface height error 

diagrams drawn by the Zemike polynomials, which were derived from the test, labelled 

K52B. The diagrams are shown in Figure 6.4 to Figure 6.7.
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Figure 6.4 Surface height error diagram produced from the Zernike 4 terms polynomials,

which were derived from the test, labelled K52E.
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Figure 6.5 Surface height error diagram produced from the Zernike 9 terms polynomials,

which were derived from the test, labelled K52E.
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Figure 6.6 Surface height error diagram produced from the Zernike 16 terms

polynomials, which were derived from the test, labelled K52E.
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Figure 6.7 Surface height error diagram produced from the Zernike 25 terms

polynomials, which were derived from the test, labelled K52E.
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Table 6.2 Test results of the big mirror by AQuaKET in 7x5 binning. 1 wave = 

632.8nm.

Label RMS P-V Fitness Dominant terms [wave] Dates

[wave] [wave] [wave] 1 st 2 nd 3rd S T

K51B 0.049 0.288 0.027 Z4 -O.O8 3 Z 3  0.058 Z 9  0.052 Mid End

K51C 0 . 1 0 1 0.519 0.027 Z4 -O.I7 3 Z 9  0.069 Z 5  0.036 Mid End

K51D 0.060 0.431 0.031 Z 9  0.150 Z 3  0.107 Zô-0.043 End Mid

K51E 0.061 0.461 0.030 Z 9  0.158 Zô-0.042 Z7 -O.O2 9 End Mid

K52B 0.064 0.367 0.025 Z4 -O.I4 2 Z 9  0.029 Z7 -O.O2 7 Mid Mid

K52C 0.056 0.387 0.025 ZioO.099 Z 3  0.064 Zg 0 .0 5 4 Mid End

K52D 0.099 0.639 0.036 Z 9  0.267 Z 3 - O . n i Z 5  0.047 End Mid

K52E 0.073 0.494 0.028 Z 9  0.184 Z io-0 .052 ZiiO.048 End End

K52F 0.070 0.476 0.028 Z 9  0.162 Z io-0.073 Z 3  0.049 End End

K52G 0.094 0.525 0.029 Z 9  0.162 Z4 -O.I3 6 Zô-0.059 End End

K52I 0.109 0.673 0.030 Z 9  0.205 Z4  0.100 Z 3  0.089 Mid End

Range .049 -.109 .288 - .673

Comparing to the measured surface height error diagram in Figure 6.1, the 

diagrams drawn from the Zemike 4 terms and 9 terms fittings in Figure 6.4 and Figure

6.5, respectively, do not match at all. The diagram from the Zemike 16 terms 

polynomials in Figure 6.6 matches better than that from the Zemike 25 terms 

polynomials in Figure 6.7, to the diagram in Figure 6.1

The results of the tests measured in 7x5 pixels of binning size are shown in Table

6.2. There are two groups in the measurements according to the image size of the 

mirror. The tests in the series of K51 had 55x54 data points with the image size of 

324x219 pixels. Those of K52 had 54x54 data points with the image size of 323x218 

pixels. The rms and peak-to-valley (p-v) of the surface errors were calculated from the 

fitted Zemike 16 terms polynomials with the data size of about 2140 points on the
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mirror. The fifth column ‘Terms’ lists the first three dominant terms among the 

coefficients in Zemike 16 terms polynomials, except level and second order tilts. The 

last column ‘Dates’ is the dates of the measurements. The dates are represented by 

‘Mid’ and ‘End’, which mean that the measurements were undertaken in midweek and 

weekend, respectively. S and T stand for sagittal and tangential measurements, 

respectively.

Table 6.2 shows that rms varies from 0.049 to 0.109 waves and p-v from 0.288 to 

0.673 waves in surface error. The most dominant Zemike term was trefoil (Zg) with the 

range of 0.150 ~ 0.267 waves. The ranges were 0.06waves in rms and 0.39waves in p-v, 

which are much greater than the targets of AQuaKET in accuracy, 0.01 waves in rms and 

O.OSwaves in p-v. However, considering the data in K52E, K52F, and K52G, which 

were measured at one night in a weekend, the ranges became much smaller, having the 

ranges of 0.02waves in rms and 0.05waves in p-v.

The mirror under test was erected on the optical table, therefore the temperature 

between the top and bottom of the mirror can be different. The measured temperature 

difference was about 0.3°C between the top and bottom of the mirror in midweek, but 

the difference during weekends was almost zero, showing 0.0°C.

6.1.2 Scatter-plate interferometry

Scatter-plate interferometry (SPI) is in the category of common-path 

interferometry, which uses the same optical path for the two interfering lights. It has 

advantages of reducing the effect of air turbulence, vibrations, and other environmental 

effects (Kim 1993, D’Arrigo 1996).

The principle of SPI was explained in several papers (Burch 1962, Shoemaker 

and Murty 1966, Scott 1969, D’Arrigo 1996). SPI uses two symmetrical scatter-plates. 

Figure 6.8 shows the schematic diagram of a scatter-plate interferometer. The two 

scatter-plates are situated on the CoC position laterally. Some rays coming from the 

light source are scattered at the scatter-plates, though most of the rays go through the
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plates. The rays scattered at the first scatter-plate spread out to the whole mirror surface, 

while most of the rays go through the plate to the centre of the mirror. Both the scattered 

rays and the gone-through rays are reflected by the mirror under test and converge to the 

second scatter-plate. Some of the rays are scattered again at the second plate.

There are four groups of rays generated after the second scatter-plate, never 

scattered, scattered at the first plate only, scattered at the second plate only, and twice 

scattered rays. Among them, the rays of two groups produce fringes by interference. 

One is the rays scattered at the first plate and gone through the second plate and the other 

is those went through the first plate and scattered at the second plate. However, major 

rays go through both plates and make a bright spot on the image. On the other hand, the 

portion of twice scattered rays at both plates is so small that they can be ignored.

LaserMirror under test
Scrambling

disc
Pinhole

CCDScatter
plates camera

Figure 6.8 Schematic diagram of scatter-plate interferometer. Some of the rays are 

scattered at the first scatter-plate, spread out to the whole of the mirror under 

test, and pass through the second scatter-plate. Other rays go through the 

first scatter-plate to the centre of the mirror and scattered at the second 

scatter-plate. The rays of the two groups interfere each other after the second 

scatter-plate and fringes are produced.
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The fringe pattern is shaped of concentric rings or parallel lines which are 

regarded as rings of infinite radii. The gap between the two adjacent lines represents one 

wavelength in optical path difference (OPD). One wavelength in OPD is equivalent to 

half wavelength of hump or dip on the mirror surface, as the path difference is doubled 

by the reflection on the mirror surface.

6.1.3 Test result by scatter-plate interferometer

The big mirror was also tested by scatter-plate interferometry. Both horizontal 

and vertical fringes were produced. The fringes were analysed and the results were 

provided by the coefficients of the Zemike 16 terms polynomials. The analysis was 

undertaken by a commercial software called Phase II (Wyko corporation 1990). Figure 

6.9 and Figure 6.10 show sample horizontal and vertical fringes, which are the skeletons 

of real fringe images. Central part of the mirror was excluded in the fringe analysis, 

because fringes are not detected in that area by the saturation of the light. The light came 

from the never scattered rays and it is one of the disadvantages of SPI. Table 6.3 shows 

the results. The direction and number of the fringes are listed on the second column, 

where H and V represent horizontal and vertical fringes, respectively.

The results of the horizontal fringes are similar to those of vertical fringes and 

they do not seem to be affected by the number of fringes. The results are 0.057 -0.111 

waves in rms and 0.309 ~ 0.573 waves in p-v of the surface errors. The ranges were 0.05 

waves in rms and 0.26 waves in p-v. The most dominant Zemike term was astigmatism 

(Z 4 ), which is similar to the results of AQuaKET measured in midweek.
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KVS076 11/23/97 08:23:49 632.8 nn

Points: 122 F R I N G E  V E R I F I C A T I O N

Figure 6.9 Horizontal fringes of the big mirror produced by scatter-plate interferometer.

KY131V 11/23/97 11:10:41 632.8 nm

Points: 210 F R I N G E  V E R I F I C A T I O N
5 8- 9

Figure 6.10 Vertical fringes of the big mirror produced by scatter-plate interferometer.
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Table 6.3 Test results of the big mirror by scatter-plate interferometry. 1 wave 

632.8nm.

Label Fringes RMS
[wave]

P-V
[wave]

Dominant terms [wave]
1st 2nd 3rd

KY051 H 5 0.087 0.532 Z4  0.166 Z9  0.085 Z5 0.084
KYS073 H 9 0 . 1 1 1 0.573 Z9  0 . 1 1 1 Z5 0.079 Zg 0.070
KYS074 H 9 0.097 0.511 Z4  0.171 Z9  0.085 Z5 0.074
KYS075 H 9 0.090 0.490 Z4  0.154 Z5 0.078 Z9  0.075
KYS076 H 8 0.057 0.309 Z9  0.080 Z4  0.058 Z5 0.057
KY131 H 14 0.063 0.411 Z4  0.096 Z5  0.086 Z9  0.084
KY134 H 15 0.079 0.449 Z4  0.148 Z9  0.082 Z5 0.067
KY051V V 6 0.088 0.455 Z9 -0.126 Z4 -0.122 Z5 -0.091
KY081V V 9 0.074 0.431 Z5 -0.137 Z4  -0.074 Z9  -0.054
KY083V V 9 0.091 0.567 Z4 -0.161 Z5 -O.II2 Z9  -0.082
KY131V V 13 0.076 0.452 Z4 -O.II4 Z5 -0.096 Z9  -0.087
KYI 33 V V 15 0.073 0.373 Z5 -0.128 Z4  -0.089 Zg -0.067
Min ~ Max 0.057 -0.111 0.309 -0.573

6.1.4 Discussions on the test results

The big mirror was tested by the two methods, AQuaKET and scatter-plate 

interferometry (SPI). The ranges of the test results are listed in Table 6.4. The whole 

result of AQuaKET has wider range of rms and p-v in surface error than the result of 

SPI. However, the results of AQuaKET which came from the measurements during 

weekends only, show much narrower ranges of the values than those tested by SPI. The 

ranges of the rms and p-v were 0.02 waves and 0.05 waves, respectively, for the tests of 

the weekend measurements. The range of rms did not satisfy the target of AQuaKET in 

the accuracy, 0.01 waves. However, the range of p-v met the target, 0.05 waves.
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Table 6.4 Comparison of the test results of the big mirror performed by the two 

methods. 1 wave = 632.8nm.

Test RMS [wave] P -V  [wave] Remarks

Min ~ Max Range Min ~ Max Range

AQuaKET 0.049 -  0.109 0.060 0.288 -  0.673 0.385 K51,K52

AQuaKET 0.070 ~ 0.094 0.024 0.476 ~ 0.525 0.049 Weekends only

SPI 0.057-0.111 0.054 0.309 -  0.573 0.264

The environmental effects during weekends are presumed to be reduced 

comparing to those in weekdays. One evidence is the temperature difference between 

the top and the bottom of the mirror. The temperature difference was almost zero during 

weekends whereas it was 0.3°C in weekdays. The environmental effects will be 

discussed further in section 6.4.2.

6.2 The small mirror test

When the mirror is large, the environmental effects seem to disturb the 

measurements. Smaller mirrors with shorter ROC would be less influenced by the 

environmental effects. In order to prove the effects produced by the environment, the 

small mirror, a nominally spherical mirror of 235mm in diameter and 1637mm in ROC, 

was tested.
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As a separate experiment, the capability of AQuaKET was checked for testing 

aspheric optics. The measured p-v and the theoretical value found from ray-tracing were 

compared.

6.2.1 AQuaKET result

The small mirror was tested four times by AQuaKET. The measurements were 

undertaken in two nights, each night for each lateral directional measurement. The 

measurements were undertaken in 7x5 binning, which resulted in 53x54 points for one 

image frame. The height error diagram on the mirror surface in Figure 6.11 was drawn 

directly from the measured data of SM51A. Level and second order tilts were removed, 

which were derived from the Zemike 9 terms polynomials fitting. The focus term (Z4 ) is 

dominant, as the edge of the mirror is the lowest and the centre part is the highest. The 

surface height error diagrams produced from the Zemike 4, 9, 16, and 25 terms 

polynomials of the test SM51A were drawn in Figure 6.12 to Figure 6.15, respectively. 

As the number of fitting terms is increased from Figure 6.12 to Figure 6.15, the diagram 

matches better to the measured surface height error diagram in Figure 6.11. It can also 

be noticed from the fitness in Table 6.5, which decreases from 0.04 to 0.02 waves when 

the fitting terms of Zemike polynomials are increased from 4 terms to 25 terms.

The rms and p-v of the surface errors calculated from the Zemike polynomials 

were also listed in Table 6.5 for the four measurements. The overall range of the p-v for 

the measurements was within 0.05 ~ O.OSwaves for the Zemike fittings, which is slightly 

larger than the target of AQuaKET, 0.05waves. The range of rms was within 0.012 ~ 

O.OlTwaves, which is also infinitesimally larger than the target of AQuaKET, 0.01 waves. 

However, the range of rms is less than the range measured for the big mirror, which is 

consistent with the prediction that smaller mirror would have less environmental effects.
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Figure 6.11 Surface height error diagram drawn from the measured data, labelled 

SM51 A. Level and second order tilts were removed.
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Figure 6.12 Surface height error diagram produced from the Zernike 4 terms

polynomials, which were derived from the test, labelled SM51 A.
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Figure 6.13 Surface height error diagram produced from the Zernike 9 terms

polynomials, which were derived from the test, labelled SM51A.
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Figure 6.14 Surface height error diagram produced from the Zemike 16 terms

polynomials, which were derived from the test, labelled SM51 A.
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Figure 6.15 Surface height error diagram produced from the Zemike 25 terms

polynomials, which were derived from the test, labelled SM51A.
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Table 6.5 Four test results of the small mirror. 1 wave = 632.8 nm.

Label RMS [wave] P-V [wave] Fitness
[wave]

Zemike
terms

SM51A 0.055 0.190 0.043 4 terms
0.063 0.282 0.037 9 terms
0.065 0.310 0.028 16 terms
0.067 0.327 0.021 25 terms

SM51B 0.038 0.131 0.041 4 terms
0.047 0.231 0.033 9 terms
0.061 0.358 0.021 16 terms
0.055 0.285 0.016 25 terms

SM51C 0.039 0.134 0.052 4 terms
0.059 0.285 0.033 9 terms
0.063 0.347 0.029 16 terms
0.064 0.369 0.020 25 terms

SM51D 0.051 0.178 0.041 4 terms
0.060 0.272 0.032 9 terms
0.072 0.357 0.025 16 terms
0.067 0.330 0.018 25 terms

Min ~ 0.038-0.055 (0.017) 0.131-0.190 (0.059) 4 terms
Max 0.047-0.063 (0.016) 0.231-0.285 (0.054) 9 terms

(Range) 0.061-0.072 (0.011) 0.310-0.358 (0.048) 16 terms
0.055-0.067 (0.012) 0.285-0.369 (0.084) 25 terms

As the mirror size is relatively small, the temperature difference between top and 

bottom of the mirror was not noticed by the thermometers, giving the value of 0.0°C. 

However, temperature difference still existed between the mirror and the knife, which 

was about 0.1®C.
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6.2.2 Aspherics test

Another experiment was performed by using the same small mirror. The purpose 

of this experiment was to check whether AQuaKET is capable of testing aspheric 

mirrors. As described in section 1.2, testing aspheric mirror is an issue these days. If a 

simple and easy to use testing method for aspheric mirror is developed, it would benefit 

the optical technology greatly.

In order to produce high asphericity from the spherical mirror, the setup of 

AQuaKET was changed to have a large parallax. The light source and the image were 

separated far apart from each other to a lateral direction and the setup was fixed for both 

tangential and sagittal measurements. The large parallax generates substantial 

astigmatism and wide optical path difference (OPD) between edges of the wavefront.

The setup is illustrated in Figure 6.16. The point A is the light source, B is the 

centre of the mirror surface. C is the imaging position which is the centre of the two 

points, the converging spots in tangential direction (T) and in sagittal direction (S). As 

astigmatism becomes dominant by the large parallax, the converging spot in tangential 

direction is far apart from that in sagittal direction. The distances of AB, BC, and CA 

were measured to 1633mm, 1643mm, and 270mm, respectively. As ordinary ruler was 

used for measuring the distances, the measuring accuracy was assumed to be ±lmm.

The tests were performed three times. Each test had different binning size, 

consequently the data size was different from each other. The first test, which was 

labelled AstgSl, was undertaken with the binning size of 5x3 pixels and the data size of 

53x53 points. The other two tests were undertaken in the data size of 32x35 points and 

12x11 points by the binning size of 11x7 pixels and 29x19 pixels, respectively.
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Table 6.6 shows the CoC positions and the axis angles in the measurements. 

They were measured by the multi-areas measurement method (see section 3.2.2). The 

CoCaxis in tangential measurement was about 12.7mm and the CoCaxis in sagittal 

measurement was about 34.8mm in axial direction on the coordinates of the 

micropositioner. The middle values between the two were used as the CoCaxis for the 

tests.

Light
source

Tangential 
knife movement

Figure 6.16 Schematic representation of the aspherics test. A is the light source, B is the 

centre of the mirror, and C is the CoC position of the image which is in the 

middle of the CoC positions in tangential measurement (T) and sagittal 

measurement (S). The numbers are the distances between AB, BC, and CA 

in [mm], and the accuracy was ±lmm. Not to scale.
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Table 6.6 Axis angles and CoC positions in the three measurements.

Label Direc

tion

Axis angle

[  X  1 0 - ® ]

CoC axis 

[mm]

CoC lateral 

[|xm]

Value t ^ a n g l e Value ^ a x i s Middle Value G i a t e r a l

AstgSl Tan -6.77 0.05 12.709 0.027 23.771 4474.9 1.2

Sag -9.89 0.04 34.834 0.030 6197.8 1.1

Astg31 Tan -7.08 0.04 12.711 0.026 23.788 4433.8 1.1

Sag -9.89 0.06 34.865 0.023 6192.4 1.0

A stgll Tan -6.93 0.02 12.724 0.025 23.776 4458.9 1.1

Sag -9.90 0.04 34.828 0.030 6202.6 1.2

The result of AQuaKET will show as if the mirror surface itself has aberrations. 

Figure 6.17 shows the resultant surface height error diagram drawn from the test, 

labelled AstgSl. Table 6.7 lists rms, p-v, and fitness of surface errors according to the 

number of terms in Zemike polynomials fitted for the height error data of Astg51. The 

smallest fitness appeared at the fitting to Zemike 9 terms polynomials. It can also be 

seen from the surface height error diagrams derived from the various numbers of terms 

in Zemike polynomials. The diagrams are shown in Figure 6.18 to Figure 6.20.

The results derived from Zemike 9 terms polynomials for the three tests are listed 

in Table 6.8. The distance from the light source to the centre of the mirror was 1633 

±lmm, which was different from the distance from the centre of mirror to the image 

plane, 1643 ±lmm. Therefore, the two values were averaged to give the value of 

ROCmeasure, 1638 ±lmm. The averaged value was used for the calculation of slopes and 

heights.
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Figure 6.17 Surface height error diagram drawn from the measured data, labelled 

Astg51. Level and second order tilts were removed.
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Figure 6.18 Surface height error diagram produced from the Zernike 9 terms

polynomials, which were derived from the test, labelled Astg51.
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Figure 6.19 Surface height error diagram produced from the Zemike 16 terms

polynomials, which were derived from the test, labelled AstgS 1.
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Figure 6.20 Surface height error diagram produced from the Zernike 25 terms

polynomials, which were derived from the test, labelled Astg51.
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Table 6.7 Rms, p-v, and fitness of the surface errors derived from the test, labelled 

AstgSl, when ROCmeasure was 1637mm. Iwave = 632.8nm.

Zemike terms RMS [wave] P -V  [wave] Fitness [wave]

4 2.941 10.191 6.464

9 9.216 45.217 0.043

16 6.697 28.312 3.186

25 8.790 41.364 0.647

Table 6 . 8  Peak-to-valley, astigmatism ( Z 4 )  in the Zemike terms, and fitness calculated 

from Zemike 9 terms polynomials. 1 wave = 632.8nm.

Label Data size RO Cm easure

[mm]

P -V

[wave]

Z4

[wave]

Fitness

[wave]

AstgSl 53x53 1637 45.217 22.590 0.043

1639 45.105 22.535 0.043

Astg31 32x35 1637 45.209 22.587 0.044

1639 45.099 22.532 0.044

A stgll 1 2 x 1 1 1637 45.224 22.578 0.047

1639 45.113 22.522 0.047

Peak-to-valley on the mirror surface was between 45.099 and 45.224 waves, 

which has the range of 0.125 waves. The wide range of p-v is due to the uncertainty of 

the R O C m e a s u r e  value. If the R O C m e a s u r e  is fixed to a value, say 1637mm, the range of p-v 

is reduced to merely 0.015 waves only, which is quite small compared to the target of 

AQuaKET, 0.05 waves.
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Table 6.9 Calculated p-v from measured distances with the accuracy of ±lmm. 1 wave 

= 632.8nm.

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6

ROC [mm] 

AB [mm] 

AC [mm] 

ZB [degree] 

BC [mm]

1636

1632

269

9.411

1644

1636

1634

269

9.408

1644

1636

1633

269

9.409

1644

1636

1633

270

9.449

1643

1636

1634

271

9.486

1642

1636

1633

271

9.488

1642

OPD H 

[wave]

V

40.56

-39.76

-49.42

45.16

-44.35

-44.77

45.18

-44.37

-44.78

45.56

-44.74

-45.16

45.92

-45.09

-45.52

45.94

-45.11

-45.53

P-V [wave] 89.58 89.93 89.96 90.72 91.44 91.47

The measured p-v values were compared to the theoretical p-v values derived 

from the calculated optical path difference (OPD) by using a ray-tracing software, Zemax 

EE. The calculations were performed in the base of two input data, the distance between 

the light source and the mirror (AB) and the chief ray angle between the incoming ray 

and the outgoing ray at the centre of the mirror (ZB). The distance AC was used for 

deriving the angle ZB and the values of 270±lmm were applied. The distances applied 

for AB and the ROC were 1633±lmm and 1637±lmm, respectively. When the ray- 

traced distance between the centre of the mirror and the image spot (BC) does not lie 

within the accuracy of the measured distance, 1643±lmm, further calculation was 

aborted. When the ROC of the mirror was 1637 and 1638mm, the values of BC 

exceeded the range. Six cases were remained from the screening. The resultant p-v 

values on the wavefront at the image plane are also listed in Table 6.9.
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The OPDs in the vertical direction (V) of the image were the same at both edges, 

whereas the OPDs at the edges in the horizontal direction (H) were different from each 

other. It was because the mirror was tilted in tangential direction. In the calculation of 

p-v, the two values of the OPD in horizontal direction were averaged.

The six cases are arranged to the order from the minimum p-v to the maximum 

value in Table 6.9. As the p-v is the value on the wavefront at the image plane, the p-v 

on the mirror surface would be halved. Reflection makes the wavefront double the 

actual height error on the mirror surface. Therefore, the calculated p-v on the mirror 

surface will be ranged from 44.79 to 45.74 waves. Comparing this range to the 

measured p-v, 45.10 ~ 45.22 waves, it is clear that the measured values go well inside 

the range of the calculated p-v values. More precise tools and method for measuring the 

distances would have provided more accurate result for this test. Nevertheless, it 

supports that AQuaKET can measure asphericity on the mirror.

There are other ways of generating aspheric wavefronts from a spherical mirror. 

The spherical aberration can be produced by varying the distances of the conjugates and 

the coma can be made by changing the distances of the conjugates and moving off-axis. 

However, when the light source and the detector were moved to different distances of the 

conjugates than the same distance, the images of the mirror were blocked partly by the 

devices. It hindered me to proceed measuring the aspheric wavefronts to be compared to 

the theoretical aberration values.

6.3 The metal mirror test

A nominally spherical metal mirror made of aluminium was tested by both 

AQuaKET and SPI. The diameter of the mirror was 270mm and the ROC was 2944mm. 

One side of the edge on the mirror surface rises sharply with respect to the parent sphere.
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Table 6.10 Test results of the metal mirror by AQuaKET. 1 wave = 632.8nm.

Label Data size 

[points]

RMS

[wave]

P-V

[wave]

Peak ~ Valley 

[wave]

M51A 47x63 0.167 5.223 4.880 ~ -0.343

M51B 47x63 0.214 4.979 4.597--0.381

AQuaKET measured the steep rise successfully, while the interferometer could not 

detect it properly. It proved the ability of AQuaKET for testing aspheric mirror again.

6.3.1 AQuaKET result

The metal mirror was tested by AQuaKET. The measurements were performed 

once in sagittal direction and twice in tangential direction. As a result, the two 

measurements, labelled M51A and M51B, used the same slope data in sagittal direction 

but different slope data in tangential direction.

The rms and p-v calculated from the measured surface height error data were 

listed in Table 6.10. Peak-to-valley was very large comparing to the previous two 

mirrors. While the values of the valley were relatively reasonable, the peak values were 

high. The unusual feature came from the shape of the mirror. One edge of the mirror 

surface was much higher than the other areas.

This can also be seen from the surface height error diagram. One is shown in 

Figure 6.21 for the test of M51A. The top contour interval was set to cover larger than 

the other intervals which equally cover the height error levels. Consequently, the peak 

area could be displayed clearly and the other areas could also be seen in detail. The 

highest values came from the right edge of the mirror.
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DIFF.DAT 
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Figure 6.21 Surface height error diagram of the metal mirror drawn from the test, 

labelled M51A.
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Table 6.11 Surface height error values around the edge of the mirror, [unit : wave 

632.8nm].

(a) M51A at row from 21 to 27 and column from 55 to 60.

Row \ Col 55 56 57 58 59 60
21 -0.11 -0.16 -0.19
22 -0.11 -0.16 -0.19
23 -0.12 -0.16 -0.20
24 -0.14 -0.18 -0.22 1.02 3.56 4.88
25 -0.17 -0.21 -0.25 0.98
26 -0.20 -0.25 -0.28
27 -0.23 -0.28 -0.34

(b) M51B at row from 21 to 27 and column from 55 to 60.

Row \ Col 55 56 57 58 59 60
21 -0.14 -0.19 -0.23
22 -0.15 -0.19 -0.23
23 -0.16 -0.20 -0.24
24 -0.18 -0.22 -0.26 0.97 3.38 4.60
25 -0.20 -0.24 -0.29 0.95 3.28 4.47
26 -0.24 -0.28 -0.33
27 -0.27 -0.31 -0.38

The two measurements have large difference in p-v, amounting 0.244 waves. 

The difference mainly came from the peak values. The surface height errors around the 

peak are listed in Table 6.11. It shows that the surface height error went up about 

5waves within 4 data points, from column 57 to column 60. As the peak rose rapidly in 

a relatively smaller area, the measured values would have larger measuring errors and 

calculation errors, giving less accurate figures. In such a case, measuring part of the 

mirror by smaller binning size could give more accurate surface profile for the area.
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Table 6.12 Test results of the metal mirror by scatter-plate interferometry. 1 wave 

632.8nm.

RMS [wave] P -V  [wave]

Test 1 (same orientation) 0.147 1.042

Test 2 (90° rotation) 0.190 1.129

6.3.2 Test result of scatter-plate interferometry

The same mirror was tested by SPI (Lee, J. H., Private communication). Two 

tests were undertaken, one was performed in the similar orientation of the mirror to that 

of the tests by AQuaKET and the other was performed when the mirror was rotated by 

90 degrees. The results are listed in Table 6.12.

The rms values of the measured surface height errors by SPI are similar to those 

by AQuaKET, but the p-v values are smaller than those by AQuaKET. The discrepancy 

came from the peak value. In interferometry, such a high height difference in a small 

area generates fringes close to each other, and as a result, the fringes are difficult to be 

detected individually. It is a restriction of interferometry, as was already explained in 

section 1.2.

This metal mirror test demonstrates another example that AQuaKET is capable 

of measuring aspheric mirror, which is difficult to be measured by interferometry.
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6.4 Discussion

Several discussions are made from the test results. By the success of the 

aspherics test by using the small mirror, AQuaKET proved the ability of testing aspheric 

mirror. Further investigation is undertaken to find out the limit of the asphericity 

accommodated by AQuaKET. The big mirror test indicated that the environmental 

effect can not be ignored, especially when large mirror is tested. The software of 

AQuaKET is discussed in the aspect of user-friendly operation. The elapsed time of the 

measurement is also considered with respect to the accuracy.

6.4.1 Test limit on asphericity

In principle, AQuaKET can detect the departure of aspheric mirror without limit. 

However, there is a restriction on the equipment. The maximum possible detection of 

the asphericity is mainly confined by the maximum travel lengths of the knife, which 

restrict the measuring limit of the slope of rays coming from the mirror. Comparing to 

spherical mirror, aspheric mirror has the rays more widely dispersed. Therefore the 

travel length of the knife in lateral direction should be longer than that used for spherical 

mirror. It is illustrated in Figure 6.22.

A sample calculation was undertaken for the Gemini primary mirror, which is 

8000mm in diameter, 28800mm in radius of curvature, and -1,0038 in conic constant. If 

the mirror is a spherical one, i.e. conic constant = 0, the beam size is 6.9mm at the axial 

position of 25mm apart from its CoC. The micropositioners and the stages have 

maximum travel length of 50mm in axial direction and 25mm in lateral directions at
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present. As the knife can travel 25mm in lateral directions, there is no difficulty in 

testing the mirror.

However, in the case of aspheric mirror, longer travel length in lateral direction is 

required for the same axial travel length than that in the case of spherical mirror. 

According to ray-tracing of the Gemini primary mirror, the beam size was 19.0mm in 

minimum and the travel length in lateral directions should be at least 23mm regarding to 

the axial span of 50mm. Therefore, the travel length of 25mm on lateral direction is just 

fit to the test of the Gemini primary mirror. The mirror has the surface height difference 

of 1.36mm at the edge from the relative spherical mirror. The difference is equivalent to 

2145 waves for the wavelength of 632.8nm (see Table 1.4). As a result, AQuaKET can 

measure highly aspheric mirror such as the Gemini primary mirror of about 2000waves 

asphericity with existing equipment.

Edge height difference
Asp!
min

e r ic / /

rical
mirror

50mm

Figure 6.22 Aspheric mirror test. Knife can travel in the shaded area. As the rays 

coming from aspheric mirror disperse rather than converge to a point, longer 

travel length of the knife in lateral direction is required.
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6.4.2 Environmental effects

Environmental effects, such as temperature, air turbulence, vibrations, etc., 

should be considered especially when large mirror is tested. The p-v of the small mirror, 

which has the diameter of 235mm and the ROC of 1637mm, varied 0.08 waves in 

maximum. However, the p-v of the big mirror, which has the diameter of 760mm and 

the ROC of 5400mm, varied 0.39 waves for the whole measurements. On the contrary, 

the variation was merely 0.05 waves when the measurements were performed in one 

night during a weekend. This difference may come from the environment.

Air turbulence may be a strong candidate to the testing error. The speckle image 

generated by the laser and the optical fiber gives a hint to air turbulence. In Figure 6.23, 

the speckle images were grabbed at every 20 seconds in a midweek. The changes of the 

images can be noticed even in 1 minute time interval. The changes are mainly due to the 

air turbulence. Because one measurement lasts more than several tens of minutes, the 

atmospheric turbulence would affect much.

Other environmental effect is the temperature difference. As for the big mirror, 

the temperature difference between top and bottom of the mirror was 0.3°C during 

midweek, but 0.0°C during weekends. The temperature difference could affect ROC and 

conic constant of mirror and the refractive index of the air (Burge et al. 1994), which 

will deviate the slope of rays.

The refractive index of air can be calculated from formulae (Smith 1990). The 

refractive index of air at 15°C (Nig) is given by

2406030 15996
(N | 5  - 1) X  10* = 8342.1 + ------------------------------------------------- (6.1)

(130-v^) (38.9-v^) ,
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where v is the frequency of light in the unit of jitm and equals to 1/wavelength. For the 

wavelength of 0.6328|xm, the refractive index is 1.0002765. At other temperature, the 

refractive index (NJ can be calculated from

N t  =  1 +
1.0549 (N i5 - 1 ) 

( 1 + 0.00366 t )
(6.2)

where t is the temperature. The temperature of 24°C, which was about the temperature 

when the big mirror was measured, gives the refractive index (N2 4 ) 1.0002681, and at 

23°C the refractive index N2 3  is 1.0002690. 1°C difference of the air affected 9x10^ in 

refractive index. This was also mentioned by Burge et al. (1994), describing in their 

paper that the refractive index of air is changed in the rate of l.OxlO'Vc.

Figure 6.23 Speckle images of the big mirror in the interval of 20 seconds each.
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By using Snell’s law (Smith 1990), the slope change of the ray was calculated 

from the refractive index change. Snell’s law is

Ni sin 01 = N2  sin 0 2  , (6.3)

where Ni is the refractive index of first medium, N2  is that of second medium, 0i is the 

incident ray angle in the first medium, and 0 2  is the angle of refraction in the second 

medium.

The slope difference in 0.3°C change is calculated for the mirror of 760mm in 

diameter and 5400nun in ROC at the temperature of 24°C. The refractive index at the 

temperature of 24.3°C is 1.0002679. Therefore the refractive index difference is 3x10'^ 

and the resultant slope difference of the ray is 4x10'^, which is smaller than the goal of 

AQuaKET in slope, 10' .̂ In the calculation, the temperature at the knife-edge was 

supposed to be the same as the centre of the mirror. The slope change does not seem to 

be large. However, when the reflection on the mirror surface, which can double the 

slope difference, is considered together with the changes of ROC and conic constant, the 

temperature effect may not be neglected.

Moreover, the refractive index change of air could affect much more to testing 

large mirrors, because larger testing area could have greater temperature difference. If 

the primary mirror of the Gemini telescope has the temperature difference of 1°C across 

the diameter, the slope change would be 3x10'^, which should not be ignored.

Vibration is another factor for the contribution of the testing error. The whole 

equipment is resided on the optical table, which was floated by nitrogen gas in the legs in 

order to cut the vibrations coming from the ground. However, still it can be seen that the 

speckle image trembles when people come and go and when nearby doors were banged 

shut.

During the weekends with less external activities, the environment was relatively 

stable and calm. The temperature difference between the top and the bottom of the 

mirror was almost zero and the air turbulence was reduced as the testing room was
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closed for more than half a day. Vibrations were lessened as number of people in the 

laboratory was reduced to only a few and most of the machines in the building were 

turned off. As a result, the accuracy of the test was improved significantly during the 

weekends.

6.4.3 User-friendly software

AQuaKET is mainly run by eleven sequential programs. Three of those are 

programmed for data acquisition. The others are programmed for data processing, from 

intensity subtraction to curve fitting to Zemike polynomials. Besides, there are several 

graphics and auxiliary programs. The program lists and their explanations are attached 

in Appendix.

In order for users to utilise software easily, the software should be designed to be 

user-friendly. It will help AQuaKET users if the software is organized to be user- 

friendly and run automatically throughout the test. AQuaKET software is a group of 

programs which mainly run sequentially. Therefore, it is basically not difficult to make 

it user-friendly by using a batch file. In addition, automatic control of equipment and 

measurement helped making the software user-friendly.

However, automation has not fully achieved in the data acquisition process. The 

first two pairs of the programs in the data acquisition, AKETIH.C, AKETIV.C, 

AKET2H.C and AKET2V.C, which correspond to the first two stages, need to be 

handled manually at the first time of the equipment setup. Sometimes equipment should 

be adjusted when the result of a measurement at one stage indicates that the setup is 

incorrect or out of range for the measurement on the next stage.

The first pair of the programs (AKETIH.C and AKETIV.C) determines the 

image size automatically and lets it corrected manually. The manual correction is often 

needed as edges of a mirror are blocked by supporting tips and underlying mats. 

Therefore the full image of the mirror does not appear on the camera. In addition, the
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image size must be exactly the same for both tangential and sagittal measurements. 

Therefore, the image size needs to be adjusted when the measurement is switched from 

tangential to sagittal measurement, or vice versa. The adjustment of the image of the 

mirror was performed by moving the CCD camera toward or backward to CoC and by 

changing the focal distance of the camera lens.

The second pair of the programs (AKET2H.C and AKET2V.C) automatically 

measures the axis angle and the CoC position. After the measurement, if the axis angle 

is considered to be too large or the CoC position is situated far apart from the expected 

position, normally within ±lmm, they are adjusted. The last program of the data 

acquisition does not need manual operation at all. Once the setup is completed within 

appropriate ranges, repeated data acquisition can be processed automatically and 

continuously.

Difficulty in automation and user-friendly operation for AQuaKET software also 

lies on Operating System (OS) and hardware. The data acquisition programs can only be 

executed on Disk Operating System (DOS), as the frame grabber works on DOS only. 

While the first six programs (from AKET4.CPP to AKET9.CPP) of the data processing 

can be executed either on DOS or Windows in a PC, the last two programs (AKETIO.C 

and AKETll.C) are executed on UNIX at an Alpha 2000 server. They need large 

working memory size including stack, which the C/C++ compilers on Windows and 

DOS cannot support. The calculation time of the last program is also a matter of 

concern, which uses the iterating simplex method for fitting measured height error data 

to Zemike polynomials. The graphics programs are executed on DOS and the auxiliary 

programs can be acconnnodated in both DOS and Windows. All the programs except 

the last two data processing programs can be run in a user-friendly mode on one OS, 

DOS. At present, at least two operating systems and two computers are used for a 

complete test by AQuaKET. In this situation, automation and user-friendly operation are 

restricted.

If one OS and one hardware were to be used for the whole test, UNIX in a 

workstation is recommended together with a frame grabber which works on UNIX. 

Change of frame grabber should be followed by the modification of the data acquisition
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software. With rapid development of PC, the software will soon be able to work fully on 

a PC together with better OS and compiler. User-friendly operation would thus be 

achieved more efficiently on a PC with reasonable speed.

6.4.4 Testing time

Testing time is another concern to the test performance. If a test can be 

performed in a short time together with high accuracy, it would be ideal. In AQuaKET, 

most testing time is taken in the second and third stages of the data acquisition. The 

second stage is measuring the axis angle and the CoC position (section 3.2) and the third 

stage is capturing the images of the mirror as the knife moves step by step (section 3.3). 

The second stage normally takes 20 ~ 30 minutes. In the third stage, the measuring time 

depends on the number of axial measurements and binning size. Binning size decides 

the data size and the step size of knife movements. In case of measuring the big mirror 

with the binning size of 7x5 pixels, it took 1 1/2 hours for the measurement at two axial 

positions and 3 1/2 hours at six axial positions. In addition, data processing time took 

about half an hour.

One way of reducing the measuring time is to make the binning size bigger, so 

that the data size becomes smaller and the step size of the knife movements becomes 

wider. This will reduce the saving time of the data into a hard disk and make the total 

number of frames smaller. However, the accuracy should be retained even though the 

binning size becomes bigger.
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Table 6.13 Test results of the big mirror with various data sizes. 1 wave = 632.8nm.

Label Binning Data size Number RMS P-V

[pixels] [points] of tests [wave] [wave]

K51 7 x 5 55x54 11 0.049-0.109 0.288-0.673

K52 54x54

K31,32 11 X 7 33x36 17 0.031-0.126 0.221-0.796

K21 15x11 24x 22 13 0.046-0.088 0.293-0.651

K ll 29 X 19 12 X 12 4 0.112-0.142 0.496-1.064

K12,13 29x21 12x11 5 0.112-0.170 0.739-1.303

In the case of the aspherics test of the small mirror (section 6.2.2), the resultant 

p-v differences among the different data sizes were negligibly small, 0.015 waves. In 

this case, bigger binning size would save the testing time while the accuracy is retained.

The big mirror was also measured at various binning sizes. Table 6.13 shows the 

ranges of rms and p-v values in surface height error according to the binning size. The 

surface height errors were calculated by the Zemike 16 terms polynomials. Similar 

values in rms and p-v are present from the tests of 7x5 pixels to 15x11 pixels in binning 

size. However, when the binning size was 29x19 pixels or larger, the results are 

inconsistent with the others.

The measuring time decreases rapidly as the data size became smaller. 

Therefore, it is beneficial to reduce the data size when time is an important concern in 

testing. However, if regional variations are to be diagnosed, as is often necessary for 

large optics, large binning size would not be suitable for the test.

The measuring time of 2 ~ 4 hours is reasonable for careful and accurate testing. 

Burge (1996) reported that CGH test took 5 hours. Besides, the primary mirror of the 

200-inch Mt. Palomar telescope had a tumed-up edge when it was first mounted. It took 

only 9 hours to correct the tumed-up edge, but the total duration was spread over 

6 months because of careful testing (Wilson 1996).
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

In this chapter, the implications of AQuaKET are discussed. The achievements 

are reviewed and comparison to a test method based on knife-edge is undertaken. 

Advantages and disadvantages of AQuaKET are summarised.

For future works, several improvements are suggested for the equipment. 

Testing actual aspheric mirrors and very large mirrors would strengthen AQuaKET 

further. Application of AQuaKET to other optics is also suggested. The whole work is 

summarised in the last section.
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7.1 Implications of AQuaKET

In this subsection, the achievements are summarized and the test results are 

concluded. AQuaKET is compared to other quantitative test based on knife-edge in the 

aspects of measurement, data process, and the results. The advantages and 

disadvantages of AQuaKET are also explained.

7.1.1 Achievements

In order to meet the need of testing large optics with high asphericity in high 

accuracy, the old Foucault test has been renovated. AQuaKET has been developed with 

the three goals:

1. high accuracy aiming 10'  ̂in slope, and X/100 in rms and X/20 in p-v of surface height 

errors,

2. simplicity of the equipment, i.e. without extra optical components,

3. automation and user-friendly operation.

In order to achieve these goals, several techniques and methods have been 

developed.

1. Measurements were undertaken at intra and extra focal planes. It provided knife 

positions at several axes, which leads to high accuracy of slope.

2. Parallax was solved by the readjustment of the setup. No extra optical component 

was used.
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3. The position matching technique was developed so that the points in tangential 

measurement can be matched exactly on the same positions as those in sagittal 

measurement.

4. The intensity subtraction method was applied in finding the knife occulting position. 

It provides accurate knife position and local focus. It reduced the intensity variations 

significantly.

5. The local focus sensing method was developed for slope calculation, which provided 

high accuracy of slope.

6. The trapezoid rule was improved by adding weights, which reduced the calculation 

error.

7. The simplex method was refined and applied in two occasions. One was finding peak 

step by curve fitting to two exponential functions. The other was fitting the height 

error data to Zemike polynomials. It helped the data processing in automation and 

provided accurate results.

The test results of the three mirrors by AQuaKET revealed several features.

1. The overall accuracy of AQuaKET approached the target values, achieving O.OlX, in 

rms and 0.05A, in p-v of surface height errors.

2. AQuaKET could test highly aspheric mirror up to 2000waves of aspheric departure.

3. The steep rise on the surface of the metal mirror was detected by AQuaKET, which 

could not be measured by interferometry.

4. Environmental effects, such as air turbulence, temperature difference, and ground 

vibration, should not be ignored when large optics are tested.

5. Automation was achieved in data acquisition by using computer controlled 

micropositioners and imaging devices. However, user-friendly operation was 

restricted by the limit of the equipment. It can be achieved by upgrading the 

equipment.

6. The duration of measurement was 2 - 4  hours. It is related to the accuracy of the 

result, which depends on the data size for an image.

In conclusion, AQuaKET proved its ability of testing large aspheric mirror.

AQuaKET is competitive with interferometric tests to an accuracy of about 0.01 waves in
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rms height error and O.OSwaves in p-v. Therefore, it would be ideal to test mirrors by 

using both AQuaKET and an interferometry, two independent test methods, and by 

comparing the results to confirm. As AQuaKET is free from extra optical components, 

such as null corrector or beam splitter, it can prevent large optics from such a tragic 

mistake of HST.

7.1.2 Comparison to other knife-edge test

AQuaKET is compared to a recently developed quantitative knife-edge test, 

published by Vandenberg et al. (1993) at Eastman Kodak Company. As they also 

developed the test method (hereafter, Kodak’s method) for assessing the whole mirror at 

a time, it is appropriate to compare the test method with AQuaKET.

There are significant differences between the two test methods. The details of 

the differences are listed in Table 7.1. AQuaKET uses two knife-edges aligned to 

horizontal and vertical directions, which are perpendicular to the direction of travel. 

However, Kodak’s method uses a V-shaped orthogonal knife-edges, which are inclined 

45 degree to the direction of travel, as depicted in Figure 2.10. Kodak’s method made it 

possible measuring at both lateral directions (x and y axes in the figure) at a time, which 

can reduce testing time. AQuaKET occults the image of the mirror at before and after 

the centre of curvature, whereas Kodak’s method occults it on the image plane, which is 

the same as the Foucault test.

Though AQuaKET solved the parallax simply by adjusting the relative positions 

of the light source and the image, Kodak’s method employed a pellicle. The pellicle can 

introduce errors, which was also mentioned in the paper of Vandenberg et at. (1993).
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Table 7.1 Differences between AQuaKET and Kodak’s test method.

AQuaKET Kodak

Knife Two knives in right angle V-shape in right angle

Axial knife position Intra and extra CoC On the image plane

Parallax Relative position Pellicle

Knife position Intensity subtraction Half the intensity

Slope Local focus sensing Direct calculation

In AQuaKET, the knife occulting position for each area was derived from the 

intensity subtraction method with curve fitting. In contrast, Kodak’s method simply 

extracted the position from the half-way between the maximum and minimum intensity 

levels. It may not be accurate enough because of the intensity variation, as was 

described in section 2.1.1.

For the calculation of slope, AQuaKET developed the local focus sensing method 

in order to avoid the inaccuracy in the direct slope calculation. On the contrary, Kodak’s 

method seems to derive slope deviation directly from the position data.

As the principles of the two test methods are different each other, the measuring 

and data processing techniques are also developed differently. However, Kodak’s 

method does not seem to have taken deep considerations for possible error sources.

Nevertheless, the test result of Kodak’s method is more accurate than that of 

AQuaKET. The result of a mirror tested by Kodak’s method is shown in Table 7.2, 

together with the results of the two mirrors tested by AQuaKET. While the diameters of 

the tested mirrors in AQuaKET were 760mm and 235mm, Kodak’s mirror was 150mm 

in diameter. Moreover, it was masked to 75mm in diameter without explanation of the 

reason for the masking.
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Table 7.2 Comparison of test results between AQuaKET and Kodak’s method. 1 wave

= 632.8nm.

AQuaKET Kodak

Mirror Diameter 760 mm 235 mm 75 mm

F number F/3.6 F/3.5 F/8

Number oj' tests 3 4 1

RMS range [waves] 0.024 0.012 0.000

P-V range [waves] 0.05 0.08 0.023

Remarks Weekend only Comparison to 

an interferometry

The rms range and the p-v range for the first two mirrors in the table are the 

results of the 3 tests during a weekend and the whole 4 tests, respectively, by AQuaKET. 

However, Kodak’s mirror was tested only once. The result was compared to that of an 

interferometry whose name was not revealed, but just mentioned as a conventional 

interferometer. The rms and p-v ranges came from the wavefront differences of the 

results between Kodak’s method and the interferometry. As the mirror was tested only 

once, the result may not be reliable. If the result were accepted in itself, it could be 

mentioned that Kodak’s method was extremely accurate. Part of the high accuracy 

might come from the size of the tested mirror, which was merely one third of the small 

mirror tested by AQuaKET. There thus is a possibility of degradation in the accuracy if 

a mirror of bigger diameter is tested by Kodak’s method.
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7.1.3 Advantages and disadvantages

There are many advantages in AQuaKET. It keeps the main advantages of the 

Foucault test.

1. AQuaKET achieved quantitative results with high accuracy, reaching

0.05waves in p-v and 0.01 waves in rms of surface height errors, where 1 wave equals 

632.8nm.

2. AQuaKET can test aspherics as well as spherical mirror. It can measure the 

asphericity of even 2000waves like the Gemini primary mirrors, which cannot be 

achieved by interferometry without additional optics, such as null lens.

3. AQuaKET does not need any other optical component, such as null lens, beam 

splitter, or condenser lens. Setting errors and tolerances of extra optical components 

could contribute to the testing errors greatly. One good example is Hubble Space 

Telescope. The primary mirror of Hubble Space Telescope had a defect because the 

reflective null system was not positioned accurately. AQuaKET is free from this kind of 

hazard.

4. AQuaKET can detect zonal defects of a mirror. When a large mirror is 

produced, zonal humps and dips are likely to be present on the mirror surface. 

Therefore, it is important to assess zonal defects in large optics.

5. AQuaKET can detect steep rise or dip in a small area on the mirror surface, 

which cannot be measured by conventional interferometry.

6. Many interferometric test methods cannot tell whether the measured 

wavefront is formed to be turned up or down and whether zonal excess is a hump or dip. 

On the contrary, AQuaKET gives the correct direction to the deformation without 

confusion, as hump and dip are shown in a plus sign (+) and a minus sign (-), 

respectively, on the height error.
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However, there are disadvantages of AQuaKET, as well.

1. The measuring time takes rather long. Though the testing time of 2 ~ 4 hours 

is reasonable for accurate measurement, long testing time can cause errors coming from 

the change of environment.

2. The equipment and setup are not simple and easy any more, as high accuracy 

and automation are pursued. Careful manipulation and measurement are rewarded by 

reducing testing errors. When user-friendly operation is achieved, the test will be 

performed more easily.

3. As the equipment operates near the centre of curvature of the mirror under 

test, the test length occupies the space as long as the radius of curvature of the mirror. It 

can also degrade test accuracy by adding environmental effect, especially for large 

mirror.

7.2 Future work

The implication of AQuaKET was discussed. If some parts of the equipment are 

improved, AQuaKET would have better performance. Together with the improvements, 

two actual tests are suggested by using AQuaKET. One is testing aspheric mirror. 

Though the ability of testing aspheric mirror by AQuaKET was demonstrated by testing 

the mock aspheric mirror, actual test of aspheric mirror would ascertain the ability. The 

other suggestion is that large mirror should be tested by AQuaKET. It will make the 

environmental effects more understandable and could lead to solutions for removing the 

effects. AQuaKET may also be used for testing lens. The capability of testing aspheric 

optics can be a great merit for AQuaKET.
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7.2.1 Improvement on equipment

According to the test results of the small mirror listed in Table 6.5, rms has the 

range of 0.012-0.017 waves and p-v has the range of 0.05-0.08 waves in surface height 

error. These ranges are slightly higher than the targets of AQuaKET in accuracy, which 

are 0.01 waves in rms and 0.05waves in p-v. Improving the equipment would make the 

testing accuracy better.

One major source of error in the equipment seems to be the micropositioners. 

The micropositioners have the accuracy of 6|xm with backlash. It resulted in the 

accuracy of axis angle in the order of lO'"̂ , which is less than the target accuracy of 

AQuaKET, 10'  ̂ in slope. More precise micropositioners would enhance the accuracy of 

the measurement. The travel length of the axial micropositioner is 50mm in maximum. 

If a micropositioner of longer travel length is used, the accuracy of the test will also be 

enhanced.

Micromotors in the precision at nanometre scale seem to satisfy both needs, 

higher accuracy and longer travel length. The UHV series of inch worm motor (Burleigh 

1996) has the mechanical resolution of 2nm with the travel length of 200mm in 

maximum. The SP series motor (Anorad 1996) has the resolution of 5nm and the 

maximum ceramic drive strip has the travel length of 175mm.

If the CCD camera and the frame grabber have more pixels, it will also improve 

the accuracy. The frame size on the frame grabber is 512x512 pixels. In case of 

measuring the big mirror which has the diameter of 760mm, if the image of the mirror is 

fully filled on the image frame, each pixel is equivalent to 1.48mm on the mirror 

diameter. It means that the positioning of the mirror has the spatial accuracy of about 

1.5mm. In practice, the uncertainty is greater than 1.5mm as the image of the mirror 

normally does not fill the frame fully. The spatial accuracy affects the size and 

positioning of the centre on the image of the mirror. The spatial accuracy may affect the 

accuracy of the test. The CCD camera and the frame grabber with more pixels would 

enhance the spatial accuracy of the image of the mirror.
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The intensity variation also contributes to the accuracy of the measurement on the 

axis angle and the CoC position. If the light intensity becomes more stable, the knife 

position for each area would be measured more precisely.

7.2.2 Testing aspheric mirror

It is proved that AQuaKET can test aspheric mirror from the aspherics test on the 

small mirror. However, in order to measure the accuracy of AQuaKET for aspheric 

mirror, an actual aspheric mirror should be tested by AQuaKET. In the aspherics test, 

the three tests of AQuaKET had the p-v in the range of 0.015 waves only. However, the 

results were merely confirmed in a range of 0.95 waves in p-v by the calculations of the 

ray-tracing. Therefore, it needs to test aspheric mirror whose surface error is precisely 

known by other methods so that the accuracy of AQuaKET can be assessed more 

precisely.

From the metal mirror test, AQuaKET also showed that it can measure sharp rise 

or dip on the mirror surface. However, the test result raised a problem in accuracy. The 

p-v values in the two measurements of M51A and M51B have the difference of 0.24 

waves. It is regarded that the difference mainly came from the data size of the 

measurements, which was 47x63 points.

Data size affects the spatial accuracy of the test. If the data size became larger, 

more precise profile of the area could be measured so that the height difference could be 

measured more accurately. However, the number of data size is normally limited up to 

the number of pixels on the imaging device.

In order to measure the height error profile more precisely, the imaging device 

should also be improved. An imaging device of large number of pixels enables the 

spatial accuracy better by producing large data size. However, larger data size means 

longer measuring time. If the time is to be shortened, faster frame grabber and computer 

processor should be used.
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Together with the improvement of imaging device, an approach to the software 

can solve the problems of the huge data size and long measuring time. The major 

concern is on one or several zones, not the whole mirror surface. Especially in aspheric 

optics, the edge of mirror is of great concern. Therefore, applying different binning sizes 

on different zones can solve the problems. Large binning size is applied to the central 

region where height difference is small, and small binning size is applied to the edge 

region where the height difference is large. It will lessen the data size and measuring 

time and enhance the accuracy.

Besides, testing large aspheric convex mirror is worth a challenge. Large convex 

mirror is used as a secondary on large telescopes. If the sub-aperture Hindle test (Walker 

et al. 1992) is fully developed, it can test large convex mirror with the combination of 

AQuaKET.

7.2.3 Testing large mirror

Most of modem large telescopes are Ritchey-Chrétien system, which is consisted 

of highly aspheric mirrors. Therefore, some considerations in the previous section are 

also applied to testing large mirror. In addition, calm environment should be provided 

for AQuaKET. In the big mirror test, it was seen that the results of weekend 

measurements were better than those measured during midweek. During the weekends, 

the temperature difference between the top and the bottom of the mirror was zero. The 

air turbulence was lessened and vibrations were reduced as the environment was calm. 

Therefore, air turbulence and temperature difference should be maintained as little as 

possible in the testing space. More effective vibration isolator or a remote place which 

reduces vibration would enhance the testing performance as well.
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7.2.4 Application to other optics

AQuaKET has been focused on testing mirrors. It may also be used for testing a 

lens or an optical system by modifying the setup and the slope calculating process. The 

setup of equipment can be rather easier. As the light source is at one side of the lens and 

the knives and the imaging device is at the other side, parallax does not need to be 

considered. For testing a mirror, the slope calculation included the effect of reflection on 

the surface. Modification of the slope calculation will enable AQuaKET measuring a 

lens or any ray-converging optical system by giving a resultant wavefront.

Furthermore, applying AQuaKET to aspheric optics has potential advantages. It 

may reduce the number of optical components, as one aspheric optical component can 

replace several conventional spherical components. Consequently, using aspheric optics 

will reduce the weight of the system in many applications, which is particularly 

beneficial to space instruments and hand-held devices.

7.3 Summary

As Astronomy is advanced, larger telescopes and space observatories are 

required, which would lead astronomers deeper understanding of the universe. Larger 

telescopes mean larger mirrors are needed and the quality of the mirror surfaces wants to 

be higher than ever. In order to meet the quality requirement, more accurate and reliable 

optical testing methods should be provided. The required accuracy was calculated from 

the specification of the Gemini telescopes. The image size was pursued to be within 0.1 

arcsec which has 50% of encircled energy at the wavelength of 2.2p.m. The accuracy of 

0.1 arcsec for a telescope of f/16 at Cassegrain focus is equivalent to about 10'  ̂ in slope
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on the surface of the primary mirror. From the requirements of the large telescopes, the 

accuracy of testing method was estimated to be 0.01 waves in rms and 0.05waves in 

peak-to-valley (p-v) of surface height error.

Large telescopes are being built to have Ritchey-Chrétien (RC) reflector, which 

orders highly aspheric mirrors. Several attempts have been made to win the challenge of 

testing aspheric optics, but several restrictions have hindered the success. Those 

restrictions were high cost of testing instrument, long lead times in the design of the test, 

difficulty of calibration, and degradation of the precision. Sometimes the results turned 

out to be wrong, such as the case of Hubble Space Telescope (HST). The primary mirror 

had a defect because a component of the interferometric testing device, the null 

corrector, was not correctly positioned to the specification. The disaster could have been 

avoided if at least two independent test methods were employed.

In order to meet the demand of accurate testing method which can measure 

aspheric optics, a new geometric test method, a quantitative knife-edge test (AQuaKET), 

has been developed by revolutionizing one of the oldest testing method, the Foucault 

test. The Foucault test has many advantages, such as requirements of few test elements, 

simplicity of setup, ease of diagnosing the test result, no extra optical components, and 

little cost. However, the Foucault test has a disadvantage, which is that the test result is 

diagnosed qualitatively, not quantitatively. AQuaKET aimed three goals, highly 

accurate result, no extra optical component, and automation and user-friendly operation.

The principle of AQuaKET is different in detail from that of the Foucault test. 

While the Foucault test situates the knife on the nominal centre of curvature (CoC), 

AQuaKET does it before and after the CoC position. When the knife is moved along a 

lateral (tangential or sagittal) direction step by step, the intensity of each sub-area on the 

image of the mirror was measured. The intensity profile of each area along a lateral 

direction provides the corresponding knife position when the area is occulted. The knife 

occulting positions at several axial positions provide the slope for the sub-area. The 

height distribution on the mirror surface is acquired from the slope data. As the 3- 

dimensional height profile of a mirror surface needs two directional slope data, both
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tangential and sagittal measurements were performed. The height error can be converted 

into Zemike coefficients.

Equipment mainly consists of three parts, light source, knives and their supports, 

and imaging device. At first, halogen lamp was used for the light source, but it was 

replaced by He-Ne laser, which is more stable in the light intensity. Optical fibre 

connected the remotely placed laser and the pinhole at centre of curvature. Optical fibre 

enabled using the testing space more flexible, however speckle image was generated 

from the setup. Therefore, a rotating diffuser was introduced between the laser and the 

optical fibre. The knife was loaded on 3-dimensional stages and moved by three 

micropositioners, so that the knife could travel 3-dimensional space. The 

micropositioners were controlled by a personal computer (PC). The images of the mirror 

were captured by a Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) camera, and saved on the hard disc of 

the PC via a frame grabber. The micropositioners and the CCD camera were controlled 

at the same time by customized programs, which were written by C language.

As the pinhole and the image cannot be situated on the exactly same point of the 

centre of curvature, they should be taken apart in a lateral direction. It is called parallax 

and generates aberrations such as astigmatism. In order to avoid parallax, a solution was 

suggested. When the measurement is undertaken in tangential direction, i.e. the knife 

moves in horizontal direction, the light source and the image are arranged vertically. 

When the measurement is undertaken in sagittal direction, they are arranged horizontally.

The data acquisition was divided into three stages, whose first two stages were 

the preparation for the last stage of image capture. The first stage was determining the 

size of the image of the mirror on the scale of the frame grabber. The second stage was 

the measurement of two values. One was the centre of curvature position on the 

coordinates of the micropositioners, and the other was the misalignment between the 

optical axis and the direction of the axial micropositioner, which is called axis angle. 

The second stage was tried by several methods to enhance the accuracy of the 

measurements, but the improvement was infinitesimal. It was mainly due to the 

inaccuracy of the equipment, mainly micropositioners. The last stage was capturing the 

images of the mirror as the knife moves along a lateral direction. It was repeated on
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several axial positions of the knife. The whole three stages were performed in two 

lateral directions, tangential and sagittal directions. Binning was employed and the 

position matching technique was developed. The positions of the points in tangential 

measurement should be matched to the same positions of the points in sagittal 

measurement on the image of the mirror. The diffraction effect caused by the knife-edge 

can be ignored by the merit of the measuring process.

The data processing procedure was developed to give the surface height error 

distribution from the measured images. In order to avoid the error coming from the 

intensity variation, the knife occulting position was found indirectly. The intensities 

between adjacent sub-areas were subtracted and the peak step of the intensity difference 

curve was derived. The peak step represents the knife occulting position of the middle 

point between the adjacent sub-areas. The intensity difference area, the area formed by 

the intensity difference curve, was also calculated. The intensity difference area is 

proportional to the gap between the two rays coming from the two points on the mirror 

surface. The blade angle, the inclination of the knife-edge from vertical or horizontal 

direction, was corrected.

As the direct slope calculation from the knife occulting positions does not 

provide the accuracy of 10'  ̂ in slope, the local focus sensing method was developed. 

The position of local focus, the meeting point of the two rays coming from the two 

points on the mirror surface, was derived from the peak steps and the intensity difference 

areas on several axial positions. The local focus leads to the calculation of slope. The 3- 

dimensional height distribution was produced from both tangential and sagittal slope 

data by using a numerical integration method, weighted trapezoid rule. Because the 

trapezoid rule contained calculation error, weights were added. The height error 

distribution was analyzed by Zemike polynomials.

In the data processing, a numerical data fitting method, simplex method, was 

applied for two occasions. One was finding the peak step on the subtracted intensity 

difference curve. The other was extracting the Zemike coefficients by fitting Zemike 

polynomials into height error data. The simplex method is an excellent data fitting 

method as it has many advantages. It can be used to any type of function, it easily ports
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any basis function in the computer program, and it does not contain any local minimum. 

The simplex method was investigated further and two new features were found. The 

initial vertices should be checked so that the vertices can be prevented from ending at a 

false minimum. When the function is continuous, one of the four mechanisms, 

shrinkage, does not occur at all. Accordingly, the shrinkage mechanism can be excluded 

in the calculation, which would reduce the calculation time.

AQuaKET tested three mirrors, a big mirror, a small mirror, and a metal mirror, 

whose diameters were 760mm, 235mm, and 270mm, respectively. The results of testing 

the big mirror by AQuaKET revealed the environmental effects which degraded the 

accuracy of the test result. The results were similar to those of scatter-plate 

interferometry, ranging 0.39waves in p-v and 0.06waves in rms of surface height errors. 

However the results were not satisfactory to the targets of AQuaKET in accuracy, 

0.05waves in p-v and 0.01 waves in rms. From here and below, 1 wave equals to 

632.8nm, which is the wavelength of the He-Ne laser used. On the other hand, when the 

measurements were undertaken in a relatively calm and stable environments, such as less 

air turbulence, lower temperature difference between the top and the bottom of the 

mirror, and less vibrations, the range of p-v was reduced to 0.05waves and that of rms to 

0.024waves.

When the small mirror was tested, it became more clear that the environmental 

effects should not be neglected in testing large optics. The four consecutive 

measurements in one night showed the rms range of 0.01 waves and the p-v range of 

O.OSwaves in surface height error in maximum. From the tests of the two mirrors, the 

accuracy of AQuaKET was found to approach the target value. A separate test was 

undertaken for the small mirror to check that whether AQuaKET can accommodate the 

testing of aspheric mirror. The light source and the image are separated far apart from 

the centre of curvature to generate large astigmatism, which was about 45 waves in p-v 

on the simulated mirror surface. The test result showed good agreement among the three 

measurements of different data sizes, giving the range of p-v merely 0.015 waves. The 

p-v values were within the range of the theoretical values calculated by a ray-tracing 

software.
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The metal mirror, which had a steep rise at one edge of the mirror, was tested by 

AQuaKET and scatter-plate interferometry. While AQuaKET could detect the steep rise 

of about 5 waves at the edge of the mirror, scatter-plate interferometry failed. It proved 

that AQuaKET can measure any form of mirror surface, which interferometry is difficult 

to measure.

The limit of AQuaKET in detecting asphericity was diagnosed. By existing 

equipment, the asphericity up to 2000waves can be detected. Several improvements on 

the environmental effects were discussed. Air turbulence, temperature difference, and 

vibration should not be ignored in the test, especially in testing large optics. Automation 

and user-friendly operation were partly achieved and can be enhanced by upgrading the 

imaging device and the computer. Testing time took about 2 - 4  hours, which is 

regarded as reasonable compared to other tests.

In conclusion, the implication of AQuaKET was discussed. In order to achieve 

the three goals of AQuaKET, seven methods and techniques were developed. The 

processes and results of AQuaKET were compared to Kodak’s test method based on 

knife-edge. The advantages and disadvantages of AQuaKET were also summarised. 

Future works were suggested to test actual aspheric mirror and large mirror with the 

improvements of equipment. The improvements on micropositioners and imaging 

device were suggested. Applying AQuaKET to other optics is also suggested.
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THE PRODUCTION OF HIGHLY ASPHERIC SECONDARY MIRRORS 

USING ACTIVE LAPS 

D.D. Walker*, R.G. Bingham***, D. Brooks*, F. Diego*, B. Humm*,

H. Jamshidi*, S-W Kim*, Y-S Kim*, G. Nixon*, D. Rees*

* University College London, * Royal Greenwich Observatory

1. INTRODUCTION

All eight-metre telescopes axe being designed with fast primary mirrors. The aim is to reduce 

costs, a shorter tube leading to a smaller enclosure, higher stiffness and also a slightly smaller 

secondary mirror. However, the secondary mirror is then much more aspheric! The imaging 

performance now demanded compounds the problem of producing such mirrors. Success will 

demand advances in both figuring and testing. This paper summarises such research at the 

Optical Science Laboratory (OSL) of UCL.

We have tadcen the f/7  (nominad — recently changed to f/6) wide-field convex secondaries of 

the GEMINI eight-metre telescopes as a case for demonstration. Their diameter at f/7 is 2.13m, 

and the departure from the sphere which osculates at the vertex is about 2100 fringes (waves 

in reflection) at SOOnm. We are producing an exactly-scaled prototype mirror of 85cm diameter 

using our new technique, which employs a full-size, active polishing lap.

2. CONTROL OF FIGURING

The speciad problems in figuring highly-aspheric surfaces are: i) preventing the surface from 

lapsing towards a sphere or toroid ii) avoiding “orange peel” or other smadl-scale ripples iii) mea

suring the result. The principal variables available in production are i) the pressure distribution 

exerted by the lap on the mirror, ii) the distribution of speed of the moving lap in relation to 

the mirror (stroke, rotation), and iii) the pattern of pitch on the lap. Of these, the first two are 

the most suitable for active control.

Our approach differs from others, first in using a full-size lap. We believe it has several 

advantages. For example, it tends to eliminate those types of error which have no circular 

symmetry. (It is possible to violate this constraint with our active lap, but under control.) 

In addition, a full sized lap gives the fastest overall polishing-rate for a given pressure, using 

a machine of the necessary power. Alternatively, much lower polishing pressures can be used 

than with a small lap, for the same polishing-rate. This could substantially reduce quilting with 

honeycomb substrates.

The natural smoothing action of the stroke minimises high-frequency defects at source. Mar

tin et al.* use a sub-diameter lap whose sha'pe. is actively controlled so that throughout its wide
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sweeping motion over the mirror, the lap profile conforms to the local target profile of the mirror 

surface. In our case, the aspheric profile is meiinly accommodated by the natural flexibility of the 

lap which is used over smaller but significant strokes. This approach bears some resemblance to 

more traditional methods including the full-size and flexible petal-lap used during the figuring 

of the Keck secondary*.

The most sophisticated part of our approach is the control of local figuring. This is achieved 

under computer control by modulating the p r e s su re  distribution in real-time using force ac

tuators which are mounted within the mechzmical structure of the lap. The true forces are 

monitored continuously by means of load cells.

A particular advance relates to superseding the classical open-loop nature of optical figuring. 

Historically, there has been no process-control feedback to the operator while the machine is 

running. Now we telemeter i) the pressure distribution, ii) the relative velocity distribution 

between lap and mirror and iii) the total lateral frictional force on the lap. To calibrate the 

telemetered data in useful terms, we undertook separate experiments to determine the ablation 

rates for different polishing variables. Those results enable us to interpret the telemetred forces 

and speeds in terms of the instantaneous ablation rate, which can be repeatedly calculated at 

each point on the mirror surface during polishing. The computed rates are numerically integrated 

in order to estimate, in real time, how the mirror profile is evolving. This is displayed, and the 

load pattern may be changed accordingly. At the end of each run, not only is the opticzJ figure 

compared to that desired, but the predicted change is compared to the observed change. As the 

algorithm is also refined, so the system “learns”.

3. CONSTRUCTION OF THE ACTIVE LAP

An exploded view of the 85cm prototype lap is shown in Figure 1, and a photograph of the 

OSL Im polishing machine in Figure 2. The pitch is attached to a thin shell of carbon-fibre 

reinforced epoxy which was cast using the generated mirror as a mould. A grid of smzJl square 

wedges of epoxy resin, cast on the upper side of the shell, matches the curve of the pitch to 

a plzme interface with the active mechanism of the lap. The heart of the lap comprises two 

circular metal plates which are bolted together through a central spacer. The actuators are 

linear motors, attached to the upper ‘reaction’ plate and exerting vziriable forces via springs on 

the lower ‘flex’ plate. 65 load-cell flexures, each with a hexagonal load spreader, are attached 

to the lower side of the flex plate and bezir directly onto the epoxy wedges. Of the 65, 22 are 

populated with strain gauges, and provide 88 load measurements.

The actuators provide differential control of the pressure distribution exerted on the mirror. 

A ring on the upper side of the lap is constrained so that it does not rotate with the lap. It
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provides essential further live control, via three 'global force actuators’ attached to the rigid 

test tower. They pull on the ring to vary the absolute overall polishing pressure, and to tilt the 

pressure distribution across the mirror. Thus although there is movement, the whole system is 

designed to modulate the pressure distribution, not to distort the flex plate.

Electronics for load cell digitisation, motor drivers zmd power conditioning are located on 

board the free-running lap, together with a single-bozird i960 computer. It is capable of sustained 

execution of 7.5 MIPs, and a burst rate of 20 MIPs, and also communicates with a host 386-PC 

in the laboratory. An infra-red data link is embedded within the central boss, through which 

the lap is pushed and pulled via the drive zinns of the polishing machine. The central boss also 

houses slip-rings for power and an encoder for lap rotation.

The users’ interface includes real-time maps of pressure, velocity and the computed glass 

removal. The maps are displayed, in colour, in fixed coordinates relating to the workpiece. The 

lap, the mechamiccd system, the load cells, electronics and software were all designed in house 

for this task.

At the date of the conference, the 85cm prototype mirror in Cervit had been generated with 

a diamond abrasive wheel on the OSL 2.7m machine, achieving an hyperboloid within ±20/im  

peak-to-valley. Experimental grinding with loose abrasives and tiles using the active lap had 

started.

4. TESTING

We propose to use two main testing methods. The first is contact profilometry, and devel

opments are in progress in collaboration with 3D Digital Design and Development Ltd. The 

second is sub-aperture interferometry using a modified-Hindle null test as shown in Figure 3. 

We propose to use the 1.1m diameter lens we acquired from Grubb Parsons for testing the 

prototype, and the 1.5m lens for real secondary production. In both cases, we can cover about 

65% of the mirror diameter at one time.

5. REFERENCES

1. ‘Stressed lap polishing of 1.8m f/1 and 3.5m f/1.5 primary mirrors; H.M. Martin et. al.; 

in these proceedings.

2. ‘Fabrication and testing of the Keck Telescope f/15 secondary mirror; J. Millar; in these 

proceedings.
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FIG. 1 EXPLODED VIEW O F ACTIVE LAP
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Refined Simplex M ethod for D ata Fitting

Y.-S. Kim
Optical Science Laboratory, Department of Physics and Astronomy, 
University College London, London, WClE 6BT, U.K.

A bstract. The simplex method, a data fitting method to any type 
of function, is refined by eliminating a redundant process. The refined 
method is applied to Zernike polynomials in Cartesian coordinates, which 
describe an optical surface or wavefront in terms of aberrations. The 
advantages and disadvantages of the simplex method are discussed.

1. Introduction

The simplex method was first introduced by Nelder & Mead (1965) for finding 
the minimum value of functions. O’Neill (1971) produced a F O R T R A N  imple
mentation of the simplex method, and Caceci Sz Cacheris (1984) applied the 
simplex method to curve fitting and produced a PASCAL program. When the 
algorithm of the simplex method was re-examined, a redundant mechanism in 
the process was found. This fact has been checked by using Zernike polynomials 
in Cartesian coordinates.

Zernike polynomials are well-known and broadly used functions for de
scribing the wavefront of optical systems in terms of aberrations. Data fit
ting to Zernike polynomials has mainly been done by the least-squares method 
(Malacara et al. 1990; Rayces 1992). However, in order to use the least-squares 
method, the function to be fitted should have a derivative function, and the func
tion terms should be orthogonal or transformed to be orthogonal (Rayces 1992), 
to make the calculation easy. The Simplex method needs neither the derivative 
function nor the orthogonality condition. The simplex method is used for curve 
fitting to Zernike polynomials in Cartesian coordinates.

2. Vgiriance

The variance (cr̂ ) of function y =  f (xi ) ,  i = 1-n over k data sets is,

A;

< 7  ^  J J • • • J  ^ n j ) }  • ( i - )

3 =  1

The coefficients that minimize the variance give the best-fitted function. If we 
take a simple 2-dimensional function y = ax + b, then the variance will be,

cr̂  = T>(yj — axj — 6)̂  =  minimum. . (2)
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a

Figure 1. A response surface of versus a and b.

A graph of the variance versus the coefficients a and b is shown in Figure 1, 
which is called a response surface. Each ellipse is a contour of equal variance. 
The lowest point on the figure will give the appropriate value of the coefficients.

3. T he Sim plex M ethod

The algorithm and codes for the simplex method axe described in other papers 
(Nelder & Mead 1965; O’Neill 1971; Caceci & Cacheris 1984), so I will not 
explain them in full detail.

The only thing I want to mention is the four mechanisms of vertex move
ments. Vertices are moved toward the minimum point by the four mechanisms, 
refiection, expansion, contraction, and shrinkage. Refiection moves the highest 
(worst) vertex to the opposite side of the center of the other vertices. Expansion 
moves the highest vertex to twice the distance from the center, which is used 
when a reflected vertex is lower than the lowest vertex and the expanded vertex 
becomes the lowest one. Contraction moves to the middle between the highest 
vertex and the center, which is used when a reflected vertex is higher than the 
highest vertex. When the contracted vertex is still higher than the highest ver
tex, all the vertices except the lowest vertex move toward the lowest one by half, 
which is called shrinkage.

4. T he R efined Sim plex M ethod

When the simplex algorithm was examined, it was found that shrinkage does not 
occur when curve fitting. The variance is the sum of squares, so the response 
surface is always an (n 4- 1) dimensional paraboloid. So, either the reflected 
vertex or contracted one should be lower than the highest one.
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5. Zernike Polynom ials F ittin g

The wavefront of optical systems used to be described by Zernike polynomials, 
as each term of the polynomials shows aberrations individually.

Zernike polynomials in Cartesian coordinates (Cubalchini 1979; Genberg 
1983) of four and nine terms are, respectively,

z =  Co + Cix + C2 y + C3(2r  ̂— 1), (3)
z =  C o C i x C 2 y  +  C3(2r^ -  1 ) -t  C4(x^ -  y ^ ) +  2csxy  +  C6x(3r^ — 2)

+ C7i/(3r  ̂~ 2) +  cg(6r^ — 6r^ +  1), where +  î/ .̂ (4)

In order to check whether the simplex method fits well with Zernike polynomials 
in Cartesian coordinates, simulations have been done for mirror data,

6. S im plex Curve F ittin g

The simulated mirror is spherical, with diameter of 760 mm and radius of cur
vature 5400 mm, The mirror surface is divided into 51x51 grid fines, whose 
intersections mark 1959 points on the mirror surface.

The simulation program is written in C, converted from Caceci & Cacheris’s 
(1984) PASCAL program, Zernike polynomials in Cartesian coordinates are 
adapted.

The first step of the simulation is to give initial values to the coefficients 
and calculate the height error on each point on the mirror surface firom the 
mirror data. Then, from the height error data, new coefficients are derived by 
the simplex method. The result of the simulation can be judged by comparing 
the derived coefficients to the true coefficients.

The initial values of the coefficients are all set zero, since the ideal mirror 
would be aberration-free. The calculation is terminated when the difference 
between the maximum and the minimum coefficient value on each term is less 
than 10“ .̂

Table 1 shows the result of the simulations. The first two simulations are 
done for four term Zernike polynomials and the other two for nine term Zernike 
polynomials. The table shows that the derived coefficients are quite accurate. 

During the simulations described above, the number of iterations for each 
mechanism is counted, in order to check whether shrinkage is used in the simplex 
calculation. Table 1 also gives the number of iterations on each mechanism. The 
“Iteration” row shows the number of total iterations of the simplex process, and 
the last four rows give the number of iterations of each of the four mechanisms. 
It clearly shows that shrinkage never occurs,

7. Conclusions

The simplex method is one of the best curve fitting methods, having several 
advantages. First, it is simple to use. Compared to the well-known least-squares 
method, the simplex method does not need the derivative function, nor does the 
orthogonality condition apply. Second, it is easy to adopt any function in the 
computer program—only the function evaluation needs to be changed. And 
since the response surface is a paraboloid, there are no local minima giving false
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Table 1. Simulation of Zernike polynomial fitting by the simplex 
method.

Simulation 1 Simulation 2 Simulation 3 Simulation 4
Given Derived Given Derived Given Derived Given Derived

Co -0.2137 -0.2137 -0.0739 -0.0739 0.0115 0.0115 0.2169 0.2169
Cl -0.0977 -0.0977 0.1999 0.1999 0.2340 0.2340 -0.0617 -0.0617
C2 0.1357 0.1357 -0.1600 -0.1600 0.0262 0.0262 0.0146 0.0146
C3 -0.1117 -0.1117 -0.1229 -0.1229 -0.0186 -0.0186 -0.1362 -0.1362
C4 0.0276 0.0276 -0.0187 -0.0187
cs 0.1930 0.1930 0.0152 0.0151
C6 0.0036 0.0036 -0.0151 -0.0150
C7 -0.0378 -0.0378 0.0145 0.0145
C8 0.0049 0.0049 -0.0822 -0.0822

Iteration 127 108 652 1584

Refiection 55 46 444 1077
Expansion 21 16 70 219
Contraction 51 46 138 288
Shrinkage 0 0 0 0

solutions. However, the simplex calculation is a little slower than the analytic 
least-squares calculation. And when the algorithm is examined, it is found that 
one of the four mechanisms, shrinkage, is not necessary. This fact is confirmed by 
testing Zernike polynomials in Cartesian coordinates. Eliminating the shrinkage 
mechanism would make the computing time a little bit shorter.
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AQuaKET software

AQuaKET software can be divided into three categories, data acquisition, data 

processing, and graphics and other programs. Data acquisition programs consist of 

three pairs, which capture the mirror images together with the controls of the imaging 

device and the micropositioners. The eight data processing programs handle the image 

data sequentially, starting from data rearrangement of the image files to curve fitting of 

height error data to Zemike polynomials. In addition to these, there are several more 

supporting programs. Some of them draw diagrams for display and inspection of bad 

data, some check intensity variations, and some analyse elapsed time of measurements. 

They were written by Microsoft C and Borland C++ languages and run on DOS (Disc 

Operating System), Windows, and Unix .

The main program names were sequentially numbered. The three pairs of the 

data acquisition programs were labelled from AKETIH.C and AKETIV.C to 

AKET3H.C and AKET3V.C. The eight data processing programs were labelled from 

AKET4.CPP to AKETll.C. The flow chart of the programs is shown on Figure 

Appendix C . 1.
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StartStart

AKETIV.CAKETIH.C
Data
acquisitionAKET2V.CAKET2H.C

AKET3H.C AKET3V.C

AKET4.CPP

AKET5.CPP AKET5X.CPP

AKET6.CPP Graphics 
& others

Data
processing

AKET7.CPP
CCDVAL.C

AKET8.CPP
TIME.CPP

AKET9.CPP

AKETIO.C AKET12X.C

AKETll.C AKETllX.C

End

Figure Appendix C . 1 Flow chart of AQuaKET software.

The ‘H’ and ‘V’ after the number in the file names of the data acquisition 

programs denote tangential and sagittal measurements, respectively. The input and 

output data files also include the ‘H’ and ‘V’ in the filenames. However, the measuring 

process is the same for both directions and so is the data structure.
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Each program list at below is followed by its explanation. As the subroutine 

goto_xy(), which enables a string of characters displayed on any required position on the 

monitor screen, is used in many programs, it is listed only once in AKETIH.C.

C.l Data acquisition software

There are three pairs of programs in the data acquisition software. Each of the 

three pairs corresponds to each stage of the data acquisition procedure. The first pair of 

programs determines the image size and the second pair measures the axis angle and the 

centre of curvature position. The third pair grabs the mirror images as the knife moves 

step by step on a lateral direction.

They were written by Microsoft C and run on DOS, because the frame grabber, 

DT-2851, works only on DOS. As the programs for sagittal measurements are similar 

to those for tangential measurements, only the programs for tangential measurements are 

listed.

C.1.1 AKET1H.C and AKETIV.C

The first pair of programs automatically determine the image size in pixel and 

the size can be corrected manually. The image size must be exactly the same for both 

tangential and sagittal measurement. The output data files of the programs, labelled 

MSIZEH.DAT and MSIZEV.DAT, contains the image position on the frame grabber, 

top and bottom rows and left and right columns. They also include radius of curvature, 

diameter, conic constant, wavelength, the approximate number of data size to be 

achieved for a frame of mirror, and the number of axial measurements. The
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approximate number of data size is used for the calculation of the binning size in 

AKET3H.C and AKET3V.C.

/*  A K E T IH .C

M easure the edges o f  the mirror image 
Outfile : M SIZEH.DAT

*/

#include <stdio.h>
#include <dos.h>
# include< con io .h>  /* for int getch(void), kbhit() */
# include <ctype.h> /* for int tolower(int) */
# in clu d e< isd efs.c>  /* routine definitions */
# include <sys/types.h>

double get_data();
int status, row, column, strow, endrow, stcol, endcol;
int pnt_row[5], pnt_col[5], cenrow, cencol, Ienrow,lencol;
int value_p[5][2][21];
int p ix e l[l]  =  { 250 };
char starx, stary;
void init(), centre_col(), show();
void save_dat(), cross(), de_cross(), goto_xy(), show_data();
void show_star(), noshow_star();

void  main()
{

initO;
centre_col(); 
showQ; 
save_dat(); 
status = is_end();

}

void init() 
{

char i, chr;

status = is_initialize();
status = is_select_ilut(0);
status = is_select_olut(0);
status = is_set_sync_source(l);
status = is_passthru();
status = is_d isp lay(l);
for (i=0; i<50; ++i) printf("\n");
printf("Press any key, when the im age show s good.");
chr =  getchO;
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void centre_col()

int va l_p ixel[512], j;
int vaL lim it =  50;
char i;

status = is_freeze_fram e();
printf("\n\n\n M easuring centre and boundaries o f the image.\n"); 
for (i=0; i<100; ++i) ;

stcol =  0;
for (row = l; row <512; row ++) {

status =  is_set_active_region (row ,0 ,l,512); 
status = is_get_region(0,val_pixel); 
for (colum n=10; colum n<512; ++colunin) 
i f  (vaL pixel [column] > val_lim it) { 

stcol =  column; 
break; }

status = is_put_pixel(0,row ,row%  10,1,pixel); 
if  (stcol > = 1 )  break;

}
strow =  row;

for (row =strow +l; row <512; ++row ) {
status = is_set_active_region(row ,0,l,512); 
status = is_get_region(0, vaL pixel); 
i =  0;
for (colum n=0; colum n<512; ++colum n) 
i f  (vaL p ixel [column] > vaL lim it) {

i =  1;
i f  (colum n < stcol) stcol =  column; 
break;

}
i f  (i - =  0) break; 
e lse
for (j= 5 11 ; j>=colum n; - j )

i f  (vaL p ixel[j] >  vaL lim it) { 
i f  (j >  endcol) endcol =  j; 
break;

}
status =  is_put_pixel(0,row ,row%  10,1,pixel);

}
endrow  =  row  -1; 
endrow ++;

lenrow  -  endrow  - strow + 1 ; 
cenrow  =  (strow  + endrow) /  2; 
lencol =  endcol - stcol + 1 ; 
cen col =  (stcol +  endcol) /  2;

/**  Draw cross bar on the im age **/ 
void show ()

{
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char sh ift=0,j; 
union k {

char c[2];
int i;

} key;

pnt_row [0] =  strow; 
p n t_row [l] =  cenrow; 
pnt_row [2] =  cenrow; 
pnt_row [3] =  endrow; 
pnt_row [4] =  cenrow;

pnt_col[0] =  cencol; 
p n t_co l[l] =  stcol; 
pnt_col[2] =  endcol; 
pnt_col[3] =  cencol; 
pnt_col[4] =  cencol;

for (j=0; j< 25; ++j) printf("\n");
g o to _ x y (5 ,l); printf("Centre and edge positions o f  the mirror im age on CCD frame"); 
goto_xy(33 ,3); printf("*");
goto_xy(35 ,3); printf("(% 3d,% 3d)",pnt_row[0],pnt_col[0]);
goto_xy(20 ,5 ) ; printf(" (%3d,%3d)" ,pnt_row[ 1 ] ,pnt_col[ 1 ] ) ;
go to_xy(35 ,5); printf("(% 3d,% 3d)",pnt_row[4],pnt_col[4]);
goto_xy(50 ,5); printf("(% 3d,% 3d)",pnt_row[2],pnt_col[2]);
goto_xy(35 ,7); printf("(% 3d,% 3d)",pnt_row[3],pnt_col[3]);
goto_xy  (60 ,3 ) ; printf(" Diameters" ) ;
goto_xy(63 ,4); printf("Column : % 3d",pnt_col[2]-pnt_col[l]+ l); 
goto_xy(63 ,5); printf("Row : % 3d",pnt_row [3]-pnt_row[0]+l); 
goto_xy(50 ,6); printf("Check diameters : same to");
goto_xy(50 ,7); printf("the vertical measurement.");
g o to _ x y (l,8 );  for (j=0; j< 7 9 ;+ + j)  printf("-");
g o to _ x y (l,9 );  printf("Please m ove to correct positions by using");

printf(" ARROW  keys."); 
g o to _ x y (l,3 );  printf("Exit =  ESC");
g o to _ x y (l,2 );  printf("Change point =  TAP");
show _data(shift); /* show  intensities around a point on the moniter */ 
cross(O); cro ss(l); cross(2); cross(3); cross(4);

do
key.i =  bioskey(O); 
i f  (!key .c[0]) { 

for (j=0; j<5; ++j) de_cross(j); 
sw itch (k ey .c[l]) { 

case 75;
if(sh ift= = l II shift==2) -p n t_col[sh ift];
e lse  printf("\7");
break;

case 77:
if  (sh ift= = l II shift==2) ++pnt_col[shift];
e lse  printf("\7");
break;

case 72:
if (shift==0 II shift==3) —pnt_row[shift];
else printf("\7");
break;

case 80:
if  (shift==0 II shift==3) ++pnt_row[shift];
else printf("\7");
break;
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show_data(shift);
/* re-draw points */
pnt_row[4] =  (pnt_row[0]-i-pnt_row[3])/2;
pnt_row[ 1 ] -  pnt_row[4] ; pnt_row[2] =  pnt_row[4] ;
pnt_col[4] =  (pnt_col[l]-t-pnt_col[2])/2;
pnt_col[0] =  pnt_col[4]; pnt_col[3] =  pnt_col[4];
for (j=0; j<5; ++]) cross(j);
/*  re-write positions o f  points */ 
goto_xy(35,3); printf("(% 3d,% 3d)",pnt_row[0],pnt_col[0]) 
goto_xy(20,5); printf("(% 3d,% 3d)",pnt_row[l],pnt_col[l]) 
goto_xy(35,5); printf("(% 3d,% 3d)",pnt_row[4],pnt_col[4]) 
goto_xy(50,5); printf("(% 3d,% 3d)",pnt_row[2],pnt_col[2]) 
goto_xy(35,7); printf("(% 3d,% 3d)",pnt_row[3],pnt_col[3]) 
goto_xy(72,4); printf("% 3d",pnt_col[2]-pnt_col[l]-i-l); 
goto_xy(72,5); printf("%3d",pnt_row[3]-pnt_row [0]4-1);

}
else  if(tolow er(key.c[0]) ==  9) { /* shift key */

shift =  (shift 4-1) %  4; 
de_cross(shift); 
show_data(shift); 
cross(shift); 
switch (shift) {

case 0: goto_xy(33,7); printf(" ");
goto_xy(33,3); printf("*"); 
break;

case 1: goto_xy(33,3); printf(" ");
goto_xy(18,5); printf("*"); 
break;

case 2: goto_xy(18,5); printf(" ");
goto_xy(48,5); printf("*"); 
break;

case 3: goto_xy(48,5); printf(" ");
goto_xy(33,7); printf("*");

}

} w hile (key.c[0] != 27);
for (j=0; j< 42; 4-4-j) printf("\n");

/* draw a cross on the im age, */ 
void cross(count)

char count;

int value[21], i;

status = is_set_active_region(pnt_row [count],pnt_col[count]-10,l ,21); 
status = is_get_region(0, value); 
for (i=0; i<21; 4-4-i) {

value_p[count][0][i] =  value[i]; 
value[i] =  150;

}
status = is_put_region(0, value);
status = is_set_active_region(pnt_row [count]-10,pnt_col [count] ,21,1);
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}

status =  is_get_region(0, value); 
for (1=0; i<21; ++i) {

value_p[count][l][i] =  value[i]; 
value[i] =  150;

}
status =  is_put_region(0, value);

void  de_cross(count)
char count;

{
int value[21], i;

status =  is_set_active_region(pnt_row [count]-10,pnt_col [count] ,21,1); 
for (i=0; i< 2 1 ; ++i) value[i] =  value_p[count] [ 1 ] [i] ;
status =  is_put_region(0, value);
status =  is_set_active_region(pnt_row [count],pnt_col [count] - 10,1,21); 
for (i=0; i<21; ++i) value[i] =  value_p[count] [0] [i] ;
status =  is_put_region(0, value);

void show _data(count)
{

char i ,j ;
int p ixel[247];

status =  is_set_active_region(pnt_row [count]-6,pnt_col[count]-9,13,19); 
status =  is_get_region(0,p ixel); 
for (i=0; i<13; -n-i) {

goto_xy(2 ,10+ i);
for (j=0; j<19; ++j) printf("%3d ",pixel[i*19+j]);

}
goto_xy(37 ,16); printf("*"); goto_xy(41,16); printf("*");

b ioskey(c) 
int c;

sw itch(c) {
case 0: return get_key();
case 1: return kbhit();

}
return 0;

get_key()
{

union REG S r; 
r.h.ah =  0;
return in t86(0xl6 ,& r,& r);

void goto_xy(x ,y) 
int X , y;
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union REGS r;

r.h.ah = 2; 
r.h.dl = x; 
r.h.dh = y; 
r.h.bh =  0; 
int86(0xl0,& r,& r);

}

/* Save the centre and lengths o f  the circular mirror im age */ 
void save_dat()

{
double D IA =760., F L 2= 5400 ., CC=0., W A V E =632.8; 
double val; 
int va il;
int B IN _SIZ E =51, N A X =6;
FILE *outfile;

goto_xy(5 ,10)
goto_xy(5,12)
goto_xy(5,14)
goto_xy(5,16)
goto_xy(5,18)
goto_xy(5,20)

printf("Diameter o f  the mirror [%7.11fmm] :",DIA); 
printf("Radius o f  curvature [%9.11fmm] :",FL2); 
printf("Conic constant [%3.11f] :",CC); 
printf("W avelength o f  the light [%6.11fnm] :",WAVE); 
printf("Binned row & colum n number [%3d] :",BIN_SIZE); 

printf("Number o f  axial steps to be measured [%2d] :",NAX);

printf("\n\nSaving data (start & end points o f  row and colum n "
"in a file  M SIZEH.DAT"); 

outfile =  fopenC M SIZ E H .D A T ","w"); 
fprintf(outfile,"%d % d % d  % d\n",pnt_row[0],pnt_col[l], 

pnt_row [3],pnt_col[2]); 
printf("\nst_row=%d st_col=% d end_row=% d end_col=% d\n", 

pnt_row [0],pnt_col[l],pnt_row [3],pnt_col[2]); 
fprintf(outfile,"% lf % lf % lf %.71f %d %d\n", D IA ,FL 2,C C ,W A V E /1.e6, B IN _SIZE, N A X ); 
printf("%lf %lf % lf %.71f %d % d\n",D IA ,FL2,C C ,W A V E,BIN .SIZE,N A X ); 
fclose(outfile);
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C.1.2 AKET2H.C and AKET2V.C

The second pair of programs measures axis angle and centre of curvature 

position. In tangential measurement, the input data filename is MSIZEH.DAT and the 

output data filename is TESTERH.DAT. In sagittal measurement, MSIZEV.DAT and 

TESTERV.DAT are input and output data filenames, respectively. The program for the 

multi-areas measurement method is listed.

/* A KET2H .C

Find the axis angle and the ROC position.
Infile : M SIZEH .D AT
Outfile : T EST E R H .D A T  E N C D H .D A T

*/

#include <stdio.h>
#include <dos.h>
#include <float.h> /* sqrtO */
#include <math.h> /* sqrtO */
#include <fcntl.h> /* dcx */
#include <io.h>
#include < isdefs.c> /* routine d
#include <tim e.h>
#include <sys/tim eb.h>

#defm e S 7
#defm e SI 3
#define A 2
#define ITER 1

struct timeb t;
double slope[ITER], foe._ax[ITER],
double y2[S][A ]; /*
double rm s[S][A]; /*
float ax[A] = {0., 48 .} ; /*
long p o s l , pos2, pos3; /*
float I_ref[S]; /*
float diff[S]; !*
float dcx_pxl; 1*
float margin = 1 .; /*
float full_pxl[S]; /*
float dark_pxl[S]; /*
int status, fh; /*
int value [240]; 1*

/* number o f  sections to be measured */ 
/* less than half o f  S */
/* number o f  axis */
/*  number o f  the w hole iterations */
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int full_poc[S];
int getch(void);
int axis; /*  axis order number 0  ~ A */
int strow, endrow, stcol, endcol, lenrow, lencol, cenrow;
int w inst[S], winst_row; /*  starting points o f  w indow s */
int w inrow =10, w incol, w insize; /*  w indow  size, #  o f  data in the w indow  */
int iter; /*  the iteration o f  the w hole process */
char m ove[7] =  "lmr-05\r", absm ove[12] =  " lm al234567\r";
char relm ove[ll]="2m r-123456\r" , w ait[6]="lw s20\r";
char vel[10] =  "lsv325160\r";
char tan_m ove[ll]="2m r-123456\r";
char chr, line=4;
char witch; /*  position number 0~S  from Left to Right */
void bodyO, goto_xy(int,int), show _data(), least_square(), dark();
void qu ick_m oveabsl(), check_m ove(), tell_um (), screen_roll();
void axis_m ove(int), measure(), exit(int);
FILE *outfile, *outf 1 ;

void screen_roll()
{

int letter;
int i ,j ;
union REGS r;

for (i=5+A ; i<24; ++i) {
for (j=0; j<79; ++j) {

go to_xy (j,i+ l);  
r.h.ah =  8; 
r.h.bh =  0;
letter = intS6(0xl0,& r,& r);
goto_xy(j,i);
r.h.ah =  9;
r.h.bh =  0;
r.x.cx =  1;
r.h.al =  letter;
r.h.bl =  0x70;
int86(OxlO,&r,&r);

}

goto_xy(0 ,24); for (j=0; j<79; ++j) printf(" "); 
goto_xy(0 ,24);

void tell_um ()

long o ld_dist 1 = -11 , o ld _d ist2= -11 ;
int i;
int lin e l;
char buffer [80];

lin e l =  line +  axis * 2; 
status = 0; 
for (;;) {

write(fh,"tp\r",3);
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read(fh,buffer,80); 
p osl =  0;
for (1=0; i<7; ++ i) p o s l =  buffer[i+6]-48+ p o sl* 1 0 ;

read(fh,buffer, 80); 
pos2 = 0;
for (1=0; i<7; ++ i) pos2 = buffer[i+6]-48+ pos2*10;

read(fh,buffer,80);
if  (o ld _ d istl= = p o s l && old_dist2==pos2) status++; 
if  (status > 5 )  {

goto_xy (5 ,line+axis) ;
printf("% 8.2f’,p osl/58 .2 );
goto_xy(14+w itch*8,line+axis);
printf("% 8.2f’,pos2/58.2);
return;

}
old_distl =  p o s l;  
old_dist2 =  pos2;
if  (p o s l< -5 8 2 0 0 L  II p o s l> 2 8 5 1800L II pos2<-58200L  II p os2> 873999L ) { 

w rite(fh,"lst\r",4); 
write(fh,"2st\r",4); 
write(fh,"3st\r",4);
printf("\7\7The encoder driver reaches the boundary!"); 
ex it(l) ;

}

}

void quick_m oveabs 1 (long position)

{
long div = lOOOOOOL;

write(fh, " 1 s v 9 2 5 160\r " ,10); 
for (chr=3; chr<10; ++chr) {

absm ove[chr] =  position /  div + 48; 
position % =  div; 
div /=  10;

w rite(fh ,absm ove,l 1);

}

/* M ove the encoder to a point within the error o f  0. lu m  */ 
void check_m ove(char i, long target)

{
long real;

wait[0] =  i +  48; 
m ove[0] =  i +  48; 
vel[0] =  i + 48;
w rite(fh,vel,10); /*  velocity = 325160  */
tell_um();
for (;;) {

switch (i) {
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e a s e l :  real =  p o s l;  break; 
case 2: real =  pos2; break; 
case 3; real =  pos3; break;

}
i f  (real >  target+2) m ove[3] =
else  if  (real <  target-2) m ove[3] =  X)’;
else  return;
write(fh,m ove,7);
write(fh,wait,6);
tell_um();

}

void main() 

{
double dia, fl2 , F;
double aver_slope=0., aver_ax=0., aver_tan=0.;
float tan_dcx; /* [dcx] length o f  the tangent at 22m m  */
long sai; /* distance betw een sections */
long div;
int i ,j ;
FILE *infile;

ou tfl =  fopen("encdh.dat","w"); /* for E N C D R l.C P P  ***/ 
ftime(&t);
fprin tf(outfl," l % 41d.% 03hu\n",t.time% 10000,t.millitm);

/* Initialize C CD  camera, encoder drivers. */
status =  is_error_m essages( 1 ) ;
status =  is_initialize();
status =  is_select_ilut(0);
status =  is_select_olut(0);
status =  is_set_sync_source(l);
status =  is_d isp lay(l);
status =  is_passthru();

if  ((fh =  open("ENC DR V ER ",O _R DW R ,0)) <  0) {
cputs("\n\7\7 U nable to open ENCDRV.SYS\n\n"); 
ex it ( l) ;

}
w rite(fh ," lsv325160V ',10); 
write(fh," lsa l30065 \r" ,10 );  
write(fh," lsd500\r" ,7); 
write(fh, " 1 sg500\r " ,7) ; 
write(fh," lm n\r",4); 
write(fh, " 2s v 3 2 5 160\r" ,10); 
write(fh, " 2 sa 130065\r " ,10); 
write(fh,"2sd500\r",7); 
write(fh," 2sg500\r" ,7) ; 
w rite(fh, " 2mn\r " ,4) ;

infile =  fopen( " msizeh.dat", " r " ) ;
fscanf(infile, " %d%d%d%d\n" ,& strow,& stcol,& endrow,& endcol); 
fscanf(infile, " % lf% lf ' ,& dia,& fl2) ;
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fclose(infile);
F =  f l 2 /d i a /2 . ;  
cenrow =  (strow + endrow) /  2; 
lenrow = endrow - strow + 1 ; 
lencol =  endcol - stcol +  1 ; 
i f  (lencol% 2 == 0) w incol = 2;

else w incol =  1 ; 
winst_row =  cenrow - winrow /  2;

i =  lencol /  20;
w in st[l] =  stcol +  lencol/4;
winst[0] =  w inst[l] - i;
w inst[2] =  w inst[l] +  i;
winst[3] =  (stcol + endcol +1) /  2 - wincol+1;
w inst[5] =  endcol - lencol/4  - w incol + 1 ;
winst[4] =  winst[5] - i;
w inst[6] =  winst[5] +  i;
w insize =  winrow * wincol;

for (i=0; i<50; ++i) printf("\n"); 
goto_xy(0,0); printf("QKET2H.C");
goto_xy(20,0); printf("Check the alignment on A xis - Find slope and focus"); 
g o to_xy (0 ,l); printf("Image row = %3d-%3d, %3d",strow,endrow,lenrow); 
goto_xy(0,2); printf("size co l=  %3d-%3d, % 3d",stcol,endcol,lencol); 
goto_xy(0,4+A ); for (j=0; j<79; ++j) printf("="); 
goto_xy(50,2); printf("I margin = + -% .lf  /  pxl",margin);

tan_dcx =  22. * 58200 . /  2. /  F; /* [dcx] at 22m m  apart from focus */ 
dcx_pxl =  tan_dcx /  lencol; /*  dcx per pixel */ 
g o to_xy (50 ,l); printf("diameter= % .0f dcx",tan_dcx); 
g o to_xy (30 ,l); printf("l pxl =  % .0f dcx",dcx_pxl);

sai =  tan_dcx /  (S+1); /* D istance betw een the adjacent sections */
div = lOOOOOL; 
for (i=4; i<10; ++i) {

tan_m ove[i] =  sai /  div + 48; 
sai -= (tan_m ove[i]-48) * div; 
d iv /=  10;

outfile =  fopen(" testerH.dat", " w" ) ;
for (i=0; i< (IT E R + l)*3; ++i) fprintf(outfile," ");

for (iter=0; iter<ITER; ++iter) { 
goto_xy(30,2);
printf("Iter= %d/%d",iter+l ,ITER); 
bodyO;
least_square();

status = is_end(); 
write(fh, " 2ma0\r " ,5) ; 
printf("\7\7");
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rewind(outfile);
for (iter=0; iter<ITER; ++iter) {

aver_slope +=  slope[iter] ; 
aver_ax +=  foc_ax[iter]; 
aver_tan +=  foc_tan[iter];

}
aver_slope /=  ITER; 
aver_ax /=  ITER; 
aver_tan /=  ITER;

Q)rintf(outfile,"%.91f %.91f % .91f\n\n\n",aver_slope,aver_ax,aver_tan); 
for (i=0; i<ITER; ++i)

fprintf(outfiIe,"%.91f %.6If % .61f\n",slope[i],foc_ax[i],foc_tan[i]); 
fclose(outfile);

check_m ove(2,0L ) ;

ftime(&t);
fprintf(outfl,"\n9 % 4Id.% 03hu\n",t.time% 10000,t.millitm); 
fc lose(ou tfl);

}

void bodyO  

{
long dcxpos;
long sumO[S]; /*  summed intensity on w insize */
float su m l[S ]; /* total summed intensity with banbok */
int m ax[S][40*S], m in[S][40*S];
int direc; /* tangentional direction o f  the knife m ovem ent */
int i , j ,  banbok, poc;

/* M ove the axial encoder to 0  or 40m m  position */
witch = S-1; /*  arbitrary position - the last one */
axis =  0;
tell_um();
if  (p o sl <  1396800L ) dcxpos =  0;
else dcxpos =  48  * 58200L;
quick_m oveabs 1 (dcxpos) ;
write(fh, " 2s v 6 2 5 160\r " ,10);
write(fh, "2maO\r" ,5) ;
tell_um();

/* M easure bright intensities */ 
goto_xy(0,20);
printf("Bright intensities o f  %d pixels on each position",winsize);

for (i=0; i<S; ++ i) { 
su m l[i]  =  0.;
for (j=0; j<w insize; ++j) { 

m ax[i][j] =  0; 
m in[i][j] =  255;

}
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for (banbok=0; banbok<30; ++banbok) { 
status = is_freeze_fram e(); 
screen_roll(); 
for (i=0; i<S; ++ i) {

status =  is_set_active_region(w inst_row ,w inst[i], winrow, w incol); 
status =  is_get_region(0, value); 
sumO[i] -  0;
for (j=0; j<w insize; ++j) {

sumO[i] += valued];
if  (m ax[i]d] <  valued]) m ax[i]d] =  valued]; 
i f  (m ind]d] > valued]) n iin[i]d] =  valued];

}
printf(" %ld",sumO[i]); 
sum Id ] +=  sumO[i];

}
status = is_passthru();

}

for (i=0; i<S; ++i) {
fu ll_poc[i] =  0; 
poc =  0;
for (j=0; j<w insize; ++j) {

poc = m axd]d] - m ind]d];
if  (poc > fu ll_poc[i]) full_poc[i] =  poc;

}
}

screen_roll();
printf("Average max-min"); 
for (i=0; i<S; ++ i) {

sum  Id ] /=  30.; 
screen_roll();
printf(" % .lf  %3d ",sum l[i],fu ll_poc[i]);
fu ll_pxl[i] =  su m l[i] /  winsize; /* intensity per pixel */

dark(); /*  calculate the dark intensity o f  the area */
goto_xy(0 ,3);
printfC'I re f =  ");
for (i=0; i<S; + + i) {

I_ref[i] =  (full_pxl[i] + dark_pxl[i]) * 0.5;
d iff[i] =  (full_pxl[i] - dark_pxl[i]); /*  d iff per pxl */
printf("% .Of",I_ref[i]);

tell_um ();
write(fh, " 2m r-58200\r" ,10); 
ifC posl < 5 8 2 0 0 L * 2 4 )  { 

w itch =  S-1; 
direc =  -1;
for (axis=0; axis<A; ++axis) { 

i f  (axis ==  A /2) {
witch =  S-1; 
direc = -1;
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axis_m ove(direc); 
direc *= -1;

}

else  { /*  R everse order from axis =  48m m  */
witch = 0; 
direc = 1 ;
for (ax is= A -l; axis>=0; —axis) { 

i f  (axis = =  (A /2-1)) { 
witch =  0; 
direc =  1 ;

}
axis_m ove(direc); 
direc *= -1;

}

}

void  axis_m ove(int direc) 
{

long dcxpos;
int j;

goto_xy(0,line+axis); printf("Pos ( ,");
goto_xy( 14 + S *8,lin e+axis); printf(")um"); 
dcxpos = 58200L  * ax[axis]; 
quick_m oveabsl (dcxpos); 
tell_um();
check_m o ve( 1,dcxpos) ;
if  ((axis<A /2 && direc<0) II (axis>=A /2 && d ireoO )) tan_m ove[3] =  
else tan_m ove[3] =  X)’;

for (j=0; j< = S - l;+ + j)  {
fprintf(outfl,"\n %d % d",axis,j+l); 
ftime(&t);
fprintf(outfl," 3 %41d.%03hu\n",t.time% 10000, t.millitm);
measureO;
ftime(&t);
f]printf(outfl,"\n6 %41d.%03hu\n",t.time%10000, t.millitm);

i f ( j <S- l ) {
witch +=  direc; 
write(fh,tan_m o ve, 11); 
tell_um ();

}
}

}

void  measureO  

{
double
double
long
long

rm sl, del;
sum _pos=0., aver_pos; 
length =  100, length 1; 
div, sum = 0;
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float pos2u;
float d if f l ,  diffO;
float I val; /* Intensity value per p ixel */
struct correct {

float pos[10], post; 
int iter;

} cor;
int it=0;
int i, j= 0 , k;
int i l ,  i2;
int pinhole = 7; /* multiple coefficient o f  dcx_pxl on length */
char flag = 1, ital = 1 0 ;  /* ital =  pos[N ] */

status =  is_ffeeze_fram e();
status =  is_set_active_region(w inst_row ,w inst[ witch], winrow, w incol);
status =  is_get_region(0, value);
for (i=0; i<w insize; ++ i) sum += value[i];
Ival =  1. * sum /  w insize; 
diffO =  Ival - I_ref[witch]; 
status =  is_passthru();

screen_roll();
printf("Measure Section %d",witch); 
screen_roll();
printf("Iter position flag Ival d iffl next move"); 
screen_roll();

cor.iter = 0; 
for (;;) {

length 1 =  length; 
i f  (length <  0) {

relm ove[3] =  
length 1 *= -1;

}
e lse  relm ove[3] =  X)’; 
div =  lOOOOOL; 
for (i=4; i<10; + + i) {

relm ove[i] =  length 1 /  div + 48; 
length 1 -=  (relm ove[i]-48) * div; 
div /=  10;

}
w rite(fh ,relm ove,l 1); 

screen_roll();
printf("%3d % 7.2f %2d % 5.1f % 5.1f %61d= % 5.1f',

j ,pos2/5 8 .2,flag,Ival,diff 1 ,length,length/5 8.2);
tell_um (); 

sum  = 0;
for (k=0; k<flag; ++k) {

for (i=0; i<6000; ++i) ; 
status =  is_freeze_fram e(); 
for (i=0; i<6000; ++i) ;
status =  is_set_active_region(w inst_row ,w inst[w itch],w inrow , w incol);
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}

status =  is_get_region(0, value);
for (i=0; i<6000; ++i) ;
status = is_passthru();
for (1=0; i<w insize; ++ i) sum += value[i];

}
Ival =  1. * sum  /  w insize /  flag;

d iffl =  Ival - I_ref[witch];
length = dcx_pxl * d if fl /  diff[witch];
length *= pinhole;

/* within the range */ 
i f  (-m argin<diffl && d iffl <margin) { 

pos2u =  pos2 /  58.2; 
goto_xy(50 ,24); 
printf(" % 7 .2 f  ,pos2u); 
fprintf(outfl,"% 7.2f ",pos2u); 
cor.iter+4-;
if  (length > OL) length = dcx_pxl; 
else  length = -dcx_pxl;

cor.pos[it] =  pos2u; 
sum _pos +=  pos2u; 
it++;
if  (it% 10==0) fprintf(outfl,"\n"); 
screen_roll();
printfC'Iter position flag Ival d iffl next move");

}
else i f  (flag ==  10) ; /* near the point */
else if  (flag ==  1) { /* first approach */

length =  dcx_pxl * 3 * pinhole; 
i f  (d iffl <  0) length *= -1; 
if  (d iffl * diffO <  0) { length /=  2; flag = 2; ) 
diffO = d iffl;

}
else { /* first transit */

length =  dcx_pxl * pinhole; 
i f  (d iffl <  0) length *= -1; 
i f  (d iffl * diffO < 0) { length /=  2; flag = 1 0 ;  } 
diffO = d iffl;

}
if  (it > =  ital) break;

aver_pos =  sum _pos /  ital; 
rm sl =  0.;
for (i=0; i<ital; + + i) {

del =  cor.pos[i] - aver_pos; 
rm sl + =  del * del;

}
rm sl =  sqrt(rmslZital);
fprintf(outfl,"N  =  %2d A verage =  %.31f RMS =  % .31f\n",ital,aver_pos,rmsl); 
screen_roll();
printf("N = %2d A verage = %.31f RM S = % .31 f,ital,aver_pos,rm sl);
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y2[ witch] [axis] =  aver_pos/1000.; 
rm s[witch][axis] = r m s l/1 0 0 0 .;  
goto_xy(14+w itch*8,line+axis*2); 
printf(" % 8.2 f ' ,aver_pos); 
goto_xy( 14+w itch *8 ,line+ axis*2+ l ); 
printf(" % 8.2 f ' ,rms 1 ) ;

status =  is_passthru();

}

/*  measure background intensity */ 
void  dark()

{
long sum _dark[S]; /* summation o f  dark values in the region */
int i, j, banbok;
int min, max;

screen_roll();
printf("Detecting background intensity."); 
write(fh, " 2s v 6 2 5 160\r " ,10); 
for (;;) {

status =  is_freeze_fram e(); 
j = 0 ;
status =  is_set_active_region(cenrow -l,endcol-30,4 ,30);
status =  is_get_region(0,value);
for (i=0; i<120; ++ i) if  (value[i] < 40 ) j++;
status =  is_set_active_region(cenrow -1,stcol,4 ,30);
status =  is_get_region(0, value);
for (i=0; i<120; ++ i) i f  (value[i] <  40 ) ++j;
screen_roll(); printf("numbers under 40  are %d /  240.",j);
i f  (j > =  240) break;
status =  is_passthru();
if ( j< =  120) write(fh,"2mr85500\r",9);
e lse  w rite(fh,"2m rl0000\r",9);
tell_um ();

}
tell_um ();

max =  0; 
min =  255;
for (i=0; i<S; + + i) sum_dark[i] =  OL; 
for (banbok=0; banbok<5; ++banbok) { 

status =  is_freeze_ffam e(); 
for (i=0; i<S; ++ i) {

status =  is_set_active_region(w inst_row ,w inst[i], winrow, w incol); 
status =  is_get_region(0,value);

for (j=0; j<w insize; ++j) {
sum_dark[i] +=  value[j];
i f  (m ax < valuejj]) max = value[j];
i f  (m in > value[j]) min =  value[j];

}
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status = is_passthru();

}
for (i=0; i<S; ++i) dark_pxl[i] =  sum_dark[i] /  w insize /  5.;
goto_xy(35,3);
printf("Dark= ");
for (i=0; i<S; ++i) printf("%.Of ",dark_pxl[i]); 
printf("(%d) /pxl",max-min); 
status =  is_passthru();

void  least_square() 

{
double a [ S l+ l ] ,b [ S l+ l ] ; /* y =  a 4- bx in least square */
double aver_axis, av_tan; /* average o f  the sectional data */
double dividend;
double focus_axis[S l]; /* displacem ent o f  the focus on the axis */
double fo cu s_ ta n [S l+ l], atan, btan;
double maxax, maxtan; /* maximum deviations */
double std tan [S l+ l]; /* standard deviation in least square */
double std a x [S l+ l]; /* std deviation on axis */
double stdO, dev2;
double m d dl[S l][A ], smy, sm xy, b m [S l];
double sxx = 0., sx=0.;
double sy, sxy;
double ya, yb, xO, yO, y a l, y b l;
double yy[A]; /* y values in least square */
int s=A;
int i, k, m, m l;

for (k=0; k<A; ++k) {
sx += ax[k];
sxx +=  ax[k] * ax[k];

}
dividend = sxx * s - sx * sx;

for (m =0; m < = S l; ++m ) { 
sy = 0.; 
sxy = 0.; 
sm y =  0.; 
sm xy = 0.;
for (k=0; k<A; -n-k) {

if  (m == S I )  yy[k] = y2[m ][k]; 
else {

yy[k] =  (y2 [S -l-m ][k ] - y2[m ][k]); 
mddl[m][k] =  (y2 [S -l-m ][k ] 4- y2[m ][k]) /  2.; 
sm y +=  mddl[m][k]; 
sm xy •+•= mddl[m][k] * ax[k];

)
sy + = yy[k ];
sxy += yy[k] * ax[k];

1
a[m] = (sy*sxx - sx*sxy)/ dividend;
b[m] = (sxy*s - sx*sy) /  dividend;
if  (m  < S I) bm[m] = (sm xy*s - sx*sm y) /  dividend;
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/* calculating standard deviation */ 
i f ( A > 2 ) {

StdO = 0.;
for (k=0; k<A; ++k) {

rms[m][k] =  yy[k] - a[m] - b[m] * ax[k]; 
dev2 =  rms[m][k] * rms[m][k];
StdO += dev2;

}
stdtan[m] =  sqrt(stdO /  s);

I
}

i f ( A > 2 ) {
std ax[S l] =  stdtan[Sl] * 2 . 1 48.; 
for (m =0; m < S l; ++m ) { 

if(b [m ] != 0 .)  {
focus_axis[m ] = -1. * a[m] /  b[m]; 
stdax[m] = stdtan[m] /b [m ];  
i f  (b[m] < 0 .) stdax[m] *= -1.;

}
else  {

focus_axis[m ] = -99.; 
stdax[m] = -9.;

/* focus_axis and error bar on axis */ 
i f  (A  < =  2 ) {

std ax[S l] =  (y 2 [S l][ l]- i-rm s[S l][l]  - (y 2 [S l][0 ]-rm s[S l][0 ]))  /  48. - b [S l];  
for (m =0; m < S l; ++m ) {

i f  (b[m] ==  0 .) focus_axis[m ] = -9.99; 
e lse  focus_axis[m ] = -1. * a[m] /  b[m];

m l =  S -l-m ;
ya =  (y2 [m 1 ] [0] +rms [m 1 ] [0] ) - (y2 [m] [0] -rms [m] [0] ) ; /* plus error */
yb =  (y 2 [m l] [ l]+ r m s[m l] [ l] )  - (y2 [m ][l]-rm s[m ][l]);  
i f  (ya = =  yb) stdax[m] = -9.99; 
e lse  {

xO = 48. * ya /  (ya-yb); 
stdax[m] = xO - focus_axis[m ];

}
}

}

/* Calculating focus_tan[] */ 
for (m =0; m <S 1 ; ++m ) { 

sy =  0.; 
sxy =  0.;
for (k=0; k<A; 4-+k) { 

sy +=  y2[m ][k]; 
sxy 4-= y2[m ][k] * ax[k];
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atan = (sy*sxx - sx*sxy)/ dividend; 
btan = (sxy*s - sx*sy) /  dividend; 
focus_tan[m ] = btan * focus_axis[m ] + atan;

i f ( A < = 2 ) {
m l =  S -l-m ;
y a l =  y2[m ][0]+rm s[m ][0]; /* plus error */
ya =  y2[m l][0]-t-rm s[m l][0] - y a l;
y b l =  y2[m ][l]-i-rm s[m ][l];
yb =  y2 [m l][l]- i-rm s[m l][l] - y b l;
if  (ya ==  yb) stdtan[m] = -9.99;
e lse  {

xO = 48 . * y a /(y a -y b );
yO = (y b l - y a l)  * xO /  48. 4- y a l;
stdtan[m] = yO - focus_tan[m ] ;

1
}

}
if  ( S l = = l )  focus_tan[l] =  b [ l]  * focus_axis[0] +  a [l];

aver_axis =  0.;
av_tan =  0.;
maxax = 0.;
maxtan =  0.;
for (m =0; m < S l; +4-m) {

aver_axis 4-= focus_axis[m ];
av_tan 4-= focus_tan[m ];
i f  (stdax[m] >  m axax) maxax = stdax[m];
if  (stdtan[m] >  maxtan) maxtan = stdtan[m];

}
aver_axis /=  S 1 ; 
av_ tan /=  51;

fprintf(outfile,"\n\nIter = %d",iter);
fprintf(outfile,"\n% 10.71f %.61f % .61f',b[Sl],aver_axis,av_tan); 
fprintf(outfile," %.71f %.61f % .61f',stdax[Sl],m axax,m axtan); 
fprintf(outfiIe," %d % 3d/% .0f\n" ,A ,fu ll_poc[Sl],fu ll_pxl[S l]); 
for (m =0; m < S l; 4-4-m) {

fprintf(outfile," ");
fprintf(outfile,"% .6If %.6If %.61f % .61f,

focus_axis[m ],focus_tan[m ],stdax[m ],stdtan[m ]);
m l =  S -l-m ;
fprintf(outfile," % 3d/% .0f %3d/%.0f\n",

full_poc[m ] ,full_pxl[m ] ,full_poc [m l ] ,fu ll_pxl[m l]);

fprintf(outfile,"\n\nslope= %.7If 4--% .7If',b [S l],stdax[S l]); 
if  (SI ==  1) fprintf(outfile," =  % .61f ,focus_tan[l]); 
if  (A <2) fprintf(outfile,"\n A xis Y 3 RMS");
else fprintf(outfile,"\n A xis Y 3 Deviation");
for (i=0; i<A ; 4-4-i)

fprintf(outfile,"\n % 4.1f mm %.61f mm % 9.61fmm", 
ax[i] ,y2[S 1 ] [i] ,rms[S 1 ] [i] ) ;
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f]printf(outfile,"\n A xial line =  %.91f * axis(m m ) + % .61f',b [S l],a [S l]);

for (m =0; m < S l; ++m ) { 
m l =  S -l-m ;
fprintf(outfile,"\n\nFocus = (%.61f, %.61f) +- (%.61f, %.61f)mm\n", 

focus_axis[m ],focus_tan[m ],stdax[m ],stdtan[m ]); 
fprintf(outfile," A xis Y%d-Y%d Y%d Y% d",S-m,m,m,S-m); 
if(A <=2)fiprintf(outfile,"  RM S 10 M iddle M iddle-Y % d\n",Sl); 
e lse  fprintf(outfile," Deviation M iddle M iddle-Y % d\n",Sl); 
for (i=0; i<A; +4-i) {

fprintf(outfile," % 4.1f mm %9.61f (%.61f %.61f) (%9.61f ",
ax[i],y2 [m l] [i]-y2[m ] [i] ,y2[m ] [i] ,y2 [m l ] [i] ,rms[m] [i]); 

i f  (A < = 2) fprintf(outfile,"% 9.61f',rm s[m l][i]); 
fprintf(outfile,") %.51f % 8.51f\n",m ddl[m ][i],m ddl[m ][i]-y2[Sl][i]);

}
fprintf(outfile," D iff  =  %.91f * axis(m m ) + % .91f ,b[m ],a[m ]); 
fprintf(outfile,"\n S lope o f  the middle point (uncorrected)= % .91f',bm[m]);

}

fprintf(outfile,"\n\nIntensity [per pixel]"); 
fprintf(outfile,"\n M argin =  + -% .lf  /  pixel",margin); 
fprintf(outfile,"\n R ef =  "); 
for (i=0; i<S; -n-i) fprintf(outfile,"% 5.1f ",I_ref[i]); 
fprintf(outfile,"\n Full =  ");
for (i=0; i<S; 4-+i) fprintf(outfile,"% 5.1f ",full_pxl[i]); 
fprintf(outfile,"\n M ax-M in="); 
for (i=0; i<S; -n-i) fprintf(outfile,"% 3d ",full_poc[i]); 
fprintf(outfile,"\n D ark =  ");
for (i=0; i< S ;+ + i)  fprintf(outfile,"% 5.1f ",dark_pxl[i]);

fprintf(outfile,"\n\nl pxl =  % .lf  dcx at 22m m  apart from  the focus",dcx_pxl); 
slope[iter] =  b [S l];  
foc_ax[iter] =  aver_axis; 
foc_tan[iter] =  av_tan;

C.1.3 AKET3H.C and AKET3V.C

The third pair of programs of the data acquisition grabs images and saves them 

in the PC. The mirror image is acquired everytime the knife moves a step to a lateral 

direction. The movement of the knife is adjusted from the axis angle and the centre of 

curvature position, which were measured by the previous program. Each image is 

processed by binning and saved on a hard disc in the PC.
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/* A KET3H .C

Grab and store the im ages acquired with a knife m oving  
perpendicular to the axis step by step.

D o binning and save data block by block.
Cut the data at the edge o f  the square outside the mirror circle. 
Save 10 im ages in one file.
Infile : M SIZEH .DAT, T ESTER H .D A T  
Outfile : Q K ET3H .DA T, H A (B )123.A X 1

*/
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h> /*  systemO */
#include <dos.h>
#include <process.h> /* e x it ( l)  */
#include <math.h>
#include <fcntl.h>
#include <sys\types.h>
#include <sys\stat.h>
#include <io.h>
#include <isdefs.c>
#include <tim e.h>
#include <sys/tim eb.h>
#defm e D C X  58200 .

struct timeb t;
FILE *timefile;
struct focus {

/* routine definitions */

/* 1 mm = 58200  dcx */

/* focus on the tester */

double
struct

double
float
long
long
long
long
struct

int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int

double axis, tan;
} foe; 
foc_step; 
slopes {
double rad, atan, sin, cos;
} slope;
tan_size, sag_size, tan_x, tan_z; 
I_fu ll[2][5], I_poc[2][5]; 
pos;
tposzO, tposxO; 
tposx_end; 
half_tan;
save_fc45h_data {
long ast[10], tst[10], and[10], tnd[10]; 
int stnd[10];
} s; 
status;
getch(void), fh; 
strow,stcol,endrow ,endcol; 
lenrow, lencol, height, width; 
bin_row, bin_col; 
edge[120];

/* slope error o f  the tester */

/* full intensity & variation */
/* position o f  an encoder driver */
/* target position at axis 0  - calculated */ 
/* end edge position o f  the mirror */

/* error/status value returned from  DT-IRIS lib. ftn */

/* series number o f  binned im age */
/* start colum n - cut the edge data o f  a square */

win_row, w in_row _size, w in_col_size;
axis; /* axis step number (mm) */
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int N A X ; /* number o f  axial steps */
char fnam e[9] =  "Hal23.ax0";
char a h sm ove[ll]= " lm al234567 \r" ;
char m ovep[6]="lm r05\r", m ovem [6]="lm r-5\r";
char tp[4] =  "ltp\r", stop[4] =  "lmf\r";
char chr;
void tell_point(), goto_xy(), screen_rolI(), full_intensity(int);
void measureO, quick_m oveahs(), check_m ove(), save_fc45f();
FILE *FC45f, *outfile;

void  teIl_point(char n)

{
long o ld = - ll ;  
char buffer[80], i;

tp[0] =  n + 48; 
chr =  0; 
for (;;) {

write(fh,tp,4);
read(fh,huffer,80); /*  read position */ 
pos = 0;
for (i=0; i<7; ++ i) pos =  huffer[i+6]-48+ pos* 10;
goto_xy(59,2+n);
if(h u ffer[3] ==  45 ) {

printf(" % c% 07.7s %7.1 f  ' ,huffer[3 ] ,huffer+7 ,pos/5 8.2); 
pos = huffer[13]-48+ pos*10; 
pos *= -1;

I
else printf("% c% 07.7s % 7.1f',huffer[3],huffer+6,pos/58.2);

if  (o ld==pos) chr++; 
if  (chr >  5) return; 
old =  pos;
if  ((pos< -58200) II (n = = l && pos> 2851800) II (n != l && p os> 873999)) { 

stop[0] =  n + 48; 
write(fh,stop,4);
printf("\7\7The encoder driver reaches the boundary!"); 
ex it(l);

}

void quick_m oveahs(char i, long position) 

{
long div = 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 ;  
char chrl =  3;

ahsm ove[0] =  i +  48; 
if  (position <  0) {

ahsm ove[chrl++ ] =  
position  *= -1; 
div /=  10;

}
for (chr=chrl; chr<10; ++chr) {
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absm ove[chr] =  position /  div + 48; 
position %= div; 
div /=  10;

}
w rite(fh,absm ove, 11 ) ;

}

/* M ove the encoder to a point within the error o f  0.1 um */ 
void check_m ove(char i, long target)

{
char check =  0;

m ovep[0] =  i +  48; /*  m ove plus */
m ovem [0] =  i + 48; /*  m ove minus */
for (;;) {

telL point(i);
i f  (pos >  target+2) write(fh,m ovem ,6); 
else  i f  (pos <  target-2) write(fh,m ovep,6); 
else  return; 
i f  (++check >  10) {

quick_m oveabs(i,target); 
check = 0;

}
}

void main()

double dia, fl2, cnc, w ave, F;
double tposzD , tposxD , radiusO_dcx; 
float e d g e l, edge2;
float hbrow, hbcol; /* half bin_row & bin_col */
long timeO;
int B IN _SIZE; /* colum n binning size */
int cenrow , irow; /* for the calculation o f  edge data */
int k;
char i;
FILE *infile;

ftime(&t);
tim efile=  fopen("qket3H.TIM","w"); 
timeO =  t.time;

for (chr=0; chr<50; ++chr) printf("\n");
status =  is_in itialize();
status =  is_select_ilu t(0);
status =  is_select_olut(0);
status =  is_set_syn c_sou rce(l);
status =  is_d isp lay (l);
status =  is_passthru();

if  ((fh =  open("EN C D R V ER ",O _R D W R ,0)) <  0) {
cputs("\n\7\7 U nable to open ENCDRV.SYS\n\n"); 
e x it ( l) ;
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}
write(fh, " 1 s v 9 2 5 160\r" ,10); write(fh, " 1 sa 130065\r" ,10);
write(fh, " 1 sd500\r" ,7) ; write(fh, " 1 sg500\r " ,7) ;
write(fh,"lmn\r",4);
write(fh,"2sv925160\r",10); w rite(fh,"2sal30065\r",10);
write(fh,"2sd500\r",7); write(fh,"2sg500\r",7);
write(fh, " 2mn\r " ,4) ;

status = systemC'd:");
if  (N U LL == (infile =  fopen("msizeh.dat","r"))) {

printf("\7\7\n\n Cannot open input file  : M SIZEH.DAT\n\n"); 
ex it(l);

}
fscanf(infile,"% d% d% d% d\n",&strow,&stcol,&endrow,&endcol);
fscanf(infile,"% lf% lf% lf% lf% d% d",& dia,& fl2,& cnc,& wave,& BIN_SIZE,& NAX);
fclose(infile);

if  (N U LL = =  (infile =  fopen("testerh.dat","r"))) {
printf("\7\7\n\n Cannot open input file : TESTERH.DAT\n\n"); 
ex it(l);

}
fscanf(infile," % lf  ,& slope.rad) ; 
fscanf(infile,"% lf% lf ,& foc.axis,& foc.tan); 
fclose(infile);
if  (foc.axis <23. II foc.axis >  25 .) {

printf("\7\7\n\n Bad data in TESTERH.DAT"); 
ex it(l);

}
fuil_intensity(0);

lenrow = endrow - strow + 1 ; 
lencol =  endcol - stool +  1 ;
height =  lenrow /  B IN _SIZ E  + 1 ; /* 1 binning size */
width = lencol /  B IN _SIZ E  + 1 ;
height =  ((height-1) /  2) * 2  + 1 ; /* make odd number less */
width =  ((w idth-1) /  2) * 2  + 1; 
bin_row = lenrow  /  (height-1) +  1 ; 
bin_col =  lencol /  (w idth-1) +  1;
F =  fl2  /  dia /  2. ; /* focal ratio */

/* Calculate the start colum n on each bin_row */
cenrow =  (endrow  + strow) /  2.;
hbrow = lenrow  /  2.;
hbcol = (b in _ co l-l.)  /  2.;
irow = strow + (height-1)/2;
for (i=0; i<bin_row; ++ i) {

ed g e l =  1. * (cenrow  - irow) /  hbrow;
if  (fa b s(ed g e l) > 1 . )  ed g e l =  1.;
edge2 =  (1. - sqrt (1. - e d g e l* e d g e l))  * hbcol;
edge[i] =  -2 +  edge2;
if  (edge[i] <  0) edge[i] =  0;
irow + =  height-1;
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/*  magnitue o f  the unit m ovem ent o f  the knife */ 
tan_size = 22. * (w idth-1) /  lencol * D C X  /4 . /  F /  6.; 
sag_size = 22. * (height-1) /  lenrow * D C X  /4 . /  F /  6.;

/* basic calculation o f  the alignm ent error o f  the tester */ 
slope.atan =  atan(slope.rad); 
slope.sin  =  sin(slope.atan); 
slope.cos =  cos(slope.atan);
/* actual step size  on the encoders */ 
tan_x = tan_size * slope.cos; 
tan_z =  - tan_size * slope.sin;

/* Calculate start point on axis 0  */ 
radiusO_dcx =  24. * D C X  /  F  /  4.;
tposzD  =  D C X  * - 24.; /* coordinate m ove - origin : focus */
/* start position o f  the knife at axis=0, margin 10,000dcx for diffraction */ 
tposxD  =  - radiusO_dcx - 15. * tan_size -60000.; 
foc_step = -tposxD  /  tan_size;
tposxO =  slope.cos * tposxD  + slope.sin  * tposzD; /*  correct slope */ 
tposzO = slope.cos * tposzD  - slope.sin  * tposxD;

tposx_end = - tposxO + lOOOOL; /*  end dcx position o f  the mirror edge */
foc.axis *= DCX;
foc.tan *= DCX;
tposzO += foc.axis;
tposxO +=  foc.tan;
tposx_end += foc.tan;

/* set the block o f  rows to be saved at one time */ 
win_row = 65 /  (height-1); 
w in_row _size =  w in_row  * (height-1) + 1; 
w in_col_size = b in_col * (w idth-1) + 1;

goto_xy(0,0); printf("QKET3H.C"); 
goto_xy(10,0); printf("Outfile names : QKET3H.dat");
goto_xy(5,2); printf("Image size Binning Step size Target position K nife position"); 
goto_xy(0,3); printf("Axi 58200  1000.");
goto_xy(0,4); printf("Tan %3d-%3d %3d %2d %3d % 7.1f% 5.1f',

stcol,endcol,lencol, w idth,bin_col,tan_size,tan_size/5 8.2); 
goto_xy(0,5); printf("Sag %3d-%3d %3d %2d %3d % 7 .1 f% 5 .1 f ,

strow ,endrow ,lenrow ,height,bin_row ,sag_size,sag_size/58.2); 
goto_xy(13,6); printf("pxl pxl no dcx um dcx um dcx um"); 
goto_xy(0,7); for (i=0; i<80; ++i) printf("=");
tell_point(3);
goto_xy (0 ,8 ) ; printf("T ester" ) ;
goto_xy(0,9); printf(" slope = % lf [mm/mm] ",slope.rad);
goto_xy(0 ,10); printf("slope.cos = %lf =  %.01f [dcx] slope.sin  = % lf =  %.01f [dcx]",

slope.cos,slope.cos*58200,slope.sin ,slope.sin*58200); 
g o to_xy (0 ,l 1); printf(" focus =  (%.01f,%.01f)dcx = (%.31f,%.31f)mm",

foc.axis,foc.tan,foc.axis/D C X ,foc.tan/D C X ); 
goto_xy(0,12); for (i=0; i<80; ++i) printf("-");
goto_xy(0,13); printf("W indow size = %d  x % d",win_row_size,w in_col_size);

printf(" 1 step = (%.41f, %.41f)dcx",tan_z,tan_x); 
printf("\nEdge =  ");
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}
else {

/* B efore ROC */

for (k=0; k<bin_row; ++k) printf("%4d",edge[k]);
goto_xy(0 ,17); printf(" Start point [dcx] End point Steps C hkC hkl");

te lL p o in t(l);  
i f  (pos < 2 4 * 5 8 2 0 0 )  {

status = systemC'd:"); 
fn am e[l] =  ’a’; 
for (k=0; k<N A X /2; ++k) { 

axis -  k;
fnam e[8] =  k + 48; 
measureO;

}
status = system("e:");
fn am e[l] =  f ;
for (k=0; k<N A X /2; ++k) {

axis =  49  - N A X /2  + k; 
fnam e[8] =  k + 48; 
measureO;

I
tposzO =  48 * 58200;

/* After ROC */

status =  system("e:"); 
fn am e[l] =
for (k = N A X /2 -l; k>=0; —k) { 

axis =  49 - N A X /2  + k; 
fnam e[8] =  k + 48; 
measureO;

}
status =  systemC'd:"); 
fn am e[l] =  ’a ’;
for (k = N A X /2 -l; k>=0; - k )  { 

axis =  k;
fnam e[8] =  k + 48; 
measureO;

/* After ROC */

/* B efore ROC */

tposzO =  0;

ftim e(& t); fprintf(timefile,"\n21 9 %41d.%03hu\n",t.time% 10000,t.millitm);
status =  is_end();
write(fh, " 1 s v 9 2 5 160\r" ,10);
w rite(fh,"2sv625160\r",10);
printf("\7\7");

pos = OL;
quick_m oveabs(2,pos); 
quick_m o veabs( 1, tposzO) ; 
tell_point(2); 
fu ll_ in tensity(l);

save_fc45f();
ftime(&t);
fprintf(tim efile,"\nend FC45H .C %ld.%03hu",t.time,t.millitm);
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fprintf(timefile,"\nstart %ld\n",timeO);
fprintf(timefile,"\nrow=% d col=% d binning=% 3dx% 3d step size=% 5.11f x %5.11f\n", 

bin_row ,bin_col,height,w idth,sag_size/58.2 ,tan_size/58.2);
fclose(tim efile);

}

void  measureO  

{
long tposz, tposx; /* target position */
long tposz 1, tposx 1; /* Initial value on each axis */
long sum_region;
long p o s l , d e lp osl; /* the previous position in axial direction */
long check;
int step=0; /* tangential step number sequence */
int row, i, j, k;
int num_region, half_region; /* area in a binning cell, width*height */
int a x is l; /* array sequent number o f  axis */
char check 1=0; /* check whether one axial measuring has finished */

num_region = width * height; 
half_region = num_region /  2;

/* calculate start point on each axial step */ 
if  (axis >  24) a x is l =  axis - 49  + N A X ; /*  make a sequence */ 

else  a x is l =  axis; 
tposz = tposzO + axis * 58 2 0 0  * slope.cos; 
tposx = tposxO + axis * 58 2 0 0  * slope.sin; 
quick_m oveabs( 1, tposz); 
quick_m oveabs(2,tposx);
goto_xy (0 ,1 8+axis 1 ); printf("(%71d,%71d)dcx",tposz,tposx);
s.ast[ax isl] =  tposz; /*  axial start step [dcx] */
s.tst[ax isl] =  tposx; /*  tangential start step [dcx] */
p o s l = tposz; /*  initialize the previous position */
d e lp osl =  0; /*  difference between the previous and present*/

tell_point(2);
write(fh, " 2 sv 2 2 5 160\r" ,10); 
te lL p o in t(l);
write(fh, " 1 s v 125160\r " ,10);
tposz 1 = tposz; /* initial values */
tposx 1 =  tposx;
check_m o ve( 1, tposz) ;

for (;;) {
int Istep;
int val_region[65*250] ;
char p ixel[60*60]; /* pixel values to be saved */

i f  ((ax is== 0 II axis==48) && step <  100) [ /**tim e**/
ftime(&t);
fprintf(tim efile,"\n3 %21d.%02hu ",t.time% 100,t.m illitm/10);

}

goto_xy(43 ,3); printf("%71d % 7.1 f ',tposz,tposz/58.2);
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goto_xy(43,4); printf("%71d % 7.If,tp osx ,tp osx /58 .2 );
goto_xy(41,18+axis 1 ); printf(" %d" ,step);

if  (step% 10 ==  0) {
fclose(outfile);
fnam e[2] =  step /  1000 + 48;
Istep = step % 1000; 
fname[3] =  Istep /1 0 0  + 48;
Istep %= 100; 
fname[4] =  Istep /  10 + 48; 
outfile =  fopen(fname,"wb"); 
if  (outfile ==  N U LL) {

printf("\n\n\7\7 Cannot open a file  : %.9s\n",fname); 
ex it(l);

}
goto_xy(38,0); printf(" %9s",fname);

}

if  ((axis==0 II axis==48) && step < 100) { /**tim e**/
ftime(&t);
fprintf(timefile,"4 % lld.% 02hu ",t.time% 10,t.m illitm/10);

}

if  (d e lp o sl>=2 && d e lp osl< = -2 ) { 
ch eck _m ove(l, tposz); 
p o s l =  pos;

}
check_m ove(2,tposx); 
status = is_freeze_fram e();

/* m ove the knife to the next step */ 
tposx = tposx 1 + step * tan_x; 
quick_m oveabs(2, tposx); 
tposz = tposz 1 + step * tan_z; 
d elp osl =  tposz - p o sl;
i f  (d e lp o s l>=2 && d e lp osl< = -2 ) qu ick_m oveabs(l,tposz);

if  ((axis==0 II axis==48) && step < 100) { /**tim e**/
ftime(&t);
fprintf(timefile,"5 % lld.% 02hu ",t.time% 10,t.m illitm/10);

}

/*  D o binning and save data to a data file */ 
check =  0; 
row =  strow;
w in_row  = 65 /  (height-1); /* max w indow  */
for (k=0; k<bin_row; k+=w in_row ) { 

double bin_radius; 
float bin_row_radius, bin_col_radius; 
int start, end;
int m = - l;

if  ((axis==0 II axis==48) && step <  100) { /**tim e**/
ftime(&t);
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fprintf(timefile,"6 %lld.%02hu ",t.time%10,t.millitm/10);

status =  is_set_active_region(row ,stcol, w in_row _size,w in_coi_size); 
status =  is_get_region(0,val_region); 
row  +=  w in_row _size - 1 ;
i f  (k+w in_row  >  bin_row) w in_row =  bin_row - k; 
for (1=0; i<win_row; ++i) { 

start =  edge[i+k]; 
end = bin_col - start;
bin_row_radius = 2. * (k + i) /  bin_row - 1.; 
bin_row_radius *= bin_row_radius; 
for (j=start; j<end; ++j) {

int st_num, 1, II;
st_num = i * (height-1 )*w in_col_size + j  * (w idth-1);
sum _region = 0;
for (1=0; kh eigh t; +-f-l) {

for (11=0; ll<w idth; 4-+11)
sum _region 4-= val_region[st_num -fll]; 

st_num +=  w in_col_size;
}
pixel[++m ] = (sum _region 4- half_region) /  num_region;
/* check the finish */
bin_col_radius = 2. * j /  bin_col - 1.;
bin_col_radius *= bin_col_radius;
bin_radius = bin_row_radius 4- bin_col_radius;
bin_radius = sqrt(bin_radius);
if  (bin_radius < 0 .9 9  && pixel[m ] > 4 5 ) check4-4-;

i f  ((ax is= = 0 II axis==48) && step <  100) { /**tim e**/
ftime(&t);
fprintf(timefile,"7 % lld.% 02hu ",t.time% 10,t.m illitm/10);

}

i f  (m >  60*60) {
printf("\n\n\7\7 The number o f  data to save exceeds the dimension."); 
ex it(l);

}
fwrite(pixel, 1 ,m4-1,outfile) ;

}
status = is_passthru(); 
step4-4-;
if  (check <  2) checkl4-4-; 
if  (check 1 > 2 5 )  break;
goto_xy(46 ,l84-ax is 1); printf("%51d % 2d",check,checkl);

}
fclose(outfile); 
s.stnd[axisl] = step; 
s.and[axisl] = tposz; 
s.tnd[axisl] = tposx; 
goto_xy (2 1,184-axis 1 ) ;
printf(" (%71d, %71d)dcx % d",tposz,tposx,step);
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void full_intensity(int ss) 

{
long sum[5];
int row [5], col[5];
int midrow, m idcol;
int m ax[5][16], m in[5][16];
int value[16];
int i , j ,k ;

midrow = (strow +  endrow) /  2 - 2;
m idcol =  (stcol +  endcol) /  2  - 2;
row[0] =  strow + 1 0 ;
col[0] =  midcol;
ro w [l] =  midrow;
c o l[ l]  =  stcol + 10;
row[2] =  midrow;
col[2] =  midcol;
row[3] =  midrow;
col[3] =  endcol - 15;
row[4] =  endrow - 15;
col[4] =  midcol;

for (j=0; j<5; ++j) { 
sum[j] =  OL; 
for (k=0; k<16; ++k) { 

max[j][k] = 0 ;  
m in[j][k] =  255;

}
}

for (1=0; i<30; ++ i) {
status = is_freeze_ffam e(); 
for (j=0; j< 6000 ; ++j) ; 
for (j=0; j<5; ++j) {

status =  is_set_active_region(row [j],col[j],4 ,4); 
status =  is_get_region(0,value); 
for (k=0; k<16; ++k) {

sum[j] += value[k];
if  (m ax[j][k] <  value[k]) m ax[j][k] =  value[k]; 
if  (m in[j][k] >  value[k]) min[j][k] =  value[k];

}
}
status = is_passthru(); 
for (j=0; j< 6000 ; ++j) ;

}

for (j= 0;j< 5; ++j) {
I_full[ss][j] =  1. * (sum[j] /1 6 .)  /  30.; 
sum[j] =  0;
for (k=0; k<16; ++k) sum[j] +=  max[j][k] - min[j][k]; 
I_p oc[ss]|j] =  1. * sum[j] /1 6 .;

}
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void  save_fc45f()
{

int i,j ;

status = systemC'd:");
if  (N U LL == (F C 45f =  fopen("QKET3H.dat"," w"))) {

printf("\n\7\7 ***** Cannot open output file  : QKET3H.DAT\n"); 
ex it(l); }

fprintf(FC45f,"%d %d %.91f %.91f %d %d %d\n",
bin_row ,bin_coI,foc_step,tan_size/D C X ,height,w idth,N A X ); 

for (i=0; i<bin_row; ++i) fprintf(FC45f,"%3d ",edge[i]); 
for (i=0; i<N A X ; + + i) fprintf(FC45f,"\n%71d %61d %4d %ld %Id", 

s.ast[i],s.tst[i],s.stnd[i],s.and[i],s.tnd[i]);

fjprintf(FC45f,"\nstep axis tan step axis tan\n");
^rintf(FC 45f," start end+l\n");
fprintf(FC45f,"\n Im age size Binning Step size"); 
fprintf(FC45f,"\nAxi 58200  1000.");
fprintf(FC45f,"\nTan %3d-%3d %3d %2d %3d % 7 .1 f% 7 .2 f , 

stcol,endcol,lencol,w idth,bin_col,tan_size,tan_size/58.2); 
fprintf(FC45f,"\nSag %3d-%3d %3d %2d %3d % 7 .1 f% 7 .2 f ,

strow ,endrow ,lenrow ,height,bin_row ,sag_size,sag_size/58.2); 
fprintf(FC45f,"\n pxl pxl pxl pxl no dcx um\n"); 
fprintf(FC45f,"\nRevised ROC = (24.0m m , %.91f step)\n",foc_step); 
for (i=0; i<70; ++ i) fprintf(FC45f,"=");

fprintf(FC45 f , "\n\nT ester" ) ; 
fprintf(FC45f,"\nslope = % .91f ,slope.rad);
fprintf(FC45f,"\nslope.cos = %.91f = %.01f dcx\nslope.sin  = %.91f = %.01f dcx", 

slope.cos,slope.cos*D C X ,slope.sin ,slope.sin*D C X ); 
fprintf(FC45f,"\nfocus =  (%.91f, %.91f)mm = (%.01f, %.01f) dcx", 

foc.axis/D C X ,foc.tan/D C X ,foc.axis,foc.tan); 
fprintf(FC45f,"\n"); 
for (i=0; i<70; ++ i) ^rintf(FC45f,"-");
fprintf(FC45f,"\nW indow size = %d x %d pxl",w in_row _size,w in_col_size); 
fprintf(FC45 f, "VnMovements " ) ;
fprintf(FC45f,"\nl step = (%.91f, %.91f)mm = (%.41f, %.41f)dcx\n", 

tan_z/DC X,tan_x/D CX ,tan_z,tan_x) ; 
for (i=0; i<70; ++ i) fprintf(FC45f,"=");

fprintf(FC45f, "\n\nFull Intensity" ) ; 
for (i=0; i<2; ++i) {

fprintf(FC45f,"\n Averaged intensity = "); 
fo r ( j= 0 ;j< 5 ;+ + j)  fprintf(FC45f,"% 5.1f " ,I_full[i]|j]); 
fprintf(FC45f,"\n Averaged variation = "); 
for (j= 0 ;j< 5 ;+ + j) fprintf(FC45f,"% 5.1f ",I_poc[i]|j]); 
fprintf(FC45f,"\n Ratio = ");
for (j=0; j< 5; ++j) fprintf(FC45f," % 5.2f " ,100.*I_poc[i][j]/I_full[i][j]); 
fprintf(FC45f,"\n");

}
fclose(FC 45f);
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C.2 Data processing software

The data processing software consists of eight programs. The first six programs 

were written by Borland C++ and run on either Windows or DOS. The last two 

programs were run under Digital UNIX operating system in an Alpha 2000 server. Each 

program runs for the data measured both at tangential and sagittal direction, as the data 

format is the same for both directional measurements.

C.2.1 AKET4.CPP

The image data files produced by the program AKET3H.C or AKET3V.C were 

saved in a hard disc in the order of the images along the knife steps. In order to perform 

the next process, intensity subtraction, the intensities along the knife steps for each pixel 

need to be collected altogether. The data rearrangement is undertaken for this purpose.

/* A K ET4.CPP

com bine the data files o f  H (V )A (B )123.A X 1
in one data file named H (V )A (B )1 .D A T  in parallel. 

Each input data file has 10 im ages.
Input : H (V )A (B ) A X _  Q K E T3H (V ).D A T
Output : H (V )A (B )_ .D A T

*/
#include <dos.h> /* for time */
#include <stdio.h>
#include <process.h> /* for exit() */
# include <stdlib.h> /* " */

int row, column;
int nax, hax; /* number o f  axis, half */
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int tan[10]; /* number o f  steps on each axis */
int col[ 110] ; / /  number o f  data on each row
char *infname =  "H A 123.axl", *outfname = "Hal.dat";
char *qketfn = "qket3h.dat";
char *m idf =  "kcl.md", *midfO = "kcl.mdO";
char *m idfl =  "kcl.m dl" , *midf2 = "kcl.md2"; /* file name must be a pointer !!! */
FILE *infile[10], *outfile, *fc45f, * in file l;
void com bine(int), exit(int), main 1 (void);
extern unsigned _stklen = 30000; /* stack length = 30000  bytes */

void main() 

{

ax);

m ainlO ;

infname[0] =  V’; 
outfname[0] =  V’; 
qketfn[5] =  V’; 
m ainlO ;

void m ainlO  

{
double foe, slope;
long n2, n3, n4, n5; /* input data from Q K ET3H .D A T */
int dummy 1, dununy2;
int status;
int i, iax;
int edge;

status =  systemC'd:");
if  (N U LL == (fc45f=  fopen(qketfn,"r"))) { /* Q K E T3H .D A T  */

printf("\n Cannot open data file %s\n",qketfn); 
return;

}
fscanf(fc45f,"% d% d% lf% lf% d% d% d\n",&row,&column,&foc,&slope,&dummyl,&dumm y2,&n

printf("Opening %s row = %d colum n = % d\n",qketfn,row,column); 
printf("\nEdge, #  data =  "); 
for (i=0; i<row; ++i) {

fscanf(fc45f,"% d",& edge); 
col[i] =  colum n - edge * 2; 
printf("%4d ",edge);

}
printf("\nTotal steps = "); 
for (i=0; i<nax; ++i) {

fscanf(fc45f,"% ld% ld% d% ld% ld\n",&n2,&n3,tan+i,&n4,&n5); 
printf("%d ",tan[i]);

}
fc lose(fc45f); 

hax =  nax /  2;
for (iax=0; iax<hax; ++iax) {

infname[8] =  iax + 48; 
outfnam el2] =  infname[8];
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com bine(iax);

}

status =  system("e:"); 
in fnam e[l] =  b ’; 
outfnam e[l] =  b ’; 
for (iax=0; iax<hax; ++iax) {

infname[8] = iax + 48; 
outfname[2] =  infname[8]; 
com bine(hax+iax) ;

}
status =  system("del kc*.md*");
status =  systemC'd:");
status = systemC'del kc*.md*");

void com bine(int ax)

{
int j, k, 1, count;
int i l ,  i2, i3, i4;
int flag=0;
int num _file, sum_num=0, number[10];
char p ixcl[5000], pxl 1[ 10][500], cr;

for ( il= 0 ;  il< 1 0 ;  + + i l)  { /* every 10 files in ’infnam e’ */
if  ( i l  >=  tan [ax]/l000+ 1) break; 
infname[2] = i l  + 4 8 ;  
m idf2[2] =  i l  +  48; 
for (i2=0; i2<10; ++i2) {

if  ( il* 1 0 + i2  >=  tan [ax]/100+1) break; 
infname[3] =  i2 + 48; 
m idf 1 [2] =  i2+48; 
for (i3=0; i3<10; ++i3) { 

num _file = 1 0 ;
if  ( ( i l  * 100+12* 10+13) = =  tan[ax]/10) { /*  last f i le * /

num _file =  tan[ax] % 10; 
f la g =  1;

}
if  (num _file ==  0) break; 

infname[4] =  13 + 48;
if  (N U LL == (infile 1 =  fopen(infname,"rb"))) {

printf("\n\7\7 ***** Cannot open file  : % 11.1 ls\n",infnam e); 
return;

1
printf("\nOpening Input file  : % 10.10s ",infname);

/* devide the file  into individual im age file  */ 
for (14=0; 14<num_file; 14++) { 

m idf[2] =  14 + 48;
if  (N U LL ==  (infile[14] =  fopen (m idf,"w+b"))) {

printf("\n\7\7 ***** Cannot open file : %s\n",midf); 
ex it(l);

}
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for (k=0; k<row; k++) {
fr ead(p ixel,col[k ], 1,infile 1 ) ; 
fw rite(p ixel,col[k], 1 ,infile[14]);

}
rewind(infile[14]);

}
fc lo se(in file l);  

m idf0[2] =  1 3 + 4 8 ;
printf(" ->  mid file : %s width= %d",midfO,num_file); 
i f  (N U L L  ==  (outfile = fopen (midfO,"wb"))) {

printf("\n\7\7 ***** Cannot open file  ; %s\n",midfO); 
ex it(l);

}
fprintf(outfile,"% d\n",num_file); 
for (k=0; k<row; ++k) {

for (i4=0; i4<num _file; ++ i4)
fread(pxl 1 [14] ,co l[k ], 1 ,infile[14]) ; 

count = 0;
for (1=0; l<col[k]; ++1)

for (14=0; 14<num_file; ++14)
plxel[count++] = p x ll[1 4 ][l];  

fwrlte(plxel,count, 1,outfile);

}
for (14=0; 14<num_file; ++14) fclose(lnfile[14]); 
fclose(outfile);
If (flag) { 13++; break; }

}
if  (13==0) break; 
num _file =  13; 
sum_num = 0;
prlntf("\nOpenlng Input files : kcO.mdO "); 
for (13=0; 13<num_file; ++13) { 

m ldf0[2] = 13 + 48;
If (N U L L  == (lnfile[13] =  fopen (mldfO,"rb"))) {

prlntf("\n\7\7 ***** Cannot open file  : %s\n",midfO); 
ex lt(l);

I
fscanf (lnfile[13]% d% c" ,number+13,&cr) ; 
sum _num += number [13];

}
prlntf("- %7s %d",mldfO,number[13-l]);
If (tan[ax] <  100) {

prlntf("\nOpenlng output file  %s",outfname);
If (N U L L  = =  (outfile =  fopen (outfname,"wb"))) {

prlntf("\n\7\7 ***** Cannot open file  : %s\n",outfname); 
ex it(l);

}
else {

f]prlntf(outfile,"%d %d ",row,column); 
prlntf(" row = %d column = %d",row,column);

printf("\nOpening output file %s",midfl);
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i f  (N U L L  == (outfile =  fopen (m idfl,"w b"))) {
printf("\n\7\7 ***** Cannot open file  : % s\n",m idfl); 
ex it(l);

}
}
fprintf(outfile, " %d\n" ,sum_num) ; 
printf(" width= %d\n",sum_num); 
for (k=0; k<row; ++k) {

for (1=0; l<col[k]; ++1) { 
count = 0;
for (j=G; j<num _file; j+ + ) {

ffead(pixel+count,num ber[j], 1 ,infile[j]); 
count +=  number [j];

}
if  (count != (num _file-l)*10+num ber[num _file-l]) {

printf("\7\7\n\n W rong in data transfer - step l\n"); 
ex it(l);

}
fwrite(pixel,count, 1,outfile);

}
}
for (j=0; j<num _file; ++j) fclose(infile[j]); 
fc lose (outfile); 
if  (tan[ax] <  100) return;

}

num _file =  i2; 
sum_num = 0;
printf("\nOpening input files : kcO.mdl "); 
for (i2=0; i2<num _file; ++ i2) { 

m idf 1 [2] =  12 + 48;
if  (N ULL ==  (infile[12] =  fopen(m idf 1 ,"rb"))) break; 
fscanf (in file[i2 ]% d % c"  ,number+12,&cr); 
sum_num += number[i2];

}
printf("- %s % d",midfl,num ber[i2]);

if  (tan[ax] <  1000) {
printf("\nOpening output file  %s",outfname); 
if  (N ULL = =  (outfile =  fopen (outfname,"wb"))) {

printf("\n\7\7 ***** Cannot open file  : %s\n",outfname); 
ex it(l) ;

1
fprintf(outfile,"%d %d ",row,column); 
printf(" row  = %d  colum n = %d",row,column);

}
else  {

printf("\nOpening output file  %s",midf2); 
if  (N ULL ==  (outfile =  fopen (m idf2,"wb"))) {

printf("\n\7\7 ***** Cannot open file : %s\n",midf2); 
ex it(l);

}

}
fprintf(outfile," %d\n" ,sum_num) ;
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printf(" width= %d\n",sum_num); 
for (k=0; k<row; ++k) {

for (1=0; l<col[k]; ++1) {
count = 0;
for (j=0; j<num_file; j++) {

ffead(pixel+count,number[j], 1 ,infile[j]); 
count += number[j];

}
if  (count != (num_file-l)*100+num ber[num _file-l]) {

printf("\7\7\n\n Wrong in data transfer - step l\n"); 
exit(l);

}
fwrite(pixel,count, 1,outfile);

for (j=0; j<num _file; ++j) fclose(infile[j]); 
fc lose  (outfile); 
if  (tan[ax] <  1000) return;

}
num _file =  i l ;
sum_num = 0;
printf("\nOpening input files : kc0.m d2 ");
for ( il= 0 ;  il<num _file; + + i l)  { 

m idf2[2] = i l  + 48;
if  (N U L L  == (in file [il]  =  fopen(midf2,"rb"))) break; 
fscanf (infile[i 1 ], " %d%c" ,number+i 1 ,&cr); 
sum_num += num ber[il];

}
printf("- %s %d",midfZ,number[i 1 ]);

printf("\nOpening output file %s",outfname);
if  (N ULL == (outfile = fopen (outfname,"wb"))) {

printf("\n\7\7 ***** Cannot open file : %s\n",outfname); 
ex it(l);

}
fprintf(outfile,"%d %d %d\n",row,column,sum_num);
printf(" row =%d colum n = %d width= %d\n",row,column,sum_num);
for (k=0; k<row; ++k) {

for (1=0; l<col[k]; ++1)
for (j=0; j<num _file; j+ + ) {

fread(pixel,number[j], 1 ,infile[j]); 
fwrite(pixel,number[j], 1 ,outfile);

}
for (j=0; j<num_file; ++j) fclose(infile[j]); 
fclose (outfile);
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C.2.2 AKET5.CPP

The intensities are manipulated for normalization and subtraction. The intensity 

difference curve is fitted to two exponential functions by simplex method and the peak 

step is found. The intensity difference area is also calculated.

/* A K ET5.CPP

Sum up the hights (intensity differences) along the steps. 
Find the peak steps by using Sim plex.
Input : Q K E T3H (V ).D A T , H (V )A (B )_ .D A T  
Output : H (V )T A (B )_.D A T  QK ET5H (V ).RPT

*/

#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

<stdio.h>
<dos.h>
<process.h>
<stdlib.h>
<math.h>

/* for time */ 
/* for exit() */ 
/*  " * /

extern unsigned _stklen = 30000; /* stack length =  30000  bytes */

/* precision o f  c o n [l]  =  cen_step ****/

/* number o f  axis */
//  number o f  data on each row

/* cen_step, st_step, end_step */

#define SQ 2 sqrt(2.)
typedef double vector[5]; 
vector sim p[5], con, next;
double maxerr =  0.002;
double diff[2000];
int nax;
int edge[110];
int row, colum n, width;
int step[3];
int h[5], 1[5];
int maxiter =3000 , niter;
int maxx, minn;
unsigned char p ix e l[2000], p ixel0[2000]; 
char infname[8] =  "hal.dat";
char outfname[9] =  "htal.dat", *qketfn = "qket3h.dat";
char rp tfn am e[ll] =  "qketSh.rpt";
FILE *rptf, *simf;
void m ainlO , calc_sum (double *), exit(), m ain2(void);
void sim plex(int,int), sum_residual(vector);

void sum _residual(vector cons)

double 
register int 
int

L;
i;
weight;
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cons[4] =  0.0;
if  (cons[2] <=  0 .0) cons[2] =  0 .001; 
i f  (cons[3] <=  0 .0) cons[3] =  0 .001; 
i f  (co n s[l] <  step [l])  co n s[l]  =  step [l];  
else  if  (co n s [l]  >  step[2]) co n s[l]  =  step[2]; 
for (i=step[ 1] ; i<=step[2] ; i++) {

if  (i <  eo n s[ l])  L = con s[0 ]*exp (-l.* (i-con s[l])* (i-con s[l])/con s[2 ]/con s[2 ]);  
else  L = co n s[0 ]*exp (-l.* (i-con s[l])* (i-con s[l])/con s[3 ]/con s[3 ]);  
w eight =  fabs(diff[i]) /  5 + 1 ; 
cons[4] +=  (L - d iff[i])*(L - diff[i]) * weight;

}

void main() 

{
main2();

infnam e[0] =  V’; 
outfnam e[0] =  V’; 
qketfn[5] =  V’; 
rptfname[5] =  V’; 
main2();

}

void m ain2()

&nax);

double dm m yl, dmmy2;
int dmm y3, dmmy4;
int i, status;
FILE *fc45f;

status = systemC'd:");
i f  (N U LL == (fc4 5 f = fopen(qketfn,"r"))) { /* Q K E T3H .D A T  */

printf("\n\7\7 ***** Cannot open file : %s\n",qketfn); 
return;

}
fscanf(fc45f,"% d% d% lf% lf% d% d% d",&row,&colum n,&dmmyl,&dmm y2,&dmm y3,&dmmy4,

printf("\nOpen Input Reference F ile %s row= %d colum n= % d",qketfn,row,column);
printf("\nEdge, #  data = ");
for (i=0; i<row; ++i) {

fscanf(fc45f," %d" ,edge+i) ; 
printf(" %4d" .edge [i] ) ;

}
fclose(fc45f);

if  (N U LL ==  (rptf =  fopen(rptfname,"w"))) {
printf("\n\7\7 ***** Cannot open file : .lls\n",rptfnam e); 
ex it(l);

}
printf("\nOpen Report F ile %10s",rptfname);

for (i=0; i<nax/2; ++i) {
infname [2] =  i + 48;
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outfname[3] =  infname[2]; 
m ainlO ;

}
status = system("e:"); 
infnam e[l] =  
outfname[2] =  
for (i=0; i<nax/2; ++i) {

infname[2] =  i + 48; 
outfname[3] =  infname[2]; 
main IQ;

}
status =  systemC'd:"); 
fclose(rptf);

void main IQ 

{
FILE *infile, *outfiIe; 
int j, k, m;
char cr; /* carriage return */

if  (N U LL == (infile =  fopen(infname,"rb"))) {
printf("\n\7 ***** Cannot find input data file  : %7.7s\n",infname); 
return;

}
fscanf(infile,"% d% d% d% c",&row,&column,&width,&cr); 
printf("\n Opening infile : %7.7s",infname); 
printf(" row = %d colum = % d  width= %d",row,column,width); 
fprintf(rptf,"Data file : %7.7s\n",infname);

if  (N ULL ==  (outfile =  fopen(outfname,"w"))) {
printf("\n\7\7 ***** Cannot open file : % 8.8s\n",outfname); 
ex it(l);

)
fprintf(outfile,"%d %d % d\n",row,colum n-l,nax); 
printf("\n Opening outfile : %8.8s",outfname); 
printf(" row = %d colum n= % d\n",row,colum n-l);

for (j=0; j<row; ++j) {
double aver0=0., aver90=0., summ=0.;
int col;

c o n [l]  =  0.;
for (k=0; k<edge[j]; ++k)

fjprintf(outfile, " % 8.1 If %8.41f ",sum m ,con[l]);

printf("%d ",j); 
fread (pixelO,width, 1 ,infile) ; 
maxx = 0; 
minn =  255;
for (m =0; m <10; ++m ) {

averO += pixelO[m];
if  (maxx < pixelO[m]) maxx = pixelO[m]; 
if  (minn > pixelO[m]) minn = pixelO[m];
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if  (maxx-minn > 20) {
fprintf(rptf,"%d,0 st=% d=% d-% d\n",j,maxx-minn,maxx,minn); 
printf("%d,0 st=%d=%d-%d ",j,maxx-minn,maxx,minn);

}
averO /=  10.; 
m axx = 0; 
minn = 255;
for (m =width-10; m<width; ++m ) { 

aver90 + =  pixelO[m]; 
if  (m axx <  pixelO[m]) maxx =  pixelO[m]; 
if  (minn > pixelO[m]) minn = pixelO[m];

}
i f  (maxx-minn > 5 )  {

fprintf(rptf,"%d,0 end= %d =% d-% d\n",j,maxx-minn,maxx,minn); 
printf("%d,0 end=%d=%d-%d ",j,maxx-minn,maxx,minn);

}
aver90 /=  10.;
co l =  colum n - edge[j] * 2;
for (k = l; k<col;-H+k) {

double aver, aver 1=0., aver9, aver91=0.; 
double rateO, ratel;

c o n [l] =  0.;
fread (p ixel,w idth ,l,in file); 
maxx = 0; 
minn = 255;
for (m =0; m <10; ++m ) {

averl += pixel [m];
if  (m axx <  pixel [m]) maxx = pixel [m]; 
if  (minn > pixel[m ]) minn = pixel[m ];

}
i f  (m axx-m inn > 20) {

fprintf(rptf,"%d,%d st=% d=% d-% d\n",j,k-l,m axx-minn,maxx,minn); 
printf("%d,%d st=%d=%d-%d ",j,k -1 ,m axx-m inn,m axx,m inn);

}
averl /=  10.; 
maxx = 0; 
minn = 255;
for (m= w idth-10; m<width; ++m ) {

aver91 +=  pixel[m ]; 
i f  (m axx < pixel [m]) maxx = p ixel [m]; 
i f  (minn >  pixel[m ]) minn = pixel[m ];

1
if  (m axx-m inn > 5) {

fprintf(rptf,"%d,%d end=% d=% d-% d\n",j,k,maxx-minn,maxx,minn); 
printf("%d,%d end=%d=%d-%d ",j,k,maxx-minn,maxx,minn);

}
aver91 /=  10.;
aver =  (averO + averl) /2.;
aver9 = (aver90 + aver91) /  2.;
if  (averl< aver91+5. II aver0<aver90+5.) goto data_save; 
rateO = (aver-aver9) /  (aver0-aver90); 
ratel =  (aver-aver9) /  (averl-aver91);
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i f  (rateO>1.5 II ra tel> 1 .5) goto data_save; 
for (m =0; m<width; ++m )

diff[m ] = ratel*(p ixel[m ]-aver91) - rate0*(pixel0[m ]-aver90); 
calc_sum (& sum m ) ; 
i f  (s tep [l] <  step[2]) sim plex(j,k); 
else  c o n [l]  =  step[0]; 
i f  (co n [l]< s tep [l]  II co n [l]> step [2 ]) {

fprintf(rptf,"%d,%d step=%d % .llf  % d \n" ,j,k -l,step [l],con [l],step [2]); 
printf("%d,%d step=%d % .llf  % d  " ,j,k -l,step [l],con [l],s tep [2 ]);  
c o n [l]  =  0.;

}
data_save : {

fprintf(outfile,"% 8.11f %8.41f ",sum m ,con[l]); 
for (m=0; m<width; ++m ) pixelO[m] = pixel[m ]; 
averO = aver 1 ; aver90 =  aver91 ;

}
}
summ =  0.; 
c o n [l]  =  0.;
for (k=0; k<edge[j]; ++k)

fprintf(outfile,"% 8.11f %8.41f " ,sum m ,con[l]); 
fprintf(outfile,"\n");

fclose(infile);
fclose(outfile);

void calc_sum (double *p_sum )
{

double maxd = -255 ., mind = 255., gap; 
int ii, St;
int m ax_step, min_step;

/* find the peak step */
for (ii=10; ii<w idth-10; ++ ii) {

i f  (diff[ii] >  maxd) { maxd = diff[ii]; m ax_step =  ii; } 
i f  (diff[ii] <  mind) { mind = diff[ii]; m in_step =  ii; }

}
gap = maxd + mind;
if  (gap >  10.) step[0] =  max_step;
e lse i f  (gap < -10 .) step[0] =  min_step;
e lse i f  (in fn am e[l]= = ’A ’ II in fn am e[l]= = ’a’) step[0] =  max_step;
e lse if  (in fn am e[l]= = ’B ’ II in fn a m e[l]= = b ’) step[0] =  min_step;
e lse {

printf("\n\n\7\7 W rong in subroutine calc_sum()\n"); 
ex it(l);

/* calculate the summation and the first and the last steps */ 
if  (diff[step[0]] > 0 . )  st = 1; 
else st =  -1;
*p_sum = 0.;
for (step [l]= step [0]; step [l]> 10 ; ~ s te p [l] )  { 

if  (st*diff[step[l]J <  1.) break;
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*p_sum  += d iff[step [l]];

}
step [l]+ + ;
for (step [2]= step [0]+ l; step[2]<width; ++step[2]) 

i f  (st*diff[step[2]] <  1.) break;
*p_sum  += diff[step[2]];

)
step [2 ] - ;

void sim plex(int jj,int kk)

{
register int i ,j ;
vector center, p, q, iter_size ={ 1., -.01, 1., 1.};
int pass0=0, pass 1=0, pass2=0, pass3=0;

sim p[0][0] =  diff[step[0]]; /* peak value */ 
sim p [0 ][l] =  step[0]; /* peak step */
sim p[0][2] =  5.; 
sim p[0][3] =  5.;
sum _residual(sim p[0]); /* First Vertex */

/* Compute offset o f  V ertices */ 
for (i=0; i<4; i+ +) {

p[i] =  iter_size[i] * 5. /  4. /  SQ2; 
q[i] =  iter_size[i] /  4. /  SQ2;

}

/* A ll V ertices o f  the Starting Sim plex */ 
for ( i= l ; i<5 ; i++) {

for (j=0 ; j< 4  ; j+ + ) simp[i][j] =  sim p[0][j] + q[j]; 
sim p [i][i-l] =  sim p [0][i-l] + p [i-l];  
sum _residual(simp[i]);

for (i=0; i<5; i++) { 
l[i] =  l;  
h[i] =  l;

}
for G=0; j<5; j+ + )

for (i=0  ; i<5 ; i++) { /*  order */

if (s im p [i][j ]< s im p [l|j] ][j] )  l|j] =  i;
if  (sim p[i][j] > sim p[h[j]][j]) h[j] =  i;

/* Iterate */ 
niter = 0; 
do {

niter+4-;

/* Compute Centroid...Excluding the W orst */ 
for (i=0; i<5; i++) center[i] =  0.0; 
for (i=0; i<5; i++)

i f ( i  != h[4])
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for (j=0; j<4; j+ + ) center(j] +=  sim p[i][j];

/* First Attempt to R eflect */ 
for (i=0 ; i<5 ; i++) { 

center[i] /=  4.;
next[i] = 2. * center[i] - sim p[h[4]][i];

}
sum_residual(next);

if  (next[4] <=  sim p[l[4]][4]) {
for (i=0; i<5; i+ +) sim p[h[4]][i] =  next[i];
for (i=0; i<4; i++) next[i] =  2. * sim p[h[4]][i] - 1. * center[i];
sum _residual(next) ;
if  (next[4] < =  simp [1 [4]] [4]) {

for (i=0; i<5; i++) sim p[h[4]][i] =  next[i]; 
passl+ + ;

}
else passO++;

}
else  if  (next[4] <=  sim p[h[4]][4]) {

for (i=0; i<5; i++) sim p[h[4]][i] =  next[i]; 
passO++;

}
e lse  {

for (i=0; i<4; i++)
next[i] =  .5 * sim p[h[4]][i] +  .5 * center[i]; 

sum _residual(next) ; 
if  (next[4] <=  sim p[h[4]][4]) {

for (i=0; i<5; i++) sim p[h[4]][i] =  next[ij; 
pass2++;

}
else {

for (i=0; i<5; i++) {
for G=0; j< 4 ;j+ + )

sim p[i][j] =  (sim p[i][j] + sim p[l[4]][j]) /  2.; 
sum _residual(sim p[i]);

}
pass3++;

}
}
for G=0; j<5; j+ + ) for (i=0; i<5; i++) { /* order */

if  (simp[i]Ij] <  sim p[l[j]][j]) l|j] =  i; 
if  (sim p[i][j] >  sim p[h[j]]|j]) h|j] =  i;

/* C heck For C onvergence */
for G=0; j<5; j+ + ) if  (sim p[h[j]][j] ==  0 .0) break;

} w h ile ((s im p [h [l]][ l] -s im p [l[l]][ l]  >  maxerr) && (niter < maxiter));

if  (niter >=  maxiter) {
fprintf(rptf,"%d,%d simp=" jj ,k k -1 );
for (i=0; i<5; ++i) fprintf(rptf," % .31f',sim p[i][l]);
fprintf(rptf,"\n");
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/* A verage Each Parameter */ 
for (i=0  ; i<5 ; i+ + ) { 

con[i] =  0.0;
for (j=0 ; j< 5  ; j+ + ) con[i] +=  simp[j][i]; 
con[i] /=  5.;

}

C.2.3 AKET6.CPP

The blade angle is calculated from the peak step data. A pair of the blade angles 

were finally derived for a test, one for the lateral measurements before the centre of 

curvature and the other for those after the centre of curvature. In reverse, the peak steps 

are corrected by the pair of blade angles.

/* A K ET6.C PP

Calculate blade angles - compensate them.
Com bine data files o f  H (V )T A (B )_.D A T

in one data file  named H (V)TC O M .D AT.
Input data : H (V )T A (B )_ .D A T
Output data : H (V )TC O M .D A T  Q K E T6H (V ).D A T

*/
#include <dos.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <process.h> /* for exit() */
# include<std lib .h>  /* " */
# include <math.h>
#defm e ROW  65

double b, rms, rm sl;
double b_aver[6];
double point;
long nsum[6];
int ndata;
int row, col;
int nax, hax; /* number o f  axis, half o f  nax */
char infnam e[9] =  "htaO.dat", outfnam e[10] =  "htcom.dat";
char q k e t6 [ ll]  =  "qket6h.dat", *infnl =  "qket3h.dat", *infn2="msizeh.dat"
FILE *infile[6], *outfile;
void exit(int), blade_cal(int), main 1 (void);
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void main()

{
m ainlO ;

infname [0] =  V’; 
outfname[0] =  V’; 
qket6[5] =  V’; 
in fn l[5 ] =  V’; 
infn2[5] =  V’; 
main IQ;

void m ainlO

double pixel, tan;
double x;
double D IA, ROC, foe, step;
int ro w l, row2, c o l l ,  col2:
int height, width, i l ,  i2;
int j, k, 1;
int i;
int iax = 1 ;
int mr;
FILE *fc45f, *inf2;

/* sequence o f  file  handle - start 1 */

if  (N U LL == (fc45 f =  fopen(infnl,"r"))) { /* Q K E T3H .D A T  */
printf("\n ***** Cannot open file : % s\n",infnl); 
return;

}
fscanf(fc45f,"% d% d% lf% lf% d% d",&il,&i2,&foc,& step,&height,&width);
fclose(fc45f);
if  (N U LL ==  (inf2 = fopen(infn2,"r"))) { /* M SIZEH .D A T */

printf("\n ***** Cannot open file : %s\n",infn2); 
return;

}
fscanf(inf2,"% d% d% d% d% lf% lf',& rowl,& coll,& row 2,& col2,& DIA,& RO C);
fclose(inf2);
X = (D IA  /  ROC) /  step;
if  (infnam e[0] ==  h ’ II infname[0] ==  ’H ’)

point =  X * (height-1) /  (row 2-row l-hl);
else point =  x * (width -1 ) /  (co l2-co l 1+1);

if  (N U LL ==  (infile[0] =  fopen(infname,"r"))) {
printf("\n\7\7 ***** Cannot open file  : %8.8s\n",infname); 
return;

}
fscanf (infile[0],"% d% d% d",&row,&col,&nax);
printf("\nOpening input file  % 8.8s row = %d col =  % d",infname,row,col);

printf("\nOpening output file %s",qket6);
if  (N U LL ==  (outfile =  fopen (qket6,"w"))) {

printf("\n\7\7 ***** Cannot open file : %s\n",qket6); 
ex it(l);
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fprintf(outfile,"%d %d %d\n",row,col,nax);
printf(" row= %d co l=  %d width= %d\n",row,col,nax);

fprintf(outfile,"\nD IA =% .llf R O C = % .llf step=% .91f,D IA ,R O C ,step); 
fprintf(outfiIe,"\nrow=%d - %d co l=  %d - % d",row l,row 2,coll,col2); 
fjprintf(outfile,"\nx=%.61f point=% .61f binning= %d x %d\n\n", 

x,point,height,width);

hax = nax /  2;
for ( i= l;  i<hax; ++i) {

infname[3] =  i + 48;
if  (N U LL == (infile[iax] =  fopen(infname,"r’’))) {

printf("\n\7\7 ***** Cannot open file  : % 11.11 s\n",infname); 
ex it(l);

}
fscanf (infile[iax++],"% d% d% d",&row,&col,&nax);
printf("\nOpening input file  % 8.8s row=%d col=% d\n",infname,row,col);

}
infname[2] =  ’a’; 
blade_cal(0);

infnam e[2] =
for (i=0; i<hax; ++i) {

infnam e[3] = i +  48;
if  (N ULL == (infile[iax] =  fopen(infname,"r"))) {

printf("\n ***** Cannot open file : % 11.11 s\n",infname); 
ex it(l);

}
fscanf (infile[iax++],"% d% d% d",&row,&col,&nax);
printf("\nOpening input file  % 8.8s row=%d col=% d\n",infname,row,col);

}
fprintf(outfile,"\n\n\n");
printf("\n\n\n");
blade_cal(hax);
fclose(outfile);

printf("\nOpening output file %s",outfname); 
if  (N U LL ==  (outfile =  fopen (outfname,"w"))) {

printf("\n\7\7 ***** Cannot open file : %s\n",outfname); 
ex it(l);

}
fprintf(outfile,"%d %d %d\n",row,col,nax);
printf(" row= %d col=  %d width= %d\n",row,col,nax);

for (j=0; j< n ax;+ + j) {
rewind(infile[j]);
fscanf (infile[i ]," %d%d%d" ,& row,& col,& nax) ;

}

mr = (row + 1) /  2; 
for (k=0; k<row; ++k) {

for (1=0; l<col; +4-1)
for (j=0; j<nax; j+ + ) {
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fscanf(infile[j ], " ' ,& pixel,& tan) ;
if  (tan >  0.) tan = tan + b_aver[j] * (mr - k); 
fprintf(outfile,"% 8.11f %8.41f ",pixel,tan);

}
fprintf(outfile,"\n");

}
for (j=0; j<nax; ++j) fcIose(infile[j]); 
fc lose (outfile);

}

void blade_cal(int fst)

{
double X , y [ROW ], ybar; 
double s, sx, sy, sxx, sxy;
double a; /* y = a + bx */
double b l[3 ][R 0 W ];
double pixel, tan;
double d iff,d iffl[R O W ];
double b_tot, point 1;
int k, 1,11;
int fnum, iax;
int n d ata l[3][R 0W ];
int nlimit;

nlimit =  25;
i f  (row < 40 ) nlimit = 1 5 ;  
if  (row <  30) nlimit = 1 0 ;  
i f  (row <  20) nlimit =  5;

for (iax=0; iax<hax; ++iax) {
infname[3] = iax + 48; 
fprintf(outfile," % 8.8s ",infname); 
printf(" % 8.8s ",infname);

fnum = iax + fst; 
b_aver[fnum] = 0.; 
nsum[fnum] = 0;

}

for (1=0; l<col; ++1) {
fprintf(outfile,"\n%3d",l);
printf("\n%3d",l);

for (iax=0; iax<hax; ++iax) { 
fnum = iax + fst; 
rewind (infile[fnum ]);
fscanf (infile[fnum],"% d% d% d",&row,&col,&nax);

b l[iax ][l] =  9.99; 
rm sl =  0.; 
ndatal[iax][l] =  0;

ndata = 0;
for (k=0; k<row; ++k) for (11=0; ll< c o l;  ++11) {
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fscanf(infile[fnum], " ,&pixel,&tan) ;
if (11== 1) {

y[k] = tan;
if (tan > 0.) ndata++;

}
I
b -  0.; 
rms = 0.;
if (ndata < nlimit) goto N E X T  ;

sx = 0.; 
sy = 0.; 
sxx = 0.; 
sxy = 0.;
for (k=0; k<row; ++k) 

i f (y [ k ]> 0 .) {
X = k;
sx += x; 
sy += y[k]; 
sxx += X * x; 
sxy += y[k] * x;

}
s = ndata;
a = (sxx*sy - sx*sxy)/(s*sxx - sx*sx); 
b = (s*sxy - sx*sy)/(s*sxx - sx*sx);

rms = 0.;
for (k=0; k<row; ++k) { 

i f ( y [ k ] > 0 . ) {
X = k;
ybar = a + b * x; 
diffl [k] = y[k] - ybar; 
rms += diffl [k] * d iffl [k];

}
else diffl[k] = 999.99;

}
rms = sqrt(rmsZndata);

// Sort out bad data which exceed the rms
sx = 0.;
sy = 0.;
sxx -  0.;
sxy = 0.;
for (k=0; k<row; ++k)

if (fabs(diffl[k]) < rms) { 
ndata 1 [iax] [1]++;
X = k;
sx += x; 
sy += y[k]; 
sxx += X * x; 
sxy += y[k] * x;

1
rmsl = 0.;
if (ndata 1 [iax] [1] > nlimit) (
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s =  ndatal[iax][l];
a =  (sxx*sy - sx*sxy)/(s*sxx - sx*sx); 
b l[ia x ][l] =  (s*sxy - sx*sy)/(s*sxx - sx*sx); 
for (k=0; k<row; ++k)

if  (fabs(d iffl[k ]) <  rms) {
X =  k ;

ybar = a + b l[iax ][l] * x;
rm sl +=  (y[k] - ybar) * (y[k] - ybar);

I
rm sl =  sqrt(rm sl/ndatal[iax][l]); 
b_aver[fnum] += b l[ia x ][l] * ndatal[iax][l]; 
nsum[fnum] += ndata 1 [iax] [1];

}
NEXT: ;
fprintf(outfile," % 8.41f% 8.41f% 3d",bl[iax][l],rm sl,ndatal[iax][I]); 
printf(" % 8.41f% 8.41f% 3d",bl[iax][l],rm sl,ndatal[iax][l]);

fprintf(outfile,"\n\naverage "); 
printf("\n\naverage "); 
for (iax=0; iax<hax; ++iax) { 

fnum = iax + fst; 
if  (nsum[fnum] > 0) {

b_aver[fnum] /=  nsum[fnum]; 
rms = 0.;
for (1=0; l<col; ++1)

i f ( b l [ ia x ] [ l ] < 9 .9 ) {
d iff =  b_aver[fnum] - b l[iax ][l];  
rms += d iff * diff;

1
rms = sqrt(rms/nsum[fnum]);

}
fiprintf(outfile,"%7.41f %7.41f %31d ",b_aver[fnum],rms,nsum[fnumj); 
printf("%7.41f %7.41f %31d ",b_aver[fnum],rms,nsum[fnum]);

fprintf(outfile,"\nBlade angle "); 
printf("\nBlade angle "); 
b_tot =  0.;
for (iax=0; iax<hax; ++iax) {

if  (fst == 0) point 1 = point * (24 - iax);
else  point 1 = point * (24 + iax - nax 4-1);
fnum = iax 4- fst;
b_aver[fnum] /=  pointl;
b_tot 4-= b_aver[fnum];
fprintf(outfile,"% 8.51f ",b_aver[fnum]);
printf(" %8.51f " ,b_aver[fnum] );

}
b_tot /=  hax;
fprintf(outfile," [mm/mm]\n A verage = %8.41f [mm/mm]",b_tot); 
fprintf(outfile,"\nBlade angle ");
printf(" [mm/mm]\n Average = %8.41f [mm/mm]",b_tot); 
printf("\nBlade angle ");
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for (iax=0; iax<hax; ++iax) {
i f  (fst ==  0) po in tl =  point * (24 - iax);
else  po in tl =  point * (24 + iax - nax +1);
fnum =  iax + fst;
b_aver[fnum] = b_tot * po in tl;
fprintf(outfiie, " %7.41f " ,b_aver[fnum] ) ;
printf("%7.41f ",b_aver[fnum]);

}
fprintf(outfile," [step/point]\n"); 
printf(" [step/point]\n");

C.2.4 AKET7.CPP

The local focus position for each point of the mirror is calculated from the 

intensity difference areas and the peak steps. The least-squares method is applied in 

finding the local focus position.

/* A K ET7.C PP

Find the local foci o f  each point by using the least square method 
Re-arrange the sagitally measured data - from F O C U SW .D A T  to FO C U SV .D A T  
Input files : H (V )TC O M .D A T  
Output files : FO C U SH (V ).D A T

*!
#include <dos.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <process.h> /* for exit() */
#include <stdlib.h> /* " */

#include <math.h> /* for sqrt() */

double foc_ax, foc_tan, b;
double cen_step[10];
double sum [10];
int nax; /* number o f  axis */
int row, column;
char infname[10]="htcom.dat", outfnam e[l l]="focush.dat"
FILE *infile, *outfile, *outf 1 ;
void calc(), rearrangeO, exit(int), main 1 (void);

void calc()
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double s, sx=0., sy=0., sxx=0., sxy=0., k2; 
double a; /* y = a + bx */
int k;

for (k=0; k<nax; ++k) {
if  (k >=  nax/2) k2 = 49. - nax + k;
e lse  k2 = k;
sx +=  k2;
sy +=  sum[k];
sxx += k2 * k2;
sxy +=  sum[k] * k2;

}
s =  nax;
a = (sxx*sy - sx*sxy)/(s*sxx - sx*sx); 
b = (s*sxy - sx*sy)/(s*sxx - sx*sx); 
if (b = = 0 .)  b=0.00001; 
foc_ax = -1. * a /  b;

sy=0.; sxy=0.;
for (k=0; k<nax; ++k) {

if  (k > =  nax/2) k2 = 49. - nax + k; 
else  k2 =  k;
sy +=  cen_step[k]; 
sxy +=  k2 * cen_step[k];

}
a = (sxx * sy - sx * sxy) / (s * sxx - sx * sx); 
b = (s * sxy - sx * sy) / (s * sxx - sx * sx); 
foc_tan = a + b * foc_ax;

}

void main() 

{
m ainlO ;

infnam e[0] =  V’; 
outfname[5] =  ’w ’; 
m ainlO ;

}

void m ainlO  

{
double aver_ax=0., aver_tan=0.; 
int number=0;
int i , j ,k ;
char flag;

if  (N U LL ==  (infile =  fopen(infnam e,"r"))) {
printf("\n\n\7 *********** such file  : %9.9s\n",infname); 
return;

}
fscanf(infile,"% d% d% d\n",&row,&column,&nax);
printf("\nOpening input data file  : %9.9s row= %d colum n= %d number= %d\n", 

infname,row,column,nax);
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if  (N U L L  == (outfile -  fopen(outfnam e,"w+"))) {
printf("\n\7\7 ***** Cannot open file : % 10.10s\n",outfname); 
ex it(l);

}
fprintf(outfile,"%d %d\n",row,column);
printf("Opening output data file: % 10.10s row= %d colum n= %d\n", 

outfname,row,column);

for (i=0; icrow ; ++i) {
for (j=0; j<colum n; ++j) { 

flag =  0;
for (k=0; k<nax; ++k) {

i f  (EO F ==  (fscanf(infile,"% lf% lf',(sum +k),(cen_step+k)))) { 
printf("\n\7\7 *** Problem  in data file  ***\n"); 
ex it(l);

}
if  (sum [k]==0. II cen_step[k] <  9 .) flag = 1;

}
if  (flag = = 0 )  { 

calcQ;
if  (foc_ax >  99 .99  II foc_ax <  -99 .99) foc_ax =  -99.9999; 
i f  (foc_tan >=  1000. II foc_tan <=  -1000 .) foc_tan = -999.99;

e lse {
foc_ax = -99.9999; 
foc_tan = -999.99;

i f  (foc_ax>=17. && foc_ax<23. && foc_tan>=0. && foc_tan<700.) { 
aver_ax += foc_ax; 
aver_tan += foc_tan; 
number++;

}
fprintf(outfde, " % +07.41f% +06.21f ' ,foc_ax,foc_tan) ;

}
fprintf(outfile, "\n" ) ;

I
fclose(infile);
if  (infname [0] ==  V ) rearrange(); 
fclose(outfile);

void rearrangeO 

{
double axis, sagit; 
int i , j ,  k;

outfname[5] =  V’;
if  (N U LL ==  (ou tfl -  fopen(outfnam e, " w" ))) {

printf("\n\7\7 ***** Cannot open output file  : % 10.10s\n",outfname); 
ex it(l);

}
fprintf(outf 1," %d %d\n" ,colum n,row );
printf("\n\nData rearrangement for the vertical measurement.\n\n" ) ; 
printf("Opening output data file: % 10.10s row= %d colum n= %d\n".
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outfname,colum n,row);

for (j=0; j<colum n; ++j) { 
rewind(outfile);
fscanf(outfile, " %d%d" ,&row,&column) ; 
for (i=0; i<row; ++i)

for (k=0; k<column; ++k) {
fscanf(outfile,"% lf% lf ,& axis,& sagit); 
if  (j==k) fprintf(outfl,"% 8.4If% 7.21f',axis,sagit);

}
fprintf(outfl,"\n");

}
fc lose(ou tfl);

C.2.5 AKET8.CPP

From the next program, AKET9.CPP, both the tangential and sagittal data are 

needed. In this program, all the necessary data for further calculations are gathered 

together and they are summarised in the output data file, QKET8H.DAT or 

QKET8V.DAT.

/* A K ET8.C PP

Prepare the data for the height calculation.
Summarize all the data.
Input file  : M SIZEH .D AT Q K ET3H .DA T
Output file  : Q K ET8H .DA T

*1
#include <stdio.h>
#include <dos.h>
#include <conio.h> /* for getchO */
#include <process.h> /*  for exit() */
#include <stdlib.h> /* " */

double CZR;
double D IA, FL2, cnc, W A V E , CC;
double m ax_slope, foc_tan;
double xstep, y step;
double tan_step; //  The step size o f  the knife
double cen_row , cen_col, cr, cc;
int row, column;
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int width, height;
int strow, endrow, stcol, endcol;
int len_row, len_col;
char fnam el[ll]= "qket3h .dat" , fnam e2[ 11]="msizeh.dat";
char fnam e3[ll]="qket8h.dat";
FILE *infile, *outfile;
void exit(int), main 1 (void) ;

void  main()

{
m ainlO ;

fnam el[5] =  V’; 
fnam e2[5] =  V’; 
fnam c3[5] =  V’; 
fnam c4[5] =  V’; 
m ainlO ;

}

void m ainlO  

{
i f  (N U LL ==  (infile = fopen(fnam el,"r"))) { / /  Q K ET3H .DA T

printf("\n\n *********** jsjq Input file  : % ll.lls \n " ,fn a m e l) ;
fclose(infile);
return;

}
printf("\nOpening input data file : % ll.lls" ,fn a m e l);
fscanf(infile,"% d% d% lf% lf% d% d\n",&row,&colunm,&foc_tan,&tan_step,&height,&width);
fclose(infile);

printf("\nOpening input data file : % 11.1 ls",fnam e2); //M SIZ E H .D A T  
if(N U L L  ==  (infile =  fopen(fname2,"r"))) (

printf("\n\n\7 *********** N o such file : % ll.lls \n " ,fn a m e2 );  
ex it(l);

}
fscanf(infile,"% d% d% d% d\n",&strow,&stcol,&endrow,&endcol);
fscanf(infile,"% lf% lf% lf% lf',& DIA,& FL2,& cnc,& W AVE);
fclose(infile);
printf(" (% 4d-% 4d,% 4d-% 4d)\n",strow,endrow,stcol,endcol); 
printf(" D ia=% .llfm m  ROC=% . 1 Ifmm",DIA,FL2); 
printf(" C nc=% lf W ave=% .71f\n",cnc,W AVE);
CC = 1 .4 -  cnc;
CZR = FL2 - D IA *D IA /4./FL 2/(l.-hsqrt(l.-D IA *D IA /4.*C C /FL2/FL 2)); 
printfC CZR =  %lf\n",CZR);

len_row  =  endrow - strow 4- 1 ;
len_col =  endcol - stcol 4- 1 ;
cen_row  = (strow 4- endrow) /  2.;
cen_col =  (stcol 4- endcol) /  2.;
cr = (cen_row  - strow - (height-1.)/2.) /  (height-1.);
cc = (cen _col - stcol - (w idth-1.)) /  (w idth-1.);
xstep = D IA  * (w idth-1) /  len_col;
ystep = D IA  * (height-1) /  len_row;
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printf("\nOpening output data file : % ll.lls" ,fn a m e3 ); / /  Q K ET8H .D A T  
i f  (N U L L  == (outfile =  fopen(fname3,"w"))) {

printf("\n\7\7 ***** Cannot open file  : % ll.lls \n " ,fn a m e3 );  
ex it(l);

}
fprintf(outfile,"%d %d %d %d %d % d\n",strow,stcol,endrow,endcol,height,width); 
fprintf(outfile, "%.41f % .91f\n" ,foc_tan,tan_step) ;
fprintf(outfile,"%d %d % lf %lf %lf % .71f\n\n",row,column,DIA,FL2,cnc,W AVE); 
fprintf(outfile,"row = %3d colum n = % 3d\n",row,column); 
fprintf(outfile,"len_row = %3d, len_col =  % 3d\n",len_row,len_col); 
fprintf(outfile,"height = %3d, width = %3d\n",height,width); 
fprintf(outfile," xstep =  %.91f, ystep = %.91f [nun]\n",xstep,ystep); 
fprintf(outfile," centre =  [% .lf,% .lf]p x l =  [% .31f,% .31f]pnt\n",cen_row,cen_col,cr,cc); 
m ax_slope = D IA  /  2. /  CZR; 
fprintf(outfile,"max_slope=% f\n",max_slope);

fclose(outfile);

C.2.6 AKET9.CPP

Two weights for the weighted trapezoid rule are calculated. One is for vertical 

direction and the other for horizontal direction on the mirror surface.

/* A K ET9.CPP

Find the w eight values for trapezoid rule.
Input : Q K ET8H .DA T Q K ET8V .D A T  
Output : Q K ET9.D A T

*/
#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <conio.h> /* for getch() */
#define ROW  110
#define COL 110

double height(int,int);
double D IA , FL2, CC, W A V E , CZR;
double cenrow, cencol;
double xstep, ystep, xstep_factor, ystep_factor;
double slx[R O W +C O L], sly[RO W +CO L], ref[ROW +COL];
double Xval [ROW +COL], yval [ROW +COL] ;
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double hgt[ROW +COL] ;
double w l ,  w 2, maxx, maxy;
int row, col;
int mr, me; /* midrow, m idcol */
int i ,j ;
FILE *outf;
void exit(int);
void slope(void), slope_cal(int,double,double), m height_cal(void);
void diff_cal(void), w eight_cal(void);

double height(int ij, int ij 1 )

{
double heigh;
double xstep, ystep, STEP;
double THE, SLP, s lp l;

xstep =  xval[ij] - xval[ijl]; 
ystep = yval[ij] - yva l[ijl];
THE = atan2(ystep,xstep);
SLP = w 2*slx[ij]*cos(T H E ) + w l*sly[ij]*sin(T H E ); 
s lp l =  w 2*slx [ijl]*cos(T H E )+ w l*sly [ijl]*sin (T H E );
STEP =  sqrt(xstep*xstep+ystep*ystep); 
heigh = h g t[ijl] + ST E P /2.*(SL P+slp l); 
return(heigh);

void main() 

{
double foc_tan, foc_sag;
double tan_size, sag_size; /*  step size [mm] */
double cenrow 2, cencol2;
double cnc;
int strow, endrow, stcol, endcol, width 1, height 1;
int strow2, endrow2, stcol2, endcol2, height2, width2;
int len_row , len_col;
H L E  *inf;

printf("\nOpening input data file  : qket8h.dat"); 
if(N U L L  ==  (in f =  fopenCqket8h.dat","r"))) {

printf("\n\n\7 *********** jsJq such file  : qket8h.dat\n"); 
e x it(l);

}
fscanf(inf,"% d% d% d% d% d% d\n",&strow,& stcol,&endrow,& endcol,&heightl,&widthl); 
fscanf(inf, " % lf% lf ,& foc_tan,& tan_size) ;
fscanf(inf,"% d% d% lf% lf% lf% lf ,& row ,& col,& DIA,& FL2,& cnc,& W AV E); 
fclose(inf);
printf(" (% 4d-% 4d,% 4d-% 4d)\n",strow,endrow,stcol,endcol);
printf(" Diam eter = %.31fmm\n Radius o f  curvature = %.31fmm\n",DIA,FL2);
printf(" C onic constant = %lf\n W avelength =  % .71f\n",cnc,W AVE);
CC = 1. +  cnc;
cenrow = (endrow-strow) /  2. /  (h eigh tl-1 .) - .5; 
cencol =  (endcol-stcol) /  2. /  (width 1 -1.) - 1.; 
mr = cenrow + .5; 
me = cencol + .5;
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len_row  = endrow - strow + 1 ; 
len_col =  endcol - stcol +  1 ; 
xstep_factor =  (width 1-1.) /  len_col; 
ystep_factor =  (h eigh tl-1 .) /  len_row; 
xstep =  D IA  * xstep_factor; 
ystep =  D IA  * ystep_factor;
CZR = FL2 - D IA*D IA /4./FL2/(l.H -sqrt(l.-D IA *D IA /4.*C C /FL2/FL2));

printf("\nOpening input data file  : qket8v.dat"); 
if(N U L L  == (in f =  fopenCqket8v.dat","r"))) {

printf("\n\n\7 *********** such file  : qket8v.dat\n"); 
ex it(l);

}
fscanf(inf,"% d% d% d% d% d% d\n",&strow2,&stcol2,&endrow2,&endcol2,&height2,&width2);
fscanf(inf," % lf% lf ' ,& foc_sag,& sag_size) ;
fclose(inf);
cenrow 2 = (endrow2-strow2) /  2. /  (heigh t2-l.) - .5;
cencol2  =  (endcol2-stcol2) /  2. /  (width2 -1.) - 1.;
printf(" cenrow= %.91f cencol=  % .91f\n",cenrow2,cencol2);

if  (cenrow  != cenrow2 II cencol != cencol2) { 
printf("\n\n\7\7 Data mismatch !!\n"); 
ex it(l);

}

printf("\nOpening output data file : qket9.dat"); 
if  (N U L L  ==  (outf =  fopenCqket9.dat","w"))) {

printf("\n\7\7 ***** Cannot open file : qket9.dat"); 
ex it(l);

}
fprintf(outf,"%.51f %.51f %.91f % .91f\n",cenrow,cencol,ystep,xstep); 
fprintf(outf,"%.61f %.91f\n",foc_tan,tan_size); 
fprintf(outf,"%.61f % .91f\n",foc_sag,sag_size); 
fprintf(outf,"% .llf % .llf  %.91f % .71f\n",DIA,FL2,cnc,W AVE); 
weight_cal();
fprintf(outf,"%.91f % .91f\n",wl,w2);

fprintf(outf,"\nrow = %3d column = % 3d\n",row,col);
fprintf(outf,"centre = [%.91f, % .91f]pxl\n",cenrow,cencol);
fprintf(outf," ystep =  %.91f, xstep =  %.91f [mm]\n",ystep,xstep);
fprintf(outf,"Focus tan =  [24mm, %.61f step] 1 tan step = % .91f\n",foc_tan,tan_size);
fprintf(outf,"Focus sag =  [24mm, %.61f step] 1 sag step = %.91fVn",foc_sag,sag_size);
fprintf(outf,"Weight: row=%.91f col=% .91f m axx=% lf m axy=% lf\n",w l,w 2,m axx,m axy);
fprintf(outf,"len_row = %3d, len_col =  % 3d\n",len_row,len_col);
fprintf(outf,"height = %3d, width =  % 3d\n",heightl,w idthl);
fclose(outf);

void w eight_cal()

double w lv a l, w2val, w lstep , w2step; 
double maxxO, maxyO; 
int flagx, flagy;
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int i, iter;

w lv a l =  0.9; 
w 2val =  0.9; 
w lstep  = 0.01; 
w2step =  0.01;

for (iter=0; iter<10; ++iter) { 
maxxO = -1.; 
maxyO = -1.; 
flagx =  0; 
flagy = 0; 
printf("\n"); 
for (i=0; i<20; ++i) {

w l =  w lv a l + w lstep  * i; 
w2 = w 2val + w2step * i; 
diff_cal();
if  (fabs(m axx)< l.e-5  && fab s(m axy)< l.e-5 ) goto end; 
if  (flagy==0 && maxy*maxyO < 0 .) { 

w lv a l = w l - w lstep ; 
flagy = 1;

}
if  (flagx==0 && maxx*maxxO <  0 .) { 

w2val =  w 2 - w2step; 
flagx = 1 ;

}
i f  (flagx= = l && fla g y = = l) break; 
maxxO = maxx; 
maxyO = maxy;

w lstep  * = 0 .1 ;  
w 2step * = 0 .1 ;

}
end:

void diff_cal()

double diff;

slopeO;
m height_cal();

maxy = l.e -10 ;  
for (i=0; i<row; ++i)

i f (h g t [ i]> - 9 9 .)  {
d iff =  (hgt[i] - ref[i]) /  W AVE; 
if  (fabs(diff) >=  fabs(m axy)) maxy =  diff;

}
printf("\nwl=% .10If m axy=% 13.6e " ,w l,m axy);

m axx = l.e -10 ;  
for (j=row; j<row +col; ++j) 

i f ( h g t |j ] > - 9 9 .)  {
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d iff =  (hgt[j] - reflj]) /  W AVE; 
if  (fabs(diff) >=  fabs(m axx)) maxx =  diff;

}
printf(" w2=% .101fm axx=% 13.6e",w 2,m axx);

void slopeO  

{
double xOval, yOval;

xOval =  (m e - cencol) * xstep; 
for (i=0; i<row; ++i) {

y Oval =  (cenrow - i) * ystep; 
slope_cal(i,xOval,yOval);

yOval =  (cenrow  - mr) * ystep; 
for (j=0; j< co l;+ + j) {

xOval =  (j - cencol) * xstep; /* - -> + */ 
slope_cal(row+j,xOval,yOval);

void slope_cal(int od, double xOval, double yOval) 
{

double A;

A = sqrt(xOval*xOval + yOval*yOval);
i f ( A > D I A /2 .)  {

slx[od] =  9.99; 
sly[od] = 9.99; 
xval[od] = 0.; 
yval[od] = 0.; 
ref[od] =  0.;

}
e lse  {

slx[od] =  xOval/CZR; 
sly[od] = yOval/CZR;

void m height_cal()

double xvalO, yvalO, CZR, A , U, Zr;
int i l , j l ;

for (i=0; i<row +col; ++i) hgt[i] =  -99.999;

yvalO = (cenrow  - mr) * ystep; 
xvalO = (cencol - m e) * xstep;

A  = sqrt(xvalO*xvalO-i-yvalO*yvalO)/ CZR;
U  = A*FL2/(A*A-kCC)*(CC-l.-ksqrt(1.4-2.*A*A-A*A*CC));
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Zr = U *U /F L 2/(l.+sqrt(l.-U *U *C C /FL 2/F L 2)); 
hgt[mr] =  Zr; /* centre */

for (i=m r-l; i> = 0 ;-- i)  { /* row */
i l  =  i + l ;
i f  (sly[i]<9. && h g t[il]> -99 .) hgt[i] =  h eigh t(i,il); 
e lse  break;

}
for (i=m r+l; i<row; ++i) { 

i l = i - l ;
i f  (sly[i]<9. && h g t[il]> -9 9 .) hgt[i] =  heigh t(i,il); 
else break;

}

hgt[row+m c] = Zr;
for (j=row +m c-l; j>=row; - j )  { /* colum n */

if  (slxU ]<9. && h g t|jl]> -9 9 .) hgt[j] =  height(j,jl); 
else  break;

}
for (j=row +m c+l ; j<row +col; ++j) {

if  (slx[j]<9. && h gt[jl]> -99 .) hgt[j] =  height(j,jl); 
else  break;

C.2.7 AKETIO.C

The height error is derived from the local focus through several steps of 

calculations. First, the slope is calculated for both tangential and sagittal directions 

from the local focus data. The height on each point is calculated twice from the slopes 

in both horizontal and vertical directions, and the middle value is regarded as the height 

on the point. The weighted trapezoid rule is applied for calculating the heights on each 

point by using both tangential and sagittal slopes. Finally, the height error on each point 

is calculated by subtracting the reference height of an ideal mirror from the calculated 

height. The height error data is saved in a file, DIFF.DAT.

/* AKETIO.C
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Com bine two focus data, FO C U SH .D A T  and FO C U SV .D A T . 
Calculate the surface height on each point on a mirror 

hy using weighted trapezoid rule.
Find the differences to the ideal mirror.
Input : FO C U SH .D A T  FO C U SV .D A T  K ET9.D A T  
Output : D IFF.D A T

#include
#include
#include
#defm e
#define

<stdio.h>
<math.h>
<stdlih.h>
ROW
COL

/*
60
70

*/

double
double
double
double
double
double
double
double
double
double
int
int
int
void
void
void

//  w eights on row & co l 

/* step size  [mm] */

height(int,int,int,int);
D IA, FL2, CC, W A VE; 
cenrow, cencol; 
w l, w2;
foc_tan, foc_sag; 
tan_size, sag_size; 
xstep, ystep;
xval[RO W ][C O L], yval[RO W ][COL]; 
slx[RO W ][CO L], sly[ROW ][COL]; 
hgt[ROW ][COL], ref[ROW ][COL]; 
row, col;
mr, me; /* midrow, m idcol */

i,j ;
exit(int);
slope_cal(void), m height_cal(void); 
height_cal(void);

double height(intiO ,intjO ,inti 1 , in t j l)
/*  0  : previous one 1 : new point */

{
double heigh;
double xgap, ygap, STEP;
double THE, SLP, s lp l;

xgap = x v a l[ il] [ j l]  - xval[iO][jO]; 
ygap = y v a l[ il] [ j l]  - yval[iO][jO];
THE = atan2(ygap,xgap);
SLP = w 2 * slx [il][jl]* co s(T H E ) + w l* sly [il][j l]* s in (T H E );  
s lp l =  w2*slx[iO][jO]*cos(THE) + wl*sly[iO][jO]*sin(THE); 
STEP = sqrt(xgap*xgap+y gap *y gap) ; 
heigh =  hgt[iO][jO] + STEP * (SLP + s lp l)  * .5; 
return(heigh);

}

void main()

{
double cnc; 
FILE *inf;

/* conic const */
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printf("Opening input data file : QKET9.DAT"); 
i f  (N ULL == (in f =  fopen("QKET9.DAT","r"))) {

printf("\n\7\7 ***** Cannot open file  : QKET9.DAT\n"); 
ex it(l);

}
fscanf(inf,"% lf% lf% lf% lf\n",&cenrow,&cencol,& ystep,& xstep);
fscanf(inf," % lf% lf ,& foc_tan,& tan_size) ;
fscanf(inf," % lf% lf ' ,&foc_sag,«fesag_size) ;
fscanf(inf,"% lf% lf% lf% lf’,& D IA ,& FL2,& cnc,& W A VE);
fscanf(inf, " % lf% lf ' ,&w 1 ,&w 2) ;
fclose(inf);
CC = 1. + cnc; 
mr =  cenrow  + .5; 
me =  cencol +  .5;

printf(" cenrow= %.51f cencol=  %.51f [pnt]\n",cenrow,cencol);
printf(" ystep = %.91f xstep =  %.91f [mm]\n",ystep,xstep);
printf(" Focus tan =[24m m , %.61f step] 1 tan step =%.91f m m \n",foc_tan,tan_size);
printf(" Focus sag =[24m m , %.61f step] 1 sag step =%.91f m m \n",foc_sag,sag_size);
printf(" Diameter = % .llfm m  Radius o f  curvature = % .llfm m \n",DIA,FL2);
printf(" C onic constant = %.91f W avelength = % .71fmm\n",cnc,WAVE);
printf(" W eights : row = %.91f col =  % .91f\n",wl,w2);

slope_cal();
m height_cal();
height_cal();

void slope_cal() 

{
double xOval, yOval; 
double XJ, YJ, ZJ_tan, ZJ_sag; 
double angle, angle 1, anglc2; 
double U , A , Zr, CZr, CZR; 
double Rangle; 
double ax_tan, tan_step; 
double ax_sag, sag_step; 
int row2, col2;
FILE *inf, *inf 1 ;

printf("Opening input data file : FOCUSH.dat"); 
i f  (N U L L  ==  (in f =  fopen("FOCUSH.DAT","r"))) {

printf("\n\7\7 ***** Cannot open file : FOCUSH .DAT\n"); 
ex it(l);

I
fscanf(inf,"%d%d\n",&row,&col);
printf(" row l=% 3d coll=% 3d\n",row ,col);

printf("Opening input data file : FOCUSV.dat"); 
i f  (N ULL ==  (in fl =  fopen("FOCUSV.DAT","r"))) {

printf("\n\7\7 ***** Cannot open file  : FO CUSV.DAT\n"); 
ex it(l);

}
fscanf(infl,"% 3d% 3d\n",& row2,& col2);
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printf(" row2=% 3d col2=% 3d",row2,col2); 
if  (row!=row2 II co l!= col2) {

printf("\n\n\7\7 Data M ismatch !!\n"); 
ex it(l);

for (i=0; i<row; ++i) {
y Oval =  (cenrow - i) * ystep; 
for (j=0; j< c o l;+ + j) {

fscanf(inf, " % lf% lf ,&ax_tan,&tan_step); 
fscanf(inf 1 % lf% lf ' ,& ax_sag,& sag_step); 
i f  (ax_tan<-99. II tan_step<-999. II ax_sag<-99. II sag_step<-999.) { 

slx[i]lj] = 9.99; 
sly[i][j] = 9.99; 
xval[i][j] =  0.; 
yval[i][j] =  0.; 
ref[i][j] =  0.; 
goto NEXT;

}
ZJ_tan =  ax_tan - 24.;
XJ = (tan_step - foc_tan) * tan_size; /* unit: mm, - - >  + */
ZJ_sag = ax_sag - 24.;
YJ = (foc_sag - sag_step) * sag_size; /* unit: mm, + > - */ 

xOval =  (j - cencol) * xstep; /* - -> + */
CZR = FL2 - D IA *D IA /4 ./FL 2/(l.+sqrt(l.-D IA *D IA /4.*C C /FL 2/FL 2)); 
A = sqrt(xOval*xOval +  yOval*yOval) /  CZR; /* no m eaning */
/* U  : radius o f  a point on the mirror from the centre */
U  = A  * FL2 * (C C -l.+ sq rt(l.+ 2 .*A *A  - A*A*CC)) /  (A*A + CC);
/* distance from the centre o f  radius to a mirror surface */
Zr = U *U  /  FL2 /  ( l .+ sq r t( l. - U *U  * CC /  FL2/FL2));
CZr = FL2 - Zr; 
ref[i]jj] =  Zr;

if  (xOval != 0 .) {
Rangle = atan2(y0val,x0val); 
xval[i][j] = U  * cos(Rangle); 
yval[i][j] =  U  * sin(Rangle);

}
else {

xval[i][j] =  0.;
if  (yOval >= 0 .) yval[i]|j] =  U; 
else yval[i][j] = -U;

angle 1 =  atan2(xval[i][j],CZr);
angle2 =  atan2((xval[i][j]-XJ),(CZr+ZJ_tan));
angle = (angle 1 + angle2) * .5;
slx[i][j] =  sin(angle) /  cos(angle);

angle 1 =  atan2(yval[i][j],CZr);
angle2 =  atan2((yval[i][j]-YJ),(CZr+ZJ_sag));
angle =  (angle 1 + angle2) * .5;
sly[i][j] =  sin(angle) /  cos(angle);
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NEXT; ;

}
}
fclose(inf);
fc lo se(in fl);

}

void m height_cal()

}

double xvalO, yvalO, CZR, A , U , Zr; 
int i l , j l ;

for (i=0; i<row; ++i) for (j=0; j<col; ++J) hgt[i][j] =  -99.999; 
yvalO =  (cenrow  - mr) * ystep; 
xvalO = (cencol - me) * xstep;
CZR = FL2 - D IA *D IA /4./FL 2/(l.+sqrt(l.-D IA *D IA /4.*C C /FL 2/FL 2));
A  = sqrt(xvalO*xvalO+yvalO*yvalO)/ CZR;
U  = A *FL 2/(A *A 4-C C )*(C C -l.+sqrt(l.+2.*A *A -A *A *C C ));
Zr = U *U /F L 2/(l.+sqrt(l.-U *U *C C /F L 2/F L 2)); 
hgt[mr][mc] = Zr; /*  centre */

for (i=m r-l; i>=0; —i) { /*  row */
11= 1+ 1;
If (sly[l][m c]<9. && hgt[ll][m c]> -99 .) hgt[l][m c] =  helght(ll,m c,l,m c); 
else  break;

}
for (l=m r+l; l<row; ++1) {

1 1 = 1 - 1 ;
If (sly[l][m c]<9. && h gt[ll][m c]> -99 .) hgt[l][m c] = helght(ll,m c,l,m c); 
else  break;

}

for (j= m c-l; j>=0; —j) { /* colum n */

Ji=J + i;
If (slx[m r][j]<9. && hgt[m r][jl]> -99.) hgt[mr][j] =  helght(mr,Jl,mr,J); 
else  break;

}
for ( j= m c + l; j<col; ++J) {

Ji=J-i;
If (slx[m r][j]<9. && hgt[m r][jl]> -99 .) hgt[mr][j] =  helght(m r,jl,m r,j); 
else  break;

void helght_cal()

{
double gap [ROW ] [COL]; 
double h g tl, diff;
Int 11, jj, Ij;
Int 11,j l ;
FILE *outf6, *outf3, *outf4;

prlntf("\nOpenlng output data file  : gap.dat\n"); 
If (N ULL ==  (outf6 = fopenCgap.dat","w"))) {
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printf("\n\7\7 ***** Cannot open file  : gap.dat\n"); 
ex it(l);

}
fprintf(outf6,"%d %d %.31f % .3If %.91f % .71f\n",row,col,DIA,FL2,CC-1.,W AVE);

printf("\nOpening output data file  : diff.dat");
i f  (N U L L  ==  (outf4 = fopen("diff.dat","w"))) {

printf("\n\7\7 ***** Cannot open file  : diff.dat\n"); 
ex it(l);

}
printf(" row= %d colum n= %d\n",row,col);
fprintf(outf4,"%d %d %.31f %.31f %.91f % .71f',row ,col,D IA ,FL 2,C C -l.,W A V E);
fprintf(outf4," %.91f %.91f %.91f % .91f\n",cenrow,cencol,ystep,xstep);

for (i=0; i<row; ++i) for (j=0; j<co l; ++j) { 
i f  (i==m r II j== m c) gap[i][j] =  0.; 
e lse  gap[i][j] = -9 .9 9 ;

/******* Top Left */
for (ij=2; ij<=mr*1.5; +4-ij) /* root(2)=1.41 */

for ( i i= l;  ik ij;  ++ ii) {

jj =  ij - ii;
i =  mr - ii; 
j =  m c - j j ;
if  (i<0 II j< 0 ) goto N ex tl;
i l = i + l ;
j l = j  +  l;
if  (slx[i][j]<9. && hgt[i][jl]> -99 . && h gt[il][j]> -99 . && sly[i][j]<9 .) 

{
hgt[i][j] = height(i,jl,i,j); 
h g tl =  height(il,j,i,j); 
hgt[i]|j] =  (h g t [ i ] [ j ]+ h g t l ) /2 .;
gap[i][j] = (hgt[i]Lj] - hgtl) /  WAVE;
i f  (gap[i][j] >  0.1 II gap[i][j] <  -0 .1 ) hgt[i][j] =  -99.999;

}
N extl; ;

}

/******* Top Right */ 
for (ij=2; ij<=m r*1.5; ++ij)

for ( i i= l;  ik ij;  ++ ii) {

jj =  ij - ii;
i =  mr - ii;
J =  m c + j j ;
if  (k O  II J>=col) goto N ext2; 
i l  =  i + 1;

j i = j - i ;
if  (slx[i][j]<9. && h gt[i][jl]> -99 . && h gt[il][j]> -99 . && sly[i][j]<9.) 

{
hgt[i](j] = h eig h t(i,jl,i,j);
h g tl = heighten,j,i,j);
hgt[i][j] =  (hgt[i]|j] -f h g tl)  /  2.;
gap[i][j] = (hgt[i][j] - h g tl)  /  WAVE;
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if  (gap[i][j] >  0.1 II gap[i][j] <  -0 .1 ) hgt[i][j] =  -99.999;
}
Next2: ;

}

y********** Bottom  Left */ 
for (ij=2; ij<=m r*1.5; ++ij)

for (ii= l;  ii<ij; ++ ii) {

jj = ij - ii;
i =  mr + ii; 
j =  m c - j j ;
if  (i>=row  II j< 0 ) goto Next3; 
i l = i - l ;

j i = j  + i;
if  (slx[i][j]<9. && hgt[i][jl]> -99 . && h gt[il][j]> -99 . && sly[i][j]<9 .)

{
hgt[i][j] =  height(i,jl,i,j);
h gtl =  height(il,j,i,j);
hgt[i][j] =  (hgt[i][j] + h g t l ) /2 . ;
gap[i][j] =  (hgt[i][j] - h g tl)  /  W A VE;
if  (gap[i][j] >  0.1 II gap[i]|j] <  -0 .1 ) hgt[i][j] =  -99.999;

}
Next3: ;

}

y*************** Bottom  Right */ 
for (ij=2; ij<=mr*1.5; ++ij)

for ( i i= l;  ii<ij; ++ ii) {
jj =  ij - ii;
i =  mr + ii; 
j =  m c + j j;
if  (i>=row  II j> = co l) goto N ext4; 
i l  = i -  1;

j i = j - i ;
if  (slx[i]Ij]<9. && hgt[i]Ijl]> -99 . && h g t[il][j]> -99 . && sly[i][j]<9 .)

{
hgt[i][j] =  height(i,jl,i,j);
h gtl =  height(il,j,i,j);
hgt[i][j] = (hgt[i][j] + h g tl)  /  2.;
gap[i][j] =  (hgt[i][j] - h g tl)  /  W AVE;
if  (gap[i]|j] >  0.1 II gap[i][j] <  -0 .1 ) hgt[i][j] =  -99.999;

}
Next4: ;

for (i=0; i<row; 4-+i) {
for (j=0; j<col;+4-j) {

fprintf(outf6,"% 5.21f',gap[i][j]);
if  (hgt[i][j] >  -99 .) d iff =  (hgt[i][j] - ref[i][j]) /  W AVE;
else d iff = -9.99;
fprintf(outf4,"%8.51f ",diff);

1
fprintf(outf4,"\n");
fprintf(outf6,"\n");
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fclose(outf4);
fclose(outf6);

C.2.8 AKETll.C

The height error data are fitted to Zemike polynomials and the Zemike 

coefficients are derived. The fitting is undertaken by simplex method to four different 

terms of Zemike polynomials, 4 terms, 9 terms, 16 terms and 25 terms. The rms, p-v, 

and fitness on the fitted surface of the mirror are also calculated.

/* A K E T ll.C
Find the zem ike coefficients from  sim plex curve fitting to height error data. 
Calculate rms and p-v.

*/
#include
#include
#include
#defm e
#defm e
#defm e

Input data ; diff.dat 
Output data : zernike.dat

<math.h>  
<stdio.h>  
<stdlib.h>
N
N V PP  
M N P

M +1
3
10000

/* feof() */
/* exit() */

/* total number o f  variables per data point */ 
/* maximum number o f  data points */

typedef double vector[26]; 
vector con;
double L;
double x[M N P ], y [M NP], hgt[M NP];
double D IA , FL2, CC, W A VE;
double radius;
long ndata 1;
int N M A X =251;
int M;
int ndata;
long niter; /* #  iteration in sim plex */
FILE *infile, *outfile;
void zernike(vector), sim plex(void), rm s_cal(void);

void

{
zernike( vector c)

double X , Y , X 2, Y 2, R2, R4, R6;
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int i;

c[M ] = 0.;
for (i=0 ; i<ndata ; i++) {

X  =  x[i];
Y  =  y[i];
X 2  =  X *X;
Y 2 =  Y*Y;
R2 =  X 2 + Y2;
R4 =  R2 * R2;
R6 =  R4 * R2;
L =  c[0] +  c [ l]* X  + c[2]*Y  + c [3 ]* (2 .*R 2-l.);
if  (M  >  5) L += c[4 ]* (X 2-Y 2) + c[5]*2.*X*Y + c[6]*X *(3 .*R 2-2 .)

+ c[7]*Y *(3 .*R 2-2 .) + c[8 ]* (6 .*R 4-6 .*R 2+ l.);  
if  (M  > 10) L +=  c[9]*(X2*X-3.*X*Y2) + c[10]* (3 .*X 2*Y -Y 2*Y )

+ c [ll]* (4 .* R 2 -3 .)* (X 2 -Y 2 ) + c[12]*2.*(4.*R2-3.)*X*Y 
+ (10 .*R 4-12 .*R 2+3.)*(c[13]*X  + c[14]*Y )
+ c[15]* (20 .*R 6-30 .*R 4-12 .*R 2-l.); 

if  (M  >  17) L += c[16]* (X 2*X 2+ Y 2*Y 2-6 .*X 2*Y 2) + c[17]*4.*X*Y*(X2-Y2) 
+(c[18]*(X2*X-3.*X*Y2)+c[19]*(3.*X2*Y-Y2*Y))*(5.*R2-4.) 
+ (c[20]* (X 2-Y 2) + c[21]*2 .*X *Y )*(15 .*R 4-20 .*R 2+ 6.)
+ (c[22]*X  + c[23]*Y )*(35 .*R 6-60 .*R 4+30.*R 2-4 .)
+c[24] *(70. *R 4*R 4-140. *R 6+90. *R 4-20. *R 2+1.) ; 

c[M ] +=  (L-hgt[i]) * (L-hgt[i]);

void m ain()

double cc; /*  conic constant */
double cenrow, cencol;
double xstep, ystep, xvalO, yvalO;
double theta;
double peak=-99., valley=99., m ean=0., rms=0.;
double ZR, A , U;
int row, col;
register int i ,j ;

printf("Opening input data file  : diff.dat"); 
if  (N ULL = =  (infile =  fopen("diff.dat","r"))) {

printf("\n\7\7 ***** Cannot open file  ; diff.datXn"); 
ex it(l);

}
fscanf(infile, "%d%d" ,& row ,& col) ; 
fscanf(infile,"% lf% lf% lf% lf',& DIA,& FL2,& cc,& W AVE); 
fscanf(infile,"% lf% lf% lf% lf',& cenrow,& cencol,& ystep,& xstep); 
printf(" row=% 3d col=% 3d\n",row,col);
printf(" Diam eter =  % .llfm m  Radius o f  curvature =  % .llfm m \n",DIA,FL2);
printf(" C onic constant = % lf W avelength = %.71fmm\n" ,cc ,W A V E );
printf(" centre= [%.91f,%.91f] step size=  [row %.91f, co l % .91f]\n",cenrow,cencol,ystep,xstep);
radius = D IA  /  2.;
CC =  1. +  cc;
ZR =  D IA *D IA /4./FL 2/(l.+sqrt(l.-D IA *D IA /4.*C C /FL 2/FL 2));
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ndata =  0;
for (1=0; i<row; ++i)

{
yvalO = (cenrow-i) * ystep; 
for (j=0; j<col; ++j)

{
fscanf(infile, " % lf ' ,hgt+ndata) ; 
i f  (hgt[ndata] >  -9 .9)

{
mean 4-= hgt[ndata];
if  (peak <hgt[ndata]) peak =hgt[ndata]; 
if  (valley > hgt[ndata]) valley= hgt[ndata]; 
xvalO =  (j-cencol) * xstep;
A  = sqrt(xvalO*xvalO+yvalO*yvalO)/(FL2-ZR);
U  = A *F L 2/(A *A +C C )*(C C -l.+ sqrt(l.+2.*A *A -A *A *C C ));

if  (xvalO != 0.)
{
theta =  atan2(yval0,xval0);
X[ndata] =  U  * cos(theta) /  radius; 
y[ndata] =  U  * sin(theta) /  radius;

}
else

x[ndata] =  0.;
i f  (yval0>=0.) y[ndata] =  U  /  radius; 
else y[ndata] =  -U  /  radius;

}
ndata-n-;

}
}

}
fclose(infile);
printf("\nTotal number o f  data = %d\n",ndata); 
if  (ndata >  M N P) {

printf("\n\n\7\7The total data exceeds the maximum data array %d\n",MNP); 
ex it(l);

}
mean /=  ndata;
for (i=0; i<ndata; ++i) rms +=  (hgt[i]-m ean)*(hgt[i]-m ean); 
rms /=  ndata; 
rms =  sqrt(rms);
printfC RM S =  %.31f P-V  =  %.31f - %.31f = %.31f M ean value = %.31f\n", 

rm s,peak,valley ,peak-valley,mean);

printf("\n O pening output data file  : zernike.dat\n"); 
i f  (N U LL ==  (outfile =  fopen(" zernike.dat", " w" ))) {

printf("\n\7\7 ***** Cannot open data file  : zernike.dat\n"); 
ex it(l);

}
fprintf(outfile,"% .llf %.21f %.81f % .71f\n",DIA,FL2,CC-l.,W AVE);

M  = 4; simplexO; /* number o f  coefficients to be fit */
rms_cal();
M  = 9; simplexO;
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rms_cal();
M  =  16; simplexO; 
rms_cal();
M  =  25; simplexO; 
rms_cal();

fprintf(outfile,"\n Fitness Niter Peak V alley P-V  RMS"); 
fprintf(outfile,"\n\nProm the coefficients"); 
fprintf(outfile,"\nndata= %ld [% dx% d]",ndatal,NM AX,NM AX); 
fprintf(outfiie,"\nLevel (ZO) and tilt (Z l, Z2) removed\n");

fprintf(outfile,"\n\nFrom the data set\nndata= %ld",ndata); 
fiprintf(outfile,"\nRMS= %.31f\nP-V = %.31f - %.31f = %.31f\nmean= %.31f\n", 

rm s,peak,valley ,peak-valley,mean); 
printf("\nRMS= %.31f P-V  = %.21f - %.21f = %.21f mean = % .2 1 f, 

rm s,peak,valley,peak-valley,m ean); 
printf("\nndata= %ld\n",ndata); 
fclose(outfile);

void  rm s_cal()
{

double m ax=-99., min=99.; 
double rm s=0., mean=0.; 
double cenx=125., ceny=125.; 
double X , Y, X 2, Y 2, R2, R4, R6; 
int i ,j ;

ndata 1 = OL;
for (i=0; i<N M A X ; i++) {

Y  =  1. - i /  ceny;
Y 2 = Y  * Y;
for (j=0; j<N M A X ; j+ + ) {

X  = j /  cenx - 1.;
X 2 =  X  * X;
R2 =  Y 2  + X2; 
i f ( R 2 < = l . )  {

R4 = R2 * R2;
R6 = R4 * R2;
L = con [3 ]* (2 .*R 2-l.);
if  (M >5) L + = con [4]*(X 2-Y 2)+ con [5]*2 .*X *Y + con [6]*X *(3 .*R 2-2.)

+ con[7]*Y *(3.*R 2-2.) + con [8 ]* (6 .*R 4-6 .*R 2+ l.);
if  (M >10) L +=con[9]*(X 2*X -3 .*X *Y 2) +con [10]* (3 .*X 2*Y -Y 2*Y ) 

+ co n [ll]* (4 .* R 2 -3 .)* (X 2 -Y 2 ) + con [12]*2 .*(4 .*R 2-3 .)*X *Y  
+ (10.*R 4-12 .*R 2+3.)*(con [13]*X  + con[14]*Y )
+ con[ 15] *(20. *R 6-30. *R 4-12. *R 2-1.) ; 

if  (M >17) L+= con[16]* (X 2*X 2+ Y 2*Y 2-6 .*X 2*Y 2)
+con[ 17] *4. *X* Y *(X 2-Y 2)+ (con [ 18] * (X 2*X -3. *X *Y 2) 
+ con[19]*(3 .*X 2*Y -Y 2*Y ))*(5 .*R 2-4 .)
+(con[20] *(X 2-Y 2) + co n [2 1 ] *2. *X* Y )*( 15. *R 4-20. *R 2+6.) 
+(con[22]*X  + con [23]*Y )*(35 .*R 6-60 .*R 4+ 30.*R 2-4 .)  
+con [24] *(70. *R4 *R 4-140. *R 6+90. *R 4-20. *R 2+ 1.) ;

if  (max < L) max = L;
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if  (m in > L) min =  L; 
mean += L; 
ndata 1++;

}
}

}
mean /=  ndata 1 ;

for (i=0; i<N M A X ; ++i) {
Y  =  1. - i /  ceny;
Y 2 =  Y  * Y;
for (j=0; jcN M A X ; ++j) {

X  = j /  cenx - 1. ;
X 2 =  X  ♦ X;
R2 = Y 2 + X2; 
i f ( R 2 < = l . )  {

R4 =  R2 * R2;
R6 = R4 * R2;
L =  con [3 ]* (2 .*R 2-l.);
if  (M >5) L + = con[4]*(X 2-Y 2)+ con [5]*2 .*X *Y + con[6]*X *(3 .*R 2-2 .)

+ con[7]*Y *(3.*R 2-2.) +  con [8 ]* (6 .*R 4-6 .*R 2+ l.);  
if  (M >10) L +=con[9]*(X 2*X -3 .*X *Y 2) + con [10]*(3 .*X 2*Y -Y 2*Y ) 

+con[ 11 ] *(4.*R2-3.)*(X2-Y2) +con[ 12] *2.*(4.*R2-3.)*X*Y 
+ (10 .*R 4-12 .*R 2+3.)*(con[13]*X  + con [14]*Y )
+ con[15]*(20 .*R 6-30 .*R 4-12 .*R 2-L );  

if  (M >17) L+= con[16]* (X 2*X 2+ Y 2*Y 2-6 .*X 2*Y 2)
+con[ 17] *4.*X*Y*(X2-Y2)+(con[ 18]*(X2*X-3. *X*Y2) 
+ con [19]*(3 .*X 2*Y -Y 2*Y ))*(5 .*R 2-4 .)
+(con[20] *(X2-Y2) + co n [2 1 ] *2.*X*Y)*( 15. *R 4-20.*R 2+6.) 
+ (con[22]*X  + con [23]*Y )*(35 .*R 6-60 .*R 4+ 30.*R 2-4 .)  
+ con [24]* (70 .*R 4*R 4-140 .*R 6+ 90.*R 4-20 .*R 2+ l.);

rms +=  (L-mean) *(L-m ean) ;
}

}
}
rms /=  ndata 1 ; 
rms =  sqrt(rms);

fprintf(outfile," %.31f %.31f %.31f % .31f',max,min,max-min,rms); 
printf("\nRMS = %. 3 If,rm s);
printf(" P -V  =  %.31f =  %.31f - %.31f\n\n",max-min,max,min);

void sim plexO  

{
vector next, simp [26]; 
vector center, p, q, st_step; 
vector error, maxerr; 
int h [26], 1[26];
long maxiter =50000L ;
int done;
register int i ,j ;

for (j= 0 ;j< N ;+ + j)  {
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sim p[0]|j] =  .0; 
maxerr[j] =  l.e -5 ; 
st_step|j] =  .1;

}
zernike(sim p[0]); /* first vertex */

/*  Compute offset o f  vertices */
for (i=0  ; i<M  ; i++) {

p[i] =  st_step[i] * (sqrt((double) N ) + M  - 1) /  (M * sqrt(2.)); 
q[i] =  st_step[i] * (sqrt((double) N ) - 1) /  (M  * sqrt(2.));

}
/*  Initial vertices */
for ( i= l ; i< N  ; i++) {

for (j=0 ; j<M  ; j+ + ) sim p[i]|j] =  sim p[0][j] + qjj]; 
sim p [i][i-l] =  sim p [0][i-l] + p [i-l] ;  
zernike(sim p[i]);

for (i=0; i<N; i++)
{
l[i] =  l;  
h[i] =  l;

}
for (j=0; j<N ; j+ + ) for (i=0 ; i<N  ; i++) { /* order */

if  (sim p[i][j] <  sim p[l[j]][j]) l[j] = i; 
if  (sim p[i][j] >  sim p[h(j]][j]) h[j] = i;

/*  Iterate */ 
niter = 0; 
do {

niter++;

for (i=0; i<N; i++) center[i] =  0.0; 
for (i=0; i<N; i++)

i f ( i  !=h [M ])
for (j=0; j<M ; j+ + ) center [j] +=  sim p[i][j]; 

for (i=0  ; i< N  ; i++) { 
center[i] /=  M;
next[i] =  2. * center[i] - sim p[h[M ]][i];

}
zernike(next);

if  (next[M ] <=  sim p[l[M ]][M ]) {
for (i=0 ; i< N  ; i++) sim p[h[M ]][i] =  next[i];
for (i=0; i<M; i++) next[i] = 2. * sim p[h[M ]][i] - center[i];
zernike(next);
if  (next[M ] <= sim p[l[M ]][M ])

for (i=0 ; i<N  ; i++) sim p[h[M ]][i] =  next[i];

}
else if  (next[M ] <=  sim p[h[M ]][M ])

for (i=0 ; i<N  ; i++) sim p[h[M ]][i] =  next[i];
e lse  {

for (i=0; i<M; i++) next[i] =  (sim p[h[M ]][i] +  center[i]) /  2.;
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zernike(next);
if  (next[M ] <=  sim p[h[M ]][M ])

for (i=0 ; i< N  ; i++) sim p[h[M ]][i] =  next[i];
e lse {

printf(" Shrinkage ! "); 
for (i=0; i<N; i++) {

for (j=0; j<M ; j+ + )
sim p[i][j] =  (sim p[i][j] + sim p[l[M ]][j]) /  2.; 

zernike(sim p[i]);

}
}

)
for (j=0; j<N ; j+ + ) for (i=0; i<N; i++) { /*  order */

if  (sim p[i][j] <  sim p[I[j]][j]) l[j] =  i; 
if  (sim p[i][j] >  sim p[h|j]][j]) h[j] =  i;

}

/* Check For Convergence */ 
done = 0;
for G=0; j<N ; j+ + ) {

error[j] =  sim p[h[j]]|j] - sim p[I[j]]|j]; 
if  (error[j] <  maxerr[j]) done++;

}
} w hiIe((done <  M ) && (niter < maxiter));

/*  A verage Each Parameter */ 
for (i=0; i<N; i++) { 

con[i] =  0.0;
for (j=0; j<N ; j+ + ) con[i] +=  simp[j][i]; 
con[i] /=  N;

}
con[M ] = sqrt(con[M ] /  ndata); /* Fitness */

fprintf(outfile,"\n% 2d ",M); 
for (i=0; i<N; ++i) {

i f  (i ==  4) fprintf(outfile,"\n ")
i f  (i ==  9) fprintf(outfiIe,"\n ")
if  (i = = 16) fprintf(outfile,"\n ")
if  (i = = 25) fprintf(outfile,"\n ")
fprintf(outfile,"% 8.51f ",con[i]);

}
fprintf(outfiIe," %51d ",niter) ;

printf("\nNumber o f  coefficients = %d\n",M); 
for (i=0; i<M ; ++i) printf("%.51f ",con[i]); 
printf("\n");
for (i=0; i< M ;+ + i) printf("% .le ",error[i]); 
printf("\nNumber o f  iteration =  %Id\n",niter);
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C.3 Graphics and other programs

Several graphics programs were written for the purposes of display and bad data 

inspection. The diagrams showing the intensity subtraction and the curve fitting for 

finding the peak step were programmed at the file name of AKET5X.CPP. The height 

error diagrams calculated from Zemike polynomials with the derived Zemike 

coefficients are displayed by a program named AKETllX.C. The height error 

distribution from the measured data is drawn by a program AKET12X.C. The graphics 

programs were written by Microsoft C and Borland C++ languages and run on DOS.

In addition, there are several more programs which check the light intensity and 

mesure the execution time. A program, labelled CCDVAJL.C, measures the variations 

of light intensity. The elapsed time at each part of the measuring process was analysed 

by a program, labelled TIME.CPP.

C.3.1 AKET5X.CPP

The program draw diagrams of the intensity subtraction and the curve fitted to 

the intensity difference curve by using the simplex method. Sample examples can be 

seen in Figure 4.3, 4.4 and 4.6. The subroutines of sum_residual(), calc_sum() and 

simplexO are not included in the program list below, because they are the same as those 

in AKET5.CPP. The subroutines of bioskeyO, get_key() and goto_xy() are identical to 

those in AKETIH.C, so they are also excluded from the program list.

/*  A K E T5X .C PP
Draw tw o intensity curves o f  adjacent pixels and a subtracted curve.
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Curve fitting to Exponential functions by Sim plex method. 
Input data : H (V )A (B )_.D A T

*1
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

<stdio.h>
<graphics.h>
<dos.h>
<process.h>
<stdlib.h>
<conio.h>
<ctype.h>
<math.h>

/* REGS */
/*  for exit() */
/ *  " * /

/* for getch() */
/*  for int tolower(int) */

#defm e
#defm e

E Q l(X )
E Q 2(X )

con[0] * ex p (-l.* (X -co n [l])* (X -co n [l])/(2 .0 * co n [2 ]* co n [2 ]))  
con[0] * ex p (- l.* (X -co n [l])* (X -co n [l])/(2 .0 * co n [3 ]* co n [3 ]))

typedef double vector[5];

vector sim p[5], con, next;
double aver l, averO, aver, d iff[1500], aver9, aver90, aver91; 
double summ, rateO, ratel ;
float xstep =  5.; /* xstep size in drawings */
int h[5], 1[5];
int width;
int step[3]; /* cen_step, st_step, end_step */
int jj, kk, row, column;
int ed ge[110], co lfllO ];
int getch(void), bioskey(int), get_key();
char infnam e[7], chr;
char *qketfn =  "qket3h.dat";
unsigned char p ixel[1500], p ixel0[1500], p ix e ll[1 5 0 0 ], p ixel2[1500]; 
FILE *infile, *fc45f;
void goto_xy(int,int), main 1 (int), calc_sum ();
void draw(), m odify(), draw_step(), erase_step();
void simplexO, sum _residual(vector);
void reportO, draw l();

void main() 

{
double dm m yl;
int dmm y2, dmmy3, nax, i;
int strow, j, k;
int gdriver = 9, gm od e= l, errorcode;
char *dir="C:\BORLANDC\BGI\EGAVGA.BGI" ;
char cr; /* carriage return */

printf("\n\7 Print the input data file  name, H (V )A (B )_ .D A T  : "); 
scanf(" %s" ,infname);

if  (infnam e[0] ==  V’) qketfn[5] =  V’; 
i f  (N U L L  ==  (fc45 f =  fopen(qketfn,"r"))) {

printf("\n\7\7 ***** Cannot open file : %s\n",qketfn); 
return;

}
fscanf(fc45f,"% d% d% lf% d% d% d",&row,&column,&dmm yl,&dm my2,&dm my3,&nax); 
printf("\nOpen Input Reference F ile %s row= % d  colum n= %d",qketfn,row,column);
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printf("\nEdge, #  data = "); 
for (i=0; i<row; ++i) {

fscanf(fc45f, " %d" ,edge+i); 
col[i] =  column - 2 * edge[i]; 
printf(" %4d" ,edge[i] ) ;

}
fclose(fc45f);

i f  (N U L L  ==  (infile =  fopen(infname,"rb"))) {
printf("\n\7 ***** Cannot find input data file  : %s\n",infname); 
ex it(l);

}
fscanf(infile,"% 3d% 3d% 4d% c",&row,&column,&width,&cr); 
printf("Row=%d column=% d width=% d",row,column,width); 
printf("\n\nPrint row number you want to start : 
scanf(" %d" ,&strow) ; 
for (j=0; j<strow; ++j)

for (k=0; k<col[j]; ++k) fread(pixelO,width, 1,infile);

/*  initialize graphics m ode */ 
initgraph(&gdriver, &gmode,dir);
/*  read result o f  initialization */ 
errorcode = graphresult(); 
if  (errorcode != grOk) { /* an error occurred */

printf("Graphics error: %s\n", grapherrormsg(errorcode)); 
ex it(l);  /* return with error code */

}

main 1 (strow); 
fclose(infile); 
closegraphO;

void main 1 (int strow)
{

int m; 
int max, min;

for (jj=strow; jj<row; ++jj) {
fread(pixelO, width, 1 ,infile);
for (m =0; m<width; ++m ) p ixe ll[m ] = pixelO[m];

averO = 0.; /* aver o f  1st 10 values */
max = 0; 
min =  255;
for (m =0; m <10; ++m ) {

averO += pixel l[m ];
if  (max < pixel l[m ]) max = p ixe ll[m ];
if  (min >  p ixel l[m ]) min = pixel l[m ];

}
printf("\nStart: gap=% 3d = % 3d-% 3d",max-min,max,min); 
averO /=  10.;
aver90 =  0.; /* aver o f  last 10 values */
max = 0;
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min = 255;
for (m =width-10; m <w idth;++m ) {

aver90 + =  p ixel l[m ]; 
if  (max <  p ix e ll[m ]) max = p ixel! [m]; 
i f  (min > p ix e l! [m]) min =  p ixel![m ];

}
printf(" end: gap=% 3d =  % 3d-%3d",max-min,max,min); 
aver90 /=  10.;

for (kk=edge[jj]+2; kk<col[jj]+edge[jj]; ++kk)

{
int i;

summ = 0.; 
step[0] =  0; 
aver! =  0.; 
aver9! =  0.;
fread(pixel, width, ! ,infile);
for (m =0; m<width; ++m ) pixe!2[m ] = pixe![m];
max = 0;
min = 255;
for (m =0; m < !0 ; ++m ) {

aver! += pixel2[m ];
if  (m ax < pixe!2[m ]) max =  pixel2[m ];
if  (m in > pixe!2[m ]) min = pixel2[m ];

}
printf("\nStart: gap=%3d = % 3d-% 3d",max-min,max,min); 
aver! /=  !0 .; 
max = 0; 
min =  255;
for (m =w idth-!0; m<width; ++m ) {

aver9! += pixe!2[m ]; 
if  (m ax < pixe!2[m ]) max = pixe!2[m ]; 
if  (m in > pixe!2[m ]) min = pixe!2[m ];

}
printf(" end: gap=% 3d = % 3d-% 3d",max-min,max,min);
aver9! /=  !0 .;
aver =  (averO + aver!) /2.;
aver9 = (aver90 + aver9!) /  2.;
if  (aver0<aver90+5. II aver!< aver9!+ 5 .) goto data_save;
rateO = (aver-aver9) /  (aver0-aver90);
rate! = (aver-aver9) /  (aver!-aver9!);
if  (rate0>!.5  II ra te !> !.5 ) goto data_save;
for (m =0; m<width; ++m )

diff[m ] = rate!*(p ixel2[m ]-aver9!)  - rate0*(pixe!![m ]-aver90); 
calc_sum ();
if  (step [!] > =  step[2]) goto data_save; 
simplexO;
reportO; /*  output co n [!] : top step */
step[0] =  co n [!]; /* step[] : integers */
getchO; 
draw();

do f
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void reportO

goto_xy(60,4); printf("Data=D, M odify=M  "); 
goto_xy(60,5); printf("Next=any, E xit=ESC  "); 
chr = getchO; 
switch (chr) {

case 27: return; /* ESC */ 
c a s e ’d ’: case D ’: {

goto_xy(0,26); 
printf("\npixelO= ");
for (i=0; i<width; ++i) printf("%d ",pixelO[i]); 
printf("\npixel =  ");
for (i=0; i<width; ++i) printf("%d ",pixel[i]); 
printf("\ndiff =  ");
for (i=0; i<width; ++ i) printf("% .lf ",diff[i]);
getchO;
drawO;
break;

}
c a s e ’m ’; case M ’: {

printf("\7");
modify 0 ;  
break;

}

}
} w hile (chr==’d ’ II ch r= = D ’ II chr==’m ’ II ch r= = M ’);
drawlO;
data_save : {

for (m =0; m<width; ++m ) {
pixeIO[m] = pixel[m ]; 
pixel l[m ] = pixel2[m ];

}
averO =  averl ; 
aver90 = aver91;

}
I
printf("\n");

register int i; 
double y, dy, sigma;

printf("The mean is:");
for (i=0; i<5; ++i) printf(" % lf ,  con[i]);

sigm a =  0.0;
for (i= step [l]; i<step[2]; i++) {

i f  (i <=  step[0]) y =  E Q l(i);  
e lse  y =  EQ2(i);
dy = diff[i] - y; 
sigm a +=  (dy*dy);

}
sigm a =  sqrt(sigma);
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if  (s tep [2 ]-step [l]+ l >  0) {
s ig m a /=  sqrt((double) (step [2 ]-step [l]+ l));  
printf("\nThe standard deviation is %lf\n", sigma);

}
}

void  draw lO  

{

/* zero position */

double L, kk; 
double xint; 
float y step = 4.; 
int X, y, i,j,gap ;  
int yO =  270;

clearviewportO; 
i f  (step[2] ==  step [l]) { 

step [l]--; 
step[2]++;

}
xstep = 600 . /  (step[2] - step [l]); 
if  (con[0] <  0 .) yO = 30;

if  (xstep >  60 .) gap = 1 ;
e lse  if  (xstep > 20.) gap = 3;
e lse  gap = 5;
xint =  xstep * gap; 
setco lor(l);
for (x=30; x<=630; x+=xint) { 

m oveto(x,30); 
lineto(x,270);

m oveto(630,30); 
lineto(630,270); 
for (y=30; y<=270; y+=40) { 

m oveto(30,y); 
lineto(630,y);

}
X = 0;
xint =  (76 .-2 .) * gap /  (step[2] - step [l]); 
j = 0 ;
for (i=0; x<70; i++) { /* abscissa */

X =  2 + i * xint; 
goto_xy(x,20);
y =  step [l] +  g a p * G + + );  
printf("%3d",y);

}
goto_xy(76 ,20); printf("%3d",step[2]);

setcolor( 11); /* draw data */
X = 30;
y = yO - ystep * d iff[step [l]]; 
m oveto(x,y);
for ( i= s te p [ l]+ l;  i<=step[2]; ++i) {

X =  30 + (i - s tep [l]) * xstep;
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y = yO - ystep * diff[i]; 
lineto(x,y);

}

setcolor(13); /* draw the fitted curve */
L  = E Q l(step [l]);
y = yO - L * ystep; /* normalised data */
x = 30;
m oveto(x,y);
for (k k=step[l]; kk<=step[2]; k k + = .l) { 

xint =  xstep * (kk - step [l]);
X =  30 + xint;
if  (kk <=  c o n [l])  L = E Q l(kk); 
e lse  L = EQ2(kk);
y = yO - L * ystep; 
lineto(x,y);

}

setcolor(lO ); /*  draw an arrow */ 
xint =  (co n [l]  - s tep [l]) * xstep;
X = 30 + xint;
y = yO - ystep*diff[step[0]] + 30;
m oveto(x,y+25);
lineto(x,y);
lineto(x-6,y+6);
m oveto(x,y);
lineto(x+6,y+6);

goto_xy(6,0);
printfC'EQl =  % .llf  * EX P (-(x-%.21f)*(x-%.21f)/(2.*%.llf*%.llf))",

con[0] ,con[ 1 ] ,con[ 1 ] ,con[2] ,con[2]) ;
g o to_xy (20 ,l);
printf("EQ2 = % .llf  * EXP (-(x-%.21f)*(x-%.21f)/(2.*%.llf*%.llf))", 

con[0] ,con[ 1 ] ,con[ 1 ] ,con[3],con[3]);

for (i=0; i<=6; ++i) {
goto_xy (2 ,i*3+ l);  
y =  60  - i * 10; 
i f  (con[0] <  0.) y -= 60; 
printf("%2d",y);

}
goto_xy(0 ,21);
for (i= step [l]; i<=step[2]; ++i) printf("% 5.1f ,diff[i]); 
getchO;

}

void draw()

float ystep = 50 ./85 ., yy; 
int X , y, i;
int xint =  60, yint =  50; 

clearviewportO;
setco lor(l); /*  draw grid */
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for (x=30; x<=630; x+=xint) { 
m oveto(x,10); 
lineto(x,310);

}
for (y=10; y<=310; y+=yint) { 

m oveto(30,y); 
lineto(630,y);

goto_xy(0 ,0); printf("255");
goto_xy(0 ,4); printf("170");
goto_xy(0 ,7); printf(" 85");
g o to _ x y (0 ,ll) ;  printf(" 0");
goto_xy(0 ,14); printf(" 0");
goto_xy(0 ,2); printf(" I");
goto_xy(0 ,16); printf("DIF");
goto_xy(2 ,18); printf("0");
goto_xy(0 ,22); printf("-50");

se tc o lo r (ll) ;
X =  30;
y =  160. - ystep * pixel0[0]; /* raw datai */
xstep =  600. /  width;
m oveto(x,y);
for ( i= l;  i< w id th ;++ i) {

X = 30 + i * xstep;
y = 160. - ystep * pixelO[i];
lineto(x,y);

}
y =  210 . - (rate0*(pixell[0]-aver91)+aver9) * ystep; /*  normalised data */
X =  30;
m oveto(x,y);
for ( i= l;  i<width; ++i) {

X = 30 + i * xstep;
y = 210. - (rate0*(pixell[i]-aver91)+aver9) * ystep; 
lineto(x,y);

}

setcolor(13);
X =  30;
yy =  160. - ystep * pixel[0]; /*  raw data 2 */

y = yy;
m oveto(x,y);
for ( i= l;  i<width; ++i) {

X = 30  + i * xstep;
yy = 160. - ystep * pixel[i];

y = yy;
lineto(x,y);

}

X = 30; /*  normalised data */
yy = 210 . - (rate 1 *(p ixel2[0]-aver91 )+aver9) * ystep;
y = yy;
m oveto(x,y);
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}

for (1=1; i< w id th ;+ + i) {
X  =  30 + i * xstep;
yy = 210. - (ratel*(p ixel2[i]-aver91)+aver9) * ystep;
y = yy;
lineto(x,y);

setcolor(7); /* difference */
X = 30;
y = 260  - d iff[0]; 
m oveto(x,y);
for (1=1; i< w id th ;+ + i) {

X = 30  + 1 * xstep; 
y =  260  - dlff[l]; 
llneto(x,y);

}
draw_step();
goto_xy(5 ,0) ; prlntf(" %7.7 s" ,lnfname) ;
goto_xy(15,0); prlntf("(% 3d,% 3d)",jj,kk-l);
go to _ x y (6 0 ,l); prlntf("aver = % 5.1f % 5 .1 f  ,aver,aver9); 
goto_xy(67,2); prlntf("% 5.1f % 5.1f',aver0,aver90);
goto_xy(67,3); prlntf("% 5.1f % 5.1f',averl,aver91);
goto_xy(63,2); printf("% 3.1f ",rateO);
goto_xy(63,3); prlntf("% 3.1f ",ratel);

void draw_step() 

{
float value;
Int X , y, Ival;

goto_xy(35,0); prlntf("sum = %. I f , summ);
goto_xy(50,0); prlntf("step = %3d - %3d - % 3d",step[l],step[0],step[2]); 

setco lor(l);
for (x=0; x < = 1 0 ;+ + x ) {

value = X * 7 .6  + 2;
Ival =  value;
goto_xy(lval,23);
prlntf("%3d",wldth/10*x);

}
goto_xy(60,24); prlntf("Tangential Step");

setcolor(lO ); /* draw an arrow */
X  = 30 + step[0] * xstep; 
y = 310;
m oveto(x,y+25);
llneto(x,y);
llneto(x-6,y+6);
m oveto(x,y);
lineto(x+6,y+6);
/*  draw a line */
X = 30 + step [l] * xstep; 
y = 339;
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m oveto(x,y);
X =  30  + step[2] * xstep; 
lineto(x,y);

}

void erase_step()

{
int X , y;

setcolor(O); /* draw an arrow */ 
X =  30  + step[0] * xstep; 
y =  310;
m oveto(x ,y+25);
lineto(x,y);
lineto(x-6,y+6);
m oveto(x,y);
Iineto(x+6,y+6);
/*  draw a line */
X =  30  + step [l] * xstep; 
y =  339; 
m oveto(x,y);
X  =  30 + step[2] * xstep; 
lineto(x,y);

void m odifyO  
{

int ii, value;
char tap=0;
union k {

char c[2];
int i;
} key;

goto_xy(60 ,4); printf("M ove=<-,->, numbers"); 
goto_xy(60 ,5); printf("Next=Tap, E xit= F l "); 
goto_xy(60 ,6); printf("M odify centre step"); 
do {

key.i =  bioskey(O); 
erase_step(); 
i f  (!key.c[0]) { 

sw itch (k ey .c[l]) {
case 75: step [tap ]-; break; /* left */
case 77: step[tap]++; break; /* right */
default: printf("\7");

}
}
e lse  { value =  tolow er(key.c[0]); 

i f  (value == 9) {
tap = (tap+1) % 3; /* tap key */
goto_xy(67,6);
switch(tap) {

case 0: printf("centre step"); break; 
case 1: printf("start step "); break;
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case 2: printf("end step "); break;

if  (value>=48 && value<=57) { 
step [tap] =  value-4 8 ; 
for (;;) {

key.i =  bioskey(O); 
value =  tolow er(key.c[0]); 
i f  (va lu e= = \r’) break; 
step[tap]=step[tap] * 10-k value-4 8;

}
}

}
summ =  0.;
for (ii= step [lj; ii<=step[2]; 4-+ii) summ 4-= diff[ii]; 
draw_step();

} w hile (k ey .c [l] != 59); /* FI */
goto_xy(60 ,6); printf(" ");

C.3.2 AKET11X.C

The height error diagrams are drawn from Zemike polynomials with the derived 

coefficients. This program shows four diagrams sequentially according to the number 

of Zemike terms, 4, 9, 16 and 25 terms. In the diagrams, level and second order tilts are 

removed. Many diagrams in chapter 6 were produced by this program, such as from 

Figure 6.4 to 6.7, from 6.12 to 6.15 and from 6.18 to 6.20.

/*  A K E T llX .C
Draw the height error diagram on a mirror surface by using the Zernike polynom ials 
Input data : ZERNIKE.DAT

*/
#include <graph.h>
#include <conio .h>  /* printf() */
#include <stdio.h> /* " */
#include <process.h> /* exit() */
#include <stdlib.h> /* " */
#include <dos.h> /* for int86Q */
#include <math.h>

#define N M A X  251 /* maximum number o f  colum n */
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#defm e DEG REE 57 .29577951 /* deg/rad */

double D IA , FL2, CC, W AVE;
double c[25];
double tilt_m ag, tilt_ang;
double focus, focus 1, astig_m ag, astig_ang, com a_m ag, coma_ang;
double X , Y , R2;
double disp, peak, valley, pv, rms;
long niter;
int st_x =  150, st_y = 140; /*  start point o f  the graphs */
int n_c; /*  number o f  constants */
struct dosdate_t d;
char pal[48] =  {63 ,63 ,63 , 0 ,0 ,63 , 0 ,40 ,63 , 0 ,46 ,63 , 0 ,52 ,63 , 0 ,58 ,63 , /* from white, blue */

0 ,61 ,63 , 0 ,63 ,63 , 60 ,63 ,60 , 63 ,63 ,0 , 63 ,61 ,0 , /* sky blue to yellow  */
63 ,58 ,0 , 63 ,52 ,0 , 63 ,46 ,0 , 63 ,40 ,0 , 6 3 ,0 ,0 );  /* to red */

extern void W rColors(char[48],char,char); /* W RCO LO R.ASM  */
void aberrationsO, background(), draw_wave(), goto_xy(int,int);
double angle(double);
double zernikeO;

void  main() 

{
int i ,j ;
FILE *infile;

for (i=0; i<25; ++i) c[i] =  0.;

printf("\n Opening input data file  : ZERNIKE.DAT"); 
if  (N U L L  ==  (infile =  fopen("ZERNIKE.DAT","r"))) {

printf("\n\7\7 ***** Cannot open data file  : ZERNIKE.DAT\n"); 
ex it(l);

}
fscanf(infile,"% lf% lf% lf% lf\n",&DIA,&FL2,«feCC,&W AVE); 
printf("\nDia=% .llfm m  F L 2= % .llf CC=% lf W ave=% .71f ,D IA,FL2,CC ,W AV E); 
for (j=0; j< 4 ;+ + j)  {

fscanf(infile," %d" ,&n_c) ;
printf(" number o f  constants =  %d\n",n_c);
for (i=0; i<n_c; ++i) fscanf(in file,"% lf ,c+i);
fscanf(infile,"% lf %ld %lf % lf % lf % lf',& disp,& niter,& peak,& valley,& pv,& rm s); 
aberrationsO;

}
fclose(in file);

void  aberrationsO  

{
double tilt_x, tilt_y;
char sign;
char fstcol =  0, numreg = 1 6 ;

tilt_x =  c [ l ]  - 2.*c[6];
tilt_y =  c[2] - 2 .*c[7];
tilt_m ag = sqrt(tilt_x*tilt_x + tilt_y*tilt_y);
tilt_ang = atan2(tilt_y,tilt_x) * DEGREE;
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tilt_ang = angle(tilt_ang);

focus = 2. * c[3] - 6.*c[8];
focus 1 = sqrt(c[4]*c[4] +  c[5]*c[5]);
i f  (focus > =  0.) sign = -1 ;
e lse  sign = 1 ;
focus += sign * focus 1;

astig_m ag = -1. * sign * 2. * sqrt(c[4]*c[4]+c[5]*c[5]); 
astig_ang =  .5 * atan2(c[5],c[4]) * DEGREE; 
astig_ang =  angle(astig_ang);

com a_m ag =  3. * sqrt(c[6]*c[6]+c[7]*c[7]); 
com a_ang = atan2(c[7],c[6]) * DEGREE; 
com a_ang = angle(com a_ang);

/*  set graphics m ode */
_setvideom ode(_V R E S 16 C 0 L 0 R );
W rColors(pal,fstcol,num reg);
backgroundO;
draw_wave();
_setvideom ode(_D E F  A U LTM O D E) ;

double angle(double degree)
{

for (;;) {
i f  (degree >  90 .) degree -= 180. ; 
e lse  if  (degree < -90.) degree += 180.; 
e lse  break;

}
return (degree);

}

void backgroundO  

{
int X, y, y l ;
int xint=50, yint=50;
int end_x, end_y;

_clearscreen(_G CLE ARSCREEN) ;
_setcolor(0); /* make background color - white */
for (y=0; y<480; ++y) {

_m oveto(0,y);
_lineto(640,y);

}
_ setco lor(l);
end_x = st_x -t- NM AX ;
end_y =  st_y 4- N M AX ;
for (x=st_x; x<end_x; x4-=xint) { /* grid */

_m oveto(x,st_y);
_lineto(x,end_y);

}
for (y=st_y; y<end_y; y+=yint) {
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_m oveto(st_x,y);
_lineto(end_x,y);

}
_m oveto(end_x,st_y); /* boundary */
_lineto(end_x,end_y);
_lineto(st_x,end_y);
for (y=15; y>=0; —y) { /*  color reference */

_setcolor(y);
for (y l= 390 -y*16 ; y l< 4 0 6 -y * 1 6 ; + + y l)  { 

_m oveto (30 ,y l);
_ lin eto (50 ,y l);

}
}

void draw _w ave()

double w ave, m ax=-99., m in=99., median, colval; 
double rm s=0., mean=0.;
double cenx =  .5*N M A X -.5, ceny = .5*N M A X -.5; 
long ndata =  0;
int m idx, midy;
int i , j , k ;
int xpos, ypos, level, weight;
char chr;

goto_xy(23,0); printf("HEIGHT ERROR DIAGRAM "); 
goto_xy(20,2); printf("Dia = %.01fmm",DIA); 
goto_xy(20,3); printf("ROC =  % .llfmm ",FL2); 
goto_xy(36,2); printf("CC = %.81f',CC); 
goto_xy(36,3); printf("W ave= % .llfnm ",W A VE* 1000000.); 
goto_xy(20,4); printf("Zernike terms : %d",n_c);
_dos_getdate(& d);
goto_xy(55,0); printf("%d %d %d Y -S Kim",d.year,d.month,d.day); 
goto_xy(54,2); printf("*Level =  % +.31f ,c[0]); 
goto_xy(54,3); printf("*Tilt: mag = % +.31f ,tilt_mag); 
goto_xy(59,4); printf("angle =  % +.31f ,tilt_ang); 
goto_xy(55 ,5); printf("Power = % +.31f ,2.*c[3]);
goto_xy(55 ,6); printf("Focus =  % +.31f,focus);
i f  (n_c > 4) {

goto_xy(55,7); printf("Astig:mag = % +.31f ,astig_mag); 
goto_xy(59,8); printf("angle = % +.31f ,astig_ang); 
goto_xy(55,9); printf("Coma: mag = % +.31f',coma_mag); 
goto_xy(59,10); printf("angle =  % +.31f',coma_ang); 
g o to _ x y (5 5 ,ll) ;  printf("Sph.Aber. =  % +.31f ,6 .*c[8]);
)

goto_xy(20,5); printf("z[0], z [ l ] ,  z[2] removed");

for (i=0; i<n_c; ++i) {
goto_xy(55,14+i); 
if  (i > = 16  ) goto_xy(35,9+ i); 
if  (i >=21 ) goto_xy(15,4+ i); 
printf("z[%d] = % +5.31f',i,c[i]);

}
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for (1=0; i<N M A X ; i++) {
Y  =  1. - i /  ceny ; 
for (j=0; j<N M A X ; j+ + ) { 

X = j  /  cenx - 1.;

}
mean /=  ndata;

R2 =  Y *Y  + X*X;
i f ( R 2 < = l . )  {

w ave = zernikeO;
if  (m ax < w ave) max = wave;
i f  (min > wave) min =  wave;
mean += wave;
ndata++;

}

printf("%.31f',max);
printf("%.31f',min);

goto_xy(3 ,8); 
goto_xy(3,25);
_settextco lor(l); 
for (i=13; i>=0; - i )  {

goto_xy(7,23-i);
colval =  (max-min) * (i+1.) /  15. +  min; 
printf("% 6.31f,colval);

}

max +=  .0001;
min -=  .0001;
for (i=0; i<N M A X ; ++i) {

Y  = 1. - i /  ceny;
ypos = st_y + i;
for (j=0; j<N M A X ; ++j) {

X  = j /  cenx - 1.;
R2 =  Y *Y  + X*X; 
if (R 2  <=  1.) {

w ave = zernikeO;
rms += (wave-m ean) *( wave-mean); 
level =  15 * (w ave-m in)/(m ax-m in) + 1; 
_setcolor(level); 
xpos = st_x + j;
_setpixel(xpos,ypos);

m idx =  st_x + N M A X /2; 
midy =  st_y + N M A X /2; 
_m oveto(m idx,m idy); 
level =  _getcolor(); 
i f  (level >  7) level =  1 ; 
else level = 1 5 ;
_setcolor(level); 
_m oveto(m idx-4,m idy-4); 
_lineto(m idx4-4,m idy+4);

/* centre mark */
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_m oveto(m idx-4,m idy+4);
_lineto(m idx+4,m idy-4) ;

rms /=  ndata; 
rms = sqrt(rms);
goto_xy(3 ,2); printf("RMS = %.31f',rms);
goto_xy(3 ,3); printf("P-V =  % .31f,m ax-m in);
goto_xy(3 ,4); printf("mean=%+.31f',mean);
goto_xy (3,5 ) ; printf(" %dx%d",N M A X ,N M A X ) ;
goto_xy(3 ,6); printf("Fit= %,31f',disp);
printf("\7"); 
chr = getchO; 
i f  (chr = = 2 7 )  {

_setvideom ode(_D E FA U LT M O D E ) ; 
ex it(l);

}

double zernikeO

double L;
double X 2, Y 2, R4, R6;

X 2 = X *X ;
Y 2 = Y *Y;
R4 = R2 * R2;
R6 = R4 * R2;

L = c[3] * (2 .*R 2 - 1.); /* rem ove level & tilt terms ***/
if  (n_c > 4 )  L += c[4 ]* (X 2-Y 2) + c[5]*2 .*X *Y  + c[6]*X *(3 .*R 2-2 .)

+ c[7]*Y *(3 .*R 2-2 .) + c[8 ]* (6 .*R 4-6 .*R 2+ l.);  
if  (n_c > 9 )  L += c[9]*(X 2*X -3 .*X *Y 2) + c [10]* (3 .*X 2*Y -Y 2*Y )

+ c [ll]* (4 .* R 2 -3 .)* (X 2 -Y 2 ) + c[12]*2 .*(4 .*R 2-3 .)*X *Y  
+ (10.*R 4-12 .*R 2+3.)*(c[13]*X  + c[14]*Y )  
4-c[15]*(20 .*R 6-30 .*R 4-12 .*R 2-L ); 

if  (n_c >  16) L += c[16]*(X 2*X 2+ Y 2*Y 2-6 .*X 2*Y 2) + c[17]*4 .*X *Y *(X 2-Y 2)  
+(c[18]* (X 2*X -3 .*X *Y 2)+ c[19]* (3 .*X 2*Y -Y 2*Y ))* (5 .*R 2-4 .)  
+ (c[20]* (X 2-Y 2) + c[21]*2 .*X *Y )*(15  *R 4-20.*R 2+6.)
+ (c[22]*X  + c[23]*Y )*(35 .*R 6-60 .*R 4+30.*R 2-4 .) 
+ c[24]* (70 .*R 4*R 4-140 .*R 6+ 90.*R 4-20 .*R 2+ l.);

return(L);
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C.3.3 AKET12X.C

The height error diagram is drawn from the measured data after removing level 

and second order tilts. The diagrams can be seen in Figure 6.1, 6.2, 6.3, 6.11, 6.17 and 

6 .21.

/*  A K E T12X .C
Draw the height error diagram from the measured data 
Input data : DIFF.D AT, ZERNIK E.DAT

*/

#include <graph.h>
#include <process.h> /* for exit() */
# include <stdlib.h> /* " */
#include <conio.h>  /* for getch() */
# include <stdio.h> /* " */
#include <dos.h> /* for int86() */
# include <math.h> /* for fabs() */

double D IA, FL2, one, W AVE;
double C C ,R D S ,C Z R ;
double cenrow, cencol, ystep, xstep;
double c[26];
double disp, peak, valley, pv, rms;
double aver;
long niter;
float val[14];
float m ax=-100., m in=100.;
int row, col;
int st_x=140, st_y=50; /* start point o f  the graphs */
int magx, magy; /* magnification */
int n_c; /* number o f  zernike terms */
int ndata;
char pal[48] =  {63 ,63 ,63 , 0 ,0 ,63 , 0 ,40 ,63 , 0 ,4 6 ,6 3 ,0 ,5 2 ,6 3 , 0 ,58 ,63 , /*  from w hite, blue */

0 ,61 ,63 , 0 ,63 ,63 , 60 ,63 ,60 , 63 ,63 ,0 , 63 ,61 ,0 , /*  sky blue to yellow  */
63 ,58 ,0 , 63 ,52 ,0 , 63 ,46 ,0 , 63 ,40 ,0 , 6 3 ,0 ,0 }; /* to red */

char chr;
extern void W rColors(char[48],char,char); /* W RCO LO R.ASM  */
FILE *infile, *outf;
void backgroundO, draw_diff(), goto_xy(int,int), w ave_cal(void);
struct dosdate_t d;

void  m ain()
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int i , j;
char fstcol =  0, numreg = 1 6 ;
FILE *inf 1 ;

printf("\n Opening input data file  : ZERNIKE.DAT"); 
i f  (N U L L  ==  (in fl = fopen("ZERNIKE.DAT","r"))) {

printf("\n\7\7 ***** Cannot open data file  : ZERNIKE.DAT\n"); 
e x it(l);

}
fscanf(infl,"% lf% lf% lf% lf\n",& DIA,& FL2,& cnc,& W AVE);
printf("\nDia=% .llfm m  F L 2= % .llf CC=% lf W ave=% .71f,D IA ,F L 2,cnc,W A V E );

if(N U L L  ==  (infile =  fopen("diff.dat","r"))) {
printf("\n\n\7 *********** ]^q file  : D lFF.DAT\n"); 
ex it(l);

}
fscanf(infile,"% d% d",&row,&col); 
fscanf(infile,"% lf% lf% lf% lf’,& D IA ,& FL2,& cnc,& W A VE); 
fscanf(infile, " %lf%lf%lf%lf\n" ,&cenro w ,& cencol,& ystep,& xstep) ;
CC = 1. +  cnc;
R DS = D I A / 2 . ;
CZR =  FL2 - R D S*R D S/FL 2/(l.+sqrt(l.-R D S*R D S*C C /FL 2/FL 2));

if(N U L L  = =  (outf =  fopenC'diffl.dat","w+"))) {
printf("\n\n\7 Cannot open output file  : D IFFl.D A T \n"); 
ex it(l);

}

/* initialize graphics m ode */
_setvideom ode(_V R E S 16 C 0 L 0 R ) ;
W rColors(pal,fstcol,num reg);

chr =  0;
for (j= 0 ;j< 4 ;+ + j)  {

fscanf(in fl ,"%d",&n_c);
for (i=0; i<n_c; ++i) fscanf(infl,"% lf',c+ i);
fscanf(infl,"% lf %ld % lf %lf %lf % lf',& disp,& niter,& peak,& valley,& pv,& rm s);

i f G > = l ) {
rewind(infile);
fscanf(infile, " %d%d" ,&ro w ,& col) ;
fscanf(infile,"% lf% lf% lf% lf',& DIA,& FL2,& cnc,& W AVE);
fscanf(infile,"% lf% lf% lf% lf\n",& cenrow,& cencol,& ystep,& xstep);

rewind(outf);
fprintf(outf,"%d %d",row,col);
fprintf(outf," % .llf  % .llf  %.71f % .71f',DIA,FL2,cnc,W AV E); 
fprintf(outf," %.71f %.71f %.71f % .71f\n",cenrow,cencol,ystep,xstep);

w ave_cal(); 
draw_diff(); 
chr =  getchO;
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if  (chr ==  27) break;

}

fc lo se(in fl);
fclose(infile);
fclose(outf);
_setvideom ode(_D E F  A U L T M O D E) ;

I

void backgroundO  

{
float colval;
int X, x l,en d _x;
int y, y l,en d _y;
int i;

_clearscreen(_G CLE A RSC REEN) ;
_setcolor(0); /* make background color - white */
for (y=0; y<480; ++y) {

_m oveto(0,y);
_lineto(640,y);

}
end_x =  st_x + co l * magx; 
end_y = st_y + row * magy;

_setco lor(l);
for (x=0; x<col; x+=10) { /* grid 1 */

x l  =  st_x + X * magx;
_m oveto (x l,st_y );
_ lineto(x l,end _y);

}
for (y=0; y<row; y+=10) {

y l  =  st_y + y * magy;
_m oveto (st_x ,y l);
_ lin eto(end_x,y l);

I
_m oveto(end_x,st_y); /* boundary */
_lineto(end_x,end_y) ;
_lineto(st_x,end_y);

_setcolor(2);
for (x=5; x<col; x+=10) {

x l  =  st_x + X * magx;
_m oveto(x l,st_y );
_ lineto(x l,end _y);

/* grid 2 */

for (y=5; y<row; y+=10) {
y l  =  st_y + y * magy;
_m oveto(st_x ,y l);
_ lin eto(end_x,y l);

}

for (y=15; y>=0; - y )  { 
_setcolor(y);

/* color reference */
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for (y l= 390 -y*16 ; y l< 40 6 -y * 1 6 ; + + y l)  { 
_m oveto (30 ,y l);
_ lin eto (50 ,y l);

}

_settextco lor(l);  
for (i=13; i>=0; - i )  {

goto_xy(7 ,23-i);
colval =  (m ax-min) * (i+1.) /  15. + min; 
printf("% 6.3f,colval);

}

_dos_getdate(& d) ;
goto_xy(65 ,0); printf("%d %d %d",d.year,d.month,d.day); 
g o to _ x y (6 5 ,l); printf("Y.-S. KIM");

printf("Level & Tilt"); 
printf("removed"); 
printf("from % d  terms",n_c); 
printfC'Zernike"); 

printf(" polynomials" ) ;

goto_xy(65 ,10) 
g o to _ x y (7 0 ,ll)  
goto_xy(65 ,15) 
goto_xy(65 ,16) 
goto_xy(65 ,17) 
for (y=0; y<3; ++y) {

goto_xy(65,12+y);
printf("z[% d]=% +6.31f',y,c[y]);

}

void w ave_cal()

double A , U , Rangle, xOval, yOval, xval, yval;
double z, sum =0.;
float value;
int X, y, x l ,  x2, y l;
int i , j , k ;

ndata = 0;
for (i=0; i<row; ++i) {

yOval =  (cenrow - i) * ystep; 
for (j=0; j< co l;+ + j) {

fscanf(infile, " % f ' ,& value) ;
xOval =  (j - cencol) * xstep; /* - ->  + */
A = sqrt(xOval*xOval +  yOval*yOval) /  CZR; /*  no m eaning */
U  = A  * FL2 * (C C -l.+ sq rt(l.+ 2 .*A *A  - A *A *C C )) /  (A*A + CC); 
if  (xOval != 0 .) {

Rangle = atan2(y0val,x0val); 
xval =  U  * cos(Rangle); 
yval =  U  * sin(Rangle);

else I
xval =  0.;
i f  (yOval >=  0 .) yval =  U; 
else yval =  -U;
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/* rem ove the piston & tilt term */ 
i f  (value > -9 .9) {

xval /=  RDS; 
yval /=  RDS;
z =  c[0] +  c [l]* x v a l +  c[2]*yval; 
value -=  z; 
sum += value; 
ndata++;
if  (m ax <  value) max = value; 
i f  (min >  value) min =  value;

}
fprintf(outf,"% 8.5f ",value);

fprintf(outf,"\n");

}
aver = sum  /  ndata;

}

void draw_diff()

double sum =0., diff; 
float value, pv;
int X, y, x l;
int i , j ,  k;
int level;

magy =  371 /  row;
m agx =  371 /  col;
if  (m agy > m agx+1) m a g y -;
e lse  i f  (m agy <  m agx-1) m a g x -;

backgroundO;

rewind(outf);
fscanf(outf,"% d% d",&row,&col);
fscanf(outf,"% lf% lf% lf% lf',& DIA,& FL2,& cnc,& W AVE);
fscanf(outf,"% lf% lf% lf% lf\n",&cenrow,&cencol,& ystep,&xstep);

pv =  m ax - min; 
for (i=0; i<row; ++i) {

y =  st_y + i * magy; 
for (j= 0;j< co l; ++j) {

fscanf(outf, " % f ' ,& value) ; 
if  (value >  -9 .9) {

level =  15 * (value-m in)/ pv + 1; 
_setcolor(level);

X = st_x + j * magx; 
x l  =  X + magx; 
for (k=0; k<magy; ++k) { 

_m oveto(x,y+k); 
_ lin eto (x l,y+ k );
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diff = value - aver; 
sum += d iff * diff;

rms = sqrt(sum/ndata);

goto_xy(30,0);
goto_xy(3 ,0)
g o to _ x y (3 ,l)
goto_xy(3 ,2)
goto_xy(3,3)
goto_xy(3 ,4)
goto_xy(3 ,5)
goto_xy(3 ,8)
goto_xy(3 ,25);
goto_xy(65,3);
goto_xy(65,4);
goto_xy(65,5);
goto_xy(65,6);

printfC’HEIGHT ERROR DIAGRAM ");
printfC'DIFF.DAT");
printf("%d x % d  points",row,col);
printf("Dia =  %.01fmm",DIA);
printf("FL2 = %.01fmm",FL2);
printf("CC = % .61f',cnc);
printf( " W ave= %. 1 Ifnm", W  A V E *1000000.) ;
printf("M ax=% 6.3f',max);
printf("M in=% 6.3f',m in);
printf("RMS= %.31f',rms);
printf("P-V= % .3f',pv);
printf("Aver=% .3f',aver);
printf("Ndata=%d",ndata);
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